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ENGLISH ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the information structure of Soumraye, also known as Somrai
(common alternative spelling: Soumray; ISO: SOR; autonym: Chibne, Chibné or Shibne),
a largely unstudied Eastern Chadic (Afro-Asiatic) language of Central Chad (Eberhard et
al. 2020). Analysis is based on four fiction and two non-fiction narratives as well as part of
an expository text and some previously published proverbs. I primarily use a framework
from Lambrecht (1994). The default information structure of Soumraye is topic-comment
or presupposition-focus. The construction for marked topic, or topicalization, consists of
a preposed noun phrase ending with the topicalization particle da. Da's functions on the
sentence and discourse levels are also examined. Other uses of da, including as a marker
of clause-initial adverbial phrases, as a subordinator, and as a speech complementizer,
are examined, but it is concluded that these constructions with da are not types of topicalization. I present two categories of marked focus, or focalization. Argument-focus
is primarily through a preposed constituent, a cleft structure, or a focalization particle,
but argument-focus of a subject can use a postposed emphatic pronoun. Sentence focus
includes thetic and presentational sentences, of which Soumraye examples are included.
Topicalization and focalization in Soumraye are compared and contrasted with topicalization and focalization in other Chadic languages, chiefly Barayin for topicalization and
Lele for focalization. The applicability of the framework used in this thesis to other Chadic
languages is also examined.
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FRENCH ABSTRACT
Ce mémoire examine la structure informationnelle de la langue soumraye, aussi appelée somrai (orthographe alternative répandue : soumray ; ISO : SOR ; autonyme : chibne,
chibné ou shibne) (Eberhard et al. 2020). Il s'agit d'une langue tchadique (afro-asiatique)
très peu étudiée, appartenant à la branche est et dont la plupart des locuteurs se situent
dans le centre du Tchad (Eberhard et al. 2020). L’analyse est basée sur quatre contes fictifs et deux histoires réelles ainsi qu’une partie d’un texte explicatif et quelques proverbes
déjà publiés. Le cadre qui a été suivi est principalement celui de Lambrecht (1994). Par
défaut, la structure informationnelle de la langue soumraye est topique-commentaire ou
présupposition-focus. La construction d'un topique marqué ou topicalisation se compose
d’un syntagme nominal préposé, suivi de la particule de topicalisation da. Les fonctions de
la particule da ont été étudiées au niveau de la phrase et du discours. D’autres fonctions de
da ont aussi été examinées : marqueur d’un syntagme adverbial en début de phrase, con-

jonction de subordination et complémenteur de discours rapporté. Pourtant, nous concluons que ces autres constructions avec la particule da ne sont pas les types de topicalisation.
Deux catégories de focus marqué ou focalisation sont également abordées. Les principales
structures pour la focalisation d’un constituant incluent un syntagme nominal préposé,
une phrase clivée ou une particule de focalisation. Cependant, la focalisation d’un sujet
peut se faire par un pronom emphatique placé à la fin d’une phrase. Les structures pour
la focalisation d’une phrase comprennent des phrases thétiques et des phrases de présentation, dont des exemples sont présentés. Les fonctions de topicalisation et de focalisation
en soumraye sont comparées aux mêmes fonctions dans d’autres langues tchadiques, principalement la langue barayin pour la topicalisation et la langue lélé pour la focalisation.
La pertinence du cadre utilisé dans ce mémoire aux autres langues tchadiques est aussi
examinée.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction, contributions, and structure of this thesis
In these sentences, the same semantic information is communicated:
(1)

Declan gave Aidan a toy car.

(2)

Aidan was given a toy car by Declan.

(3)

It was Aidan who was given a toy car by Declan.

While examples (1)-(3) all communicate the same semantic information, they do so using
different structures. The first sentence is an active one; the second sentence is passive;
the third sentence is a cleft. Speakers of any language can express the same semantic information with different structures, sometimes prosodic, sometimes syntactic. The study
of the different structures available within a language and the choices between the different structures that a speaker of that language can make is called information structure
(Lambrecht 1994: 5-6). This thesis primarily uses the framework of information structure
developed in Lambrecht (1994).
The "two basic IS [Information Structure] primitives" are topic and focus (ErteschikShir 2007: 27). A topic is the referent about which a proposition adds information (Lambrecht 1994: 131). For example, in (1), Declan is the topic, and the rest of the proposition
provides information about him. Focus is concerned with the difference between the assertion of a proposition and a presupposition; the assertion of the proposition reveals new
information (Lambrecht 1994: 213). The focus of the sentence is the new information
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which is added to the presupposition and which is assumed by the speaker to not be
known by the hearer (Lambrecht 1994: 206-207). For example, (3) may have been uttered in a context in which the listener knows that someone was given a toy car by Declan.
That information is then the presupposition. The assertion here is that Aidan is the one
who received the car. This new information is thus the focus.
This thesis examines information structure in Soumraye. Soumraye (ISO: SOR) is an
Eastern Chadic language (Eberhard et al. 2020). An alternative spelling of Soumraye
is "Soumray". Note as well that the Ethnologue currently lists Soumraye under Somrai
(Eberhard et al. 2020). The autonym of the language is Chibne (spelled in Soumraye
orthography), Chibné (spelled in French) or Shibne (spelled in English); see also 1.5. In
this thesis, I give particular attention to topic, topicalization (which is marked topic),
focus, and focalization (which is marked focus) as well as the types of information associated with each. Additionally, I compare and contrast topicalization and focalization in
Soumraye with the same functions in other Chadic languages.
I worked for a little over half of each year in the Soumraye community from fall 2014
to January 2019. I did linguistic research, including the development of a grammar sketch
and discourse analysis work. Among other activities, I also helped with the development of
literacy and multilingual education materials and the training of literacy and multilingual
education teachers. This thesis comes partly from my five-year struggle to understand the
Soumraye particle da, which is largely the subject of Chapter 3. I tried many different
strategies for analyzing da and found that information structure with its two primitives
of topic and focus provided the most complete solution. Along the way, I realized that
many other Chadic languages have da-like particles, some of which are discussed in this
thesis. I hope that my analysis of da using information structure is useful not only for an
understanding of Soumraye, but also of other Chadic languages.
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 includes a brief introduction of terms, including different types of information, the Soumraye language, and the data analyzed for
this thesis. Chapter 2 looks at the default information structure, which is topic-comment,
or predicate-focus (presupposition-focus). Chapter 3 examines highlighted topic or topicalization. Additionally, it accounts for Soumraye particle da, which is a topicalizer as
2

well as a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases, a subordinator, and a speech complementizer. The type of information included in each type of phrase or clause with da
is examined, and the functions of da at the sentence and discourse levels are compared
and contrasted. A comparison of da with other similar particles in Chadic languages is
presented, as well as an evaluation of other possible analyses. Finally, Chapter 4 summarizes special focus, or focalization, structures in Soumraye. These structures in Soumraye
are compared and contrasted with structures in other Chadic languages. The framework
applied to Soumraye is also applied to another Eastern Chadic language, Lele. The appendices include the Soumraye texts analyzed and used as examples for this thesis.
The major contributions of this thesis include the following:
1. Soumraye is an understudied language of the Eastern Chadic, group A branch. This thesis contributes to the documentation of Soumraye as well as providing more information
about the information structure phenomena in Eastern Chadic.
2. Additionally, six interlinearized Soumraye texts are presented in the appendices in
their entirety. The first 164 lines of a seventh are also presented. These texts come from
recordings which were transcribed and interlinearized.
3. There are several published grammars of Chadic languages. There is also a welldeveloped literature on topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization; however, different
linguists often use these terms with slightly different meanings. Additionally, writers of
grammars often give only cursory definitions of their terms. I combine a theoretical discussion of topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization with an analysis of Soumraye data.
4. Soumraye da has many functions ranging from topicalizer to subordinater to speech
complementizer. This thesis does not look only at da from the perspective of information
structure and information accessibility; it also interacts with research on subordination
and grammaticalization.
5. Topic and focus in other Chadic languages are examined. Chapter 3 includes a reanalysis of da-like particles in some Chadic languages with particular attention to the Eastern
Chadic languages Barayin and Lele.1 Chapter 4 compares and contrasts focalization in
other Chadic languages. An examination of how the frameworks applied here can be used
1

All language classifications are based on the 2019 version of the Ethnologue (Eberhard et al. 2020).
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in the analysis of other Chadic languages is also presented with particular attention to the
Eastern Chadic language Lele.
6. This thesis examines text data whenever possible, even for languages other than Soumraye. Ideally, topic and focus should be studied using texts; elicitation may shed light on
what structures are used for topicalization and focus; however, an understanding of how
these structures are actually used is best gained through studying them in context. Increasingly, though not always, descriptions of topic and focus in Chadic languages have used
text data, and increasingly, text data is made available in appendices or online. Besides
Soumraye, I looked at analysis combined with texts for the Chadic languages Barayin,
Lele, Mofu-Gudur, and Mandara. For other languages, I examined the analyses of other
linguists. Some analyses were not based on text data. Some were, but the texts were not
made available.
The rest of Chapter 1 continues as follows: Section 1.2 includes an overview of information structure. Definitions of the terms topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization
are presented in 1.3, and a description of information accessibility and its different types
are presented in 1.4. This is followed by a short introduction to Soumraye (1.5) and a
presentation of the data used in this thesis (1.6).

1.2 Information structure
I follow Lambrecht (1994: xii) in treating information structure as the "relationship between speaker assumptions and the formal structure of a sentence". Speakers
have choices between different allosentences (i.e. propositions which may semantically
present the same information, but which have pragmatically different meanings) (Lambrecht 1994: 6). Speakers make different choices about how to express the same information based on what they want to communicate and based on what they assume is new
to the hearer. These choices often result in one element becoming more prominent or
highlighted than another. For example, the following sentences have the same semantic
meaning:
(4)

It was Brazil that beat France.
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(5)

It was France that Brazil beat.

(6)

France was beaten by Brazil.

Pragmatically, however, these sentences are different. While they all express the same
meaning, a speaker must chose between these and other choices like It was France that
was beaten by Brazil or even simply Brazil beat France. The speaker does this based on

what information he or she thinks is important or new for a hearer. In (4) Brazil is more
prominent and the most important information in the mind of the speaker. Brazil is singled
out as the actor, perhaps because this is the information the speaker thinks or assumes
is unknown to the hearer. For example, this sentence might be used in response to a
question about who beat France and whether it was Brazil or Spain. Or perhaps, the
speaker is contradicting the hearer who thinks that it is Portugal who beat France. All
these circumstances could result in prominence on Brazil. In (5), on the other hand, France
is more prominent. This sentence might be in response to a question about who Brazil beat
or to point out that Brazil beat France instead of Germany. In (6), as in (4), Brazil is again
more prominent than France. This is the information that the speaker assumes to be the
most important to the hearer. For example, (6) might be used in response to the question
about who won the day's game. In this case, (6) might connote that France's loss to Brazil
was contrary to the expectations of the speaker and hearer.
Information structure thus overlaps semantics, syntax, and pragmatics. It examines
allosentences which have the same semantic meaning. However, the syntactic structures
of the allosentences are different. Speakers make pragmatic choices between allosentences
based on their assumptions about what the hearer knows or about what information is
most important for the hearer. These choices often result in one element being more
highlighted or prominent than another.
All languages have information structure. However, different languages use different structures to communicate pragmatic differences. The pragmatic difference between
(4) and (6) is expressed syntactically in these English sentences through the difference
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between a cleft and a passive structure. Foley & Van Valin (1992) note the following additional "syntactic packaging devices" which can be used to express differences in information structure in many languages: antipassives, dative shift, topicalization, left-dislocation,
and clefts. Givón (2001: 254) has a similar list. Additionally, syntax is only one means of
coding differences in information structure. Dik (1997: 291) notes that prosody, special
positions, and particles are also used. None of these lists is exhaustive.
Many different names for information structure have been used over the years. These
include Chafe’s 'information packaging', discourse pragmatics and Vallduvi’s 'informatics'
(Chafe 1976 and Vallduvi 1990, as cited in Lambrecht 1994: 2). However, following
Lambrecht (1994), this thesis uses the term information structure.

1.3 Topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization
As noted in the introduction, topic and focus are the basis of information structure.
Erteschik-Shir says that they are the "two basic IS [Information Structure] primitives"
(1978: 27). In section 1.3, I provide definitions of topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization.

1.3.1 Topic
In this thesis, I primarily use Lambrecht’s (1994: 131) definition of topic, which is
the following:
A referent is interpreted as the topic of a proposition if in a given situation the
proposition is construed as being about this referent, i.e. as expressing information
which is relevant to and which increases the addressee's knowledge of this referent.

In other words, for Lambrecht, topics are referents which a proposition is about. Note that
that not all sentences have topics (See 4.1.2.).
To give an example of topic, in this sentence, Margaret is the topic:
(7)

Margaret drove out to the Grand Tetons and spent the week hiking.
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The sentence is about Margaret, who is the topic, and the rest of the sentence is a proposition which increases our knowledge of Margaret .
To give a more metaphorical example, while Lambrecht does not use this image,
possible topics are often visualized as a box or drawer of filing cards (Erteschik-Shir 2007:
43-44). It is as if a hearer has a set of file cards near the top of the box or drawer. Each
file card has information about some entity in an ongoing discourse (Erteschik-Shir 2007:
43-44). These are the possible topics (Erteschik-Shir 2007: 43-44). When one of these
file cards or topics is selected, the rest of the sentence continues on about that file card
topic (Erteschik-Shir 2007: 43-44). A possible topic has then become an actual topic
of a sentence (Erteschik-Shir 2007: 43-44). Note that for Erteschik-Shir (2007: 43-44),
topics are also referents. As will be discussed later (see 1.4.2), topics are also generally
given information, i.e. they represent information about an already presented entity in an
ongoing discourse, and they are close to the "top of the box or drawer of file cards".
Most other linguists, including Dik (1978: 130, 141-144) and Gundel (1988: 210),
have definitions similar to Lambrecht's definition of topic and assume that topics are referents. However, Chafe (1976: 50) considers a topic "what the sentence is about", but
Chafe also says that a topic can "set […] a spatial, temporal or individual framework
within which the main predication holds". This latter type of topic will be seen to be more
closely, though not exclusively, related to topicalization.
Haiman (1978) also uses a different, wider definition of topic than Lambrecht. Haiman
(1978) discusses the relationship between conditionals and topics and suggests conditionals are a type of topic since they are often marked in the same way in many languages. If
Haiman is right, then topics do not have to be referential.
Haiman's observation about the relationship between conditionals and topics, as well
as the question of whether topics are limited to referents, is very relevant to our discussion
of Soumraye. As I show in Chapter 3, the same particle, da, is used for marking topicalization, subordinate clauses, and speech orienter phrases. Ultimately, though I discuss
other possibilities, I limit my definition of topic to referents. Conditional and subordinate
clauses are seen as different functions of da, which is probably not what Haiman would
conclude from an analysis of Soumraye.
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While Chafe (1976) and Haiman (1978) give different definitions of topic, there is
largely consensus on the main definition of topic in the literature; however, there is disagreement about some related, tangential questions. For example, Erteschik-Shir (2007:
19) notes that "the truth value of the sentence is established with respect to them [the
topics]". This is related to the idea that a topic cannot be negated, but instead refers to
something that is already a given in a discourse. According to Erteschik-Shir (2007: 19),
while she accepts this association of topic with truth value, it is nevertheless controversial.
Because I am largely following Lambrecht's definition of topic and because there is largely
agreement on the definition of topic in information structure, I will not comment further
on these issues.

1.3.2 Topicalization
Topicalization is a means of highlighting a topic or promoting a constituent to topic.
Here I also follow Lambrecht (1994: 162) who says, "[topicalization] acts as an invitation
to the hearer to exploit the cognitive accessibility of a particular noun phrase in a particular
syntactic configuration". In fact, Givón (2001: 254), using his own definitions of anaphoric
and cataphoric, says that these types of constructions are often anaphoric in that they
are talking about a referent that is at the least cognitively accessible, but they are also
generally cataphoric, because they highlight something and note that it will be important
for later.
Examples (8) and (9) are allosentences.
(8)

She [Ellen] went to the store.

(9)

As for Ellen, she went to the store.

Example (8) would be the typical sentence in the normal flow of narrative discourse.
Presumably, the referent of she has already been introduced and the speaker or writer is
merely continuing with his discussion of Ellen. Example (9) is an English example of the
topicalization construction as...for (Lambrecht 1994: 151-152). While having the same
semantic meaning as (8), example (9) would be used in a different context, perhaps after
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a discussion of a participant besides Ellen in a discourse. The as...for then draws attention
to Ellen and highlights the fact that she is now the topic (i.e. she is what the sentence is
about). For example, if the previous sentence was about another referent, example (9)
signals a change in topic. Alternatively, if the previous sentence was about Ellen and
another person, example (9) signals a narrowing of the topic to one participant.
Foley & Van Valin (1992: 355) also use the term topicalization; however, in their
definition of topicalization a pronoun cannot be used in addition to the main referring
expression. For them, Strawberries, she likes is an example of topicalization, but Strawberries, she likes them is not because in the sentence Strawberries, she likes them, the direct

object strawberries has the resumptive pronoun them later in the sentence. For Foley &
Van Valin, example (9) would not be an example of topicalization because the topicalized
subject Ellen has the resumputive pronoun she latter in the clause. However, in Soumraye,
the presence of a pronoun for the main referring expression does not mean that there is
not a topicalization construction. This is further discussed in 3.2.1.
Topicalization is also often similar to what Givón (2001: 253) calls "marked topic
constructions", though some of his marked topic constructions are considered focus constructions in this thesis.

1.3.3 Focus
The second main component of information structure is focus. Again following Lambrecht (1994: 213), focus is concerned with the difference between the assertion of a
proposition and its presupposition. The focus of the sentence is the new information which
is added to the presupposition and which is assumed by the speaker to not be known by the
hearer (Lambrecht 1994: 206-207). In example (4) above, It was Brazil that beat France,
Brazil is in focus. Responding to the question, "Who beat France?", the presupposition

that someone beat France is already present. Here the focus, Brazil, provides the new
information or assertion against the background of the presupposition. Note that here the
assertion of the proposition or the new information corresponds to Brazil, but the new
information is not always a referent. There are different types of focus, only one of which
puts focus on an argument.
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For Lambrecht (1994: 222), each sentence has a focus; in discourse, the default information structure is topic-comment, also called presupposition-focus or predicate-focus.
The subject is seen to be in the presupposition and the verb phrase is seen as the predicatefocus (Lambrecht 1994: 222). Using (8), the subject she represents the presupposition or
topic while the verb phrase, went to the store, is the comment or predicate-focus. In other
words she is the already established information while went to the store presents the new
information in the sentence.
There is more variation in the definitions of focus than in the definitions of topic.
For example, in Perspectives on functional grammar , Dik et al. define focus as "what is
relatively the most important or salient information in the given setting" (1981: 42). Their
definition is less correlated with new information or a new assertion and more correlated
with saliency, though what is identified as a focused element can be the same. See also
4.1.3.

1.3.4 Focalization
Just as topicalization is marked topic, focalization is marked focus. This thesis uses
Lambrecht's (1994) categories of special focus or focalization. Lambrecht has two primary
types of focalization, which he calls argument-focus and sentence-focus. In an argumentfocus construction, an argument is pointed out or highlighted against an existing presupposition (Lambrecht 1994: 221-222). Example (4) It was Brazil that beat France, which
was described in 1.2 and 1.3.3, is an example of argument-focus. The argument Brazil
is highlighted against the old information that someone beat France. On the other hand,
sentence-focus is when "focus extends over both the subject and predicate" (Lambrecht
1994: 22). There is not a topic and a comment in these sentences. These sentences often report events or present characters (Lambrecht 1994: 233). Thetic sentences such as
It's raining or presentational sentences such as There was an old woman are examples of

sentence-focus. Sentence-focus and thetic sentences will be discussed further in 4.1.
There are many different types of focalization, most of which are encompassed by
argument-focus and sentence-focus; however, Lambrecht (1994: 236) does say that there
are types of focus which he does not discuss. It should also be noted that there are also
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many different labels for the same types of focalization. More types of focus, different
focus labels, and a comparison with Lambrecht's labels are presented in 4.1.3.

1.4 Information accessibility
Correlations are often drawn in the literature between topic, topicalization, and focus, on the one hand, and levels of information accessibility on the other. For example,
for Gundel (1988: 212) and Erteschik-Shir (2007: 19), topic must be given or accessible.
In this section, I introduce several types of information accessibility and the relationship
between these levels of accessibility and topic and focus. This is in preparation for examining the accessibility of information used in Soumraye topic and focus constructions. In
fact, looking at the level of accessibility of information is crucial to an understanding of
Soumraye particle da, which is used for topicalization, among other functions.

1.4.1 Types of information accessibility
Many linguists have talked about information types. For example, Dik (1978: 128)
talks about three different types of pragmatic information: general knowledge of the
world, participants' situational information, and contextual information. The last is information which one can derive via inference. These three describe the source of speakers'
and hearers' information.
Chafe (1987) has a different set of groupings of pragmatic information, related to
what degree of information is accessible to the speaker and hearer. While Dik's groupings
are useful, Chafe's groupings have been used and expanded on more often by others, such
as Lambrecht (1994). He sees three different activation states for information: inactive
or new information, semi-active or accessible information, active or given information
(Chafe 1987: 25-32).
Example (10) illustrates Chafe's three different activation states:
(10) a. ... On Saturdays, Ben and Emily Anne liked to go thrift shopping, and they particularly
liked to visit Goodwill.
b. One day, they found a Donvier ice cream maker there for $5.
c. These types of ice cream makers make use of a pre-frozen bowl, which allows ice cream
to be made quickly and easily without salt and ice.
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d. As they like ice cream and particularly like to make flavors which are not normally
found for purchase in grocery stores, they quickly made the decision to buy the Donvier.
e. After they left the store....

The Donvier ice cream maker in (10b) is an example of new (previously inactive) information. The object has not been mentioned before. This is an example of my own creation;
however, if it were from natural text, it would appear that the speaker seems to assume
that the Donvier ice cream maker is unknown. This is why it is described in (10c). On
the other hand, they at the beginning of (10b) is given (already active) information. They
refers to Ben and Emily Anne, who were mentioned at the beginning of (10a), the previous
sentence. While new and given information are opposite types of information, accessible
information is between them on a spectrum. Store in (10e) is an example of accessible
(semi-active) information. The store Goodwill has been mentioned before, in the previous
paragraph; thus, it is not new. However, it has not been mentioned for a while; thus, it
is only accessible, not given, in this context. Note that it is accessible here partly through
the fact that (10a)-(10d) concern buying and selling. The proximity of store in (10e) to
Goodwill in (10a) has prevented the idea of store from lapsing into inactivity, but this lapse

is further prevented by the buying and selling schema of (10a)-(10d).
Chafe (1987: 25, 48-49) links these three activation states (new, accessible and given)
with processing effort, noting that new information takes the most effort to process and
given information takes the least. This is because new information requires a fuller description for identification, which means that full noun phrases are generally used for new
information. These full noun phrases in turn take more processing effort than pronouns.
Pronouns, which take the least amount of processing effort, are generally associated with
given information, which, already being introduced, needs less information for identification. Accessible information takes less effort to process than new information, but more
than given information.
The connection between activation states, types of noun phrases, and processing effort
is seen in (10). They which represents given information (in 10b) is simply a pronoun.
This information mentioned in the last sentence is very available, and a pronoun suffices
to call to mind the referent Ben and Emily Anne. The pronoun takes little processing
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effort, compared to a full noun phrase like Ben and Emily Anne. On the other hand, also in
(10b), Donvier ice cream maker represents new information. A full noun phrase is needed
to introduce this previously unknown item. This full noun phrase takes more processing
effort than a pronoun. Therefore, new information takes more processing effort that given
information. Store in (10e), the example of accessible information, uses a general term,
store, for the specific term Goodwill. The proper noun Goodwill is not needed, but the

noun store is needed rather than a pronoun to make the reference to Goodwill because a
pronoun, such as it , is not enough to call up the idea of Goodwill. The noun store, however,
is adequate to call up the idea of Goodwill. The processing effort for store is between that
which is required for a pronoun like it and proper noun such as Goodwill. So, the processing
effort for an accessible item is between that of a given and a new one. The link between
information accessibility and processing effort is commented on by many, including Chafe
(1987: 26), Lambrecht (1994: 165-167), and Givón (2001: 254).
Lambrecht (1994) expands on Chafe's activation states of new, accessible, and given.
First, Lambrecht (1994: 109) divides the state new into unidentifiable/brand-new (and
unanchored), on the one hand, and unidentifiable anchored/brand-new anchored on the
other. New anchored expressions, a term Lambrecht borrows from Prince (1981: 236),
cited in Lambrecht (1994: 86), are linked to something already available in the discourse,
while unanchored expressions are not. In (10b) Donvier ice cream maker is an unanchored
new object. It is not connected with another referent already available in the discourse.
However, if the example had instead read the Donvier ice cream maker which I had given
away, the ice cream maker would be unidentifiable anchored/brand-new anchored be-

cause it would be connected to the speaker of the sentence.
After Lambrecht's two types of new information, next on Lambrecht's scale is inactive/unused (1994: 109). On the spectrum, this information is not new, but it is not
quite accessible either. It comes after Chafe's category of new, but before his category
of accessible. Lambrecht's (1994: 107) category of inactive/unused is for something that
may have been previously given or active but has not been mentioned in a while and
consequently has become unused and less accessible (Lambrecht 1994: 107). In fact,
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Lambrecht (1994: 166) subtitles this information type "identifiable yet inactive". For example, Charles Dickens often weaves the stories of several different characters into his
books. He does this by writing a chapter about someone, then does not mention a character for a few chapters, and then comes back to the character in another chapter. Such
a character is inactive/unused at the beginning of a new chapter about him or her. It is
difficult to say for sure how Chafe would label a Dickensian character who disappears for
several chapters; however, noun phrases labeled as accessible do not have several pages
of text between mentions in Chafe's (1987) work.
Next, Lambrecht (1994: 100, 109-110) divides Chafe's accessible label into three: (1)
textually accessible or available in the world of the text, (2) situationally accessible or
available in the world surrounding the text, and (3) inferentially accessible or available
via inference from already accessible or active information. Ben and Emily Anne in (10a)
would be textually accessible if they had been introduced earlier in the discourse but had
not been used by the speaker in the current paragraph or for a paragraph or two. For
example, perhaps a speaker talked about them, switched to talking about someone else
for a paragraph or two and then switched back to talking about Ben and Emily Anne, who
are then still textually accessible. (Note that the length of time between mentions is key.
Textually accessible items can't have been mentioned chapters away.) While textually
accessible referents are available in the text internal world, situational accessible referents are available in the text external world (Lambrecht 1994: 100). For example, if a
speaker and a hearer are at a baseball game, referents such as pitcher, batter, and umpire
are situationally accessible, at least for baseball fans. Information which is inferentially
accessible has not been previously introduced in the text, nor is it available in the text
external world. For example, I, at times, read cookbooks without intending to make anything and without being in the kitchen. In this case, if I am reading a baking book with
a recipe labeled "Sandwich Bread", ingredients such as flour, sugar, yeast, etc., would be
inferentially accessible. They would not be situationally accessible because they are not
physically present, nor are they textually accessible when they are first mentioned. They
are merely inferentially accessible because I can deduce that a recipe for sandwich bread
will have ingredients such as flour, yeast, and sugar.
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Finally, Lambrecht's active/given label largely corresponds to Chafe's given label
(1994: 109).

1.4.2 Links with topic and focus
Now, what about the relationship between information accessibility and topic, topicalization, focus, and focalization? It has already been noted that according to Gundel
and Erteschik-Shir, topics must be given or accessible. For Chafe (1987: 36-37), starting points (topics) are generally given, though they may also be accessible. Lambrecht
says that topic is not a statement of accessibility (1994: 160); however, topics must be
accessible. He also notes that different languages tolerate topics on different levels of the
information accessibility scale (Lambrecht 1994: 165-170). The fact that topic often goes
hand in hand with a high level of accessibility explains why topics are often, though not
always, unaccented pronominals (Lambrecht 1994: 165). Not much processing effort is
required to maintain already accessible or active information.
The relationship between topicalization and information accessibility is more complicated and rarely discussed. Givon (2001: 254) does note that topicalizaton (what he
calls "marked topic-coding", as discussed earlier) is often linked with low accessibility. As
evidence, Givon (2001: 254) notes that noun phrases in topicalization constructions are
generally full, a trait which has generally been linked with lower accessibility. This makes
sense because these constructions often involve topic promotion or highlighted topic. The
promotion in and of itself implies that the information is passing between activation states,
from a lower one to a higher one, from less to more accessible.
Focus and focalization are commonly correlated with new information, but one needs
to be careful with this idea (Lambrecht 1994: 206, 257-258). New information can be
formed by putting together two pieces of old information (Lambrecht 1994: 50). For
example, if we return to the opening example of this thesis, in (3) It was Aidan who was
given a toy car by Declan, Aidan is in focus. In a speech situation, the presupposition is that

someone was given a toy car by Declan. There are then probably a range of possibilities
for who was given the toy car. Aidan is probably not a new participant as such, but rather
just one among the given or accessible referents who received the car. While Aidan is in
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focus, he is not a new referent. The new information is that it was Aidan, as opposed to
someone else, who received the car from Declan. It is important to distinguish between
new referent and new information.
For Lambrecht (1994: 50, 218), old information is what the speaker knows before
the utterance, while new information is what is contributed to the mental representation
by the utterance. This new information is the focus.

1.5 Soumraye
Soumraye (or Somrai) is an Afro-Asiatic language of the group A, Eastern Chadic
branch, ISO code SOR, found in Southern Chad (Eberhard et al. 2020). There are 36 languages in the Eastern Chadic branch, seventeen of which belong to the A group (Eberhard
et al. 2020). The Ethnologue cites the 1993 census, which gives the Soumraye population
as 7,410 (Eberhard et al. 2020). However, its current population is commonly held to be
between ten and eleven thousand (based on conversations with local government leaders).
The Ethnologue places Soumraye under the label Somrai (Eberhard et al. 2020). The
Soumraye themselves call their people group Soumraye and their language when speaking
among themselves Chibne (in Soumraye orthography). "Chibné" is the French spelling of
Chibne. In English this autonym is often spelled "Shibne" (Eberhard et al. 2020). However, there are many other variations on the language name besides Soumraye, Somrai,
and the variations of Chibne; among them are Sibine, Soumray, Somre, Somrei, Soumrai,
Sounrai, Sumrai (Eberhard et al. 2020). Some differ according to the orthography system
of the researcher. For example, "Sumrai" is one of the German spellings. Some in this
list are spelling variants. Some, such as "Sounrai", appear to be mistakes. The Soumraye
generally refer to their language as "Soumraye" when communicating with outsiders in
spoken or written form, and I follow their convention. At the same time, occasionally
Soumraye is spelled "Soumray" by the Soumraye. However, it is also worth noting that
some Soumraye are starting to use "Chibné", the French spelling of the autonym, on some
official documents.
Figure 1 shows the southern part of a language map of Chad. The colors on the
map represent different language families. The reds and pinks are all Chadic languages,
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which are part of the larger Afro-Asiatic family. The yellows and tans are Nilo-Saharan
languages, while the blues are Niger-Congolese languages. The Soumraye area is found
in the black box. Only one of the areas in the black box is the Soumraye area. The other
red areas of the same color are Chadic languages from the Eastern Chadic Branch, group
A. Figure 2 shows the area in side the black box in more detail.

Figure 1. Language map of Chad2

Figure 2 shows the black box from Figure 1.
2

Modified from Les langues du Tchad (2000).
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Figure 2. Detail map of Soumraye language area and environs3

Figure 3 is a map of some of the larger Soumraye villages. On this map, the names of
the villages are written in an earlier version of the current orthography.

Figure 3. Soumraye villages4
3
4

Modified from Les langues du Tchad (2000).
Figure 3 is from Syllabaire 2 (2015: 26-27).
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Doumougou (Dəmə̀gə on the map above) is the seat of the Soumraye canton. The majority of the Soumraye live in this canton, which is part of the sous-prefecture of Déressia
in the East Tandjilé region of Chad. There are also some diaspora communities in other
cities of Chad, including Lai, Kelo, Doba, and N'Djamena.
Soumraye is largely undocumented. Nachigall (1937) briefly described Soumraye
grammar and provided Soumraye-to-German and German-to-Soumraye wordlists. Jungraithmayr (1978) published an interlinearized Soumraye story. Barreteau & Jungraithmayr (1979) published an overview of the Soumraye verb system. Deusch (1999) researched the language for several years and developed an orthography. Roberts (2012)
wrote on the phonology of Soumraye verbs. Jungraithmayr (1978: 178) and Barreteau &
Jungraithmayr (1979: 193) list some other resources about Soumraye, which I have not
yet been able to obtain; most additional resources are about the Soumraye verb system.
Little grammar or information structure research has been completed on other languages of the East Chadic branch, group A, although Frajzyngier published a grammar
of Lele in 2001. Simons (1982) published a paper on a possible cleft structure of Lele.
She also wrote a non-thesis project for her MA degree about two Lele particles (Simons
1984). Additionally, there are some unpublished orthography statements and unpublished
grammars for some of the surrounding languages. Some are available in the Chadian government's archives for minority languages, located at DAPLAN (Direction de la promotion
de langues nationales).

As mentioned previously, I worked with the Soumraye for a part of each year from
November 2014 to January 2019. There is a local language development committee, as
well as an active mother tongue preschool program with over 20 classes. An adult literacy
program functioned from 1998 to 2017; however, it was halted due to lack of interest in
the community. Over 20 books have been published in Soumraye, including a collection
of proverbs, several easy readers, a volume of short stories, and several health books.

1.6 Data collection and analysis
For my data, I asked Soumraye speakers to allow me to record them telling stories,
singing songs, and giving speeches. The recordings were primarily taken during spring
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2018, in the Soumraye capital of Doumougou. One text was collected in fall 2018 in
N'Djamena, the capital of Chad.
A subset of the recorded corpus was transcribed and interlinearized in fall 2018 with
my language assistant, Acyle Baudaulaye Félix. The sentence divisions of the texts in this
thesis are his. While Acyle Félix helped me understand unknown words and more complicated parts of the recordings, as well as providing a few free translations in French,
free translations presented in this thesis are primarily my own. In total, 146 minutes of
recorded text were prepared for analysis. Data was transcribed into the current orthography, which, it is important to note, does not mark tone.
In December 2018, the texts were edited by Koumakoy Paul, Worgue Martin, and Florent Gounsign. They also answered additional questions about sections of the recordings
which were difficult to transcribe, glossing, and free translations as needed.
My colleague, Andrea Suter, who has worked with the Soumraye since fall 2014, read
through all the texts in fall 2019 and provided additional corrections to transcriptions as
well as many helpful suggestions to improve the glossing and free translations.
While more data was analyzed, this thesis is based on a subset of the transcribed data
(which was in turn a subset of the recorded data). It includes two non-fiction stories, four
fiction stories, and the first 164 lines of a speech. Table 1 provides information about my
data.
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Table 1. Texts: title, genre, summary, and length
Title

Genre

Summary

Length

Berni by
Koumakoy Paul

Speech

In this sermon, Koumakoy exhorts his
fellow church members to not judge one
another.

261 lines,
28:00 (I
worked with
164 lines of
this text.)

Evil animals of
the bush

Fiction

The evil animals plot to kill and eat a
man; instead, he outsmarts them which
explains why humans and animals do not
get along any more.

113 lines,
7:48

Lion and hare

Fiction

A lion has an ox while a hare has a cow.
The cow gives birth, and the lion claims
the calf is his. At trial, monkey intervenes,
and the hare wins.

21 lines,
1:26

Maana by Acyle
Felix

Nonfiction

Acyle recounts his work around Chad over
a six-month period.

94 lines,
8:59

Maana by
Worgue Martin

Nonfiction

Martin tells the story of being attacked by
bees and escaping. He explains to his
friends and neighbors that no one was
trying to curse him; rather, God took care
of him.

55 lines,
4:32

The chief's wives

Fiction

A chief's third wife gives birth, and the
other wives, who are childless and jealous,
take the child away to try and get rid of it.
The chief eventually discovers his son and
the truth, and all is made right.

38 lines,
3:00

The woman with
nine daughters
and one son

Fiction

A mother seduces her only son. He dies in
shame, and the daughters kill their
mother in revenge.

190 lines,
5:37

The last six texts are presented in entirety in the appendices. The first, "Berni by
Koumakoy Paul" is presented up to line 164. I did not work with the remaining lines of
the text. Appendix A is "Berni by Koumakoy Paul". Appendix B is "Evil animals of the
bush". Appendix C is "Lion and hare". Appendix D is "Maana by Acyle Felix". Appendix
E is "Maana by Worgue Martin". Appendix F is "The chief's wives". Finally, Appendix G
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is "The woman with nine daughters and one son". Additional information about speakers
and recordings is included with each text.
Additionally, I occasionally use an example from a recently published collection of
proverbs, Gwale gə diri: proverbes soumrayes (2019), and a collection of short stories, Bamulgə gə bii gə chibne (2006).

My thesis relies primarily on analysis of recorded and transcribed texts, not elicited
sentences. However, I do occasionally make reference to speakers' judgments about constructions.
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CHAPTER 2
DEFAULT INFORMATION STRUCTURE: TOPIC-COMMENT, OR
PREDICATE-FOCUS
Chapter 2 examines the default information structure in Soumraye. As 2.1 explains,
from the perspective of topic, this is the topic-comment structure. From the perspective
of focus, this is the presupposition-focus (predicate-focus) structure. Section 2.2 describes
some particles commonly found in the topic-comment, or predicate-focus, structure. Finally, 2.3 gives some examples of emphatic pronouns used for topic, including contrastive
topic.

2.1 Default information structure
2.1.1 Topic-comment, or predicate-focus, structure of SVO languages
Cross-linguistically, in SVO languages like Soumraye, the topic-comment structure is
generally the default information structure.1 In SVO languages using this structure, new
information is added by the verb phrase "about an already established discourse referent"
which is generally the subject (Lambrecht 1994: 126). The "established discourse referent"
or subject is generally the topic, while the new information in the verb phrase is generally
the comment (Lambrecht 1994: 121, 126).
The same topic-comment structure can be seen as a presupposition-focus structure
(Lambrecht 1994: 222). Here, the subject or topic is associated with a presupposition
(Lambrecht 1994: 222). The verb phrase or comment which adds the new information
is associated with focus (Lambrecht 1994: 222). Lambrecht (1994: 222) says that the
presupposition-focus structure is the one "in which the predicate is in the focus and in
1

There are other possibilities, however. Dooley & Levinsohn (2001: 75) provide a list of languages where
topic-comment (presupposition-focus) may not be the default information structure.
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which the subject […] is in the presupposition". The presupposition-focus structure is
more commonly called predicate-focus because the predicate is in focus (Lambrecht 1994:
226). For Lambrecht (1994: 226), viewed from the perspective of topic, SVO sentences
are topic-comment where the subject is topic and the verb phrase is the comment. Viewed
from the perspective of focus, the same SVO sentence is presupposition-focus, where the
subject is the presupposition and verb phrase is the focus (Lambrecht 1994: 226). The
presupposition-focus structure is more generally referred to as the predicate-focus structure (Lambrecht 1994: 226).
I look at how topic-comment and predicate-focus interact in this example:
(11) a. Erich catches the ball.
b. He throws it to Sam.

Example (11b) shows standard topic-comment structure. Erich is introduced in (11a).
Then in (11b), Erich continues as the topic; this time he is referred to with the pronoun
he. In (11b) Erich is the already established discourse referent. The comment of (11b) is
throws it to Sam. This adds the new information about Erich, the presupposed subject. This

new information is that he threw the ball to Sam. While (11b) illustrates topic-comment
structure, it also shows predicate-focus. The comment or new information of (11b) throws
to Sam also constitutes the predicate-focus while the presupposition is he.

Subjects are often, though not always, topics, and topics are generally given or accessible (Lambrecht 1994: 131-132, 165). For example, in (11b), he refers to the already
presented Erich, who is a given participant. Unaccented pronouns (like he in (11b)) are
often used cross-linguistically to express a topic because topics are accessible (Lambrecht
1994: 172-173).
Lambrecht (1994), like most, if not all, researchers, presents the topic-comment structure as default. However, some researchers may use different terminology. Dik (1978:
130) sees the core part of the sentence as the "predicate", which he defines as the topic
and the information predicated about the topic. While he does not use the label "com-

ment", the idea of topic-comment is there. For Dik, there is a topic, and information is
added about it, which is the essence of topic-comment structure.
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Additionally, it is important to note some other terminology. Kiss (1998) introduced
two new terms which have often been used ever since: identificational focus and information focus. Identificational focus is discussed later. Information focus refers to focus
which "conveys new information" and is not syntactically marked (Kiss 1998: 245). Gundel & Fretheim (2004: 181-183) use the same label as Kiss. In any case, information focus
is very similar to Lambrecht's predicate-focus. The term predicate-focus is used in this
thesis.

2.1.2 Default information structure in Soumraye
Soumraye is a SVO language (Miller & Suter (N.d.): Section 6.2). Here is an example:
dwe duwa
di
(12) ...an̰ji
ha yar-a2
managə
kurayə̂.
3SG.M.SBJ go see-NOM child 3SG.M.POSS DEF the.place.of river
...he went to see his child at the river. (Chief's Wives 26)

Here the subject is an̰ji, the third masculine singular subject pronoun. The subject is
followed by the verb, which is ha yara 'go see'. The verb is followed by the object dwe
duwa di 'his child'.

In Soumraye complements of place, instrument, accompaniment, manner, etc., which
can take the form of adverbs or prepositional phrases, generally come in the verb phrase
2
The infinitive and the past are probably both marked with the suffix /-a/ . The two are sometimes, but
not always, distinguished via tone, which is not noted in the orthography into which the data for my thesis
was transcribed. Unless otherwise noted, my data is transcribed from recordings where the tone can be heard.
My language assistant and I worked together to make sure the verbs were glossed properly.
Soumraye speakers who have attended SIL Chad grammar workshops have all said that their language has
a past tense, though their knowledge of French may be influencing their conclusions.
There are some disagreements as to whether the infinitive and the past are actually distinct. In Miller &
Suter ((N.d.): Section 4.3 & 4.4), a past verb form is presented; however, it is also shown that sometimes the
/-a/ has the same tone in both the infinitive and the past.
Deusch (1999: 22-23) also presents a past form. At the same time, as with Miller & Suter ((N.d.): Section
4), he also gives examples in which the tone of the infinitive and past forms are the same and examples of
where the tone of the infinitive and past forms are different (Deusch 1999: 22-23).
Barreteau & Jungraithmayr (1979: 207) discuss a past form which they call the 'accompli' (completed).
They see the basic form for the past as /-à/ (Barreteau & Jungraithmayr 1979: 207). For the infinitive,
which they call 'le nom verbal' (verbal noun), they see the basic form as /-a/ with middle tone (Barreteau &
Jungraithmayr 1979: 210-211).
Roberts (2012) also discusses the phonology of the verb system; however, he neither considers the past
form in his analysis, nor does he generally mark tone. Neither tone nor the past form are directly relevant for
the subject of his paper.
The verb system in Soumraye needs further research. Based on the data available to me at this time and
because Deusch (1999), Barreteau & Jungraithmayr (1979) and Soumraye speakers say that there is a past in
Soumraye, I have treated the past as a given in my transcription and analysis. However, in the end, whether
or not the /-a/ marks both the infinitive and past does not impact the conclusions of this thesis.
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after the object (Miller & Suter (N.d.): Section 5.5). Example (12) shows a location complement of place in the form of a prepositional phrase at the end of the clause: managə
kurayə̂ 'at the river'.

Because Soumraye is SVO, we can expect that its default information structure is topiccomment or presupposition-focus (predicate-focus). I now look at this default information
structure in Soumraye. I show how it relates to the SVO structure, the placement of
complements, questions, and negation.
The following text presents the first four lines of a story about a lion and a hare.
Here, subjects are generally presupposed topics and the new information is added in the
predicate-focus or comment. Note that the first example sentence has I in parenthesises
in the free translation line. Parenthesises will be used here and throughout the thesis to
provide implied information which makes the Soumraye examples easier to understand.
(13) a. Ur
ba
nə̂
bi
bamulgə dənə̂
miĩ
want COMP 1SG.SBJ speak story
CONN.F.POSS lion
dawre.
day-gə
bring.together-3PL.OBJ hare
(I) want to tell you a story about a lion and a hare.
mi ̃i ̃ day-gə
dawre dam ciri
b. Nə̂
CONN.PL lion bring.together-3PL.OBJ hare dwell compound
bə-də
ca.
door-3SG.F.POSS also
The lion and the hare were neighbors (lit. lived at the (same) compound door).
c. Mi ̃i ̃ pagə labe
duwa
abe me, dawre pagə dəra
deme
lion raise bovine 3SG.M.POSS male and hare raise 3SG.F.POSS female
me.
and
The lion was raising an ox while the hare was raising a cow.
ha bam wam-a-lə̂.
d. Labe
di
3
bovine DEF go bush eat-NOM-LOC
This cow went out to the bush to eat. [Lion & hare 1-4]
3

The Soumraye article does not have different forms for gender and number.
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In this story, the main protagonists, mi ̃ĩ 'lion' and dawre 'hare' are first mentioned in (13a).
Sentence (13a) is essentially a title; it is a speech act telling what the narrator is going
to do. The first line of the story is (13b). The lion and the hare are topics; they are also
presupposed because they were mentioned in (13a); however, they are referred to with a
full noun phrase because this is the first line of the story. The new information that the
lion and hare are neighbors is found in the verb phrase dam ciri bədə ca 'were neighbors'.
This verb phrase is both the comment and predicate-focus.
This pattern is continued in (13c), a compound sentence. Here the speaker begins
with the first subject, lion, an already established participant, and then adds the new
information in the verb phrase that the lion owns an ox. In addition, the speaker tells us
about the second subject, the hare, also an already established participant, and then adds
the new information in the verb phrase that the hare has a cow. So, here we see that
the subjects correspond to the topic, while the comments provide the new information.
The comments, thus, provide the predicate-focus. Note also that the topics are already
given (or active). As previously noted, given topics such as lion and hare are normally
referred to with unaccented pronouns. However, in (13c), because the speaker needs to
differentiate between the two characters, a full noun phrase is used.
The pattern of encoding an already established discourse referent as the subject and
adding new information in the predicate (comment or predicate-focus) continues in (13d),
where cow is the presupposed subject and the new information that she goes into the bush
is in the predicate. As is sometimes the case and as is discussed in 2.2.1, the definite article
di is associated with an already established topic in (13d). Examples (13b) through (13d)

show that in Soumraye, viewed from a topic perspective, the topic-comment structure
with given participants as topics is the default structure; conversely, viewed from a focus
perspective, the default structure is predicate-focus with new information in the predicate.
As previously noted, complements of place, instrument, accompaniment, manner,
etc., generally come at the end of the verb phrase, after the object. For example, in
(14)(b), the complement of accompaniment nəm 'with it' and of place ulay 'home' come
after the verb hara 'go'.
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(14) (a) Labe
di
gər-a
ya-a
bam, (b) hara nəm
[ulay].
bovine DEF arrive-PST give.birth-PST bush
go with.3 home
(a) The cow gave birth in the bush (b) and returned home with her calf. [Lion &
hare 5]

Because they generally convey new information, it makes sense for complements of accompaniment like nəm 'with it' and locatives like ulay 'to the house' to be at the end of the
verb phrase, within the comment or predicate-focus. That is the case here. The subject
of (14)(b) is the implied subject 'the cow'. The rest of the sentence is the comment which
provides the new information that the cow is going with her calf to the house.
Examples (13b), (13c), and (13d) present the normal flow of action in a story. I suppose the presentation of information here to be unmarked. Given the assumption that
these sentences are unmarked, we have been able to see that in Soumraye a presupposed
subject or topic is generally followed by the new information in the verb phrase, which
is the comment or predicate-focus. The subject generally corresponds to the topic, and
the verb phrase to the comment or predicate-focus. Example (14), also in an unmarked
context, was used to explain why complements in the verb phrase are generally in the
comment or predicate-focus and to illustrate that in Soumraye these complements normally come at the end. It is important to establish the default information structure and
its associations with the normal order of elements in the Soumraye phrase because, as
is seen later, variations in the default information structure, or the default syntax, often
correspond to marked information structure.
In the Soumraye topic-comment, or predicate-focus, structure the default focus of the
clause comes at the end of a clause, where the new information is found. The Soumraye
question particle mo, which signals a request for new information, also comes at the end.
An example is given in (15). Note that brackets are used in the examples in this thesis to
mark the morpheme(s) that I will discuss.
(15) ...nəma ni
di
ya+a
wee
[mo]?
these 1SG.POSS DEF go+PST where Q
Where did my people go? [Evil Animals 82]

As expected, the interrogative particle mo is the last element in the sentence.
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In Soumraye, the negator is bə̂də̂. When it occurs, it is always the last element in a
clause. See (16):
(16) Sariya
di
ꞌyen̰ [bə̂də̂].
judgment DEF finish NEG
The trial had [not] (yet) finished. [Lion and Hare 12]

Here the negator bə̂də̂, like the question particle mo, occurs clause-finally in the default
focus position.
This section has shown that the default information structure in Soumraye is topiccomment, or predicate-focus. The subject is generally the topic and is generally presupposed. The predicate generally corresponds to the comment. This comment is also generally the new information and also makes up the predicate-focus. In the default information
structure, complements occur in the comment and are clause-final. The question particle
and negator also occur in the default focus position. The information structure of topiccomment, or predicate-focus, also corresponds to the generalization of old information
being presented before new information. In sum, the default syntactic structure in Soumraye is SVO with complements at the end, or, in other words, SVOX.

2.2 Common but optional markers in the default information structure
Having discussed the default information structure in Soumraye, I now examine three
elements which are optionally found in clauses which use the default structure. The article
di, presented in 2.2.1, often, though not always, modifies topics. The clitic =le is an

intensifier and means something like 'really'. It highlights predicate-focus for the hearer.
This clitic is presented in section 2.2.2. Ideophones, discussed in 2.2.3, are also associated
with predicate-focus.

2.2.1 Di with topics
This section introduces the article di and provides examples of its function in Soumraye information structure. It often, though not always, modifies topics.
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Di is an article which, when it occurs, follows noun phrases in Soumraye. It does not

change according to the gender or number of the noun it modifies. When di does occur,
it shows that the noun was previously mentioned. Di increases noun encoding, and noun
phrases found at episode boundaries frequently contain it. It should be noted that while
the label article works better for this thesis, Soumraye speakers who have been involved
in SIL grammar workshops prefer to call di an anaphoric particle. It does not operate
exactly like an article in French, one of the languages of wider communication in Chad,
and speakers are concerned about confusion between the French definite article and di. In
particular, di is optional in many places where the definite article is obligatory in French,
and di can occur in places in Soumraye where the definite article does not in French.
It is also of note that an English demonstrative is sometimes used to translate di in this
thesis. However, when I have elicited demonstratives in Soumraye, I have never received
di, rather I receive a set of proximal and distal demonstratives. This makes sense because
di is not deictic in nature. Rather, it is used in discourse to indicate previous reference.

(17d) is a Soumraye sentence with di. The sentences before (17d) are provided for
context.
(17) a. (Mwom) Da4 , dole way ba,
"I kulagə,"
Then
chief say COMP be lie
Then, the chief said that it was a lie.
b. alə-w
gwale.
make-3SG.M.OBJ word
and scolded him.
c. "Mwom da, me i-na ya ta
de
da, əjəm,
mə̂
then
and be-IR as DEM.DIST like.that SUB 2SG.M.EMPH 2SG.M.SBJ
gədə
labe gə
geche mən me mə̂
ha, mə̂
ha
become ox CONN.M big one and 2SG.M.SBJ go 2SG.M.SBJ go
yar-a."
see-NOM
(The servant said,) "Then, if you are going to be like that, you yourself should
become a big ox. And you go, you go to see the situation."
4

Mwom da is a sentence introducer, which I treat as a unit. For more information, see 3.3.1. In some rare
cases, the first element mwom can be omitted in speech, but according to my Soumraye language consultants
it should not be. Therefore my consultant and I have added to (17a).
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d. Mwom da, dole [di] gər-a
gədə
labe...
then
chief DEF arrive-PST become ox
So, [the] chief became an ox... [Chief's Wives 23-26]

In (17d), di modifies dole 'chief'. It shows that the chief was already mentioned; here,
it was in (17a), as well as earlier in the story. However, note that while di is used in
(12) to indicate previous reference, it is not required, even if something has already been
mentioned. It is optional. For example, the chief was also in (17a). That was not the first
time the chief has been mentioned, but di is not used.
Besides indicating previous reference, the use of di with the noun dole 'chief' in (17d)
is also increased noun phrase encoding. Example (17d) is the beginning of a new episode.
Here, the increased encoding provided by di helps to signal a new episode. (The mwom
da is also significant for this episode boundary; see 3.3.1.)
Di, as in (17d), indicates that the noun it modifies has been mentioned before. Because

of this, it is also often associated with topics. This is true of (17d) where it modifies dole
'chief', which is the topic of the sentence.
However, while di frequently modifies topics, it does not always modify topics. This
is because its primary function as article is that of a previous reference marker, not as a
topic marker. For example, in (18), di modifies the object sariya 'judgment'.
(18) Cendi
gər-a
al
sariya
[di] keee.
3PL.SBJ arrive-PST make judgment DEF longtime
They were at [the] trial for a longtime. [Lion & Hare 11]

In this case, sariya is in the predicate-focus or comment. The topic is the subject pronoun
cendi. Thus, di does not necessarily modify the topic. While there is often a correlation

between di and topic, they are not necessarily associated.

2.2.2 Optional predicate-focusing with =le
This section first presents the intensifying clitic =le and then presents its information
structure function. This clitic highlights predicate-focus for the hearer.
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Note that while =le is a clitic, Soumraye writing conventions concerning it are somewhat in flux. Generally, speakers attach it to a verb as a suffix (see (19)), but they may
write it as a separate word when it comes at the end of a verb phrase (see (20)).
The clitic =le is an intensifier. When it is possible to gloss, language assistants say
it is like 'vraiment' in French, which is roughly equivalent to English 'really'. Notice =le
attached to the verb bu 'be blind' at the end of the following example:
(19) Ba
mə̂
chə̂
gani
da, dərə̂-m
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ drink beverage SUB eye.PL-2SG.M.POSS
ba
bu[=le].
indirect.discourse be.blind=INTS
(They say that) When you drink, your eyes are [really] blinded. [The woman 83]

In the example above, =le emphasizes the effects of drinking. When one drinks, one's
judgment can really be blinded.
The intensifier =le frequently attaches to verbs, and it is easy to mistake it for a verb
suffix. However, it is actually a clitic. Consider, for example, =le in this example:
(20) ...gər -a
way -gə
da,
cendi
ba
al -na sariya
[=le]5
arrive -PST say -3PL.OBJ COMP 3PL.SBJ COMP do -IR judgment [=INTS]
kalang...
fast
...(The monkey) arrived and said that they should [really] do the judgment quickly...
[Bamulgə (2006: 5)]

In this example, =le is not attached to the verb. Rather it is after the object sariya 'judgment' and before the ideophone kalang . The =le thus intensifies the verb phrase 'do judgment'. This fits well with the context where the monkey is saying that they should really
hurry up and finish the trial because his father is in the process of giving birth.
As I examined the information structure function of =le, I found that nearly every
use is in the predicate-focus of a clause in my data. For example, in (20) above, cendi,
the third-person subject pronoun, is the presupposed subject, while the rest of the phrase
5

The author of this story wrote =le as a separate word. This is acceptable in Soumraye orthography. As
previously noted, it is, however, a clitic.
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is the new information or predicate-focus. The =le emphasizes that they should do the
judgment quickly. Similarly, in the second clause of (19), the presupposed subject is
dərə̂m 'your eyes'. In Soumraye a person’s body parts are frequently used in the place of

pronouns like 'you'. For example, they say your eyes are sad, not that you are sad. So,
dərə̂m 'your eyes' is presupposed, while the rest of the sentence gives the predicate-focus.

The intensifier =le highlights the predicate-focus that one is blinded. The intensifier =le
is not required for predicate-focus. However, =le highlights the predicate-focus for the
hearer.
From one perspective, the behavior of di and =le are parallel. The article di is frequently, though not always, used to modify topics. Because di is a marker of previous
reference and topics are always given or accessible, di can help a hearer find the topic.
Similarly, because =le is used to confirm that a new event is really happening (did really happen, will really happen, should really happen), it is not surprising that =le is
frequently found in predicate-focus. In this way, just as di often highlights a topic, =le
can highlight the predicate-focus for the hearer.
To summarize, sentences with =le would have predicate-focus without the presence
of =le. For me, =le is not a special marker for predicate-focus either; it does not turn the
predicate-focus into marked predicate-focus or a type of predicate focalization. Rather
=le is an extra marker. Essentially, =le is an intensifier which confirms that an event

really happened or will happen or should happen.
With di, I could confirm that it was not always associated with topic. There are several
examples of di being used with non-topics. With =le nearly all the examples in my data are
found in the predicate-focus parts of sentences; however, I do have at least one example
where =le is found in another type of focus structure; this is given in example (64) in
Section 4.2.1.

2.2.3 Ideophones
Ideophones are frequently found in the predicate-focus structure in Soumraye. Ideophones are frequent and highly marked in Soumraye. They often have a tone higher
than the tones found on other Soumraye words and are louder than other words in the
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sentence. Alpher (2001: 13), writing about 3 languages of southwest Cape York Peninsula in Australia, proposes that ideophones are associated with new information focus
(i.e. predicate-focus). This is also the case in Soumraye. In the next example, pən̰ is an
ideophone which gives the sound of an arrow being shot.
(21) Gawse
ba gə
ꞌwo
da, yə̂r gawsa
bojər̰ə, usər̰ə-w
antelope.PL SUB 3PL.SBJ go+PST SUB see antelope big
aim-3SG.M.OBJ
gə
ɗeche di
[pən̰].
with arrow DEF sound.of.arrow.shooting
When these antelopes had come, (he) saw a big antelope, and (he) shot him with an
arrow. [Ping]. [Evil animals 43]

Here there is an implied subject 'man' before usər̰əw 'aim'. The implied subject is the topic.
The rest of the sentence usər̰əw gə ɗeche di pən̰ 'shot him with an arrow, ping' constitutes
the comment or predicate-focus. The ideophone pən̰ is part of this.
The particle di, the clitic =le and ideophones are frequently found in the default
information structure. This list may not be exhaustive.

2.3 Emphatic pronouns and topic maintenance
This section briefly presents Soumraye subject and emphatic pronouns (2.3.1), discusses the use of emphatic pronouns in information structure (2.3.2), and gives examples
of emphatic pronouns as topics, including contrastive topics (2.3.3 and 2.3.4). The role
of emphatic pronouns in focalization is discussed in Section 4.5.

2.3.1 Soumraye subject and emphatic pronouns
Soumraye has two sets of subject pronouns, one of which is used in matrix clauses and
the other of which is used in embedded clauses. Additionally, there is a set of emphatic
pronouns which are ways of drawing attention to a subject or object. For example, they
are used in response to questions such as "Who is it?" Table 2 has all these forms.
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Table 2. Subject pronouns and emphatic pronouns in Soumraye
Subject pronouns
(matrix clause)

Subject pronouns
(embedded)

Emphatic pronouns
(subject or object)

1SG
2SG.M
2SG.F
3SG.M
3SG.F

nə̂
mə̂
də̂
an̰ji
tandi

nə̂
mə̂
də̂
a
də

əndi
əjəm
məndi
an̰ji
tandi

1PL.INCL
1PL.EXCL
2PL
3PL

də̂
nə̂6 ̂
anə̂
cendi

də̂
nə̂
anə̂
gə

nəndə
nenin
ꞌyeni
cendi

Note that some of the forms are the same. For example, the third-person subject pronouns
and the third-person emphatic pronouns have the same forms, but there are two distinct
functions. The emphatic pronouns are distinguished in the glossing by the addition of
EMPH. Emphatic pronouns can also be set off from the phrase via a pause or can have
more marked stress. (See, for example, 4.2.2.)
For further information on the different types of subject pronouns and emphatic pronouns, see Miller & Suter ((N.d.): Sections 3.1.1-3.1.2).
The emphatic pronouns are rarely used alone. Instead, in the first- and secondpersons, emphatic pronouns are followed by subject pronouns. See the example:
(22) ...[əjəm,
mə̂]
gədə
labe gə
geche mən me...
2SG.M.EMPH 2SG.M.SBJ become ox CONN.M large one and
...[you yourself] should become a big ox... (Chief's Wives 25)

The emphatic pronoun əjəm precedes the subject pronoun mə̂.
In the third-person, we do not find the same construction of an emphatic pronoun
combined with a subject pronoun. However, like first- and second-person emphatic pronouns, third-person emphatic pronouns are not used alone either:
6
While the first-person singular subject pronoun and first-person plural exclusive subject pronoun forms
are the same (including in tone), it is easy to tell which one is intended. There is a first-person plural verb
suffix -nin, but there is not one for the first-person singular. To give an example, nə̂ ha is 'I go' while nə̂ ha-nin
is 'we go'.
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(23) [An̰ji
dole di] yə̂r ya ta
de.
3SG.M.EMPH chief DEF see as DEM.DIST like.that
[The chief himself] saw that it was like that. [Chief's wives 37]

Here, the third-person emphatic pronoun an̰ji is in apposition to the noun dole 'chief'.
In (23), the emphatic pronoun precedes the noun; however, the emphatic pronoun
can also follow rather than precede the noun, as is seen below in (25b). For the purpose of
this thesis, a noun with an emphatic pronoun is the third-person equivalent of an emphatic
pronoun followed by a subject pronoun in the first- and second-persons.

2.3.2 Information structure and emphatic pronouns
Some have closely identified emphatic pronouns with focus. See for example Frajzyngier (2001: 299-304, 311) writing about the Eastern Chadic language Lele; note that Frajzyngier calls the emphatic pronouns independent pronouns. However, Lambrecht (1994:
115, 176) notes that in French and Italian, pronouns which resemble the Soumraye emphatic pronouns can be used for both topic and focus, and that the same pronouns in the
same position in a sentence can have different functions depending on the context. In
fact, Lambrecht (1994: 323) says about accented pronouns (like the Soumraye emphatic
pronouns) that "their ROLE as topics or foci in the proposition is established only via the
utterance itself". This means that emphatic pronouns can be used for either topic or focus.
This is also the case in Soumraye.

2.3.3 Emphatic pronouns as topics
I start with an example of an emphatic pronoun used for topic. In this example, the
bracketed material consists of a third-person plural emphatic pronoun cendi and a full
noun phrase halgadə 'cowives' with the article di:
(24) Mwom da, [cendi
halga-də
di] way-də
da,
mana
then
3PL.EMPH cowife.PL-3SG.F.POSS DEF say-3SG.F.OBJ COMP place
gə
day-ə̂
ka
da...
CONN.M 3PL.POSS-LOC here TOP
Then, [they, her cowives,] told her that in their house... [Chief's wives 5]
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The cowives are not mentioned in the two immediately preceding sentences, but they are
given (active) referents. They are the topic, and the new information which moves the
story forward is in the second part of the sentence, which relates the fact that they spoke
and also what they said. This second part of the sentence is the comment.
The emphatic pronoun is part of the topic here, but what does it do? The use of the full
noun phrase with the emphatic pronoun is related to the givenness hierarchy as described
in Gundel et al. (1993). In this system, different forms of noun phrases, such as unaccented
pronominals, a noun phrase with a demonstrative, a noun phrase with an article, etc., are
linked with cognitive states which the speaker assumes for the hearer (Gundel et al. 1993:
274-276). More encoding is associated with lower accessibility and thus a need for higher
prominence. Exactly what cognitive state the combination of the emphatic pronoun and
the full noun phrase connotes in Soumraye is a question for further research, but it is
certainly a lower cognitive state on the givenness scale. This construction probably has to
do with topic promotion, as was suggested for Hausa by Jaggar (1988: 386). The use of
di combined with the emphatic pronoun increases the prominence further.

One might be tempted to ask if the noun phrase in (24) is merely an afterthought, a
further clarification, or a mistake. Mistakes generally show signs of hesitation or stumbling
in my recordings. Neither hesitation nor stumbling is present here. Thus, I do not consider
this a mistake. There could be an element of afterthought or further clarification here.
However, as stated previously, I take the combination of a third-person emphatic pronoun
with a full noun phrase as the equivalent of the combination of a subject pronoun with
an emphatic pronoun in the first- and second-persons. In the first- and second-persons,
the combination of the two pronouns is not an indication of an afterthought or further
clarification. Therefore, I do not think that the combination of third-person emphatic
pronoun and full noun phrase indicates an afterthought or clarification either.
Another example of the use of the emphatic pronoun is in brackets in the second
sentence:
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(25) a. Mwom da, Jesu əəə
Matiyə̂ yə̂r yande da, kal giyə̂ wa
then
Jesus verbal.pause N.PROP see like.that let work 3SG.M.POSS
me ha gə
Jesu.
and go with Jesus
Then Jesus, no Matthew, sees this. He leaves his work and goes with Jesus.
b. Me [Matiyə̂ di
an̰ji]
way nõ
də
lade, ərəm dara
and N.PROP DEF 3SG.M.EMPH say news CONN.F good think so.that
war̰a-w
nə̂
gəndə̂-gə
i juwip da...
relatives-3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL origin-3PL.POSS be Jew SUB
[Matthew, he] speaks the good news for his Jewish relatives...[Koumakoy Paul
35-36]

Here the noun phrase Matiyə̂ 'Matthew' with di is followed by the third-person emphatic
pronoun an̰ji. Once again the noun phrase in brackets is part of the topic and the verb
phrase contains the new information or topic. Matthew was mentioned in the last phrase
and is still given. Sometimes a pronoun can be used here; however, there is a possibility
of confusion with Jesus. Because of this, it is important to include the name Matthew.
This sentence is the beginning of a new paragraph. The addition of the emphatic pronoun
and di are probably used to highlight this boundary. While (24) showed the use of an
emphatic pronoun for topic promotion, in this example, the use of the emphatic pronoun
with di and 'Matthew' is associated with an episode boundary.

2.3.4 Emphatic pronouns and contrastive topic
Contrastiveness is often associated with activation states and is sometimes even identified as focus (Lambrecht 1994: 290-291). However, it is important to note that contrastiveness is not limited to the domain of focus. There can also be contrastive topic
outside of the domain of focus (Givón 2001: 221, Lambrecht 1994: 291-295).
In Soumraye, contrastive topic can often be constructed through the association of
emphatic pronouns and a kaw...kaw 'on the one hand....on the other hand' pair. However,
when kaw 'also' is not used in a pair, it is an additive. For an example of kaw 'also' as an
additive, note the phrase in brackets in (26b):
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(26) a. Mwom da, an̰ji
gədə
gun
gə
geche, u
deme
me.
then
3SG.M.SBJ become person CONN.M big
take woman and
Then, he became an adult and took a wife.
b. [Cendi
dənda-də
nə̂
namde
kaw] lay
abje
3PL.EMPH children-3SG.F.POSS CONN.PL woman.PL also collect male.PL
bam
jiga
jiga
ciri
də
hən̰e hən̰e pad me
totally different different village CONN.F far far all and
[The female children also] all found husbands in different villages far away. [The
woman 2-3]

The emphatic pronoun cendi is associated with the full noun phrase dəndadə nə̂ namde 'the
female children', followed by kaw 'also'. Here, cendi dəndadə nə̂ namde 'the female children
also' is the topic about which we learn that they took husbands as their brother took a
wife. Kaw is not contrastive here; rather, it is an additive.
On the other hand, when used in pairs with emphatic pronouns, kaw often has a contrastive sense. Consider the emphatic pronouns with the kaw...kaw 'on the one hand...on
the other hand' in brackets (a) and (b):
(27) "...Mwom da, kalas
[(a) cendi
kaw] ha-na me [(b) əndi
then
(it is) finished
3PL.EMPH also go-IR and
1SG.EMPH
kaw] nə̂
dam mani ɗəm."
also 1SG.SBJ stay things already
"...So, it's over. [(a) On the one hand, they] went, and [(b) on the other hand, me,]
I have stayed." [Evil animals 91]

In the previous sentences, the human being (referring to himself using the first-person
emphatic pronoun əndi) has been talking about the relationship between himself and the
evil animals, the referent of cendi. The referents of cendi and əndi are thus both given,
and they are the topics of these sentences. The sense here is contrastive; the animals have
gone away far into the bush, but the man has stayed. Here, we see a kaw associated with
each emphatic pronoun, creating the implication of contrastiveness.
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CHAPTER 3
TOPICALIZATION
In Chapter 1, I said that topicalization (marked topic) is a means of highlighting a
topic or promoting a referent to topic. I also noted that I would follow Lambrecht's definitions of topic and topicalization. He says, "[Topicalization] acts as an invitation to the
hearer to exploit the cognitive accessibility of a particular noun phrase in a particular syntactic configuration” (Lambrecht 1994: 162). Chapter 1 also noted that topics generally
must be given (active) or accessible, and suggested that topicalized noun phrases contain
information of lower accessibility. I also limited my definition of topic and topicalization
to referents.
This chapter shows that information in Soumraye is topicalized through preposed
noun phrases marked with the particle da at the end and that given (active), accessible,
and even inactive information may be topicalized; however, new information may not
be. The function of the da used for topicalization at the sentence level is compared with
the function of da at the discourse level. Next, the other functions (marker of clauseinitial adverbial phrases, subordinator, and speech complementizer) of da in Soumraye
are presented, along with a discussion of the types of information which they encode
and a comparison of their functions on the sentence and discourse levels. Then I discuss
whether or not a unified semantic or pragmatic account of da may be established.
In the last section, I look at other da-like particles in Chadic languages where data is
available. I examine topicalization in some Chadic languages, and I look at topicalization
particles and see if they are used for functions other than topicalization. Just as da has
both topicalization and subordination functions, some of the Chadic particles are shown to
have similar functions and also to be used to mark episode boundaries. Finally, I examine
proposed analyses for da-like particles in other Chadic languages including Barayin, Lele,
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Mofu-Godur, and Wandala. I had access to many texts in Barayin, as well as Lovestrand's
2018 article on nà, a da-like particle in Barayin. Particular attention is, therefore, given
to this language. I evaluate whether or not my analyis of da could be used to analyze
a similar particle in Barayin, nà, and show weakness of Lovestrand's framework and the
strengths of my own.

3.1 Definitions of foreground, background, and markedness
This section introduces two concepts relevant for this chapter: (1) Background vs.
foreground; and (2) Markedness.

3.1.1 Foreground and background
The foreground of a story contains the essential events of the storyline (Dooley &
Levinsohn 2001: 79). The background of the story does not; it may include, for example,
the introduction of participants, settings, and explanations (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001:
79, 81-82). The foreground is more important, or essential, in the sense that the storyline
cannot exist without it. In Soumraye, the concepts of foreground and background are
helpful for our discussion of da, the particle used for topicalization and other functions.
These functions are discussed in this chapter.
In this example, foreground elements are in brackets:
(28) Once upon a time, there was a princess named Charlotte who lived in a castle. She had
been imprisoned by an evil sorceress. In the region where the castle stood, there was also
a knight who was traveling around. One day [this knight came along]. [He saw her] and
[fell in love]. Unfortunately, the evil sorceress had put flesh burning dragons around the
castle, and they were patrolling the walls. [The knight tried to break through], but [he
was burned] badly....

The essential elements of the story, which are nearly always actions, are in the foreground.
In the example, the actions include the knight came along , he saw her , (he) fell in love, the
knight tried to break through, and he was burned. Clauses, such as there was a princess named
Charlotte who lived in a castle and there was a knight who was traveling around, are participant
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introductions, while clauses such as she has been imprisoned by an evil sorceress are explanations. Phrases such as once upon a time and one day provide the settings. These participant
introductions, explanations, and settings are all examples of background information.

3.1.2 Markedness
On the one hand, constructions can be default, or unmarked. On the other hand, constructions can be reserved for "specific discourse-pragmatic purposes"; these are marked
constructions (Dooley & Levinsohn 2001: 74-75). For example, topic-comment articulation is seen as the default sentence structure in many languages. A sentence, such as he
saw her , which is in topic-comment articulation, is unmarked. Another structure, such as
It was the knight who saw her , is not the default sentence structure. This is an example of

a marked construction.

3.2 Soumraye topicalization with da
In this section, I introduce the Soumraye topicalization construction, including the
types of information found in the construction. I note that topicalization can make it possible for a sentence to have multiple topics. I also show that topicalization is a variation on
topic-comment structure. Finally, I compare and contrast the functions of the construction
at the level of the sentence with functions of the construction at the level of the discourse.

3.2.1 The topicalization construction and what can be topicalized
The topicalization construction consists of a preposed noun phrase with the particle
da at the end.1 Additionally, after the da and before the rest of the clause, there is a pause,

and on the da, there is slight upward intonation. This is marked in the transcription by
a comma. Subjects, direct and indirect objects, possessors, locatives, and infinitives can
be preposed with da for topicalization. Topicalized first- and second-person subjects and
first-, second- and third-person direct and indirect objects as well as possessors require a
resumptive pronoun later in the clause. Topicalized third-person subjects and locatives
1

To my knowledge, the Soumraye particle da has not been discussed in the literature about Soumraye or
anywhere else. In the presentation of a Soumraye tale in Jungreithmayr (1978), da is glossed in French as
'alors'. This is roughly equivalent to English 'so'.
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do not use a resumptive pronoun. For infinitives, the question is irrelevant. This section
provides examples of topicalization for subjects, objects, locatives, and infinitives.
As mentioned in 1.3.2, Foley & Van Valin (1992: 355) draw a distinction between
fronted constructions which use a resumptive pronoun and fronted constructions which
do not use resumptive pronouns. Left dislocation structures have resumptive pronouns
(or pivots), but topicalization structure do not (Foley & Van Valin 1992: 355). For them,
a left-dislocated noun with a resumptive pronoun is considered clause-internal, while a
topicalized noun without a resumptive pronoun is considered clause-external (Foley & Van
Valin 1992: 355). However, both a left-dislocated noun with a resumptive pronoun and
a topicalized noun without the resumptive pronoun are considered to be topic (Foley &
Van Valin 1992: 355).
Foley & Van Valin's definition is primarily a syntactic one. Mine is different. I did
not presume that there were "left-dislocation" and "topicalization" constructions in Soumraye or that if they existed, they were different. Instead, I have identified a syntactic
construction, a preposed noun phrase with da, which has a resumptive pronoun in certain
situations. This construction has certain pragmatic functions. Because of its functions, I
call it the topicalization construction. The presence or absence of the resumptive pronoun,
as well as the question of whether or not the preposed noun phrase is clause-internal or
external, do not make a difference in the pragmatic functions of the construction. The
syntactic feature which does make a difference is the presence or absence of da. Preposed
noun phrases with da have the pragmatic function of topicalization. Chapter 4 will show
examples of preposed noun phrases without da. That construction is used for focalization.
The first example (29) shows two preposed subjects enclosed in brackets and marked
(a) and (b):
(29) ...[(a) dəgaw
də
mən da,] ha ina
kunə̂-də-lə̂
me, [(b)
small.stick CONN.F one TOP go mum neck-3SG.F.OBJ-LOC and
də
mən da,] ha baba kunə̂-w-ə̂
me.
CONN.F one TOP go daddy neck-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and
... [(a) one (stick)] went to their mothers' neck, and [(b) one (stick)] went to their
fathers' neck. [Chief's wives 34]
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Dəgaw də mən 'one (stick)' and də mən 'one (stick)' are subjects of (29)(a) and (29)(b)

respectively. Each noun phrase is followed by the particle da. When combined with
upward intonation at the end of phrase with da and a pause after da, this marks the
subjects as topicalized. If the subject were not topicalized, there would not be a da, upward
intonation, or a pause. We do not see a resumptive pronoun here because third-person
subjects do not have a following resumptive pronoun in the topicalization construction.
Pragmatically the previously mentioned sticks are being highlighted and contrasted with
one another, and it is clear that they are what the sentence is about. They are important
in the story because there is a boy whose parents are unknown, but one stick will go to his
mother's neck and the other to his father's. This will reveal who he is and who his parents
are.
While example (29) shows a topicalized third-person noun phrase, first- and secondperson subjects can also be topicalized. In this case, an emphatic pronoun occurs before da
and a regular subject pronoun occurs after the topicalized phrase as a resumptive pronoun.
This resumptive pronoun occurs in the default position for the topicalized element. See
the material in brackets in example (30):
(30) "Ladə, də̂
alə-n,
nə̂
ꞌwon-i
mwom da,2
good 2SG.F.SBJ hurt-1SG.OBJ 1SG.SBJ make.love-2SG.F.OBJ then
[əndi
da,] nə̂
ha dam-a
bə̂də̂."
1SG.EMPH TOP 1SG.SBJ go stay-NOM NEG
(The son said,) "Great. You have hurt me. I made love to you. So, [as for me,]3 I
am not going to stay (live any longer)." [Woman 22]

In example (30), əndi, the first-person subject emphatic pronoun, followed by da, is topicalized. The regular first-person subject pronoun nə̂ follows the topicalized phrase. Here
it is a resumptive pronoun. Even though 'I' was also the subject of the previous clause, the
topicalized əndi calls attention to the fact that this sentence is about the speaker and the
fact that he will not live. This piece of information is crucial for understanding the rest of
the story. Later the son will foolishly agree to help dig a well. This dangerous work will
lead to his death.
2
3

Remember that mwom da is treated as a unit; see 3.3.1. This is not the topicalizing use of da .
"As...for' does not connote contrastiveness in free translations.
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Example (31) shows a topicalized object with da:
(31) [Nenin
nə̂
yap da,] dəsa gabdə-nin
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some TOP cold weaken.strength-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
bam.
totally
[Some of us], the cold had weakened us. [Acyle Felix 59]

Here the preposed object in brackets, nenin nə̂ yab 'some of us', followed by the particle
da, is topicalized. With preposed objects, a resumptive pronoun must occur later in the

clause. In Soumraye, the pronoun occurs as an object suffix on the verb. Here, the firstperson plural pronominal object suffix is -nin, and it occurs on the verb gabda 'to weaken
strength'. In this example, the topicalized object helps preserve continuity in the story and
keep the narrator and his friends center stage. While the dəsa 'cold' is the subject of the
sentence, it is not its primary topic. Instead, nenin nə̂ yab 'some of us' is presented as who
the sentence is about.
Example (32) shows a topicalized locative:
(32) Managə ba a
wom, mwom da, [mana nin
gə
grup
when
SUB 3SG.M eat
then
place 1PL.EXCL.POSS CONN.M group
nin-ə̂
ta
di
da,] ba
me gwale gənə̂
1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST DEF TOP SUBJ and word CONN.POSS.M
Boko Haram di
yal-a
dədə̂-nin-ə̂.4
Boko Haram DEF arrive-PST head-1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC
While he was eating, then, [in our group], the words about Boko Haram came to
our minds. [Acyle Felix 42]
Mana nin gə grup ninə̂ ta di da 'in our group [lit. in our place of our group]' is a topicalized

locative. Normally locatives go at the end of the proposition; however, here it is preposed
and followed by da, which makes it topicalized. Topicalized locatives do not have an
associated resumptive pronoun. As with (31), this topicalization helps with the continuity
of the passage. Attention is kept on 'our group' where the action is taking place and will
continue to take place, rather than being shifted to Boko Haram.
4

The suffix -ə̂ is not resumptive. It makes 'our heads (minds)' into a location.
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Actions can also be topicalized. In this case, the verb occurs in its nominal form, i.e.
the infinitive. We see this construction in example (33), which sets the scene for talking
about a journey with a driver who has collected the narrator and his coworkers.
(33) [Lay-a-nin
da,] mana gə
ala
di, mana di
i
pick.up-NOM-1PL.EXCL.OBJ TOP place CONN.M over.there DEF place DEF be
habde
dwar̰a-lə̂,
anə̂
wa i
daa gawsəni
wood.PL inside-3PL.POSS-LOC 2PL.SBJ run FOC up sand
də-w-ə̂.
head-3M.SG.POSS-LOC
[About his picking us up,] in that place, it was in the middle of the trees. You were
going along on top of the sand. [Acyle Felix 23]
Layanin da 'about his picking us up' is a topicalized infinitive with a pronominal object suf-

fix -nin. There is no resumptive pronoun because resumptive pronouns are not associated
with topicalized infinitives. This sentence marks the beginning of a new episode.
Finally, in my data, I have one example of a noun phrase marked with da which does
not fit the pattern shown in this thesis:
(34) ...mwom da way da,
"Caga da,
[i-m
da], mə̂
then
say COMP now PART mother-2SG.M.POSS TOP 2SG.M.SBJ
chana
gani widəbənə̂
kaw, mə̂
ꞌwon
gə
drink-IR drink get.drunk-IR also 2SG.M.SBJ make.love with
i-m
mo?..."
mother-2SG.M.POSS Q
....He said, "Now, about your mother, if you drink a lot of alcoholic beverages, if you
get drunk, are you going to make love to her (i.e. you wouldn't ever make love to
her, would you)?..." [Woman 4]
Im da 'about your mother' is a noun phrase marked by da; however, it is not a noun which

is preposed from the following clause, mə̂ chana gani widəbənə̂ kaw 'if you drink a lot of
alcoholic beverages and get drunk'. It could be related to the second clause mə̂ ꞌwon gə
i-m mo? 'Do you make love to your mother?', but that seems odd given the presence of gə
im 'with your mother' at the end. In any case, because im 'your mother' is not preposed
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from the clause which follows, I do not consider this an example of my definition of
topicalization. For me, topicalization implies movement.
Given that I only have this one example in my data, it is not possible for me to make
any generalizations about what this structure is. I also am not completely sure that this
sentence is grammatical. If it is grammatical, I can say that im with da does seem to be
marked topic in the context as it seems to give the general topic of the sentence. However,
I would need more examples to generalize about the functions of a non-preposed noun
phrase marked with da.

3.2.2 Types of information found in topicalized phrases
Section 1.4.1 outlined several types of information: unidentifiable/brand-new, unidentifiable/brand new-anchored, inactive/unused, textually accessible, situationally accessible, inferentially accessible, and given (active). This section shows that topicalized noun
phrases in Soumraye may contain inactive/unused, accessible (textually, situationally, inferentially), or given (active) information.
First, inactive information can be reactivated through the topicalization construction.
For example, in (35h), the chauffeur, who has not been mentioned for 28 sentences, makes
an appearance. Observe (35h) in context:
(35) a. When the work had all finished, they collected us to return, to go home to
N'djamena again.
b. When we went along, we arrived and spent the night at the crossroads.
c. Then, it rained.
d. There wasn't even a hut for us to go and lay our heads.
e. The rain beat down. Day appeared to us.
f. We were very cold.
g. We didn't have a fire to warm ourselves.
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h. [Chopər duwa
da] ꞌwo
wa wal-a
managə
chauffeur 3SG.M.POSS TOP go+PST run spend.the.night-PST the.place.of
kərə̂ Bol.
home Bol
[As for the chauffeur, he] had gone and spent the night at home in Bol.
i. He returned in the morning. Having arrived, (he) found us there. [Acyle Felix
50-58]

While it is true that a journey is referenced in (35a)-(35b) and that the presence of a
truck and a driver are implied, (35c)-(35g) has concentrated on describing the miserable
weather conditions in which the narrator and his coworkers spent the night. The chauffeur
has not been mentioned for 28 sentences. Here, he is reactivated in (35h), and then
continues to be a main character in the clauses immediately following. This is an example
of topicalization being both anaphoric and cataphoric, in the way that Givón defines them
(see 1.3.2).
Textually accessible information can also be found in topicalized noun phrases, as
in (36b), the second of two sentences in this example. In the sentences leading up to
this selection, a stranger appears on the scene to eat with the narrator and his coworkers.
Having been warned about the terrorists of Boko Haram and to be careful of strangers, the
narrator and his coworkers are quite worried and leave him to eat by himself. In (36a),
the stranger leaves the scene; however, he is still textually accessible and reappears in
(36b).
(36) a. Nenin
nə̂
yab nə̂
ɓəring-nin
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some 1PL.EXCL.SBJ get-up.PL-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
daa, gun
di
kaw yə̂r dara nare
di
ba ɓəring
daa
up person DEF also see COMP people DEF SUB get-up.PL up
kal-əw
wama di
bam, mwom da an̰ji
kaw so
daa
let-3SG.M.OBJ food DEF totally then
3SG.M.SBJ also get.up up
me ca.
and also
Some of us got up. The person saw that people got up and left him with the food.
(After he finished eating), he also got up.
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b. Mwom da, jara-nin
gə
mən gər-a
then
friend-1PL.EXCL.SBJ CONN.M one arrive-PST
way-a-nin
da,
[gun
gə
ta
di
da]
say-PST-1PL.EXCL.OBJ COMP person CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF TOP
ba
ꞌwocn̰-w=e
managə
ciri
indirect.discourse understand-3SG.M.OBJ=INST the.place.of village
dwar̰-lə̂
ba
i gun
gə dəw
ba
inside-LOC indirect.discourse be person REL head-3SG.M.POSS SUB
lade bə̂də̂.
good NEG
Then, one of our friends (arrived and) said to us that [about this man] they know
him in the village and that he is a person with a sick head. [Acyle Felix 43-44]

The speaker in (36b) uses the topicalization construction in brackets to re-introduce, or reactivate, the stranger. He speaks about the stranger and tells them that while the stranger
is known in the village, he is mentally ill. Note as well the use of di with the topicalized
noun phrase. This further increases the noun encoding and the prominence of the gun
'person'.
Inferentially accessible information can also be found in the topicalization construction:
(37) a. Me nə̂
way da,
["Made da,] i mani nə̂ Mãr̰ĩ hara nəm
and 1SG.SBJ say COMP death TOP be things REL God go with.3
an̰ju
i dara
dumbu ɗwagd-a
dəra
me nə̂
ha mar
3SG.M be so.that bee
sting-NOM 3F.SG.POSS and 1SG.SBJ go die
nəm
bər̰in̰
bə̂də̂.
with.3 completely NEG
And I said, "[As for death], it is something that God comes with. It is not because
the bees have stung me that I will die.
b. So, when it is on me that death comes, it is going to be another.
c. I know that the bees themselves didn't kill me.
d. I see today that I'll stay (live) a long time.
e. The bees that stung me like that, the provocation that made them look for a
problem and rise up and come sting me as well, I don't know it.
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f. If these bees were (supposed) to kill me here, I would already be dead, but today,
today, I'm still here." [Worgue Martin 49-54]

In the phrases before (37a), people have been trying to figure out why the narrator had
been stung by bees. It is implied that many people think that a person with power over
the natural world had used the bees to try to attack the narrator. People also think that
normally a person who has been stung as many times as the narrator should have already
given up his ghost. One person brings up the example of old man who died immediately
after being stung by bees and had to be buried on the spot. He wants to know how
the narrator survived. Here there is a topicalized noun phrase made da 'as for death' at
the beginning of (37a). While death has not been directly mentioned before (37a), the
previous discussions about why the narrator is still alive as well as the story of the old
man mean that death is inferentially accessible.
As is common with these constructions, having introduced death as a topic, the narrator continues to talk about death, either directly or indirectly for several lines. In fact,
this section forms the conclusion of the narrator's story. He is explaining and responding
to people's questions about why he is not dead and saying that God, not bees, brings death
and that he believes that his death will come much later.
Next, we see that information in the topicalization construction can also be situationally accessible. In (38), we see the topicalized noun phrase, giyə̂ ni gə gere da 'my rice work'
in brackets:
(38) Managə nə̂
gər
ulay da, [giyə̂ ni
gə
gere da,]
when
1SG.SBJ arrive home SUB work 1SG.POSS CONN.M rice TOP
gə
yigə-n
bam, me daga da ilə̂
gə
3PL.SBJ cultivate-1SG.OBJ totally and field TOP there.is with
səw
duwa.
body-3SG.M.POSS 3SG.M.POSS
When I arrived home, [about my rice work,] they had done it for me, and my field
itself was there (it was prepared and planted). [Acyle Felix 84]

Rice cultivation or 'rice work' has not been mentioned at all in this account. However,
the information is not new for a Soumraye person. Rather, this is part of a culturally
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accessible schema. The story has previously made reference to the rainy season, and all
the Soumraye know that rice cultivation is the dominant work of that time period. In
other words, rice cultivation is a situationally accessible idea at this point. 'Rice work' is
made even more accessible in this sentence by the addition of the first-person possessive
pronoun ni 'my', which anchors the noun phrase 'rice work' to the narrator. (See 1.4.1 for
a discussion of the term 'anchored'.)
Finally, even given (active) information can go into the topicalization construction.
Observe the topicalized phrase gun da 'the person' in (39b) as well as the preceding phrases:
(39) a. "Jara-nin
mache,
əjəm
naa, caga da,
friend-1PL.EXCL.POSS young.man 2SG.M.EMPH what now PART
də̂
ꞌywa-na-ng
i
gwale,
gə
i-nə̂ gə
1PL.INCL.SBJ receive-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ FOC problem CONN.M be-IR with
nas-a
kaw, məl
gun
bə̂də̂,
quarrel-NOM also point.with.finger person NEG
mələ-w
gə
mani daa
bə̂də̂.
point.with.finger-3SG.M.OBJ with things in.public NEG
(The animals talked among themselves.) "Our friend. You.5 Now if we have a
problem, if we have a quarrel, don't put blame on the man. Don't blame him
publicly for anything.
b. (1) Mə̂
mel-na-w
da, (2) [gun
da,] ha
2SG.M.SBJ point.with.finger-IR-3SG.M.OBJ SUB
person TOP go
əndar-a mar-a=le...."
fall-NOM die-NOM=INTS
(1) If you take issue with him, (2) [because of him,] you are truly going to die...."
[Evil animals 71-72]

The person was already mentioned in the preceding sentence or (39a), and even in (39b),
part (1) which is the clause right before the topicalized noun phrase. The person is given
(active), but the topicalization construction is still used to draw our attention to him. Note
as well the intensifier =le attached to the end of the verb mara 'to die'. This serves to emphasize the consequence of not taking the topicalized noun phrase, the person, seriously.
If you don't, you will die.
5

This is probably a speaker error.
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3.2.3 Primary and secondary topicalization
In some cases, including in Soumraye, sentences may have more than one topic. For
example, if an argument other than the subject is topicalized, it may be the primary topic.
The subject is then the secondary topic. Primary and secondary topics have been remarked
on by other linguists. Lambrecht (1994: 147) says:
"The topicalization construction allows us to settle another issue, i.e. the question whether a sentence can contain more than one topic. The fact that in topicalization a non-subject becomes topic does not entail that the subject must lose its
topic status in the process. Therefore such a sentence may have two topic expressions."

This happens in Soumraye, where it is possible to have both a primary and a secondary
topic if a non-subject is topicalized. In this case, the primary topic is the one topicalized
with da, but the subject is a secondary topic.
We see a Soumraye example in (40) with multiple topics. It was also presented earlier
in 3.2.1 as (31). The topicalized object (in brackets) is the primary topic while the subject
is the secondary topic.
(40) [Nenin
nə̂
yab da,] dəsa gabdə-nin
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some TOP cold weaken.strength-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
bam.
totally
[Some of us], the cold had weakened us. [Acyle Felix 59]
Nenin nə̂ yab da 'some of us' is the primary topic. The storyteller is bringing and keeping

himself and his friends, center stage. The secondary topic is the subject: dəsa 'cold'. The
comment or new information is gabdənin bam 'had weakened us'.
Arguments other than objects can act as primary topics while subjects are secondary
topics. In the proverb presented in (41), kulagə 'lie' is the possessor of gubu 'hole' later in
the clause. Kulagə 'lie' is also a preposed noun phrase followed by da, which means that it
is topicalized.
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(41) Kulagə da, gubu dəra
ɗungə
bə̂də̂.
lie
TOP hole 3F.SG.POSS be.deep NEG
A lie, her hole is not deep. [Gwale gə diri (2019: 6)]

In this case, the topicalized possessor kulagə 'lie' is the primary topic. The secondary
topic, also the subject, is gubu 'hole'. Kulagə 'lie' is topicalized so that the hearer of the
proverb immediately recognizes that it is about lies; however, gubu 'hole', as the subject,
still remains the topic. Here the possessive pronoun dəra, which has a feminine antecedent,
refers back to the topicalized possessor kulagə 'lie', which is feminine. The new information
at the end of the phrase is again in the comment or predicate-focus ɗungə bə̂də̂ 'is not deep'.

3.2.4 Topicalizing da at the level of the sentence vs. the level of the discourse
In this section, I talk about the difference between the function of da on the level of
the sentence and the function of da on the level of the discourse.
The sentence with an element topicalized by da at the beginning is a variation on
the default information structure discussed in Chapter 2. In other words, we still see
topic-comment, or predicate-focus (presupposition--focus), structures in sentences with
topicalized noun phrases. See (42), which was also discussed earlier in 3.2.1 as (30):
(42) "Ladə, də̂
alə-n,
nə̂
ꞌwon-i
mwom da,
good 2SG.F.SBJ hurt-1SG.OBJ 1SG.SBJ make.love-2SG.F.OBJ then
[əndi
da,] nə̂
ha dam-a
bə̂də̂."
1SG.EMPH TOP 1SG.SBJ go stay-NOM NEG
(The son said,) "Great (sarcastic). You have hurt me. I made love to you. So, [as for
me,] I am not going to stay (live any longer)." [Woman 22]
Əndi da 'as for me', with the resumptive pronoun nə̂, is the topic. In other words, the

topicalized phrase is serving as topic. The verb phrase ha dama bə̂də 'not live any longer'
is the new information corresponding to the comment or predicate-focus.
In the previous section, we saw that sentences can have two topics, a primary and a
secondary one. Note that even when sentences have two topics, one of which is topicalized, the default information structure is preserved. As an example, see (43), which has
two topics and a topic comment structure:
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(43) [Cendi dine
day
nə̂
abje
nə̂
pii pii da,]
3PL.SBJ children 3PL.POSS CONN.PL male.PL CONN.PL first first TOP
abə̂-w
ba
pəlnə̂-w
dəgaw
sər
father-3SG.M.POSS indirect.discourse carve-IR-3SG.M.OBJ small.stick two
sər, ba...
two indirect.discourse
(He said) [about them, the firstborn male children, for each one,] his father was to
carve him two small sticks and... [Chief's Wives 29]

In this example, cendi dine day nə̂ abje nə̂ pii pii 'for them, the firstborn male children, for
each one' is topicalized with da. This is the primary topic. The secondary topic, which is
also the subject, is abə̂w 'his father'. In this case, both the secondary and primary topics
are accessible from the context. In the previous lines, the village chief calls a meeting.
Consequently, all the men of the village can be assumed to be there. In Chad, the majority
of men can be assumed to have children, which makes both the children (as primary topic)
and the fathers (as secondary topic) accessible. The new information is then found in the
verb phrase, or comment, 'was to carve him two small sticks'. Topic-comment structure is
preserved in sentences with multiple topics.
So far, we have seen that on the level of the sentence, from an information structure
perspective, topicalized phrases with da are part of a topic-comment structure. They are
marked (have marked topics), but they have default information structure. Further, 3.2.2
established that the information in topicalized phrases is given, accessible, or inactive.
This means that topics are a type of background information. The comment has new
information and helps to advance the story, but the topic itself does not.
Topicalized phrases are part of sentences with unmarked, or default, information
structure and themselves are part of the background information. This looks at topicalized phrases from the level of the sentence. However, on the level of the discourse, the
situation is different. On the level of the discourse, the topicalized phrases with da are
prominent. As a variation of the default structure, they stand out against the surrounding
material. They are often used to reintroduce a participant and keep a participant centerstage. They are also frequently found at the beginning of episode boundaries, which
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generally correspond to paragraphs in Soumraye narrative, and at the beginning of conclusions.
We have already seen an example of topicalized phrases used to reintroduce a participant. This was in (35h). Here the chauffeur, a topicalized subject, is quite prominent
as he is brought back onto stage after several lines of absence. In fact, the topicalization
construction with da helps show that he is important and lowers the processing effort associated with a participant being brought back on scene. Note as well that this topicalization
construction is found at an episode or paragraph boundary and helps to mark it.
As well as reactivating a participant, topicalization can help keep a main participant
centerstage. Look at the topicalization of nenin nə̂ yab da 'some of us' in (44b) (presented
earlier as (31) and (40)).
(44) a. An̰ji
gand-a
gə
jomni,
gər-a
ꞌyo-nin
3SG.M.SBJ come.out-PST during morning arrive-PST find-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
daa.
there
He returned in the morning. Having arrived, (he) found us there.
b. [Nenin
nə̂
yab da,] dəsa
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some TOP cold
gabdə-nin bam.
weaken.strength-1PL.EXCL.OBJ totally
[Some of us,] the cold had weakened us.
c. Chopər
gər-a
way-a-nin
da,
ba
chauffeur arrive-PST say-PST-1PL.EXCL.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse
nə̂
ɗar̰-a-nin
sədə̂-nin
1PL.EXCL.SBJ mend-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ body-1PL.EXCL.POSS
ba
nə̂
ha-nin=e.
indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ=INTS
The chauffeur arrived and told us that we should prepare ourselves and that we
would go.
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d. Nare
nə̂
yab gagə
gandə-w
ba
gə
people CONN.PL some discuss with-3SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ
wor ba
gə
woni
duwa me i
stay indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ light.and.stay.next.to.fire fire
and be
na
mo?
which Q
Some people talked with him (and asked) if they could stay, light a fire and warm
up next to it. [Acyle Félix 58-61]

In this section, there are two main participants: the driver/chauffeur and the people whom
he has left out in the bush. The topicalization of nenin nə̂ yab da 'some of us' at the
beginning of (44b) helps keep these participants prominent and helps keep the cold in the
background.
Topicalized phrases are also commonly found at the beginning of conclusions. Their
prominence there helps to mark the conclusion. Example (37a) from 'Maana by Worgue
Martin' in 3.2.2 and the accompanying text are examples of this.
Topicalized phrases are always prominent in the discourse. Multiple phrases with da
can be used for increased prominence, particularly at episode boundaries, as shown in
sections 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and 3.4.
In summary, clauses with topicalized phrases are variations on the default sentence
structure. While topicalized constructions and other topics are in the background on the
level of the sentence, they are often prominent on the level of the discourse, introducing
new topics, maintaining old ones, and marking the beginning of episodes and conclusions.

3.3 Other uses of da: functions, information accessibility, and sentence
vs. discourse functions
While da marks topicalized noun phrases, it also has three other grammatical functions in Soumraye: marker of clause-initial adverbial expressions, subordinator, and speech
complementizer. These are now presented, as well as a discussion of the type of information they can contain and their roles at the sentence and discourse levels. A chart
summarizing the conclusions is found in 3.4.1.
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3.3.1 Da as a clause-initial adverbial phrases
Da can occur at the end of a clause-initial adverbial phrase. The adverbial phrases

with da often provide a context for communication at the sentence level. The new, foreground information, which moves the story forward, comes later in the clause. At the
discourse level, they often occur at episode boundaries. See the phrase in brackets:
(45) [Ɗang da,] gawse
ꞌwo.
other PART antelope.PL go+PST
[Another (time),] (a type of) antelope came. [Evil animals 42]

Here, a substantival adjective ɗang 'other' is placed at the front of the sentence with da.
Ɗang da means something like 'another (time)' and presents the space in which the events

of the rest of the sentence occur. Because in a story the reader expects a logical chain
of events, da marks accessible information. In other words, phrases like ɗang da 'another (time)' can be expected because in narrative we expect phrases to orient the chain
of events. The more important information (main storyline or foreground information)
occurs later in the main clause.
Clause-initial adverbial expressions are also often associated with the beginning of
boundaries of episodes or paragraphs. This makes particular sense because these adverbial expressions are often temporal and episodes in Soumraye are often based on discontinuities of time, place, and/or participants. In (45), ɗang da 'another (time)' occurs at the
beginning of a new episode. This is the beginning of a series of episodes where an animal
comes and the man shoots it with an arrow.
Another example of a clause-initial adverbial expression is in brackets in (46):
(46) Cendi
day-ar
da, [laba da,] an̰ju
ba
3PL.SBJ bring.together-REFL SUB today PART 3SG.M indirect.discourse
ha-na=le,
kanj-a
kabni gə
lade, ba
gə
go-IR=INTS look.for-NOM meat CONN.M good indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ
gər-a
wom=e.
arrive-PST eat=INTS
When they got together, (they said that) [today] he was going to go to look for good
meat and then they would come and eat it. [Evil Animals 20]
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Here laba 'today' is placed at the front of the clause with da. Again, it presents the space of
time (today) within which an event happens. It provides background for the main storyline
events in the rest of the clause. As with the previous example, the clause-initial adverbial
phrase with da helps mark the beginning of an episode or paragraph, here describing what
will happen today.
Clause-initial adverbial expressions may be the origins of one of the functions of the
omnipresent Soumraye mwom da. I treat this as a fully lexicalized expression meaning
'then' or 'next'. Speakers as well tell me that this is one unit. Additionally, the origins of
mwom are unclear. Right now, mwom does not have semantic meaning on its own, and

it does not occur on its own without da. (Note that there is another word mwom, which
means 'sick'.) However, mwom da functions much like the clause-initial adverbial phrases
in the previous two examples. See the phrases in brackets in (47):
(47) a. [Mwom da], nəma damgə,
cendi
day-a-r
then
these stay-3PL.OBJ 3PL.SBJ bring.together-PST-REFL
way-də
larbə
da,
ba
ha-na bam
say-3SG.F.OBJ type.of.horse COMP indirect.discourse go-IR bush
kanji-na
kabni.
look.for-IR mean
So, they all lived together. They met together, and they told the wild horse to
go into the bush and look for meat.
b. [Mwom da], larbə
ꞌwo
bam di, yə
bidi,
yə
bidi,
then
type.of.horse go+PST bush DEF seize thingy seize thingy
yə
birga,
yə
kə̂rə̂,
kə̂mə̂mə̂.
seize what’s.its.name seize gazelle big
Then, the wild horse went into the bush. He caught a thingy, caught a thingy,
caught what's-it-called, caught a big gazelle. [Evil Animals 8-9]

Here, each mwom da 'then' sets off a chain of events. It sets off a variety of foreground, main
storyline events. However, note that while mwom da 'then' may be used at the beginning
of an episode, it does not exclusively mark episode boundaries. In (47a), mwom da is at
the beginning of an episode, but in (47b), it is not.
Mwom da is not the only lexicalized phrase with da. There are other clause-initial

adverbial phrases. The texts used for this thesis have many occurrences of yande da 'like
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that' and managə ta lə̂ da 'at that time (or place)'. Like mwom da, they provide a starting
point for sentences at the sentence level. The more important, sentence-level information
then follows. At the discourse level, they can be used to signal the beginning of episodes
as well, but they are not exclusively a signal of episode boundaries.
Some might wonder why I have a separate category, clause-initial adverbial phrases.
For example, why do I not refer to ɗang da 'another (time)' as a topicalized adverbial
phrase? For me, topicalization implies movement. In topicalization, as it is discussed in
3.2, a noun is displaced from its normal position and preposed. I am not sure enough
that phrases like ɗang da 'another (time)' and laba da 'today' have a noun that has been
displaced. At times in my data, both ɗang 'other' and laba 'today' do occur at the end
of clauses without da; however, they occur far more often with da at the beginning of
phrases in my data. In other words, in the texts which I have been studying, the clauseinitial position is an unmarked position for adverbial phrases. Based on my data, I cannot
conclude that these represent topicalization because I am not sure that words like ɗang
'other' and laba 'today' have been moved. However, I might change the analysis presented
here if it became clear to me that these phrases have been moved.
There is a further complication. Laba 'today' and a few other time expressions can
occur at the beginning of a clause without da. In that case, I have not found a difference
in function between clause-initial laba 'today' without da and clause-initial laba 'today'
with da. This would further suggest that the da is losing its meaning here. Even if these
clause-initial adverbial phrases were once topicalized, they may not be now. I would need
historical data to be more sure, but it may be that the clause-initial adverbial phrases were
topicalized historically, but now they are not.
Further, as noted previously, mwom da 'then' falls into a slightly different category.
Mwom does not occur without da, and mwom is certainly not found by itself at the end of

a clause.
In conclusion, Soumraye has clause-initial adverbial phrases, most of which are temporal. Some are fully lexicalized. These types of temporal expressions are expected within
narrative. Therefore, they can also be said to be accessible. However, the foreground,
main storyline information is in the main clause. At the level of a sentence, they present
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a space in which the rest of the sentence holds. At the level of the discourse, they may
signal episode boundaries.

3.3.2 Da as a subordinator
Da is one of a handful of Soumraye subordinators. It marks temporal or conditional

clauses. Given or accessible information can be contained in the subordinated clause with
da. The subordinated clauses are in the background on the level of the sentence, while

the new information is contained in the later independent clause; the subordinated clause
is thus less important than the main clause. At the discourse level, subordinated clauses
may also be associated with the marking of episode boundaries.
First, I examine da as a temporal subordinator. Notice the clause in brackets in the
second sentence, (48b), where da subordinates given information:
(48) a. Kelo da, nə̂
u
kəlando, pədə
ni
ɓəring
Kelo TOP 1SG.SBJ take moto.taxi pass.by 1SG.POSS get-up.PL
gaba
hara wal
Lay.
the.one.who go spend.the.night Lai
From Kelo, I took a motorcycle taxi. My journey continued until I arrived to
spend the night in Lai.
b. [Nə̂
gər
Lay da,] nə̂
wal
dədə
ɗang.
1SG.SBJ arrive Lai SUB 1SG.SBJ spend.the.night head-3SG.F.POSS other
[When I arrived in Lai,] I spent another night (there). [Acyle Felix 79-80]
Nə̂ gər Lay da 'When I arrived in Lai' is the subordinated clause in brackets in (48b). Here
da acts as a temporal subordinator. It marks given information, which was already stated

at the end of (48a). The new, more important information which is on the main storyline
is in the independent clause at the end of (48b).
Besides being a temporal subordinator, da also marks conditional clauses. Soumraye
has a few types of conditionals, all of which use da, but the one that I use in my examples
here is the potential conditional. This type of conditional has the sense "(When it is possible for X to happen) if X were to happen, consequently Y would happen". For example, in
English, in a situation where it is possible for me to finish my thesis, I might say "If I ever
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finish this thesis, I will receive my MA degree". In this type of conditional in Soumraye,
the protasis has a verb marked with the irrealis suffix /-na/6 , and da comes at the end of
the clause. The apodosis of such a protasis has what is called the future tense in Soumraye.
This future tense consists of the verb hara 'go' conjugated into the appropriate form and
followed by a second verb in the infinitive form, which is marked by the nominalizing
suffix -a. Here's an example of the potential conditional:
(49) Kumakoy kəl-nə̂ moto
sanga
da, də̂
har-ang
Koumakoy buy-IR motorcycle tomorrow SUB 1PL.INCL.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ
har-a
nəm
ulay.
go-NOM with.3 at.home
If Koumakoy were to buy a motorcycle tomorrow, we would go home with it. (Miller
& Suter ((N.d.): 8.7.1))

In this case, the prodosis has the irrealis marker /-na/, here realized as -nə̂, on the verb
kələ̂ 'buy', and the clause ends in da. The apodosis has the future verb in Soumraye: harang
hara 'will go'. For more examples and further information about the irrealis suffix or the

conditional in Soumraye, see Miller & Suter ((N.d.): Sections 4.3.1, 4.4.9, 8.7). Research
to date strongly suggests that Soumraye does not have a particle like 'if'.
6

Barreteau & Jungraithmayr (1979: 211-213) calls this the present subjunctive suffix, while Roberts (2012)
calls it the subjunctive throughout his article.
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Now, I return to Sourmaye texts. An example of da marking a conditional clause is
seen at the beginning of (50b), which is the second sentence here:
(50) a. "Jara-nin
mache,
əjəm
naa, caga da,
friend-1PL.EXCL.POSS young.man 2SG.M.EMPH what now PART
də̂
ꞌywa-na-ng
i
gwale,
gə
i-nə̂ gə
1PL.INC.SBJ receive-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ FOC problem CONN.M be-IR with
nas-a
kaw, mel
gun
bə̂də̂,
quarrel-NOM also point.with.finger person NEG
melə-w
gə
mani daa
bə̂də̂.
point.with.finger-3SG.M.OBJ with things in.public NEG
(The animals talked among themselves.) "Our friend. You.7 Now if we were to
have a problem, if we were to have a quarrel, don't put blame on the man.
Don't blame him publicly for anything.
b. [Mə̂
mel-na-w
da,] gun
da ha əndar-a
2SG.M.SBJ point.with.finger-IR-3SG.M.POSS SUB person TOP go fall-NOM
mar-a=le...."
die-NOM=INTS
[If you were to take issue with him,] because of him, you would die...." [Evil
animals 71-72]

Here, as in (48b) nə̂ gər Lay da 'when I arrived in Lai', the clause mə̂ melnaw da 'if you
were to take issue with him', which is in brackets at the beginning of (50b), is also marked
by da as a subordinator. However, unlike in (48b), the verb məl 'point with finger' is
marked by -na, the irrealis suffix. This suffix makes this clause a conditional one. As in
example (48b), the information in the conditional clause is given. The sentence before
mə̂ melnaw da 'if you were to take issue with him' (50a) has established that it is best not

to blame humans for things, and this sentence is simply stating why one should not do
that. Again, while the clause subordinated with da marks background information, the
new information which moves the story forward is found in the independent clause. In
other words, in the potential world created here, the fact you should not take issue with
the human is previously established. What is not previously established is that you might
die if you take issue with the human. In the potential world then, the potential result or
new action is death. That is the new or significant information.
7

This is probably an error.
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While in examples (48) and (50), da marked given information, it can also mark
accessible information, as in the second sentence in this set:
(51) a. Dole lay
namde
pii
sər da, yə̂
bə̂də̂.
chief collect woman.PL before two SUB give.birth NEG
A chief had taken two wives, but they did not have children.
b. [Gər-a
ꞌwoo ɗang də-də
di
subu da,] tandi
arrive-PST take other head-3SG.F.POSS DEF three SUB 3SG.F.SBJ
gər-a
u
gudi.
arrive-PST take pregnancy
[It came to pass when he took another, a third wife,] she became pregnant.
[Chief's Wives 2-3]

The subordinated temporal clause at the beginning of (51b) may seem to present new
information; however, this information is actually accessible through the cultural schema.
It is not at all unusual for a man to take another wife if his wife has not had children. In
fact, men often face considerable pressure from some members of their families to do this,
whether they want to or not.
It is at times difficult to tell what level of accessibility the information in the subordinate clause with da has. In the next example, the narrator is told to come and is paid by
the boss for work he has done. Observe the temporal clauses in brackets in (52).
(52) Nə̂
gər-a;
[an̰ji
ꞌwag-a-nin
da,] [nə̂
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST 3SG.M.SBJ call-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
gər-a-nin
da,] i wii kaw dəm ha managə
biyro-wə̂,
arrive-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB be who also go.in go the.place.of office-LOC
gə
asə-w
gursu duwa
ꞌya-w
me ha mana
3PL.SBJ put-3SG.M.OBJ money 3SG.M.POSS give-3SG.M.OBJ and go place
duwa
gə
dərə̂w
ur.
3SG.M.POSS CONN.M eyes.PL-3SG.M.POSS want
I arrived. [When he (the boss) called us], and [when we arrived], one by one we
went into his office. They put the money, they gave it so that each one could get
what he (lit. his eyes) wanted. [Acyle Felix 69]

On the one hand, the information that the boss calls them (the first clause) and that they
enter (the second clause) both appear to be new. On the other hand, it may be that
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this information is also culturally accessible. Generally, workers in Chad are called as a
group, but then, they are semi-privately paid one by one.8 Therefore, while I think that the
material in the subordinated phrase with da is culturally accessible, it could also be new.
Regardless, the most important information, which is on the main storyline, is that the men
go into the office, are paid, and then can buy whatever their hearts desired. This is found
in the independent clause. The information that they are called and that they arrive is
found in the subordinated clauses marked by da. The subordinated clauses, marked by da,
thus contain the less important background information. The more important foreground
information is found in the main clause after the subordinated ones.
Subordinate clauses with da can correspond to a paragraph or episode boundary. In
fact, this is what is going on in 'Maana by Acyle Félix' (48a)-(48b), presented earlier.
Sentence (48a) marks the end of the narrator's journey from N'Djamena to Kelo to Lai.
Example (48b) marks a new episode which occurs in Lai. In this episode, the narrator
will find a way to get from the regional capital to his village. However, it is important
to note that while a clause subordinated with da may signal an episode boundary, it does
not always. In (51a)-(51b), there is not an episode boundary.
Finally, in 3.3.1, I talked about mwom da 'then' as a clause-initial adverbial phrase.
Like da, mwom da seems to have multiple functions. It appears that it can also be a
subordinator. That is the case in this example:
(53) Mwom da, nare
day-ar
an̰ji
gə
lama duwa
me,
then
people bring.together-REFL 3SG.M.SBJ with horse 3SG.M.POSS and
[nare day-ar
mwom da], gə
way da,
gun...
people bring.together-REFL SUB
3PL.SBJ say COMP person...
Next, the people got together. The son with his horse as well. When they came
together, they said that a person...[Woman 26]

The functions of da and mwom da as subordinators are quite similar.
So far we have seen that da can mark a subordinate clause, including temporal and
conditional ones, and that this clause can contain given and accessible information. On
8
This is based on observation and experience. When my teammate and I were constructing a wall around
our compound and paying the workers, we did not pay them like this the first time. Later in the day, several
men came to tell us what the proper way to pay a group of men was. We paid them using the correct procedure
the next week.
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the sentence-level, the information is in the background. The new, foreground event
information comes later. Moreover, on the discourse level, these clauses can, but do not
always, signal an episode or paragraph boundary. For more on da at episode boundaries,
see 3.2.4, 3.3.1, and 3.4.

3.3.3 Da as a complementizer in a speech orienter clause
Besides the topicalizer da, the da which marks clause-initial adverbial phrases, and
the subordinator da, da can also be used as a complementizer at the end a speech orienter.
A speech orienter clause, such as "he says", tells who is speaking (Dooley & Levinsohn
2001: 97). In Soumraye, while a variety of verbs can be used, the vast majority of speech
orienters contain the verb waya 'to say' followed directly by da. There is a pause after the
speech complementizer da, at the end of the speech orienter clause and before the direct
or indirect speech. Thus, as a complementizer it is connected phonologically to the speech
orienter clause, not the direct speech.
Note as well that in Soumraye orthography used throughout this thesis, the da which
is a speech complementizer is written in the same way as the da which is a topicalizer, a
subordinator, and a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases. Phonologically, however,
the two da's are different. Da used as a speech complementizer has low tone, while the
others have high tone. Given that the da in the speech orienter clause has a different tone
from the other functions of da, it is not surprising that this da behaves in very different
ways from the other functions of da. For example, these speech orienter clauses with da,
like "he said", are part of the main storyline in narrative. Thus, unlike the other forms of da,
in the speech orienter clause da is in a clause with foreground information. Additionally,
unlike in the other functions of da, the speech complementizer da is almost never in clauses
at an episode boundary.
For an example of da as a speech complementizer, consider the clause in brackets in
(54b):
(54) a. Mwom da, paja
gənə̂
dole di
dway-a.
then
member.of.chief’s.court CONN.POSS.M chief DEF hear-PST
Now, the chief's servant was listening.
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b. Mwom da, [an̰ji
gər-a
way-a-w
dole da,]
"Dwe
then
3SG.M.SBJ arrive-PST say-PST-3SG.M.OBJ chief COMP child
dəma
ilə̂
managə
kuray-ə̂."
2SG.M.POSS there.is the.place.of lake-LOC
Then, [he went and said to the chief,] "Your child is at the river." [Chief's Wives
21-22]

We see da in the speech orienter in brackets in (54b). Here it does not mark given information; as (54a) shows, we do not know before that the chief's servant has been talking with
the chief. Thus, the information is new. Moreover, the information in the clause with da,
the fact that the chief's servant goes to talk with the chief, is on the main storyline (unlike
the phrases or clauses with other functions of da). The reported speech in the clause that
follows is not new from the perspective of the listener of the story; in fact, the listener has
known where the chief's son is throughout the story. At the same time, the reported speech
is important. In fact, the reported direct speech here is very significant and important in
the story because the chief learns that his son is still alive and the listener is waiting to see
what the chief will do now that he knows that his long-lost son is alive. For me, the act of
speaking, narrated in this speech orienter clause an̰ji gəra wayaw dole da 'he went and said
to the chief', is less important than the actual reported speech Dwe dəma ilə̂ managə kurayə̂
'your child is at the river'. The fact that in Soumraye the entire speech orienter clause
with da can be left out further suggests that it is less important (despite being foreground
information). The speech orienter clause does not exist without the reported speech, but
the reported speech can exist without the speech orienter clause. For comparison with the
other functions of da, it is also necessary to note that (54b) is not an episode boundary.
As is common with the speech complementizer da, it is not in a clause or sentence which
begins a new paragraph.
Note as well that Soumraye has two speech complementizers: da and ba. The speech
complementizer ba is used for indirect discourse. When da is the only complementizer in
the speech orienter clause, the speech which follows is direct. This is what we see in (54b)
above. However, sometimes, da precedes ba. In this case, the speech following the two is
indirect. Da behaves in the same way with ba as it behaves alone, except for the fact, of
course, that it precedes a clause with indirect discourse.
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In summary, when da is a speech complementizer, the new, main storyline information about who is speaking is in the same clause; however, the reported speech is generally
more important than the information in the speech orienter clause with da, even though
the reported speech is not on the main storyline. Further attention to da as a complementizer in the speech orienter clause is given in 3.4.1, where its function is compared with
other functions.
Particularly because the speech complementizer da has a different tone than the other
da's, some might not think that I should even consider this da in this thesis. I consider the

speech complementizer da in this section for three reasons. First, tone is mostly lexical in
Soumraye; however, there are relatively few minimal pairs, and it has not been considered
important enough by speakers to be written in the current orthography. In fact, tone is
generally not written in the orthographies of Eastern Chadic languages. Additionally, it
may be that da has a different tone simply because it is phonologically linked to a verb,
whereas in other functions, it comes immediately after a noun phrase or at the end of a
clause, including after complements.
Second, interestingly, Soumraye is not the only Chadic language in which the same
form is used as topic marker, subordinator, and complementizer in a speech orienter. The
Eastern Chadic language Lele has a particle, segmentally na, which is used as a marker
of clause-initial adverbial phrases, as a subordinator, and as a speech complementizer
(Frajzyngier 2001: 333-340, 362-363). Frajzyngier marks the tone as high when na is
used with clause-initial adverbial phrases and is a subordinator, but the tone is mid when
na is used in the speech orienter clause.

The Biu Mandara Chadic language Mofu-Gudur also has a particle ná which is a topicalizer, a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases, a subordinater, and a complementizer
in a speech orienter clause (Hollingsworth & Peck 1992: 110, 113, 114).
The Biu-Mandara Chadic language Mandara, or Wandala, also has a particle wa which
is a topicalizer, a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases, a subordinator, and a complementizer in a speech orienter clause (Frajzyngier 2012: 462; Löhr 2010: 110; Pohlig
& Pohlig 1994: 213). I do not know the tone of wa in some functions. Pohlig & Pohlig
(1994) is my source for the fact that wa is a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases,
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but they do not mark tone on their examples. However, Löhr (2010: 110), writing chiefly
about subordination, marks that wa's tone as a subordinator is high. Frajzyngier (2012)
also marks wa’s tone as high in his examples of wa as a topicalizer and complementizer.
Thus, I can say that wa’s tone is high in its topicalizer, subordinator, and complementizer
functions. In any case, it is clear that wa shares many of the functions of da, including
that of speech complementizer.
Additional information about how the forms of da may be related is found in the
section on grammaticalization, 3.4.2, in which I hypothize that all forms of da may have
come from a demonstrative.
Though the Soumraye speech complementizer da does have a different tone, I treat the
complementizer da with the da used for other functions. This is because of the relatively
low load that tone carries in Soumraye, because more than one language has a particle
like da that can be a topicalizer, a subordinator, and a complementizer in speech orienter
clauses, and because of the possibility that all forms of da are related.
Regardless of its origins, da as a complementizer in a speech orienter is now nearly
obligatory for direct speech. While the complementizer da is occasionally left out in speaking, my language assistant who helped me transcribe the texts for this thesis insisted that
it was an error each time it was omitted with direct discourse and insisted that I "fix" the
transcription by adding da. When there is a speech orienter for direct speech, da is an
obligatory or nearly obligatory element component. In the case of da as a topicalizer, the
speaker is making a choice to prepose a noun phrase with da; the speaker could also have
left the noun phrase in situ. However, when da is a complementizer in the speech orienter clause with direct speech, the da must always or almost always be present within the
clause. Thus, da has less significance in the speech orienter clause. When a speaker has a
choice (as between a sentence with topicalization and a sentence without topicalization),
the choice can have significance. When there is little choice, there is little significance.
This means that while I can examine the function of da as a speech complementizer and
compare it with the other functions, it may be that the da as the speech complementizer
currently carries little significance.
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3.4 Summary of da, grammaticalization, and other views
3.4.1 summarizes the functions of da, noting to what extent a unified account is possible. The next section, 3.4.2, looks at grammaticalization and how the functions of da
may have come from a common source. This may explain why they use the same form.
Finally, 3.4.3 considers some alternate explanations for da, based on the research of other
linguists.

3.4.1 Summary
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 described the functions of da in detail. It can topicalize noun
phrases, mark clause-initial adverbial expressions, subordinate, and be part of the speech
orienter clause. The type of information found in each phrase or clause with da was
analyzed. Additionally, the functions of da at the sentence and discourse levels were
compared and contrasted. Finally, the functions of phrases and clauses with da in marking
the beginning of episode boundaries was examined.
This chart summarizes the findings about da:
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Table 3. Summary of the functions of da
Topicalization Adverbial
da
da

Subordinator
da

Speech
Orienter
da

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
Yes

Information in the phrase
or clause with da is in the
background on the level
of sentence

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Information after da and
later in the clause (or in
the case of subordinator
da or the speech
complementizer da in the
next clause) is on the
main storyline

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The information after da is
either in the foreground or
more important on the level
of the sentence

Yes
(Foreground)

Yes (Foreground)

Yes
(Foreground)

Yes (Foreground)

Phrase or clause with da
is prominent on the
discourse level and can
signal an episode
boundary

Often

Often

Often

No

Information type in the
phrase or clause with da
Given
Accessible
Inactive
New

While the functions of da are distinct, there are some points of overlap. In all its functions,
the clause or phrase with da contains background or less important (speech complementizer da) information on the level of the sentence. These parts are less significant to the
story because they do less to advance the story. On the other hand, the clause or phrase
which follows the one with da contains either main storyline information or more impor-
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tant information. These parts are more significant on the level of the sentence because
they advance the story more.
At the same time, there are also significant differences between the functions of da
in its functions as topicalizer, subordinator, and marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases
on the one hand and the speech complementizer da on the other. When da acts as a
topicalizer, subordinator, or marker of a clause-initial adverbial phrase, the background
phrase or clause with da may contain a variety of given, accessible, and inactive information. The information that follows the phrase or clause with da, either later in the clause
or in the next clause, is on the main storyline and thus contains new information which
moves the story forward. Additionally, while da is in phrases or clauses with background
information on the level of the sentence in the topicalizer, subordinator, and marker of
clause-initial adverbial functions, it is prominent on the discourse level and can signal
episode boundaries. However, the speech complementizer da is different. In fact, the
clause with da contains new information on the main storyline, but is not prominent on
the discourse level. The speech orienter clause with da is not involved in the marking of
paragraph or episode boundaries. As an obligatory part of the speech orienter, da does
not carry much weight pragmatically. However, the direct speech after da is generally
more important, just as the information later in the clause or the next clause following
topicalizer da, subordinator da, or marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases da is also
more important.
The following example illustrates the shared uses of topicalized phrases, clause-initial
adverbial phrases, and subordinate clause with da. Phrases and clauses with the particle
da can be stacked on top of each other. In this example, there are six phrases or clauses

with da.
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(55) [(a) Nəndə
nə̂
nare
di
ɓəgdən
da,] [(b) managə
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL people DEF longtime TOP
the.place.of
ɓag
ɓag
ɓag
lə̂
da,] [(c) gə
ichə gə
before before before LOC PART
3PL.SBJ forge CONN.M
jay
da,] [(d) cendi
ba ichə gə
jay
da,]
throwing.knife SUB
3PL.SBJ SUB forge CONN.M throwing.knife SUB
[(e) gun
da,] [(f) miĩ ba yar-na gun
da,] (g) wa-w=e.
person TOP
lion SUB see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OB=INTS
[(a) About us the old people,] [(b) a long, long, long time ago,] [(c) from when they
forged throwing knives,] [(d) from when they forged throwing knives,] [(e) about
a man] [(f) if the lion saw a man,] (g) it ran away from him. [Evil animals 102]

(55)(a) is a topicalized noun phrase and is the subject of (55)(c). (55)(b) is clause-initial
adverbial phrase. (55)(c) and (55)(d) are subordinate clauses. (55)(e) is a topicalized object of (55)(f), and (55)(f) is a conditional. All of these clauses are part of cultural schema
in which the prototypical traditional Soumraye man goes out to hunt. The information is
thus situationally accessible. The information contained in (f) is also textually accessible
as the story has been talking about what happens when men go out to hunt. All of the
clauses from (a) to (f) contain less important, background information on the level of the
sentence and prepare for the last clause, wawe 'it ran away from him'. Wawe 'it ran away
from him' constitutes the information on the main storyline. In fact, the point of the story
could be summarized as 'now animals run away from humans'. This is further emphasized
by the addition of -e, an allomorph of the intensifier =le, discussed in 2.2.2. Wawe 'it ran
away from him' is the more important information on the level of the sentence. However,
on the level of the discourse, the whole sentence is also very prominent because of all the
da's stacked one on top of another. The paragraph beginning with this sentence is strongly

highlighted. In fact, this marks the beginning of the narrator's conclusion where he will
explain why man and animals can no longer live together.
The following example (seen earlier as (34)) contrasts with the previous one and
shows the use of da as a speech complementizer. This example is from the beginning of
a story where a young man says that even if he were drunk, he would not sleep with his
mother.
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(56) ...mwom da way da,
"Caga da,
i-m
da, mə̂
then
say COMP now PART mother-2SG.M.POSS TOP 2SG.M.SBJ
cha-na gani, widəbə-nə̂
kaw, mə̂
ꞌwon
gə
drink-IR drink get.drunk-IR also 2SG.M.SBJ make.love with
i-m
mo?..."
mother-2SG.M.POSS Q
[(he) said,] "Now, about your mother, if you drink a lot of alcoholic beverages, if
you get drunk, are you going to make love to her (i.e. you wouldn't ever make
love to her, would you)?..." [The woman 4]

In this example, the speech orienter clause contains the speech complementizer da. The
fact that the man spoke is new and on the main storyline. On the other hand, what the
man says is more important than the fact that he spoke. His mother hears what he says
and takes it as a dare, which provides the impetus for the plot in the rest of the story.
The speech is thus more important. The topicalizer da, the subordinator da, and da the
marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases can carry significant weight on the level of the
discourse, as markers of episode or paragraph boundaries. On the other hand, when the
complementizer da is in the speech orienter, it has no such significance. In fact, this
example comes from the middle of a sentence.
In summary, when da topicalizes noun phrases, marks clause-initial adverbial phrases,
or subordinates clauses, it is in phrases or clauses with background information on the
level of the sentence. The background information is marked by da and the foreground
information follows, but the phrases and clauses with da are often prominent on the level
of the discourse, marking the beginning of episodes or paragraphs. The speech complementizer, on the other hand, stands apart. The clause which contains it is on the main
storyline. The speech complementizer da does not mark the beginning of episodes or paragraphs either. However, in all functions of da the information later in the clause or in the
following clause is more significant (either in the foreground or more important) than the
phrase or clause which contains da. The functions of da are diverse, but what follows da
later in the same clause or in the next clause is always more important than the phrase or
clause with da.
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3.4.2 Grammaticalization as a possible way of explaining the different functions
of da
As is described in sections 3.4.3 and 3.5.3, some linguists might not be inclined to
see da as polysemous or may see da as less polysemous than I do. For example, some
might group the subordinator, topicalizer, and clause-initial adverbial functions together
as topic. Because the form is the same and there is some overlap in function, they might
prefer to see the functions which I have separated out as one. This section shows that
historically at least some of the functions of da may have had a common source, probably
from a demonstrative, with the different functions representing different paths of grammaticalization. Here I consider the origins of da as subordinator, da as topicalizer, da as
marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases, and da as speech complementizer. While they
may all have a common origin and this common origin may explain some of the similarity
between the forms, I conclude that a common origin does not mean that they should be
treated as having one function.
Subordinators have been known to develop from demonstratives. Frajzyngier (1996:
333, 335, 464), in his work on grammaticalization of the complex sentence in Chadic,
notes that clause-final subordinating markers, like da, often come from demonstratives,
particularly when the demonstrative follows the NP. The conditional function may have
developed out of subordinate temporal clauses (Frajzyngier 1996: 13, 346). Writing about
grammaticalization in several languages, Hopper & Traugott (1993: 179) also note that the
development of temporals into conditionals happens frequently. As an alternative to the
idea that subordinator da comes from a demonstrative, Frajzyngier (1996: 319) suggests
that 'when' as a temporal subordinator in proto-Chadic was *dV , with ndV considered to be
a possible variant, though he also thinks that there may have been independent innovation
of *dV from similar phonological forms in various branches of Chadic (for example, from
the demonstrative).
On the other hand, some think that the subordinator may not have come from a
demonstrative but from a topic marker (see Ziegelmeyer 2010: 140-141 writing about
Western Chadic Gashua Bade, a dialect of Bade). However, in his work on grammaticalization, Frajzyngier (1996: 386), discussing the same idea presented by an earlier linguist
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in the same language, thinks this is unlikely. Frajzyngier (1996: 386) does not see enough
examples of languages where the particle marking topicalization and conditional clauses
is the same. Similarly, Hopper & Traugott (1993: 179) examine the idea that conditional
markers may have developed from topic markers. However, they find that the evidence
suggests "that conditionals are only partially topics in function". This leads them to doubt
a path from topic marker to subordinator. To conclude our discussion of the subordinator
da, while some linguists think that a subordinator may develop from a topicalizer, it seems

more likely that it comes from the demonstrative, at least in Chadic.
Moving to the origins of da as a topic marker, there is less information available;
however, various linguists have noted that topic markers may have at times developed
from demonstratives. Diessel (1999: 154) notes that Vries has "argued that a number of
Papuan languages have topic markers based on pronominal demonstratives".
What about the clause-initial adverbial phrases marked with da? Some may have
merely started as topicalized adverbs. However, although they may look like an adverb
with da, many are now lexicalized. In fact, at the present moment, some Soumraye speakers would say that phrases like mwom da should be written as one word, though in the
current orthography it is written as two.
Continuing to the origins of da as a speech complementizer, (Frajzyngier 1996: 99100) suggests that speech complementizers generally come from verbs of saying which
were reanalyzed. Hopper & Traugott (1993: 180) also see this as a possible pattern, and
Heine et al. (1991: 216, 246-247) think that complementizers most often come from
verbs of saying in African languages. However, while Hopper & Traugott (1993: 180) and
Heine et al. (1991: 216, 246-247) see the verb of saying to complementizer as a possible
path, Frajzyngier (1996: 146) says that this is where all the speech complementizers in
Chadic languages come from. In support of this idea, Frajzyngier (1996: 470) notes that
the verbs of saying are very different in Chadic languages and says that this is because the
original verbs were reanalyzed or bleached as complementizers and that the new verbs of
saying were borrowed from other sources.
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However, Frajzyngier (1996: 99-100, 157) also acknowledges that speech complementizers can come from demonstratives, even if he does not think that this is what happened in Chadic languages. Diessel (1999: 123-124) contains several examples of complementizers coming from demonstratives, including the English complementizer 'that'. This
is also a possible source for the complementizer da in Soumraye. In Soumraye, there is not
enough evidence to be sure of the origin of the speech complementizer da; however, it is
possible that it comes from the demonstrative like the subordinator and possibly the topic
marker. At the same time, it is not possible to rule out the possibility that the Soumraye
speech complementizer comes from a verb of saying.
Soumraye da could have developed exclusively within the Chadic language system,
but it could have also begun as a borrowing from Chadian Arabic, a language of wider
communication in Chad (Eberhard et al. 2020). Like Soumraye, Chadian Arabic has a da.
Chadian Arabic da is a masculine determiner, which has the feminine form di and the plural
form dool (Doris Weiss, personal communication). There is a highlighting expression for
noun phrases which has a fronted noun phrase preceded by the article and followed by the
determiner (Grant & Williams 1999: 16). This highlighting structure has been linked with
topicalization (Heath 2008: 24). However, given that the demonstrative is not required in
this context, it is probably the fronting of the noun phrase which topicalizes, rather than
the presence of the determiner (Doris Weiss, personal communication).
Chadian Arabic also has a da which is used for clause linking in procedural texts
(Heath 2008: 29-30). This da does not change form according to the noun that precedes
it and might be a subordinator (Judith Heath, personal communication).
Soumraye da is now well-integrated into Soumraye. However, the Chadian Arabic
determiner da is a possible source for Soumraye da, particularly in its topicalizer and
subordinator functions. At the same time, I would like to note that I do not know when
Soumraye began to come into contact with Chadian Arabic. The Soumraye live in an area
of Chad which has historically been difficult to travel in and out of. Currently, Soumraye
men who worked outside of the Soumraye area for part of their life or who work outside
of the Soumraye area when there is not much agricultural work, speak Chadian Arabic to
varying degrees. Many Soumraye also know enough Chadian Arabic to communicate with
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traders who come to the market in the Soumraye area during dry season. However, I do
not know if Soumraye came into contact with Chadian Arabic early enough for Chadian
Arabic to be a source of Soumraye da.
This section shows that while nothing can be definitely concluded, it is possible that
the functions of da have grammaticalized from a common source such as a demonstrative
or from different sources such as a demonstrative for most of the functions and a verb
of saying for the complementizer. The demonstrative which is a possible origin point for
da could come from within the Chadic system or be borrowed from another language,

such as Chadian Arabic. While the functions of da may have some discourse elements
in common, they may be on different paths and they may even have different origins.
That the speech complementizer da may be on a different path or even have a different
origin is particularly likely, given that it has a different tone than the others. A common
segemental form is not necessarily an argument that the functions of da should be grouped
together. The origin of da-like particles in Chadic languages remains a question for further
research.

3.4.3 Other possible frameworks for da
While I see some similarities between some of the uses of da, I ultimately chose to
recognize four different morphemes. Some linguists probably would choose to group more
functions of da together than I do in this thesis. This section considers the viewpoints of
some linguists who might group some or even all the functions of da together. While none
of them has actually analyzed da, I consider what conclusions each might draw about da
based on individual frameworks. I also compare the frameworks and possible conclusions
with my own.
To begin, Chafe (1976: 50-51) defines topic as setting "a spatial, temporal or individual framework within which the main predication holds". For him, most subjects are
topics. Beyond this, he would group some of the different functions of da together. Besides topicalized noun phrases, both the clause-initial adverbial phrase and subordinating
functions of da would be topic. I will now look at each of these functions and show how
they fit Chafe's definition of topic, but not my own. I first consider clause-initial adverbial
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phrase. For example, in a sentence like (45), the adverbial expression ɗang da 'another
(time)' does provide a framework within which the rest of this sentence holds. This fits
Chafe's definition of topic, but it does not fit mine. Within the context, the sentence is
really about the antelope. Aboutness is a critical part of my definition of topic. Therefore, I don't group these clause-initial adverbial phrases with topic expressions, marked or
unmarked.
Moving on to subordinate clauses such as those discussed in 3.3.1, Chafe would say
that these provide a temporal setting for the main clauses. I agree. However, I do not
consider subordinate clauses with da to be topics because unlike Chafe, I say that topics
must be referential. However, it is important to note that Chafe (1987: 36-37) does
acknowledge that most topics are referents. Still, because Chafe does not define topic as
related to aboutness or necessarily require that topic be referential, his conclusions, if he
were to examine Soumraye, would differ from my own.
For me, a further problem with Chafe's definition of topic is that it does not differentiate between marked and unmarked topic. Both fit into the idea of a 'framework within
which the main predication holds', and he does not make further distinctions. For Soumraye, at least, I prefer to separate topics which are subjects from topicalized noun phrases.
As we have seen, topicalized noun phrases often have a prominence on the discourse level
that the topics from the default topic-comment structure do not.
Dik provides a similar analysis to Chafe's. Dik (1978: 130) divides sentences into three
parts: theme, predication, and tail. For him, the predication is not just the verb phrase
or predicate; it is topic + focus and corresponds essentially to the default information
structure of topic-comment (Dik 1978: 130). The definition of tail is not relevant for
this discussion, but theme, an optional part of the sentence, is "the domain or universe
of discourse with respect to which it is relevant to pronounce the following predication"
(Dik 1978: 130). Dik's theme might encompass the clauses subordinated with da, the
clause-initial adverbial phrases with da, and the topicalized noun phrases with da. Because
Dik, unlike myself, does not limit theme to referents or aboutness, his framework, like
Chafe's, would allow for the grouping of more functions of da together. However, because
Dik, unlike Chafe, distinguishes between theme and topic, topicalized noun phrases are
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distinguished from the topics which are subject in the the default topic-comment structure.
Topicalized noun phrases would be considered part of the theme while subjects which are
topics are simply topics. This separation of topicalization and topic corresponds to my
own analysis.
Using a definition of topic partly based on Chafe, Haiman (1978) notes that topics
and conditionals are similarly marked in many languages and then argues that conditional
phrases are in fact topics. Others, including Ford & Thompson (1986), agree with him.
There are doubtless similarities between the Soumraye topicalization construction with da
and the use of da with conditionals. Both do tend to mark given or accessible information.
One function may have come from another.
At the same time, much of the argument by Haiman (1978) rests on semantics. Akatsuka (1986: 342) does not think that the two should be examined through semantics, but
rather through pragmatics; he criticizes Haiman, suggesting that he does not adequately
take context and speaker attitude into account. He also points out that "simply identifying conditionals as topics does not shed light on their meaning" (Akatsuka 1986: 342).
Pragmatically, topicalization and conditionals are different. The topicalization tends to
highlight a participant to keep it as the primary topic or to bring something up from an
inactive state to make it the primary topic. On the other hand, conditional sentences set
up a hypothetical proposition, which may or may not be true, and then comment on it.
Note that according to Akatsuka (1986: 344-345), one of Haiman's flaws is also that he
denies the connection between conditionals and hypotheticality, a view which tends to
contradict the intuitions about conditionals of speakers from many languages, including
Soumraye. I agree. Additionally, calling conditionals "topics" contradicts our definition of
topic from Chapter 1. In Chapter 1, I said that topics are referential. Because Soumraye
conditionals are not referential and because I see the functions of a conditional clause and
the functions of a topic as fundamentally different, I do not see Soumraye conditionals as
topics.
Levinsohn discusses two ideas which are related to da. One is the spacer, a label for a
certain type of particle. Another is a discourse-level concept, the point of departure. I find
the concept of points of departure to be much more useful than the concept of a spacer.
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While it is not possible to completely separate the two, I will, as much as possible. I first
discuss spacers and then discuss points of departure.
Levinsohn (2015: 75) says that "a spacer is used to separate information of unequal
importance". Spacers can go in four positions: between a topic and a comment, between
a point of departure and the rest of the sentence, between less important information and
more important information, and between more important information and less important
information (Levinsohn 2015: 76). A spacer, then, can mark several types of phrases and
clauses. Da could be considered a spacer. Topicalized noun phrases followed by da and
the rest of the clause would be considered topic-comment with a spacer in between them.
The topicalized noun phrase can also be considered a point of departure (Levinsohn 2015:
46). Based on Chafe, Levinsohn (2015: 41-42) says "a point of departure establishes a
setting for what follows" and that a point of departure provides an anchor for the following
clause. In this view, clause-initial adverbial phrases with da are considered examples of
points of departure followed by the rest of the sentence. Subordinate clauses with da
would be considered a form of less important information followed by more important
information. Additionally, the subordinate clauses can be considered points of departure.
Finally, when da is used in a speech orienter, it separates what I consider the less important
speech orienter from the more important reported speech.
Levinsohn's spacer has the weaknesses of both Chafe and Haiman's views. It is true
that when da is a topicalizer, a subordinator, or a marker of clause-initial adverbials, it follows less important background information. At the same time, these functions are different at the level of the sentence. For example, topicalization has to do with displaced noun
phrases while subordination has to do with clauses. Additionally, information found in
phrases and clauses with da varies in accessibility. For example, topicalized noun phrases
with da can contain anything from given to inactive information. On the other hand,
subordinate clauses cannot contain inactive information. It's harder to give a level to the
information accessibility found in the clause-initial adverbial phrases, but the information contained seems to be accessible. Levinsohn's 'spacer' combines too wide a range of
functions to be truly useful at the level of the sentence if it is used to reduce a variety of
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grammatical functions to one. Consequently, I do not use the term spacer for da in this
thesis.
As a discourse-based term, the idea of a point of departure is more useful than the
term spacer. Topicalized noun phrases, clause-initial adverbial phrases, and subordinate
clauses can all be points of departure according to Levinsohn's definition ("a setting for
what follows"). Da then does, at times, mark a point of departure. The information found
in a noun phrase topicalized with da, a clause-initial adverbial phrase with da, and a
subordinate clause with da provide background for the rest of the clause or the following
clause, just as a point of departure can. Additionally, in those functions, phrases or clauses
with da can provide a starting point for a paragraph when they mark an episode boundary.
Therefore, I conclude that the Soumraye da does mark points of departure in all but its
speech complementizer functions. As a discourse-level term that shows how different types
of phrases and clauses can act with the same function at the discourse level (but not at the
sentence level), the term point of departure is useful.
Now we continue to Lambrecht. The framework used in this thesis corresponds closely
to Lambrecht's framework. His framework, when applied to da, separates more of its functions. Somewhat similar to Dik's term 'theme', discussed earlier in this section, Lambrecht
(1994: 125-126) has a category called "scene-setting topics" in which adverbial clauses
can fit. The subordinated clauses ending in da, whether temporal or conditional, can fit
into this category. The subordinated clauses are scene-setting topics which are completely
presupposed, on the one hand, but on the other hand, internally, they may have the default
information structure of topic-comment on the clause level (Lambrecht 1994: 218-219).
In other words, there can be layers of topics within a sentence, just as da can have different
functions at the sentence level and the discourse level. As it is laid out, this is a possible
solution. The topicalization constructions and conditionals are then at least in different
categories of topic. Lambrecht (1994: 118) also finds that this makes sense because it allows for a distinction between topics that are arguments and topics that are more loosely
associated with the clause, like the subordinated clauses marked by da. However, Lambrecht is a little unclear; he does not devote much space to the idea of scene-setting topic
and, given that he generally says that topics are referents, it is hard to tell in what sense
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he considers the scene-setting category to be topic. This "scene-setting topic" seems to
contradict Lambrecht's primary definition of topic. Because of this, Lambrecht's idea of
"scene-setting topic" may be useful, but it needs to be further developed before I can fully
analyze its applicability to Soumraye. Regardless of the terminology, the most important
thing to see here is that Lambrecht seems to see a difference between topic relating to
a referent and the type of topic (if it is topic) that is present in a subordinated clause.
Subordinate clauses and adverbial phrases would not be referential topics for him or for
me.
This section has considered the ideas of Chafe, Dik, Haiman, Levinsohn, and Lambrecht. Chafe, Dik, Haiman, and Levinsohn would group together more functions of da
than I would, failing to recognize differences between the functions of da; however, Levinsohn's idea of a point of departure is useful for describing the functions of da at the discourse level, even though it does not apply to the speech orienter clause with da. Additionally, using one term for da such as spacer or point of departure can conflate too many
differences on the level of the sentence. Finally, as I do, Lambrecht recognizes fundamental differences between referential topics and subordinate clauses.
In all but the speech complementizer function, phrases and clauses with da are in the
background and less important on the sentence level but prominent on the discourse level.
On the discourse level, for all but the speech complementizer, da can mark points of departure. More important, foregrounded information is in the clause or phrase following.
However, as a speech complementizer, the information following da is more important
than what precedes. While this does give a certain unity to the functions, da has four different grammatical functions: topicalization, marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases,
subordinator, and member of the speech orienter clause. Grammaticalization leaves open
the possibility that the da's may have descended from a common ancestor without requiring that they all be the same.

3.5 The Chadic context and solutions from other Chadic languages
This section establishes that topicalization is an important feature of Chadic languages
and gives examples of da-like particles in other Chadic languages, showing that there are
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other languages where similar particles are used for topicalization, subordination, marking of clause-initial adverbial phrases, and complementation. This section also presents
analyses for da-like particles from other Chadic linguists, particularly for Barayin, Lele,
Mofu-Gudur, and Wandala. Their approaches are contrasted with my own. Whenever
possible, text-based data is examined and an evaluation of the applicability of the framework found in this thesis to the other language is evaluated. The framework presented
here, in which most functions of da are treated as different on the sentence level but with
a certain unity on the discourse level, is shown to be applicable to other languages.

3.5.1 Examples of a few da-like particles in Chadic languages
Many other Chadic languages also have particles like da which are involved in topicalization, marking clause-initial adverbial phrases, and subordination. These are found
in all three major groups of Chadic languages: Eastern, Biu-Mandara, and Western. This
section includes an example of each.
Barayin, an Eastern Chadic language which is discussed in more detail later, has a
particle ná which covers functions similar to the Soumraye da in topicalization, subordination (including as part of the conditional when the protasis precedes the apodosis),
and clause-initial adverbial phrases (Lovestrand 2018: 1, 11-14). However, ná can also
occur at the beginning of a sentence and between a proposition and a term (noun phrase,
prepositional phrase, or adverb according to Lovestrand) or even between one term and
another term (Lovestrand 2018: 1, 14-16). In regards to information structure, according to Lovestrand (2018: 2), ná is a background marker and signals that what follows
is important. This is similar to Soumraye da, which also is associated with background
information and for which the main storyline information is often outside the clause or
phrase with da (with the exception of its function as speech complementizer).
In the Chadic Biu-Mandara language Wandala, also known as Mandara, the particle
wa can be used both as a topic marker and as a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases

(Pohlig & Pohlig 1994: 213). Frajzyngier (2012: 461-462) says that wá can be a complementizer. A dialect of Wandala is Malgwa (Eberhard et al. 2020). Writing about Malgwa,
Löhr (2010: 110) details wá's functions as a subordinator. According to Pohlig & Pohlig
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(1994: 213), "Wa exerts the effect of backgrounding the preceding information and of
highlighting the new information". Löhr (2010: 110) agrees. We see then that wa shares
all of da's major functions - topicalizer, subordinator, marker of clause-initial adverbial
phrases, and complementizer in a speech orienter clause - as well as overlapping with its
discourse functions.
Mina, another Biu-Mandara Chadic language, uses demonstratives wà and wàcín as
two of its many markers of topicalization (Frajzyngier & Johnston 2005: 358, 367).
Demonstrative wàcín is also used as a marker of the temporal protasis (Frajzyngier &
Johnston 2005: 407-408).
Additionally, the Western Chadic dialect Gashua Bade, a dialect of Bade, uses a particle similar to da for at least topicalization and subordinate clauses. Writing about Gashua
Bade, Ziegelmeyer (2010: 140-141) notes that the topic marker (yòo)ɓa may also be used
for "temporal 'when'-clauses". He notes that these temporal clauses "function to recapitulate the action/event of the preceding sentence" (Ziegelmeyer 2010: 140-141). This usage
is similar to Soumraye.
At the very least, this section shows that topicalization and subordination particles
are similar in some Chadic languages.

3.5.2 Topic and topicalization in other Chadic languages
It is often difficult to establish whether a Chadic language has a da-like particle. Grammars do not always include sections on both topicalization and subordination. Topicalization, in particular, is a more recent area of study in linguistics. Consequently, many of the
older grammars do not include discussions of topicalization. Additionally, many grammars have not used data from texts, which makes it difficult to determine how structures
are used pragmatically. Also, the profusion of definitions for terms like topic and topicalization (or worse, the lack of a definition) in the grammars often makes it hard to compare
information effectively. As an example of the confusion in the grammars around one of
these terms, topicalization, the same author in two different works, one published in 2001
and another in 2002, used two different definitions of topicalization. In A grammar of Hdi,
Frajzyngier & Shay (2002: 389) say that topicalization "means changing the topic of a
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sentence or a fragment of discourse". On the other hand, in A grammar of Lele, Frajzyngier
(2001: 327) says, "[T]opicalization deals with two issues: how different arguments are
marked for being the topic of a clause and how a change of topic is marked". Admittedly,
these definitions overlap, but they are not the same (in wording or in practice as I read the
associated sections). Frajzyngier & Shay (2002) relates topicalization to change in topic
while Frajzyngier (2001) relates topicalization to both maintenance of topic and changes
in topic.
However, one can say that topicalization is an important feature of Chadic languages.
Lovestrand (2018: 8) helpfully includes a list of other Chadic languages which have been
described with the use of the term topic marker: Buwal, Gemzek, Mofu-Gudur, Moloko,
Muyang, Ouldemè and Vamè. These are all from the Biu-Mandara branch (Eberhard et
al. 2020); however, 3.5.1 included an example of Gashua Bade from Western Chadic.
Lovestrand (2018: 8) also notes that while he uses Lambrecht's definition of topic, many
descriptions of Chadic languages tend to use slightly different definitions of topic and this
does make it hard to compare languages. Finally, Lovestrand (2018: 9) notes that there
are other languages which have particles which function similarly to the Eastern Chadic
language Barayin ná. Given that Barayin ná functions similarly to Soumraye da, these languages are also probably like Soumraye. While the particles may not be similarly labeled,
this list includes the following: Lele (Eastern), Gidar (Biu-Mandara), Hdi (Biu-Mandara),
Lamang (Biu-Mandara), Mbuko (Biu-Mandara), Wandala (Biu-Mandara), Bole (Western),
Ngamo (Western), Karekare (Western) and Ngizim (Western) (Lovestrand 2018: 9).
There are Chadic languages which do not have a topicalization particle; however,
in many cases, topicalization is still an important feature of the languages. For example, while Hausa (Western Chadic) does not have a topicalization particle like da, Jaggar
(1978) writes about topic. Instead of being marked by a particle, it is marked by a pause
after a preposed topicalized element before the comment (Jaggar 1978: 71, 75-76). A
variety of modal particles can be inserted between the topic and the comment (Newman
2000: 616, Jaggar 1978: 73). While Jaggar notes that subjects, objects, and verbs can
be topicalized, he does admit to ignoring possible topicalized adverbs (Jaggar 1978: 72,
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80). Newman (2000), also writing about Hausa, describes the same processes for topic as
Jaggar (1978), but he uses the label topicalization.
Miya, another Western Chadic language, is similar to Hausa (Schuh 1998: 345). In
Miya, a topicalized element is preposed with a pause before the comment; also, as with
Hausa, a variety of particles can go between the topicalized element and the comment,
though there is no specific particle for topicalization (Schuh 1998: 345-347). Helpfully,
Schuh (1998: 345) also discusses how this structure is used in texts saying, "Pragmatically, topicalization sets up background for some event or situation". Schuh (1998: 345)
also says, "A topic will often serve to reintroduce a known reference, e.g. when shifting
direction of a narrative, but it is not uncommon, in Miya at least, to begin a narrative
with a topicalized referent". If this is true, then it may mean that new information may be
used in the topicalization construction in Miya, which would be a significant difference
from Soumraye. However, in some languages, particularly in certain folktales, certain
participants can be considered to be always on stage. In this case, the participants might
be accessible rather than new.
Also of note, while Miya and Hausa have several optional particles for topicalization,
Hdi (Biu-Mandara) optionally uses the demonstrative nà after a preposed topical element
(Frajzyngier & Shay 2002: 389).

3.5.3 Analyses from some other Chadic languages
Other linguists working on Chadic languages have proposed analyses for da-like particles which do not correspond to the one presented here. This section discusses them and
compares them with the analysis of da presented in this thesis.
As discussed earlier, the Eastern Chadic language Barayin has a da-like particle, ná.
Lovestrand (2018: 2) treats ná as a background marker, noting that it provides a context
for what follows ná. I largely agree with Lovestrand's analysis and appreciate that he bases
it on text data. Much of his analysis would work for Soumraye. Soumraye and Barayin
are similar; however, there are differences in the level of information accessibility of similar constructions in the two languages. Additionally, I think that Lovestrand sometimes
underestimates the importance of the phrases and clauses with ná at the discourse level.
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Finally, while Soumraye da marks background information in all but the speech orienter
function, I am not convinced that Barayin ná consistently marks background information,
despite Lovestrand's label of background marker. Talking about Barayin ná as marking less
important information with more important information following is more helpful. This
suggests that there may be less important information which is not in the background.
Lovestrand published several Barayin texts at the end of his MA thesis. Sections of
some of Lovestrand's texts will be reproduced below with his glossing and free translations,
exactly as they appeared in his thesis. Having examined several texts from Lovestrand
(2012), I can say that the analysis presented in my thesis largely works for the functions
of da and ná which are similar. (Ná does occur in some contexts where Soumraye da
does not.) Not only is there considerable overlap in the constructions, but also, generally, the types of information found in each type of ná construction are the same as for
Soumraye, and there are also similarities in the sentence- vs discourse-level functions. For
example, clause-initial adverbial phrases in Soumraye and in Barayin can mark accessible, less important, information as well as the beginning of episodes (see (16) of 'What
Sadiye did yesterday' in Lovestrand (2012: 249)). However, there are some possible exceptions. For example, in the narrative 'The history of the Barain', the first sentence of
the account begins with a topicalized noun phrase. The topicalized noun phrase ends in
ná, which (Lovestrand 2012: xxv) glosses as an 'undefined grammatical particle (equiva-

lence?)', here abbreviated to EQ.
(57) bɔ̃̄
[ɟàlki ̄jā
ná] dàkːi ̀gā
ná ɟúkéjì
bárō
bɔ̃
[ɟalki -ja
ná] dǎkː- -gà
ná ɟúk- -ēji
baro
good(F) [Jalkiya PL EQ]9 found PROG EQ stand IMPF Baro
Well, [the Baraïn] began with10 they left Baro. ('The history of the Barain' 1 (Lovestrand 2012: 253))

Presuming that the speaker did not give the title before beginning, this would suggest that,
unlike in Soumraye, new information can go in topicalized phrases; however, the prompt
for the elicitation of this text is not given. It is possible that the Barain were already
9
10

Note that an alternative name for Barain is Jalkia (Eberhard et al. 2020).
I wonder if 'with' should be 'when'.
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mentioned there, and it is possible that this information is, in fact, now given or at least
accessible. However, it may also be that there are some differences in what information
accessibility can be associated with certain constructions with da-like particles.
At the same time, calling Barayin ná or Soumraye da a background marker can be
misleading. As noted earlier, da can be prominent on the level of the discourse, even if
it marks information as less important on the level of the sentence. Examining the texts
appended in the MA thesis of Lovestrand (2012), I find that phrases and clauses with ná are
prominent on the level of the discourse in Barayin. In fact, ná is often found at paragraph
boundaries, as we see in (58c):
(58) a. ni ̀
dópáti ̄
bàdi ̀ dē
bálál ná kālās
nì
ʃùlē
ni ̀
bàdì dē
nì
dóp- -a -tì
súl- -ē
bálál ná kalas
S:3.PL come IMPF DO:3.F valley REL:F Balili EQ finish(A) S:3.PL sit PRF
They found the valley of Balili and, that's it, they stayed there.
b. ni ̀
ʃūlē
ná kée nì
gànà
ɟē
wáléja
nì
súl-ē
ná kée ní
gǎn- -à
ɟē
wālō -já
S:3PL sit PRF EQ DUR S:3.PL make PFV DISC year PL
They stay there for many years.
c. [bát
nì
gānē
wáléjá ná]
[baad
nì
gǎn- -ēji
wālō -ja ná]
after(A) 3:S.PL make IMPF year PL EQ
[After several years....]
d. nì
jà
ájá=ná
ná ɟeedéjà=nà
nì
jà
ájà =nà
ná jeedo -ɟìjà =nà
3:S.PL COMP PRO:DUAL INCL EQ mountain POSS:DUAL INCL
tìdná
ń
dáwègètì=nà
tì dì ná
iŋ
dáw- -o -gètì =nà
S:3.F DEM:F EQ S:DUAL occupy(A?) INF POSS:3.F INCL
... they said, "Our mountain here... ... we should inhabit it." ('The history of the
Barain' (11)-(14) (Lovestrand 2012: 252-253))

Similar divisions can be seen at 'The history of the Barain' (20) (Lovestrand 2012: 254),
'The Carnivores' (23) (Lovestrand 2012: 264), and 'What Sadiye did yesterday' (16) (Lovestrand 2012: 249).
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Additionally, the topicalization construction with ná can be used to reactivate a participant as the primary actor (Lovestrand 2018: 21). In the sentences before (59b), the
animals have been talking about how dangerous man is, and one animal concludes:
(59) a. ɟěkːà=nà
dúwgà=nà
dúwó
àtːì
ɟěkː- -à =nà
dúw- -gà
dúw- -o atːi
allow ?? INCL see DO:3.M INCL see INF ??
"Leave him and watch him."
b. [mìɟːo
ná] súséj ̄
màkídàtìi
pèndéɲɟì
[mìɟːo
ná] súl- -ēji mǎkd- -ā -tì
pèndéɲ -jì
[person EQ] sit IMPF arrange IMPF DO:3.F bow POSS:3.M
[The man] sat and arranged the bow.
c. gòwàŋ
késèɟí
gǒw- -ā -ŋ̀
késè -jì
gather IMPF DO:3.PL arrow POSS:3.M
He gathered his arrows.
d. kà
ká kólej ̄
tùrɟì
ká
ká kól- -ēji tur -ɟì
S:3.M also go IMPF turn(F) POSS:3.M
He went out.... ('The Carnivores' (30)-(33) (Lovestrand 2012: 265))

Here the man is brought to a higher activation level and is the main participant in the
following lines. Also, (59b) is the beginning of a new episode. Lovestrand notes that
the topicalization construction reactivates participants, but his characterisation of ná as a
background marker misses the discourse-level prominence of phrases like those at the beginning of (59b). While I agree that ná, like da, generally marks background information,
the label "background marker" can be misleading in examples like (58c) and (59b).
Finally, looking at Lovestrand (2012), I am not convinced that ná is always a background marker. The last five sentences of 'The Carnivores', (60a) to (60f), from Lovestrand
(2012: 271) are reproduced here:
ná
tílːá
kóomógò
(60) a. búlmí kílːá
ná
tílːà
kóom- -o -gò
búlmí kílːà
hyena PRO:2.M lie INF POSS:2.M PRO:3.F EQ
The man said, "Hyena, that there is a lie!”
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b. da
áŋgó
dē
kà
áŋgígà
ná
da
áŋg- -o
dē
kà
áŋg- -gà
ná
then? point INF REL:F S:3.M point DO:3.M EQ
The man pointed at the hyena.
c. búlmí gàléjī
gògó
tíl
búlmí gǎl- -ēji
gògó
tíl
hyena fall IMPF backwards bang
The hyena fell back—bang!
d. ḿ
pílːéːɟí
ná
íŋ
pílː- -o -ɟì
ná
ASSC defecate INF POSS:3.M EQ
And crapped himself.
e. hàlàs
kà
dúwéj ̄
téj ̄
ná
halas
kà
dúw- -ēji t-, H -ēji ná
finish(A) S:3.M see IMPF be IMPF EQ
So the man saw that.
sùu kà
gì
kálás
f. mèɟèrè báaréj ̄
ɟèkèjgà
sùu kà
gì
halas
mèɟèrè báar- -ēji
ɟěkː- -èjì -gà
people separate IMPF leave IO:3.M DO:3.M meat S:3.M DEM:M finish(A)
Everyone scattered and left him their meat. (‘The Carnivores' (70)-(75) (Lovestrand 2012: 271))

Four out of six of these sentences end with ná. All relate events which are on the main
story line and which move the plot forward. These events seem to be foregrounded. Why
then does Lovestrand say that ná marks background? As pointing at one another has been
a topic of the previous paragraph, I can see how (60b) could be accessible background
information. Example (60e) could also be a summarizing statement which would mean
that it would mark previously known information. I cannot find a satisfactory explanation
for (60a) and (60d). I am not as familiar with the area of Chad where the Barayin language
is spoken. This information could be culturally accessible without me being aware of it;
however, it could actually be that the information is not backgrounded. Based on (57) and
(60a) to (60f), "background marker" may be a misnomer for the particle ná in Barayin.
Based on the previous example, where ná ends sentences which seem to contain foreground information, there may also be a second ramification for Lovestrand's assertion
that ná always marks background information. A distinction between background information and less important could be important in Barayin. While ná generally marks less
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important information, which is generally also background information, it may be that ná
sometimes only marks less important information. Here the most important information
is summarized in the last sentence of the story, (60f), that the man won the hunting competition with the animals, and the animals leave him alone with the meat. Sentences (60a)
to (60e) present events, which while important, lead to the most important information
which is the conclusion in (60f). In Soumraye, background and less important information generally correspond; however, the information found in a direct speech clause may
be off the main storyline (and thus in the background) but may be more important than
the information contained in the speech orienter clause with da. Similar distinctions may
be necessary in Barayin. When analyzing structures with da-like particles in Chadic languages, it may be crucial to look at the level of information accessibility present in phrases
and clauses, background vs. main storyline information and less vs. more important information.
The Eastern Chadic Language Lele uses ná with clause-initial adverbial phrases and as
a subordinator, including with conditional clauses (Frajzyngier 2001: 333-340). Na (middle tone) is also used as a speech complementizer (Frajzyngier 2001: 362-363). However,
other means are used to topicalize noun phrases (Frajzyngier 2001: 327-332). Like Lovestrand, Frajzyngier (2001: 340) says, "The associative marker ná deployed after a phrase
or a clause marks the preceding element as background necessary for the interpretations
of the clause following it". I was able to examine texts for Lele as presented in A grammar
of Lele (Frajzyngier 2001). While ná may mark the less important information at the level

of the clause, it often carries significant weight at paragraph boundaries.
Hollingsworth & Peck (1992) write about topic marked by the particle ná in the BiuMandara Chadic language Mofu-Gudur. Examination of their data suggests that ná has
all the functions of Soumraye da: marker of topicalization, subordinator (including for
conditionals), and marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases (Hollingsworth & Peck 1992:
110, 113). Speech orienters can even be marked by ná, though they do not have to be
(Hollingsworth & Peck 1992: 114). Helpfully, Hollingsworth & Peck (1992: 118-123) do
consider ná in the context of longer sections of texts and note some of its functions on the
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discourse level, including tail-head linkage, marking of paragraph boundaries, setting of
the scene, and marking of peaks.
Hollingsworth & Peck (1992: 108) subsume all the functions of ná under the heading
of topic. Unfortunately, they never define topic in their paper. They seem to assume that
since all the functions are marked by ná, they are all topic. However, as described in
section 3.4, I do not think all the functions of da should be treated as topic even if there is
some overlap between the functions. Unfortunately, I do not have access to the extended
texts which Hollingsworth & Peck used for their analysis, only their example sentences.
Consequently, I cannot evaluate how well my analysis of da would apply to ná.
The Biu-Mandara Chadic language Mandara is also known as Wandala (Frajzyngier
2012: 2). The discussion of Pohlig & Pohlig (1994) and Löhr (2010) in 3.5.1 has already
shown that Wandala has a particle wa (wá for Löhr) which can be used as a marker of
topicalization, a subordinator, or a marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases. Frajzyngier
(2012: 462) notes that it can also be used as a complementizer. Frajzyngier (2012: 479)
also describes constructions for topicalization in Wandala which do not include wá. While
Pohlig & Pohlig (1994) and Löhr (2010) do not label this particle, Frajzyngier (2012:
461, 478) calls wá a comment clause marker saying, "[It] marks the following clause, but
sometimes it is joined prosodically to what precedes" and "The marker wá indicates to
the listener that something else follows in the utterance and that this something else is a
comment on the immediately preceding material".
Examination of Frajzyngier (2012)'s data for Wandala, which includes several texts
in the appendix, indicates that wá and da are very similar. As suggested by Frajzyngier's
definition of comment clause marker, wá also marks the less important information and
signals to the hearer that more important information is coming. Because of this, in some
ways, comment clause marker is an acceptable label, but the comment is usually defined
with relation to a participant referent. Thus, the term is potentially confusing.
While Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 note the importance of topicalization in other Chadic
languages and show that particles with a similar range of functions exist in other Chadic
languages, Section 3.5.3 has considered some other possible analyses of da-like particles. I
recommend that Chadic specialists make sure to define terms such as topicalization when
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they use them for easier comparison and that they consider the pragmatic and discourse
functions of structures with da-like particles and make more of an effort to examine textbased data. I also recommend that da-like particles not be grouped together merely on the
basis of having the same form. For example, topicalization and subordination functions
should be separated in discussion even if there are some areas of overlap. Additionally,
I suggest that Chadic linguists make more effort to distinguish between the functions of
da-like particles at the sentence and discourse levels. My research also suggests that a

distinction between less important and more important may be more useful than a distinction between background and foreground with da-like particles in languages like Barayin.
While background and less important often correspond, they are not always the same.
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CHAPTER 4
FOCALIZATION
This chapter discusses focalization, or marked focus, in Soumraye. Section 4.1 presents
definitions of two types of focalization presented by Lambrecht: argument-focus and
sentence-focus. Then I present Soumraye argument-focus (4.2) and sentence-focus (4.3)
constructions. Section 4.4 briefly discusses maximal background markers. Soumraye emphatic pronouns, and how they do and do not contribute to focus is the subject of 4.5.
Next, 4.6, focalization in Soumraye is compared with focalization in other Chadic languages, which are shown to use similar focus structures. Finally, the application of the
framework presented here to the Eastern Chadic language Lele shows the importance of
combining theoretical frameworks on topic and focus with text-based data, and it provides
additional information about focus in Eastern Chadic languages. This is valuable because
little has been written about Eastern Chadic languages in the typological descriptions of
focus available for them.

4.1 Definition of focalization
As explained in 1.3.3, focus is concerned with the difference between a presupposition
and an assertion. The focus of the sentence is the new information which is added to the
presupposition and which is assumed by the speaker to be unknown by the hearer. Chapter
2 introduced one type of focus, predicate-focus, in conjunction with the idea that the topiccomment, or predicate-focus, structure is the default information structure in Soumraye.
Old information comes first and is often equated with the topic, while new information
comes later and is often equated with the comment (verb phrase). This comment, where
the new information is communicated, is also the predicate-focus. However, there are also
marked forms of focus, which I call methods of focalization. These include argument- and
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sentence-focus, terms used by Lambrecht (1994: 222) and presented in 4.1.1 and 4.1.2
respectively. These terms are compared and contrasted in 4.1.3 with labels used by other
linguists for focalization.
For background for this chapter, besides 1.3.3, see also 1.4 for a description of the
link between focus and new information. While new information is associated with focus,
the combination of pieces of old information can also create new information.

4.1.1 Definition of argument-focus
Besides predicate-focus, Lambrecht (1994: 221-222) develops the idea of argumentfocus structure, in which an argument is pointed out or identified against a presupposition.
Lambrecht (1994: 354) notes that many would call this narrow focus. In this example
Flora is in argument-focus:
(61) It was Flora who learned to walk first.

Here the argument Flora is singled out against the presupposition that someone learned to
walk first. For example, this sentence could come from a conversation where parents are
comparing when their children learned to do things. One parent might list all the things
their child learned to do before the others. Then they begin talking about who learned to
walk first, and Flora's mother or father notes that it was Flora who learned to walk before
the others. In this case, Flora is the location of the argument-focus. She is an accessible
referent in the conversation as her parents are talking. It is also known that one of the
children learned how to walk first. Flora becomes the location of the argument-focus
because it is she and not someone else who learned how to walk first.
In example (61), a cleft structure is used for focalization. Cross-linguistically, focalization structures are often based on prosody, special positions, particles, and special construction types (Aboh et al. 2007, Dik 1997: 291). Much research on focus has centered
on prosody, as this is important in many languages, including English (Lambrecht 1994:
238-257, Chafe 1976: 35-37, Gundel & Fretheim 2004: 183). However, unlike English,
many African languages, including all Chadic languages, are tonal. Aboh et al. (2007: 3)
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note that while European languages often use stress for focus, African languages often use
more syntactical devices and less frequently use intonation and stress assignment. Aboh
et al. (2007: 3) assume that this is because of the importance of tone. On the other hand,
Aboh et al. (2007: 3) do note that the interaction between prosody and focus in African
languages is not always clear cut; in support of this, they cite the example of a Bantu
language, Nkhotakota Chichewa, in which vowel lengthening, tone lowering, and pauses
are significant. In other words, even in a tone language, the supersegmentals can all be
significant for creating prominence.
Soumraye has three lexical tone: tones: high, mid, and low (Roberts 2012: 4). At this
point in time, tone is not written in the Soumraye orthography; however, there are some
aspects of the tone system, which still need further research (Deusch 1999). Soumraye
also has some grammatical tone in the TAM system, but vowel length is more significant in
the TAM system. In fact, length is constrastive in Soumraye. Again, tone is not written on
verbs because length (which is written) is generally sufficient to distinguish minimal pairs.
(For further information on vowel length in the verb system, see Miller & Suter (N.d.):
Section 4). Besides tone, other markers of prosody are also important in Soumraye. For
example, see 2.2.3, which noted extra high tone on ideophones, or 3.2, which discussed
the pause after the particle da. In any case, in Soumraye, we will see that focalization
is primarily marked by changes in word order (syntax) and a special particle; however,
prosody features are discussed below when they are relevant.

4.1.2 Definition of sentence-focus
Lambrecht (1994: 22) also proposes the idea of sentence-focus structure; this is "the
event-reporting or presentational sentence type, in which the focus extends over both
the subject and the predicate". Sentences of this type often answer the question "What
happened?" (also "What's the matter?"), or present characters (Lambrecht 1994: 137, 233).
This always means that the subject is a non-topic (Lambrecht 1994: 234). Example (62)
illustrates an event-reporting sentence:
(62) It rained all day.
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Here (62) could be in response to the question "What happened?". There is not any presupposed information; it is not a topic (presupposed), but rather a dummy subject. Sentences
without a presupposition, such as (62), are often called thetic (Lambrecht 1994: 60).
Note that while (62) uses the dummy subject it , event-reporting sentences do not
always contain a dummy subject. Lambrecht (1994: 233) gives My car broke down as his
primary example of this type of focus. This example is sentence-focus when it responds to
the question "What happened?" (Lambrecht 1994: 233). When given as an answer to the
question "What happened?", My car broke down contains neither a presupposed subject nor
the presupposition "X broke down". (Lambrecht 1994: 233). The assertion is then that
the "speaker's car broke down" (Lambrecht 1994: 233). The focus extends over both the
subject and predicate (Lambrecht 1994: 233). Sentence-focus propositions are one-event
propositions.
Note as well that My car broke down looks like a topic-comment sentence. In fact, in
some contexts, it could be. If someone is talking about a series of events in a long road
trip and they say "Then, when we were in the middle of Iowa, my car broke down", the
sentence might very well be topic-comment in articulation. However, in English it is also
possible that there would be a difference in stress patterns (Lambrecht 1994: 137-138).
Regardless, the pragmatic context differentiates the type of focus even if the syntax of the
sentences does not. However, in some languages, such as Japanese, there can be a particle
which differentiates the sentence-focus structure (Lambrecht 1994: 137-138).
One type of sentence-focus is the event-reporting type. Another is the presentational
sentence type. Example (63) illustrates a presentational sentence type:
(63) A boy, named Matthew, came along.

Here the character Matthew is presented. All the information is new; nothing is presupposed. The hearer knows neither Matthew nor what he will do. This sentence could be
used at the beginning of an episode.
Existential sentences, which assert or deny the existence of some entity, can also be
seen as sentence-focus sentences. An example is Addy exists. Presentationals like (63) can
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be seen as a specific type of existential sentences. In 4.3, I present examples of eventreporting sentences, presentational sentences, and existential sentences.

4.1.3 Other types of focus and other labels
There are many different labels for different types of focus. This section compares
some with the definitions I am using.
It was previously noted that contrastiveness is often associated with activation states
and is, at times, even identified as focus (Lambrecht 1994: 290-291). However, while
Lambrecht (1994: 290-291) considers focus to be a category of grammar, he thinks of
contrastiveness as something that is pragmatically construed. This means that argumentfocus can be pragmatically contrastive. Contrastive focus can also be labeled as exhaustive
or exclusive focus (Erteschik-Shir 2007: 29). However, as stated previously, it is also
important to note that contrastiveness is not limited to the domain of focus. There can
also be contrastive topic (Givón 2001: 221, Lambrecht 1994: 291-295).
Linguists have identified a myriad of types of focus and have often used different labels to talk about the same types of focus. Lambrecht (1994: 236) himself does not think
that his list of focus labels is exhaustive. I have already mentioned the terms narrow focus
as well as categorical and thetic sentences. To continue, Dik et al. (1981: 59-67) lays out
six types of focus: completive, selective, replacing, expanding, restricting, and parallel.
All six are subsets of what Lambrecht calls argument-focus. As was mentioned in 2.1.1,
Kiss (1998: 245) draws a distinction between identificational focus, "which expresses exhaustive identification", and information focus, which simply "conveys new information"
and is not syntactically marked. It was stated before that information focus generally corresponds to Lambrecht's predicate-focus. On the other hand, identificational focus more
closely corresponds to argument-focus. Similarly, Gundel & Fretheim (2004: 181-183)
make a distinction between information focus, a relational category noting the new information about a topic, and contrastive focus, which is used by a speaker to draw attention
to something; however, while information focus is most commonly associated with Lambrecht's predicate-focus, it also refers to the focus which is present in question and answer
pairs, which is generally argument-focus for Lambrecht. Contrastive focus is more closely
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tied to argument-focus though, as noted earlier, contrastiveness can also be associated
with topic.

4.2 Argument-focus in Soumraye
In this section, different types of argument-focus are outlined. Ex-situ focus is used
for objects, locatives, and objects of prepositions, while an ex-situ emphatic pronoun is
used for subjects. Next, two cleft structures are presented, followed by the focus particle
i.

4.2.1 Ex-situ focus for objects and adjuncts
As presented in 2.1.2, the basic word order in Soumraye is SVO, with locatives coming
at the end. The unmarked focus position is the end of the sentence; however, objects,
possessors, and locatives can be preposed for focalization. This section gives examples of
an object and a possessor which have been preposed for focalization. I unfortunately do
not have any examples of locatives preposed for focalization in the collection of data used
for this thesis.
Here is an example of a preposed object. It is used for ex-situ argument-focus:
(64) [Gun gə
gəsage kaw,] cendi
yə-w
womə-w=e!
person CONN.M black also 3PL.SBJ seize-3SG.M.OBJ eat-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
[A human] they also even caught to eat! [Evil animals 4]
Gun gə gəsage kaw 'human also [lit: black person]', in brackets, is the preposed object.

The previous sentence was talking about the animals that the evil animals of the bush
liked to hunt and eat. Thus, cendi yəw woməwe, woməwe 'they caught to eat' represents
the presupposition, while gun gə gəsage 'human' is the new information. In other words,
it was clear before that the evil animals of the bush like to hunt and eat, but it was
not clear that they liked to eat human beings. Gun gə gəsage 'human' is thus a focused
argument. Example (64) is also an example of a focus element being used for completely
new information. Before this point in the story, there is no hint that the evil animals like
to eat humans; in fact, humans have not been mentioned at all.
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Note as well the intensifier =e, an allomorph of =le, discussed in 2.2.2 and attached
to the end of the verb 'eat' later in the clause. This gives further emphasis to the fact that
the evil animals eat humans.
(64) is also an example of the allomorph =le (see 2.2.2) being attached to the predicate in a sentence that does not have predicate-focus. Here it is attached to the predicate in an argument-focus construction. The predicate is in the presupposition, and the
argument-focus is on gun gə gəsage kaw 'human also [lit: black person]'.
Objects are not the only arguments which can be preposed. Possessors can be preposed for argument-focus as well. In Soumraye, the possessor is normally right before the
possessum with nothing coming between them.1 Additionally, after the possessum there is
possessive pronoun which refers back to the possessor. For example, to say Emily's clothes,
you say Emili barge dəra, which is glossed as 'Emily clothes 3SG.F.POSS'. The third-person
feminine singular dəra refers back to the possessor 'Emily'. In the case of inalienable possession, used primarily for family members and body parts, there is a slight variant on
this construction. In this case, a possessive suffix referring to the possessor is attached to
the possessum. It is not an independent word. For example, to say Emily's father, you
would say Emili aba-də which is glossed as 'Emily father-3SG.F.POSS'. In this case, the
suffix -də refers back to the possessor 'Emily'. The inalienable possession construction is
merely a variant on the construction for alienable possession. The relative positions of the
possessor and possessum do not change. The difference is that alienable possession uses
a possessive pronoun after the possessum while inalienable possession uses a possessive
suffix attached to the possessum.
In some cases, a possessor like 'Emily' can be preposed for argument-focus. In (66)
below, we will see an example of this phenomenon. First, in (65) I show what the nonfocalized version of (66) would look like:
1

There is another possible pattern for possession. However, it is comparatively rare, and I have no examples
of the possessor from that construction being used in a focus construction in my data. For further information
on possession, see Miller & Suter ((N.d.): Section 2.7).
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(65) Də̂
kanjə-ng
[gwale gə
gechəde nə̂
1PL.INCL.SBJ look.for-1PL.INCL.SBJ message CONN.M big.PL CONN.PL
ta
di] dala-w2
da, i managə
maktubu dənə̂
DEM.DIST DEF inside-3SG.M.POSS SUB be the.place.of book
which.is
Matiyə̂-lə̂
gang...
N.PROP-LOC even.inside
When we look for [this long message’s] insides (fig: where it is), it is in the book of
the same Matthew....

In this case, the possessor gwale gə gechəde nə̂ ta di 'this long message' in brackets is right
before its possessum, the noun dalaw 'insides'. However, in the focalized version of the
sentence the possessor gwale gə gechəde nə̂ ta di 'this long message' has been preposed to
be the first element in the sentence.
(66) [Gwale gə
gechəde nə̂
ta
di,] də̂
message CONN.M big.PL CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF 1PL.INCL.SBJ
kanjə-ng
dala-w
da, i managə
maktubu
look.for-1PL.INCL.SBJ inside-3SG.M.POSS SUB be the.place.of book
dənə̂
Matiyə̂-lə̂
gang...
which.is N.PROP-LOC even.inside
[This long message], when we look for its insides (fig: where it is), it is in the book
of the same Matthew.... [Koumakoy Paul 53]
Gwale gə gechəde nə̂ ta di 'this long message' (in brackets) is the preposed possessor of
dalaw 'insides'. In this case, dalaw takes inalienable possession, and the -w is a third-

person masculine possessive suffix. This suffix is used on some nouns in the place of a
possessive pronoun. The third-person object suffix -w refers back to the masculine word
gwale 'message'.

Preposing the possessor gwale gə gechəde nə̂ ta di 'this long message' for argumentfocus has the effect of limiting what the speaker of this sentence is talking about. It
tells us that the speaker is talking about this message, the message which is in a certain
place in the book of Matthew, and not another one. In this case, the message which he is
talking about here was described in the preceding sentences. The definite article di further
2

Dala- is a noun meaning something like "interior" or "the inside". It is not a body part.
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confirms that it is a previously mentioned message being talked about. Additionally, a
couple of paragraphs previously, the speaker of this sentence has also been talking about
Matthew and the book that he wrote. Here the known information about the 'long message'
and the known information about 'the book of Matthew' are being combined to make
new information. The speaker is specifying what he is going to be discussing (this long
message).
In 3.2.1, it was noted that resumptive pronouns must be used with topicalized objects,
i.e. objects which are preposed and followed by da. The situation is somewhat different for
the argument-focus construction with a preposed object. Generally, the preposed object
has a resumptive pronoun later in the clause. For example, in (64) there is a resumptive
pronominal suffix -w attached to the verbs yəw and woməwe. It refers back to [g]un gə
gəsage kaw 'human also [lit: black person]'. However, there are some objects preposed for

focus in my data which do not have a resumptive pronoun attached to the verb. That is
the case in this example:
(67) [...me mani nə̂
alal
ta
di
gəndə̂-gə]
kaw nə̂
and things CONN.PL happen DEM.DIST DEF origin-3PL.POSS also 1SG.SBJ
wocn̰ bə̂də̂ me.
know NEG and
...the origins of this thing that happens, I don't know. (Worgue Martin 45)

The head noun of the focalized object phrase is gəndə̂gə 'origins'. Because it precedes the
main verb, I would normally expect the verb ꞌwocn̰ 'know' to have the plural object suffix
-gə, but it does not. There are four other examples in data where an object is preposed

for argument-focus in my data, but the verb does not have an object suffix. However,
whether or not the preposed object is referred to later in the clause with an object suffix,
the preposed noun is an argument-focus construction. The presence or absence of the
resumptive pronoun makes no difference to pragmatic function of the preposed noun.
This is similar to what we saw for topicalized constructions in Section 3.2.1, in which a
resumptive pronoun is sometimes present but is not required.
Focalized objects generally, but not always, have a resumptive object suffix on the
verb. However, focalized locatives do not have a resumptive pronoun later in the clause.
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Additionally, possessors are always referred to with a possessive pronoun after the possessum. Thus, the construction inherently has a resumptive pronoun, whether or not it is
focalized.

4.2.2 Argument-focus for subjects
While objects, possessors, and locative prepositional phrases can be preposed in an
ex-situ focus position for argument-focus, argument-focus for subjects is different. In this
case, there is a postposed emphatic pronoun, which is co-referential with the subject at the
beginning of the clause. The subject and the postposed emphatic pronoun are in brackets
in this example:
(68) Mwagne
nə̂
gechəde jar-na da, [nə̂
dine]
gəl
animal.PL CONN.PL big.PL fight-IR SUB CONN.PL children show
dərə̂-ng
[cendi].
eye.PL-2PL.OBJ 3PL.EMPH
When the large animals fight, [the little ones] suffer (lit: show their eyes). (Gwale
gə diri 2019: 2)

In this proverb, a noun phrase nə̂ dine 'the little ones' remains in the default subject position; however, there is also an emphatic pronoun cendi at the end of the sentence, referring
to the subject. This postposed cendi is highly marked for speakers of Soumraye, and in
recordings, there is a pause before the word followed by highly marked stress. The combination of the full noun phrase in the subject slot and the postposed emphatic pronoun
makes for argument-focus on a subject. This cendi marks the surprising information in
this proverb. It is presupposed that when people or animals fight, there will be suffering;
however, one expects that the bigger people or animals, i.e. the ones fighting, will suffer.
Instead, counter to expectations, it is the small people or animals who suffer. The cendi
thus signals that there is argument-focus on the small animals.

4.2.3 Cleft structure
Cross-linguistically, cleft structures are often associated with argument-focus. Soumraye is not an exception; in fact, it has cleft structures used for argument-focus. This
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construction consists of a dummy subject ta followed by the copula i and a noun which is
the head of a relative clause. The dummy subject ta is also a distal demonstrative; however, in the cleft, ta and the copula followed by a relative clause form a set construction
into which the proximal demonstrative cannot be substituted. Soumraye speakers who
know French nearly always translate this structure as a cleft. The cleft construction is
presented in brackets in this example:
(69) [Ta
i bidi
bamulgə də nəma dam bam,] cəgdə bam, nəma kal
DEM.DIST be thingy story
REL these stay bush scatter bush these let
sədə̂-gə
da...
body-3PL.POSS SUB
[This is the story of how they (the animals) came to stay in the bush] and scatter
out there. When they put space between themselves... [Evil animals 95]

In this construction, the demonstrative ta functions as a dummy subject, which is then
followed by the copula i and bamulgə 'story', the head of the relative clause which is də
nəma dam bam 'of how they (the animals) came to stay in the bush'. (Note that bidi, 'thingy',

the first noun after the copula, is a false start.) Here, as this narrator enters the conclusion
of his story, bamulgə 'story' is focused. The narrator has just finished talking about how
all the animals scattered; this event is the presupposition. While the listeners know that
they have been listening to a story, the narrator is focusing the argument bamulgə 'story'
as he prepares to summarize what has happened between human beings and animals and
to give the moral.
This cleft construction does have one common variant. In this variant construction,
there is no dummy subject such as ta; rather there is the copula followed by a noun phrase
which is the head of a relative clause. This can be seen in the clause in brackets in (70b):
(70) a. Yande da, də̂
hara-ng
har-a
dway-a
gwale
like.that 1PL.INCL.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ go-NOM hear-NOM word
managə
berse
kubi dala-w-ə̂.
the.place.of verse (fr) six in-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
So, we are going to listen to the word just until verse 6.
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b. [I berse
gə ha way-a
gwale] me, nə̂
ha
be verse (fr) REL go say-NOM word and 1SG.SBJ go
cara-w
nan̰
bə̂də̂.
not.be.far-3SG.M.OBJ many NEG
[It is (these) verses which are going to speak (God's) word (to us)], and I'm not
going far in the passage. [Koumakoy Paul 9-10]

Here the copula i is followed by the noun berse 'verse' and the relative clause gə ha waya
gwale 'which are going to speak (God's word)'. In this example, the speaker is singling out

what verses he is talking about. He could use all the verses of the chapter; instead, he is
just going to let the first six speak the word (of God).
There is one additional variant on the cleft structure, but it is more rare. This cleft
structure can be used with me, which is primarily a coordinating conjunction, as the relativizer. This is similar to Hausa, where the coordinating conjunction da (not to be confused
with Soumraye da) can also be the relativizer (Jaggar 2010: 72). This is an example of a
cleft structure with me :
(71) I bidiga mwalnani dənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ duwa
me gam-nin.
be thingy love
CONN.F.POSS God 3SG.M.POSS and guard-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
It was thingy, God's love that kept us safe. [Acyle Felix 27]

The copula i is followed by the noun phrase mwalnani dənə̂ Mãr̰ĩ duwa 'the love of God (lit:
love of God his)' which is the head of the relative clause me gamnin 'that kept us'. (Bidiga
'thingy' is again a false start.) The argument-focus emphasizes the fact that it is God's love
which saved the passengers during a car crash and not someone or something else.
The cleft structure with me can even be used with questions. This is illustrated in the
question in brackets in (72):
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(72) I dwe ha=le
ba də
pədə
me kulə ni
be child go=INTS SUB 3SG.F.SBJ pass.by and hut 1SG.POSS
bə-w
ba i pə̂gin̰ da, ["I na
me ba tin̰yən bam
mouth-3SG.M.POSS SUB be open SUB be what and SUB open totally
mo?"]
Q
It was a child walking along, when she was passing by my hut's door, which was
open, (who asked), ["It is how (lit. 'what') that (the door) is wide open ?"] [Worgue
Martin 37]

In this case, the copula precedes the question word na 'what'. Then there is the phrase ba
tin̰yən bam 'that (the door) is wide open' preceded by me 'and' acting as a relativizer. The

interrogative particle mo is at the end. In this question, the presupposed information is
that the door of the hut is open. The child has observed this earlier in the example. The
desired new information is highlighted by the clefted question word na. This question
word is in argument-focus to highlight the information which is desired.

4.2.4 The focus particle i
We have seen i used as a copula in cleft structures. In Soumraye, the copula i is also
used in equational clauses such as 'his father was a farmer' and in attributive clauses such
as 'the cow is reddish-brown'. In these two constructions the copula is obligatory. Simple
juxtaposition is not possible. The copula i can also be used for presentation, for example to
say 'These are the animals of the bush'. For further information see Miller & Suter ((N.d.):
Section 6.1.2).
However, there is another morpheme i, homophonous with the copula i, which is an
argument-focus particle. In this function, i can occur before a noun phrase within a clause.
In this case, the noun phrase following i is in argument-focus.
As I will discuss in the examples, it is sometimes possible when looking at the words
on the page to think that there are two clauses in some of the sentences I discuss. In other
words, it is possible to think that the i is acting as a copula in a bi-clausal sentence. However, when listening to the recordings, prosody indicates that there are not two clauses, but
one. Notably, there are not pauses which allow for clause breaks in the sentences where
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I have labeled i an argument-focus particle. Additionally, the examples are translated
by speakers with one clause, not two. Finally, when i acts as a focus particle, it is optional; there is a possible allosentence without the focus particle. The difference between
a sentence with an extra i and the same sentence without the i needs to be explained.
In any case, whether we analyze i as a copula which can also function as a focus
particle or as an argument-focus particle, i is clearly used for argument-focus.
However, the two i's, the copula and the argument-focus particle, are probably related. I probably began as a copula and then a second sense was added, which then
grammaticalized into a focus particle; this process is widely attested to in the grammaticalization literature (Green 2007: 139). Copulas are often part of focus constructions in
Chadic languages (Frajzyngier 1996: 16). For further discussion, see 4.6.
The focus particle i is used for in situ argument-focus. The following example shows
this:
(73) Nə̂
swa-a
daa [i
gə
duru
gə
mars.]
1SG.SBJ get.up-PST up FOC during month CONN.M March
I got up (and went) [during the month of March.] [Maana by Acyle Felix 4]

Note that this is different from the cleft structure. The argument-focus particle i precedes
the prepositional phrase gə duru gə mars 'during the month of March', but the noun phrase
is not the head of a relative clause. Interestingly, this sentence could be perfectly grammatical without the i. The i is optional. The addition of i serves to focus the prepositional
phrase 'during the month of March'. This is argument-focus. It is already known that the
narrator has left, as he presented this information in the first sentence of his story. What
is new and surprising is that the narrator, a farmer, left his village in the month of March,
shortly before the rains would arrive and the planting season would start. The i focuses
this information in situ.
Looking at (73) above, as mentioned in the introduction to this section, it might be
possible to analyze this as two different clauses. For example, one clause could be nə̂ swaa
daa 'I got up (and went)'. The other could be i gə duru də mars 'It was the month of March'.

However, there is no pause between these two possible clauses. Example (73) is uttered
in one breath.
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Question words are generally inherently focused. However, i is sometimes added
in questions before the interrogative pronoun, further focusing the material in situ. The
example here comes from a sermon:
(74) ..."Bə̂də̂, Mirak
di, alə-m
[i
na
mo]?..."
NEG
N.PROP DEF make-2SG.M.OBJ FOC which Q
... "No! [What is it that] Mira did to you?..." [Koumakoy Paul 156]

Here again, the focus particle i is optional. The i before na is further highlighting the na
and is making the question have the weight pragmatically of "What in the world did Mira
ever do to you?" This makes sense in the context. The speaker is discussing the problem of
gossip. The speaker is saying that when someone gossips to a friend about another friend,
the person being gossiped to should react with disbelief and should say something like
"No, this couldn't be! I know Mira better than that. What did she ever do to you?"
There is an alternative to my analysis of i in example (74). Frajzyngier (1996: 17)
says the following about interrogative sentences in Chadic :
The study of interrogative sentences in Chadic in Frajzyngier (1985f), although
not intended as a study of complex sentence structure phenomena, has revealed that
many interrogative sentences are in fact complex sentences; the interrogative complex often consists of a clause followed by a copula as the marker of interrogative.
The interrogative yes/no question can be conceived of as consisting of two clauses,
one a proposition, and the second a clause asking about the truth of the proposition. Similarly, questions about a component of the proposition (WH-questions)
consist in some languages of two clauses: The first is a proposition of the sentence,
and the second asks about the specific component.

This analysis could possibly work for (74). The proposition would be Mirak di aləm 'Mira
did something to you' and the asking part would be i na mo? 'What is it?' However, I see i
as a focus particle and do not see this as a bi-clausal construction because while there is a
clear pause after the interrogative particle mo, there is no pause before the argument-focus
marker i. Mirak di aləm i na mo? 'What did Mira do to you?' has a slight pause after Mirak
di 'Mira', but it does not between aləm 'does to you' and the argument-focus particle i.

Frajzyngier's idea may explain how i came to be used as a focus particle in questions.
As stated earlier, the focus particle probably evolved from the copula. Questions with i
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may have started as bi-clausal constructions, but they are not bi-clausal any more. At least
for Soumraye, Frajzyngier's idea is best used to describe the history of i in this construction,
rather than its current use.
I is also used in the answer to questions. This is in-situ argument-focus for new and/or

surprising information, as in (75c):
(75) a. An̰ji
ərəm bəraa,
"Əndi
ɗe naa, nə̂
3SG.M.SBJ think for.a.long.time 1SG.SBJ.EMPH ?? what 1SG.SBJ
ꞌwon
i-n
mo?"
make.love mother-1SG.POSS Q
He thought for a long time, "Me, did I make love to my mother?"
b. "Əndi
di, i-m
di, yə̂r ta.
1SG.SBJ.EMPH DEF mother-2SG.M.POSS DEF see DEM.DIST
(The mother said), "Look at me your mother over here.
c. Mə̂
ꞌwonə-n
[i
əndi
di.]"
2SG.M.SBJ make.love-1SG.OBJ FOC 1SG.SBJ.EMPH DEF
You made love [to me, myself.]" [Woman 19-21]

'The woman with nine daughters and one son' is an Oedipus Rex story in which an only son
inadvertently makes love to his mother while drunk. She has just told him about it, and
at the beginning of (75a), he questions and asks whether or not he has really done it. In
(75b)-(75c), the mother emphasizes what he has in fact done it. Example (75c) could have
simply been mə̂ ꞌwonən 'you (m) made love to me'. This gives the presupposition, which
is that the son slept with someone. However, the mother adds i əndi di to emphasize the
information, which is important and surprising to her son with whom she is speaking.
This information, which is being repeated with emphasis, is that he made love to his own
mother. In this case i is combined with the first-person singular emphatic pronoun əndi.
Pronominal objects are attached as suffixes to the verb (see -n); the əndi has to be added
afterwards to give the i something to mark.
Note as well the repeated uses of di (see 2.2.1) in (75b)-(75c) with əndi and im. As
a previous reference marker, di emphasizes that the mother has already said this and is
saying it again. Additionally, the increased noun encoding with di makes these sentences
more prominent.
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In this section, I have shown that argument-focus in Soumraye can be indicated
through an ex-situ position, a cleft structure, or the focus particle i.

4.3 Sentence-focus in Soumraye
Having examined argument-focus, I now turn to sentence-focus. As mentioned earlier, Lambrecht (1994: 22. 233) sees sentence-reporting and presentational sentences as
the basic types in this category. Presentational sentences present characters. Existential
sentences, which assert or deny the existence of someone or something, can be seen as a
category which encompasses presentational sentences. Soumraye has sentence-reporting
or thetic sentences as well as existential sentences.

4.3.1 Thetic sentences
Sentence-focus propositions of the event-report type respond to the question "What
happened?" (Lambrecht 1994: 223). Because of this, it can be hard to pick out examples
in stories. In my corpus, there are a few thetic sentences, mainly about the weather or
natural phenomena:
(76) Nə̂
gwi
managə
N̰ irəngə
da, [dawa ɗwondə bam].
1SG.SBJ arrive the.place.of Nirengue (a village) SUB sun
sink.in totally
When I arrived in Nirengue, [the sun had set completely]. [Worgue Martin 32]

In this example, all elements of the proposition in brackets are in focus. This is one event,
the sinking of the sun. This is not so much a comment on the sun and the fact that the sun
is sinking. It is more a comment on a whole situation, which is that the sun is sinking.
There are also some examples of thetic sentences used to communicate emotions:
həlal]...."
(77) "Ta
me [dusə̂rə -nin
DEM.DIST and3 heart-1PL.EXCL.POSS cool
(The sisters said), "Now our hearts are calm...." [Woman 77]
3

This ta me is not the same as the construction ta i me where me is a relativizer at the beginning of relative
phrase. Rather ta me is a discourse marker. It may have come from the cleft structure historically, but the
sentence here is not a cleft with a missing copula.
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In (77), the daughters have just finished killing their mother. This is the result of what
has happened: they have avenged their brother, and now they are calm. The focus once
again extends over both the subject and verb in brackets. This is one event.

4.3.2 Existential focus and its subcategory presentational focus
Existential sentences and their subcategory presentational sentences are a sub-type of
sentence-focus (Lambrecht 1994: 138, 143, 177-181). Here is an example of an existential
sentence with ilə̂ 'there is'.
(78) Me nə̂
way da,
[chamra-ndə
nə̂
məje
kaw
and 1SG.SBJ say COMP siblings-1PL.INCL.POSS CONN.PL stranger.PL also
ilə̂
dwara-ndə-lə̂]
me nə̂
ur
ba
nə̂
there.is among-1PL.OBJ.INCL-LOC and 1SG.SBJ want COMP 1SG.SBJ
yi-bə
əsəra-ng
mən mən, ba nə̂
al-ang
seize-PL hand.PL-2PL.POSS one one SUB 1SG.SBJ make-1PL.INCL.SUBJ
labiya gə
əsə-n
ni
baa baa.
health with hand.PL-1SG.M.POSS 1SG.POSS each each
And I say that [there are among us also some visitors, who are our brothers,] and
I would like to shake each of your hands, greet you each with my own hand.
[Koumakoy Paul 2]

In the proposition in brackets, the existence of visitors in the church is being asserted. All
the information is new, and the focus once again extends over the entire phrase.
Presentational sentences in Soumraye tend to introduce a participant with verbs of
motion. Participants are often introduced with a formula like 'X arrived' or 'Y went'. This
is seen in the part of (79) in brackets, where the waterbucks arrive on the scene. They are
introduced with the verb of motion ꞌwo 'went'. All the material in brackets is new and the
focus extends over both the subject and verb.
(79) Bon,
[ɓagdə
ꞌwo]
dara
cha-a
nimi di.
well(fr) waterbuck.PL go+PST in.order.to drink-NOM water DEF
Then, [waterbucks came] to drink the water. [Evil animals 30]

Similarly, in the material in brackets here, the village chief is introduced with the
verb of motion gəra 'arrived':
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(80) [Aba ciri,
aba sən̰a
di, cheb də
biyaj
di
gər-a]
ha
REL village REL ground DEF chief of (fr) village DEF arrive-PST go
gəl-ə̂-nin
mana gə nə̂
ha-nin
show-NOM-1PL.EXCL.OBJ place REL 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
al-a
giyə̂-lə̂
di.
make-NOM work-LOC DEF
[The village man, the man of the territory, the village chief, arrived] and went to
show us the place where we were going to work. [Acyle Felix 20]

4.4 Maximal background markers (i.e. focusing by not marking something)
Based on data from a wide range of African languages, Güldemann (2016: 551) develops the idea of a maximal background marker. Such markers mark all of the background,
and the focus is left unmarked (Güldemann 2016: 551). In other words, focus can be
realized by not marking it. Lovestrand (2018) considers this idea for Barayin nà, which
was also discussed in 3.5.1 and 3.5.3, and finds that nà does at times mark everything but
the focus. In a few places, da could be considered as such a marker. For example, in (55),
which is also reproduced in (81), all clauses and arguments before the last word wawe 'it
ran away from him' are marked off by da:
(81) [(a) Nəndə
nə̂
nare
di
ɓəgdən
da,] [(b) managə
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL people DEF longtime TOP
the.place.of
ɓag
ɓag
ɓag
lə̂
da,] [(c) gə
ichə gə
jay
before before before LOC PART
3PL.SBJ forge CONN.M throwing.knife
da,] [(d) cendi
ba ichə gə
jay
da,] [(e) gun
SUB
3PL.SBJ SUB forge CONN.M throwing.knife SUB
person
da,] [(f) miĩ ba yar-na gun
da,] (g) wa-w=e.
TOP
lion SUB see-IR person SUB
run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
[(a) About us the old people,] [(b) a long, long, long time ago,] [(c) from when they
forged throwing knives,] [(d) from when they forged throwing knives,] [(e) about
a man] [(f) if the lion saw a man,] (g) it ran away from him. [Evil animals 102]

In this way wawe 'it ran away from him' becomes highly salient. This is also more of a case
of predicate-focus than of argument or sentence-focus. Note as well that wawe contains -e,
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an allomorph of the intensifier =le often found in predicate-focus and discussed in 2.2.2.
In this case, this highly marked sentence marks one of the primary results of the story and
the beginning of the conclusion.

4.5 Emphatic pronouns
Emphatic pronouns were already discussed in relation to topic in 2.3. There, it was
stated that emphatic pronouns can be associated with either topic or focus. This section
briefly looks at the role of emphatic pronouns in focus.
We have already seen the use of an emphatic pronoun as part of argument-focus on
a subject. This was illustrated with example (68) in section 4.2.2, where the third-person
plural emphatic pronoun cendi 'they' occurred in final position to indicate focus on the
subject nə̂ dine 'the little ones'.
Emphatic pronouns can also be used in answers to questions. Here the emphatic
pronoun, conveying the new information, is in argument-focus. See example (75c) in
section 4.2.4, where the first-person singular emphatic pronoun əndi occurs with the focus
particle i. This əndi is also the answer to the question in (75a). As the answer to the
question, it is the new information.
As with topic (see 2.3.4), emphatic pronouns can be combined with kaw in pairs for
contrastive focus. Observe the combination of emphatic pronouns with kaw in brackets
here:
(82) Kalas
də
war-ang
da, [(a) məndi
kaw
(it is) finished 1PL.INCL.SBJ stay-1PL.INCL.SBJ SUB 2SG.F.EMPH also
də̂]
wor me [(b) nenin
chandra-nin
kaw ilə̂
2SG.F.SBJ stay and 1PL.EXCL.EMPH brother.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS also there.is
bə̂də̂.
NEG
It is finished. While we remained, [(a) on the one hand, you yourself also] remained.
(But) [(b) on the other hand, as for us,] our brother was no more. [The woman
79]

Here, the daughters have just finished killing their mother, whose actions had led to the
death (probably suicide) of their brother. This sentence is addressing her corpse. They
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want to single out the mother, here referred to with the second-person feminine singular
emphatic pronoun məndi, and the fact that she, like them, remained in life after their
brother's death. At the same time they emphasize that their own brother, here emphasized
with the first-person exclusive emphatic pronoun nenin, was killed by her. They then
contrast the mother, who remained alive, with the brother, who died. The fact that the
mother remained alive while the brother died provides justification for the killing of the
mother.

4.6 Focalization in other Chadic languages
Tuller (1987) provides an extensive overview of focus constructions in Chadic languages, as does Green (2007). I do not attempt to replicate that here, but I do compare
focus strategies in other Chadic languages with what happens in Soumraye. Differences
are also noted. Green (2007: 197), in particular, attempts to establish a typology, but
notes that given the gaps in many grammar sketches of Chadic languages, she can only
give a preliminary version.
Bearth (1999: 151) notes that too much work on focus in African languages has been
done on "normalized transcripts" rather than on recorded data where prosody is taken
into account, and that conversational data is lacking. Most accounts of focus in Chadic
language rely primarily on question-and-answer pairs. While this is useful, it is hard to understand the pragmatics of focus without examining recordings of narrative, expository,
or conversational discourse. Additionally, many grammars outline constructions which
are used for focus, but they do not specify what type of focus is associated with each
construction. Without discourse data, it is difficult to come to any conclusion about the
link between form and specific focus function. Because of this, the following section concentrates on comparison of Soumraye focus constructions with those in other languages;
unfortunately, for the previously stated reasons, it is difficult to compare the use of similar constructions, though I do so when possible. However, the final section presents a
comparison of the structures used for focus in Lele, another Eastern Chadic language, and
Soumraye. Texts are available for Lele, which means that the function of the structures in
Soumraye and in Lele, as well as the structures themselves, can be compared.
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4.6.1 Ex-situ focus
Frajzyngier (1996: 15) notes the following about ex-situ focus in Chadian languages:
"Focusing of an argument in most Chadic languages is encoded by moving it either to
the beginning of the clause (focusing of the direct object) or to the end of the clause,
usually accompanied by a preposition (focusing of subject)". Likewise, Tuller (1987: 9, 11)
identifies both "pre-sentential" and "postverbal" focus in Chadic languages and notes twelve
languages with post-verbal focus, of which some have focus after the verb and before the
direct object, while others place it after both the verb and the direct object. We have
seen examples of similar ex-situ focus positions in Soumraye (see 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Lele
(Eastern) and Hdi (Biu-Mandara) both use ex-situ positions for focus (Frajzyngier 2001:
326; Frajzyngier & Shay 2002: 401-402). Mina (Biu-Mandara) places its object before
the verb (Frajzyngier & Johnston 2005: 349). Though there are other means available,
Pero (Western) generally has the subject postposed for focus and the object preposed
(Frajzyngier 1989: 226-229).
Newman (2000: 188-195) notes that for focus, Hausa (Western) uses preposing followed optionally by a stabilizer. The stabilizer is a small word with masculine, feminine,
or plural forms; no gloss is given (Newman 2000: 188). Also writing about Hausa, Green
(2007: 60) sees preposing, optionally followed by a non-verbal copula; however, she
does not think that ex-situ focus is consistently related to one type of focus or another
(Green 2007: 106); this is different from Soumraye, where ex-situ focus is linked with
argument-focus. However, Hartmann & Zimmermann (2007: 241) would say that the
ex-situ position in Hausa is used only for "exhaustive focus" (similar to, if not the same as,
argument-focus), if the non-verbal copula is present.
Further afield in the Afro-Asiatic family, but outside of the Chadic branch, Green
(2007: 204) says that Modern Standard Arabic has a post-verbal information (i.e. predicate) focus position and an ex-situ position used for argument-focus. (While Green calls
it exhaustive focus, my examination of the examples suggests that it may be argument
focus.)
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4.6.2 Focus particles
It has commonly been assumed that few Chadic languages have copulas (Green 2007:
228). Note, however, that Green (2007: 228, 239) herself only examines Western and
Biu-Mandara Chadic languages when discussing the copula. She does not examine any
Eastern Chadic languages, of which few substantial descriptions are available. If there are
indeed few Chadic languages with copulas, few can use them as a focus marker.
At the same time, writing about Chadic languages in general and examining Chadic
languages which have copulas in particular, Frajzyngier (1996: 16) notes the use of the
copula in constrastive focus, but does not explain what he means by contrastive focus.
Lele (Eastern) and Hdi (Biu-Mandara) use the copula as a focus particle, though it is only
called a contrastive focus particle in Hdi (Frajzyngier 2001: 326; Frajzyngier & Shay 2002:
403). Additionally, according to Green (2007: 193), Mupun (Western) does use a copula
before interrogative pronouns, much like Soumraye (see 4.2.4).
Hausa (Western) has a particle which is frequently analyzed as a focus marker (Hartmann & Zimmermann 2007: 241). Green (2007: 226) notes that this focus marker comes
from the current copula though it probably ultimately comes from the demonstrative or
pronominal system. While Green (2007: 60, 106) describes the particle as optional and
does not think that it is linked to one particular type of focus, Hartmann & Zimmermann
(2007: 241), commenting on some of Green's earlier work, think that it is linked with
exhaustive focus marking, a phenomenon which is similar to argument-focus. They see it
being used in both ex-situ and in-situ focus (Hartmann & Zimmermann 2007: 246).
While many Chadic languages have focus particles, not all are related to copulas
(Green 2007: 224). Wandala (Biu-Mandara) , which uses non-copula focus particles, is
also quite different from Soumraye (Frajzyngier 2012: 490-505). One of Wandala's focus
particles is closely linked to the verb 'say' (Frajzyngier 2012: 490). Simons (1984: 20) sees
a second marker of focus in Lele (Eastern), which is not the copula; however, Frajzyngier
(2001: 326) considers the same particle a comment clause marker.
Focus particles are generally a variant of Tuller's (1987: 9) third structure for focus
in Chadic languages: in-situ.
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4.6.3 Emphatic pronouns
Little is written about emphatic pronouns in Chadic languages; it is unknown if the
strategy is used frequently or infrequently. I can note that in Kanakuru (Western) independent ("emphatic") pronouns are frequently associated with focus (Green 2007: 235).
Frajzyngier & Johnston (2005: 350-351) note that emphatic pronouns are used to focus
object pronouns in Mina (Biu-Mandara). See 4.7.4 for a discussion of emphatic pronouns
in Lele (Eastern).

4.6.4 Other focalization strategies
Some Chadic languages have significant differences from Soumraye in regard to focalization structures. For example, relative clauses and focus are often closely identified
(Bearth 1999: 127). This is the case in Hdi (Biu-Mandara) where the structures for focus and relative clause structures are exactly the same (Frajzyngier & Shay 2002: 401).
Additionally, in Mina (Biu-Mandara), Frajzyngier & Johnston (2005: 347-348, 355) note
that subjects are focused by relative clauses. Soumraye does not share this overlap of
focus and relative structures. The Soumraye cleft structure uses a relative clause with the
copula i. However, the relative clause structure by itself is not also a focus structure. In
fact, Bearth (1999: 127) suggests that this connection between relative clauses and focus
clauses has often been overdone in African languages. While examination of Frajzyngier &
Shay (2002)’s data suggests that the focus and relative structures are the same for Hdi, it is
wise for researchers not to assume that relative clauses are automatically focus structures.
To give another example of a focalization strategy which is significantly different from
Soumraye, Miya (Western) uses exclusively in-situ focus (Schuh 1998: 346).
Additionally, Green (2007: 186) presents 11 Chadic languages which prepose their
interrogative pronouns. However, most Chadic SVO languages are said to focus interrogative pronouns in situ (Green 2007: 187). In Soumraye interrogative pronouns usually
occur in situ. For an example, see (74), where the interrogative pronoun na 'what' takes
the place of the object in its normal position after the verb. However, in Soumraye, it
is also possible to focus interrogative pronouns ex-situ, in which case a cleft structure is
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used. For an example, see (72), where the interrogrative pronoun na is preposed in a cleft
structure. Na 'what' is preceded by the copula i and followed by relative clause with me
'and'.

4.7 Generalizing the Soumraye analysis: Lele
Up to this point, I have been comparing focus constructions in Chadic languages;
however, I now turn to analysis of focus in Lele. Few, if any, grammars of Chadic languages
combine analysis of focus with examination of the use of focus structures in texts. Some
grammars, however, do talk about focus and have texts available in an appendix, which
allows for further analysis of the use of focus structures discussed in chapters on focus.
Chadic linguistics is lacking in more than just analysis of focus which combines the
examination of structures with text usage, however. Tuller's (1987) overview of focus
in Chadic language does not include any Eastern Chadic languages, the branch to which
Soumraye belongs. Green (2007) also does not analyze Eastern Chadic languages. Consequently, an analysis of another Eastern Chadic language is much overdue.
This section shows how my analysis of focus in Soumraye texts can be applied to
other Chadic languages, specifically Lele. Lele is an Eastern Chadic language which, like
Soumraye, is in the A group (Eberhard et al. 2020). Much of the analysis of Lele presented here is my own. I take Lambrecht's framework of predicate-focus, argument-focus,
and sentence-focus and apply it to Lele, using texts found in the appendix to Frajzyngier (2001)’s A grammar of Lele. However, I also look at the focus structures identified
by Frajzngier himself in Lele and explain how they can be described using Lambrecht's
framework. In 4.7.2, which is about argument structure in Lele, I also consider the analysis presented in Simons (1982) and Simons (1984). Finally, the role of emphatic pronouns
in topic and focus is also examined.
I do have one caveat. Many of the texts included in Frajzyngier (2001) are relatively
short; the longest is 30 lines. In Soumraye, my experience is that a text had to reach a
length of four minutes and at least 50 lines to get a significant number of focus structures.
This means that my analysis of Lele presented in this thesis can only be provisional.
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4.7.1 Default information structure
As with Soumraye, the default information structure in Lele is topic-comment, where
the subject is the topic (Frajzyngier 2001: 327). The predicate-focus corresponds to the
comment. Sequences like the following are common in Lele:
(83) a. kùrmbàlò tamá-y àn
ná
wáyngulú àgi-y
saar-iy
dà
kàrgà-ro
chief
wife-3M leave ASSC morning take-3M attach-3M PREP back-3F
ni
LOC
The chief's wife left in the morning, took the fellow, attached him to her back.
b. gìr ná
ín-dì
hàn è-gé
ná
dà
kama kùb-ìy
ni
run ASSC ASSC-3M till go-3PL ASSC PREP river edge-3M LOC
She ran with him till they arrived at the bank of the river.
c. bayndí è jè
ná
kòbró bayndí-ŋ tòb go na
hímé-gé
ɗé
man
go VENT ASSC boat man-DEF want REF HYP4 take:FUT-3PL NEG
A man came with a boat but he refused to take them. ('A story of three wives'
(10)-(12) (Frajzyngier 2001: 463))

The chief's wife is the topic of (83a), and the comment, or predicate-focus, conveys what
she did, which was to leave with the fellow on her back. (83b) continues the sequence.
Here the topic, the chief's wife, is actually omitted, as it was also the subject (and topic) of
the last sentence. The comment is then the whole sentence. Finally, (83c) has two clauses.
The first introduces a new character 'a man'; this is a presentational sentence, much like
the Soumraye ones discussed in 4.3.2. In this case, 'a man' is not the topic because he
is a brand-new referent. Topic-comment is a presupposition-focus construction, and the
subject of (83c) 'a man' is not a presupposition. In the second clause of (83c), 'a man',
referred to in the gloss with 'he', is the topic. The comment, which describes how he
refused to take them in the boat, is the predicate-focus.

4.7.2 Argument-focus
For argument-focus, though he does not use that label, Frajzyngier presents a copula
which is used for in-situ focus and another focus structure, nè...ba. While Frajzyngier does
4

This gloss means either hypothetical marker or complementizer (Frajzyngier 2001: xvii).
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not call it a cleft, others have (Simons 1982: 21). Clefts and an in-situ focus particle are
also used in Soumraye. Frajzyngier also postulates that Lele has a type of argument-focus
on verbs, an idea which will be discussed at the end of this section.
Frajzyngier (2001: 309-310, 316-319) notes that the copula nè can be used for in situ
focus of objects, adjuncts (particularly locatives), and associative phrases. For an example
of the Lele copula used for in-situ argument-focus, see the phrase in brackets:
(84) goni
cál
ba kama ni
ná
ɓàdì
[nè ísì-ŋ]
càr
hyena jump fall water LOC ASSC go after COP bone-DEF immediately
Hyena jumped into the water and went immediately after [the bone]. ('Hyena and
Goat' (11) (Frajzyngier 2001: 475))

Here attention is being drawn to the bone through the copula nè. The bone is important
because the goat has been drawing the hyena's attention to the bone so that the hyena
will go after the bone instead of him.
This use of the copula for argument-focus is similar to Soumraye. In Soumraye the
copula has fully grammaticalized to become a focus particle. See 4.2.4. Based on the
evidence available to me, it is at least possible that the Lele copula may actually have
grammaticalized here to become a focus particle. For more examples of the copula being
used as a focus particle, see Frajzyngier (2001: 309-310) for objects and Frajzyngier (2001:
316-319) for adjuncts and associative phrases.
Moving on to a second Lele focus structure, the nè...ba structure in Lele is controversial. Simons (1984: 21) identifies it as a cleft; it consists of the copula nè, followed by the
clefted constituent and ba, which she identifies as a focus particle which is placed before
a relative clause. See (85):
(85) nè kàrè háàŋ ba ge-léè
be sauce this emp they-will:eat
it's this sauce they will eat ((4) (Simons 1982: 219))

Simons (1982: 217-221) notes that subjects, direct objects, and benefactives, among other
nominal constituents, can be clefted, and she sees this as a type of contrastive focus. She
also notes that the copula can be optional at the beginning of the cleft (Simons 1982: 223).
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Frajzyngier (2001: 311) does not call this construction a cleft, though his free translations often use English cleft constructions. In his discussion, Frajzyngier (2001: 311,
313, 317-318) presents this structure simply as a fronted, focused direct object, indirect
object, or temporal adjunct, and he sees the copula as a focus element which precedes the
noun and ba as a marker of what he calls a "comment". (This comment has no relationship
to the comment of topic-comment structure.) He does also note that the construction can
be used with subjects (Frajzyngier 2001: 307). Additionally, the copula can be optional
before the subject or any other fronted argument (Frajzyngier 2001: 306). In Frajzyngier's
view, for objects and adjuncts this is essentially an ex-situ focus construction in which the
copula can optionally come before while the comment marker comes after.
I think that the nè...ba construction is like the i...me construction in Soumraye discussed in 4.2.3. There we saw that the Soumraye coordinating conjunction me can be
used as a relativizer in the cleft construction. I also noted that according to Jaggar, the
Hausa coordinating conjunction da can do the same thing. Analysis of the Lele texts in
Frajzyngier (2001) indicates that ba can be used as a coordinating conjunction as well as
in focus constructions. Frajzyngier (2001: 349) says that, specifically, ba "indicates that
the clause following it represents the non-predictable consequence of what follows".
This example presents ba as a coordinating conjunction with a non-predictable consequence. Here the goat is talking to the hyena, who is trying to eat him:
(86) yú
cà-rè
dà
kama te-y
ni
[ba] me ágè
ísí-ŋ
put:IMP head-2M PREP water bottom-3M LOC COM 2F take:FUT bone-DEF
’plunge to the bottom of the water [and] you will get the bone' ('Hyena and goat'
(13) Frajzyngier (2001: 475))

Note that in (86) ba, glossed with COM, joins the two clauses 'plunge to the bottom of the
water' and 'you will get the bone'. In the free translation, here, as in other available Lele
texts, ba appears to correspond to 'and' in the free translation. In this case, the second
clause does represent a non-predictable consequence. One would normally expect that if
the hyena dives deep into the water, he will drown, not that he will get a bone. In fact,
that is what happens. The hyena drowns.
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I prefer that Lele nè...ba be seen as a cleft construction with ba as a relativizer. Additionally, It is confusing to call ba a comment marker because most linguists use comment
when referring to the comment part of the default structure of topic-comment articulation.
Frajzyngier is correct about what the nè...ba structure does. It sets a focus constituent up
against the background of a presupposition clause (which he calls a comment with the
comment marker ba) (Frajzyngier 2001: 301). However, it is better to call this a cleft
construction. That Soumraye and Hausa have cleft constructions using coordinating conjunctions like ba makes it even more likely that Simons is correct, and that this is just a
cleft construction with the coordinating conjunction ba acting as a relativizer.
Regardless of exactly how one analyzes this nè...ba structure, whether as a cleft or
as an ex-situ position, both Simons and Frajzyngier do present this as a focus structure.
Clefts and ex-situ positions are generally associated with argument-focus. We saw this
correlation between cleft structure and argument-focus in Soumraye in 4.2.3 and between
ex-situ positions and argument-focus in 4.2.1. Unfortunately, there are few examples of
nè...ba structures in Frajzyngier's texts. Here is one example from a story where a clumsy

hunter has lost all his ammunition and is returning ashamed:
(87) [ne ɗálàŋ kùlòŋ-dò ɓèí ba] áy je
kìb-ìy
e je
COP night belly-3F still COM take VENT mouth-3M go VENT
[It was only in the middle of the night that] he took his courage and returned. ('Story
of a hunt' (21) (Frajzyngier 2001: 484))

Here ɗálàŋ kùlòŋ-dò ɓèí 'only the middle of the night' is a focused temporal adjunct. The
copula ne precedes it and what Frajzyngier calls the comment marker ba follows. This
does indeed seem to be an argument-focus structure. The temporal expression is highly
marked. This makes sense in the context. The emphasis is on when the unsuccessful
hunter returns and his shame about his unsuccessful hunting.
Interestingly, Frajzyngier (2001: 319-321) says that the copula nè can focus the
verb; he calls this predicate-focus, but this is not to be confused with Lambrecht's category of predicate-focus, wherein the whole comment presenting new information is focused. Rather Frajzyngier (2001: 319-321) sees this almost as a type of "salience" marking
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("argument-focus") on verbs; the copula then serves to focus verbs just as it focuses objects. There are very few examples of this in the texts of A grammar of Lele. However, one
example is (88). The copula nè is in brackets:
(88) na-y
áy na-y
lèé ge
yàá ɗe
na
bayndí go na lèé tu
HYP-3M take HYP-3M eat INDEF say leave THEN person REF HYP eat goat
ímè-y
ná
làmndá yé-y
ba
na-y
[nè] gìr
na ge
HYP HUM bury:FUT-3M ASSC elephant mother-3M COM HYP-3M COP run
[He said] that he took the goat and ate it, and it was said that if a person were to
eat the goat, he would be buried together with the mother of the elephant, and
that is why he was running. ('Spider and Squirrel' (10) (Frajzyngier 2001: 468))

In this example, it makes sense for there to be argument-focus on the verb gìr 'run', which
is preceded by the copula nè. Two sentences earlier, the spider, who is speaking, was
asked why he was running. The copula serves to emphasize that this is why he is running
and that this is the answer to the question.
Frajzyngier (2001: 319) notes that predicate-focus (i.e. argument-focus on the verb) is
rare. I find his explanation of nè plausible, but I do think that there could be an alternative
explanation, though there are not enough examples in the texts to be sure. I wonder
if the copula nè has the same function as Soumraye intensifier =le presented in 2.2.2.
In Soumraye, the suffix =le acts to confirm the predicate-focus (Lambrecht's term). To
illustrate this alternative explanation, in (88), the final clause, consisting of the final three
words na-y nè gìr 'he is running' is topic-comment, with nè gìr 'was running' being the
comment or predicate-focus. It could be that there is predicate-focus on the comment
gìr 'run', which is preceded by the copula nè. In this possible alternative explanation, the

copula, or focus particle, nè, provides additional emphasis on the standard predicate-focus,
in response to the question about why the spider was running. Again, there is not enough
data to come to any definitive conclusion. In any case, there is overlap between Soumraye
=le and Lele nè when used with verbs.
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4.7.3 Sentence-focus
There are a couple of examples of sentence-focus in the Lele texts. The following is
an example of a thetic sentence, where focus extends over the whole phrase:
(89) kumno se
bá ongi
God
INCEPT fall rain
It started to rain ('Story of a theft' (5) (Frajzyngier 2001: 477))

In Lele, rainfall is attributed to God.
There is also more than one example of a presentational sentence, as in:
(90) dà
túgú
tóŋ
ni
kara
kóndrè
kusi-ge
sùbù
PREP village certain:F LOC people young men body-3PL three
In a village there were three young men. ('A story of three wives' (1) (Frajzyngier
2001: 461))

4.7.4 Emphatic pronouns
Having looked at predicate, argument, and sentence-focus in Lele, I now turn to emphatic pronouns in Lele. Emphatic pronouns in Soumraye can be associated with topic
(see 2.3) and focalization (see 4.6.3). This will be shown to be similar in Lele.
I begin with an example of contrastive topic using an emphatic pronoun in Lele. In
(91b), 'goat' is the topic, in apposition to the emphatic pronoun dàdù, which also refers to
it. In fact, 'goat' is an active participant which has been referred to in nearly all previous
sentences in the story. Here the emphatic pronoun dàdù is being used to draw attention
to its referent the goat and to contrast the satisfied state of the goat with the hungry state
of the hyena. This is thus an example of contrastive topic.
(91) a. time
nè
gònì
nèy
bé
kolo
dìgrì dú ìsán
ɗé
hunger make hyena very much DAT reason kill 3F nothing NEG
Hyena is very hungry because it did not kill anything.
b. [dàdù tu-ŋ]
lèé kàsúma ɓàl-dù
3F
goat-DEF eat feed
satisfy-3F
[As for goat], it ate feed to its satisfaction. ('Hyena and Goat' (5)-(6) (Frajzyngier
2001: 274))
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At the same time, I should note that Frajzyngier (2001: 329) says that the emphatic pronoun dàdù, which refers to the 'goat' in (91b), makes for contrastive focus on the topic
'goat'. We both agree that 'goat' is the topic; however, for (Frajzyngier 2001: 329), the
emphatic pronoun dàdù puts the topic in constrastive focus. Frajzyngier does not state
it directly, but contrastiveness seems to automatically imply focus for him. He is using
different definitions than I am. For me, using Lambrecht's definitions, the goat cannot be
in focus here because it does not represent new information. However, like Lambrecht,
I think that contrast can be present on topics, as it is here. Lele emphatic pronouns can
thus be associated with contrastive topic.
As in Soumraye (see 2.3.3), emphatic pronouns in Lele can also be associated with a
change in topic. Observe the use of ɗáŋ in the example:
(92) láà
gìdìrè go dà
kama te-y
ni
ɓàlà-mè
[dáŋ] ŋ
eat:IMP moon REF PREP water bottom-3M LOC suffice:IMP-2F 1SG 1SG
jè
òdì
IMPF go
Eat the moon that is at the bottom of the water; it should satisfy you; [as for me], I
am going away. ('Hyena and goat' (17) (Frajzyngier 2001: 476))

Here the emphatic pronoun emphasizes the change from talking about 'you' to talking
about 'me'. See also the first ten lines of 'Story of a hunt' (Frajzyngier 2001: 481-482).
While I think that emphatic pronouns in Lele can be used for contrastive topic or
changes in topic, this is not to say that they are never used in focus.
(93) kòlò
dàdù go tùmò [dàdù] ba
bor-iy
gèylè
because 3F
REF first 3F
COM save-3M health
Because the first one, it was [she] who saved his life. ('A story of three wives' (24)
(Frajzyngier 2001: 465))

In this example, with the emphatic pronoun in brackets, the narrator is singling out one of
three wives who were previously mentioned as a group. In this case, the presupposition is
that his life was saved. The information which is new to the hearer is that the first wife did
the saving. The first wife is thus in focus against the background of the presupposition.
Here the second instance of the emphatic pronoun dàdù is in argument-focus.
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In this section we have looked at a few examples of predicate focus, argument-focus,
and sentence-focus in Lele. Like Soumraye, Lele's standard information structure is topiccomment or presupposition-focus (predicate-focus). Also like Soumraye, Lele uses a copula which has grammaticalized as an argument-focus marker. Additionally, the nè...ba,
whether it is associated with ex-situ position or a cleft structure, is used for argumentfocus. Both clefts and ex-situ positions are associated with argument-focus in Soumraye.
This is thus yet another point of comparison. Finally, there were examples of sentencefocus, including both thetic and presentational sentences.
This analysis shows how Lambrecht's framework can be applied to other languages.
It also illustrates the importance of combining theory on topic and focus with research
on minority languages, particularly text-based research. By combining a knowledge of
theory of topic and focus with analysis of Lele texts, I have gone one step further than
Frajzyngier has in his grammar. By examining Lele texts to find the focus construction
which Frajzyngier identifies, I have been able to match Lele forms with Lambrecht's labels.
This, in turn, allowed me to compare Soumraye and Lele structures and see similarities
between structures and pragmatic usage in the two languages.
I have illustrated two phenomena which may be interesting to explore in other Chadic
languages. Hausa, Soumraye, and Lele seem to be able to use a coordinating conjunction
as a relativizer in cleft constructions. Which other Chadic languages do this? Additionally,
Soumraye =le, which I identified as confirming predicate-focus, and Lele copula nè seem
to have similar functions. Are there other Chadic languages which have such particles?
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION
5.1 Summary
Using a framework based on Lambrecht (1994), this thesis has examined topic and
topicalization, as well as focus and focalization in Soumraye, an Eastern Chadic language.
My analysis is based on recorded and transcribed fiction, non-fiction, and expository texts,
as well as previously published collections of proverbs. Major contributions include research on an understudied language, use of text-based data, an analysis of the topicalization particle da rooted in research in information structure, subordination, and grammaticalization, and an application of the framework used in this thesis to other Chadic
languages.
Chapter 1 established a theoretical framework for topic and focus. Topic is the referent about which a sentence is making a comment. Focus is concerned with the difference
between the assertion of a proposition and the presupposition. The focus of the sentence
is the new information which is added to the presupposition and which is assumed by the
speaker to be unknown to the hearer. Different levels of information accessibility, particularly given, accessible, and new, were also defined in preparation for examining the
types of information found in topic and focus constructions.
Chapter 2 examined the default information structure in Soumraye, which is topiccomment or presupposition-focus (predicate-focus). In the default structure, the subject
corresponds to the topic and the verb phrase to the comment. Some common markers
found in the default sentence structure were also examined. These include the article di,
the intensifier =le, and ideophones. I also discussed the use of emphatic pronouns for
topic, including contrastive topic.
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Chapter 3 examined topicalization. Topicalization is marked by da, which is also a
marker of clause-initial adverbial phrases, a subordinator, and a speech complementizer.
Each of these uses of da correlates with particular types of information. When da is a
topicalizer, a marker of a clause-initial adverbial phrase, or a subordinator, material before
da is in the background on the level of the sentence, with new information coming later

in the clause or in the next clause, but da marks episode or paragraph boundaries on the
level of the discourse. On the other hand, when da is a speech complementizer, the speech
orienter clause contains new information on the main storyline. However, in Soumraye,
the direct speech following the speech orienter clause with da is a marked construction.
This means that, as with the other functions of da, the more important information follows
the speech orienter with da. Da is polysemous, but grammaticalization provides a possible
explanation for the one form with different functions. Additionally, Chapter 3 considered
other possible frameworks for da, including the idea that all functions of da are topic, and
showed that there are da-like particles in other Chadic languages. Finally, I examined
the Eastern Chadic language Barayin's da-like particle nà, evaluating the analysis found in
Lovestrand (2018) and showing advantages of my own.
Chapter 4 examined special types of focus, particularly argument-focus and sentencefocus. Argument-focus structures in Soumraye include an ex-situ focus position, a cleft,
and a focus particle. As for sentence-focus, examples of event-reporting, existential, and
presentational sentences were also given. Soumraye focus structures were compared and
contrasted with focus structures in other Chadic languages. The framework developed
here was also applied to texts available in a grammar of the Eastern Chadic language Lele.
This combined a theoretical approach to focus with analysis of texts.

5.2 Going further
First, it is clear that there needs to be more documentation of Eastern Chadic languages. In order to develop typologies and to be able to compare languages, data and
analyses need to be made available to the wider public. Documentation will need to begin with phonology and grammar but should also eventually include discourse functions.
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I used the resources available to me, but it would have been helpful to have grammars
and texts for more languages.
Second, when grammars do include sections on topic and focus, they should examine
how the structures are used pragmatically in texts. Preferably, the texts should be made
publicly available, for example in an appendix of a grammar. Many recent grammars do
include texts, but not all. Prosody should be considered alongside syntax.
Finally, this study has uncovered some interesting areas of study for proto-Chadic and
grammaticalization. The fact that many Chadic languages have da-like particles which
function as topicalizers, markers of clause-initial adverbial phrases, subordinators, and
speech complementizers, could be investigated further. The same is true for the cleft
constructions which use a coordinating conjunction as a relativizer. At the same time,
development of theories about proto-Chadic and grammaticalization are hampered by the
lack of documentation of Chadic languages, particularly Eastern Chadic languages.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
This text was recorded in the EET (Eglise évangelique du Tchad) 1 in Gware, a neighborhood of Doumougou, in May 2018. It is a sermon. The speaker, Koumakoy Paul, is in
his early to mid-30's. He was born in the village of Goubgou and has lived much of his life
in the Soumraye area though his family spent some of his childhood in the Nancere area,
and as young man, he was a mason who traveled and worked as far away as Northeastern
Nigeria. He graduated from "collège" or middle school. He works as a translator, but he
also continues to cultivate his fields and work as a brick mason.
The text was transcribed in N'Djamena with the help of my language assistant Acyle
Felix in October 2018. In December 2018, Koumakoy read over the transcription and
provided corrections as appropriate.
See 1.6 for additional information.

S1

Berni by Koumakoy Paul

Ladə, pii
paa, də̂
hara-ng
hara hara gwale gənə̂
good before first 1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ go go word CONN.POSS.M
Mãr̰ĩ duwa-lə̂
da, nə̂
ur
ba
nə̂
al-ang
God 3SG.M.POSS-LOC SUB 1SG.SBJ want COMP 1SG.SBJ make-2PL.OBJ
labiya.
health
Well, first of all, before we go into the word of God, I want to greet you all.
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S2

Me nə̂
way da,
chamra-ndə
nə̂
məje
kaw
and 1SG.SBJ say COMP siblings-1PL.INCL.POSS CONN.PL stranger.PL also
ilə̂
dwara-ndə-lə̂
me nə̂
ur
ba
nə̂
yi-bə
there.is among-1PL.OBJ.INCL-LOC and 1SG.SBJ want COMP 1SG.SBJ seize-PL
əsəra-ng
mən mən, ba nə̂
al-ang
labiya gə
hands.pl-2PL.POSS one one SUB 1SG.SBJ make-2PL.OBJ health with
əsə-n
ni
baa baa.
hand.PL-1SG.POSS 1SG.POSS each each
And I say that there are among us also some visitors, who are our brothers, and I
would like to shake each of your hands, greet you each with my own hand.

S3

Yande da, hara gə
ya ta
de
ba da, ha ꞌwo-ndə
like that go CONN.M as DEM.DIST like.that SUB TOP go take-1PL.OBJ.INCL
dawa dənda-də
nan̰e, me yande da, ja-m
gə
sun children-3SG.F.POSS very and like that brother-2SG.M.POSS CONN.M
dam-na tulə-m-ə̂
da, yi
əsə̂-w,
alə-w
stay-IR side-2SG.M.POSS-LOC TOP seize hands-3SG.M.POSS make-3SG.M.OBJ
labiya dara
də̂
ꞌyang
i managə
jiba-lə̂,
də̂
health because 1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL be the.place.of suffering-LOC 1PL.INC.SBJ
hwaya-ng
tanga
nan̰e dara
gwale gənə̂
made.
become.tired-1PL.INCL.SBJ yesterday very because word CONN.POSS.M death
But to do that, it would take us many minutes. So, whoever is sitting next to you, take
his hand and greet him because we are in a place of suffering. Yesterday, we wore
ourselves out because of the news of the death.

S4

Yande da, Mãr̰ĩ ꞌya-na-ndə
həlala, də̂
al-ang
like that God give-IR-1PL.OBJ.INC calm 1PL.SBJ.INCL make-1PL.SBJ.INCL
labiya wi
kaw yi-nə̂
ja-w
əs-ə̂w,
health each also seize-IR friend-3SG.M.POSS hands-3SG.M.POSS
al-na-w
labiya gə
Jesu gaba
bələ̂-ndə
make-IR-3SG.M.OBJ health CONN.M Jesus the.one.who save-1PL.OBJ.INCL
sumə-w
mən tenene.
name-3SG.M.POSS one only
So if God has given us calm, we greet each other. May each one take his neighbor's
hand and greet him in the name of Jesus who alone saves us.
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S5

Amen.
amen
Amen.

S6

Ya ba gə
asə-ndə
nəm
de,
laba da,
Mãr̰ĩ ur
as SUB 3PL.SBJ read-1PL.OBJ.INCL with.3 like.that today PART God want
ba
də̂
dway-na-ng,
maktubu dənə̂
Matiyə̂-lə̂,
COMP 1PL.INC.SBJ hear-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ paper
CONN.F.POSS N.PROP-LOC
tən̰ə̂ dəra
gə
worgəsubu, as
dəra
gə
mən ɗəbə
open 3F.SG.POSS CONN.M seven
read 3F.SG.POSS CONN.M one stand
kubi.
six
As they have read to us, today, God wants that we listen to the book of Matthew,
chapter 7, from verse 1 to 6.

S7

Laba da,
berni
ənda
ha cara
nan̰
bə̂də̂ dara
today PART message 1PL.INCL.POSS go not.be.far many NEG because
də̂
ꞌyang
i gəl-ə̂
gə
dərən̰-ə̂
ya ba
1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL.SBJ be show-NOM CONN.M suffering-LOC as SUB
chandra-ndə
gaba
too-ndə
diri ba a
brother.PL-1PL.POSS.INCL the.one.who sing-1PL.OBJ.INCL song SUB 3SG.M

waya-ndə
nəm
de.
say-PST-1PL.OBJ.INCL with.3 like.that
Today, our message will not be too long because we are in suffering, as our brothers
sing us songs (of death) and tell us (that they are suffering) with them.

S8

Nendə
kaw, də̂
ꞌyang
i chambray managə
bərmə̂
1PL.INC.EMPH also 1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL.SBJ be brothers the.place.of road
gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ de
də̂
hara-ng
dam-a
CONN.POSS.M God-LOC like.that 1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ stay-NOM
ganda-gə
me gwale gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ duwa
da, də̂
with-3PL.OBJ and word CONN.POSS.M God 3SG.M.POSS TOP 1PL.INC.SBJ
hara-ng
neyam-a dara
kal-a
mana ba ya-na pəgin̰
go-1PL.INCL.SBJ can-NOM so.that let-NOM place SUB go-IR nothing, empty
bər̰in̰
bə̂də̂.
completely NEG
We, as well, we are brothers on the road of God so that we go and sit with them, but as
the word of God (tells us), we cannot leave this place completely empty.
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S9

Yande da, də̂
hara-ng
har-a dway-a
gwale managə
like that 1PL.INC.SBJ go-NOM-1PL.INCL.SBJ go
hear-NOM word the.place.of
berse
kubi dala-w-ə̂.
verse (fr) six in-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
So, we are going to listen to the word just until verse 6.

S10

I berse
gə ha way-a
gwale me, nə̂
ha cara-w
nan̰
be verse (fr) REL go say-NOM word and 1SG.SBJ go not.be.far-3SG.M.OBJ many
bə̂də̂.
NEG
It is (these) verses which are going to speak (God's) word (to us). I'm not going far in
the passage.

S11

Ladə, chandra-ndə
asə-ndə
gə
bii
gə
good brother-1PL.POSS.INCL read-1PL.OBJ.INCL CONN.M language CONN.M
nanjere me nendə
da, də̂
al-ang
giyə̂
Nangere and 1PL.INC.EMPH TOP 1PL.INC.SBJ make-1PL.INC.SBJ work
gə
nanjere tara-ndə
yə̂le.
CONN.M Nangere back-1PL.INCL.POSS far
So, our brother read to us in the Nangere language. As for us, long before, we worked
with/had church in Nangere.

S12

Dwarandə da, nə̂
yə̂r i
dine
nə̂
ꞌyə̂ng me ꞌwacn̰
among.us TOP 1SG.SBJ see FOC children CONN.PL short and understand
bii
gə
nanjere bə̂də̂.
language CONN.M Nangere NEG
Among us, I see that there are young children who maybe don't know the Nanjere
language.

S13

Cendi
som
bə̂də̂ da, nendə
də̂
ꞌwacn̰a-ng
3PL.SBJ perhaps NEG SUB 1PL.INC.EMPH 1PL.INC.SBJ understand-1PL.INCL.SBJ
bii
gə
nanjere, də̂
doy-ang
gandə-w
language CONN.M Nangere 1PL.INC.SBJ listen-1PL.INC.SBJ with-3SG.M.OBJ
ladə.
good
While maybe some don't know it... We ourselves understand the language. We
understand the sense well.
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S14

An̰ji
asə-ndə
lade cilang cilang, də̂
doy-ang.
3SG.M.SBJ read-1PL.OBJ.INCL good clearly clearly 1PL.INC.SBJ listen-1PL.INC.SBJ
He reads to us well and clearly and we listen (understand).

S15

Me way-a-ndə
ərəm dara
gwale gənə̂
nare
nə̂
and say-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL think so.that word CONN.POSS.M people CONN.PL
woni
yar-a
kwanda-gə
mani day
nə̂
al-a.
those.who see-NOM friend.PL-3PL.POSS things 3PL.POSS CONN.PL make-NOM
(I am going to?) speak to us about the passage about people who judge others for what
they do.

S16

Mani nə̂
al-a
di
i-nə̂ man man mo?
things CONN.PL make-NOM DEF be-IR how how Q
What are these things that they do?

S17

Targin̰ ɗang, maktubu ha way-a-ndə
gwale di
cilang cilang.
behind other paper
go say-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL word DEF clearly clearly
In the end, the book is going to speak the word clearly to us.

S18

Maktubu də Matiyə̂ jang-də
ka
di, Matiyə̂ da, də̂
paper
REL N.PROP write-3SG.F.OBJ here DEF N.PROP TOP 1PL.INC.SBJ
ꞌwacn̰a-ng
gandə-w
com, də̂
dwaya-ng
understand-1PL.INCL.SBJ with-3SG.M.OBJ well 1PL.INC.SBJ hear-1PL.INCL.SBJ
gwale duwa.
word 3SG.M.POSS
The book which Matthew wrote... as for Matthew, we know him well, we have heard
his word.

S19

An̰ji
i aba sal-a
mani, me sal-a
wa
gə
3SG.M.SBJ be REL collect-NOM things and collect-NOM 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M
mani da, sal
i mani na
mo?
things TOP collect be things which Q
Matthew was a man who collected things. But about things which he collected, what
did he collect?

S20

Salə-w
wi?
collect-3SG.M.OBJ who
Who did he collect for?
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S21

Dole gə
geche labaa salə-w
dole mani gə
chief CONN.M big or
make.contribution-3SG.M.OBJ chief things CONN.M
wee
mo?
where Q
The great king. Where did he collect things for the great king?

S22

Anə̂
yə̂r nare
woni
sal-a-gə
dolgə
mani da,
2PL.SBJ see people those.who collect-NOM-3PL.OBJ chief.PL things SUB
də̂
ꞌwacn̰a-ng
ganda-gə.
1PL.INC.SBJ understand-1PL.INCL.SBJ with-3PL.OBJ
You see, the people who collected for the kings, we know them.

S23

I nare
nə̂ al
giyə̂ nan̰ə da al
giyə̂ gə
bərmə̂ kərap
be people REL make work many SUB make work CONN.M road exactly
kərap gə geche di
way-gə
gwale cendi
ba al-na
da,
exactly REL big DEF say-3PL.OBJ word 3PL.EMPH SUB make-IR SUB
cendi
al
cilangə i
daa.
3PL.SBJ make pass
FOC up
It is the people who when they work a lot, they follow the law of the king, exactly as
he tells them, they will do it. They will do more than he asks.

S24

Me yande da, Matiyə̂ kaw, an̰ji
i aba sal-a-w
dole
and like that N.PROP also 3SG.M.SBJ be REL collect-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ chief
mani, me Matiyə̂ di
an̰ji
gəndə̂-w
i gun
gə
things and N.PROP DEF 3SG.M.SBJ origin-3SG.M.POSS be person CONN.M
juwip.
Jew
Matthew, as well, he is a man who collects things for the chief, but Matthew, his
origin, he is a Jew.

S25

Me tanga
pi
da,
nəma nə̂
juwip da, i nare
nə̂
and in.the.past before PART these CONN.PL Jew TOP be people CONN.PL

Rom
wom-gə
cendi.
Roman govern-3PL.OBJ 3PL.EMPH
In the past, as for the Jewish people, it was the Roman people who ruled them.

S26

Cendi
dam-gə
dədə̂-gə
bə̂də̂.
3PL.SBJ stay-3PL.OBJ head-3PL.POSS NEG
The Romans were over them. / They were not free.
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S27

Me əəə
cendi
yə̂r yande da, lay
nare
nə̂
managə
and verbal.pause 3PL.SBJ see like that collect people CONN.PL the.place.of
sal-a
gə
mani-yə̂
da, i ya al-a-w
gə
collect-NOM CONN.M things-LOC SUB be as make-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ CONN.M
dole giyə̂-lə̂
ya paja
de
da, gə
lay
chief work-LOC as member.of.chief’s.court like.that SUB 3PL.SBJ collect
gə
u
gun
gə
juwip dara
al-a
gə
3PL.SBJ take person CONN.M Jew so.that make-NOM CONN.M
paja
da, gə
u
gun
gə
gəndə-w
member.of.chief’s.court SUB 3PL.SBJ take person CONN.M origin-3SG.M.POSS

jiga
kaw ba al-na
giyə̂=le
me ca.
different also SUB make-IR work=INTS and also
So, see, the Romans hired people for the tax collecting places. They are like people
who do the work of the king, like the members of his court. The Romans brought
together, they took a Jewish person to make their worker. They also took people of
other ethnic groups that they might do the work.

S28

I ta di me, də̂
yar-ang
Matiyə̂ i aba sal-a
mani.
like.this 1PL.INC.SBJ see-1PL.INC.SBJ N.PROP be REL collect-NOM things
So, we see that Matthew was a tax collector.

S29

Gun
gaba
sal-a
mani da, som
i ꞌyeni
nə̂
person the.one.who collect-NOM things TOP perhaps be 2PL.EMPH CONN.PL
war̰a-w
me anə̂
ur-ə̂w
nan̰ə.
relatives-3SG.M.POSS and 2PL.SBJ like-3SG.M.OBJ many
About the tax collector, maybe, he is your relative and you like him a lot.
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S30

Bə̂də̂ da, nare
nə̂
ənda
nə̂
pəgin̰
pəgin̰
da,
NEG SUB people CONN.PL 1PL.INCL.POSS CONN.PL unrelated unrelated TOP
gə
yar-na-w
da, gə
cingadə-w=e,
gə
way
3PL.SBJ see-IR-3SG.M.OBJ SUB 3PL.SBJ insult-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS 3PL.SBJ say
gwale wa
gə
acn̰e, gwale wa
gə
acn̰e
word 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M bad.PL word 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M bad.PL
dara
cendi
nare
woni
sal-a
mani me nare
woni
because 3PL.SBJ people those.who collect-NOM things and people those.who
al-a
mani nə̂
bərmə̂ day
bə̂də̂, ya al-gə
acn̰e
make-NOM things CONN.PL road 3PL.POSS NEG as make-3PL.OBJ bad.PL
de,
cendi
gə
day-gə
mana mən, dara
i
like.that 3PL.SBJ 3PL.EMPH bring.together-3PL.OBJ place one so.that be
nare
nə̂ al
mani gə
bərmə̂ day
bə̂də̂.
people REL make things CONN.M road 3PL.POSS NEG
If not, maybe he is from a different ethnic group, and if one sees him, one insults him
and one speaks bad things about him, bad things about him, because the tax
collectors are not on the same route, they are bad. They (others) throw them
together in one place because they are people who do not follow (God's) road.

S31

Gun
gaba
al-a
acn̰a me, aba sal-a
mani me, cendi
person the.one.who make-NOM bad and REL collect-NOM things and 3PL.SBJ
i mən.
be one
The person who does bad things and the tax collector, they are one/the same.

S32

Gangle day
i mən.
clan
3PL.POSS be one
They come from the same clan.

S33

Me managə ta lə̂ da, Matiyə̂ damə sal-a-w
dole mani-yə̂,
me
and then
N.PROP stay collect-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ chief things-LOC and

Jesu ha pədə
da, Jesu ꞌwogə-w.
Jesus go pass.by SUB Jesus call-3SG.M.OBJ
Then, Matthew was sitting and collecting taxes, and when Jesus passed by, he called
him.
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S34

Də̂
yar-ang
managə
berse
gə,
chapitər
dunamən,
1PL.INC.SBJ see-1PL.INC.SBJ the.place.of verse (fr) CONN.M chapter (fr) nine
berse
gə
dunamənnə̂ da, də̂
tin̰ə-ng
da
verse (fr) CONN.M nine-LOC SUB 1PL.INC.SBJ open-1PL.INCL.SBJ SUB
də̂
hara-ng
yar-a,
yande da, Jesu ꞌwogə-w
1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ see-NOM like that Jesus call-3SG.M.OBJ
an̰ji
ba
ha-ne, kal-na giyə̂ wa
gaba
3SG.M.EMPH indirect.discourse go-IR let-IR work 3SG.M.POSS the.one.who
sal-a-w
dole mani di, an̰ji
ba
ha-ne,
collect-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ chief things DEF 3SG.M.SBJ indirect.discourse go-IR
ba
ha-na gandə-w,
ba
gə
indirect.discourse go-IR with-3SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ
al-ə̂w
Mãr̰ĩ giyə̂.
make-3SG.M.OBJ God work
We see in the verse, that is chapter 9, verse 9. When we open, we are going to see how
Jesus calls him and tells him he should come and leave his work of collecting taxes
for the king and that he should come and go with him and that he and Jesus will do
God's work.

S35

Mwom da, Jesu əəə
Matiyə̂ yə̂r yande da, kal giyə̂ wa
me
then
Jesus verbal.pause N.PROP see like that let work 3SG.M.POSS and
ha gə
Jesu.
go with Jesus
Then Jesus, no Matthew, sees this (agrees). He leaves his work and goes with Jesus.

S36

Me Matiyə̂ di
an̰ji
way nõ
də
lade, ərəm dara
and N.PROP DEF 3SG.M.EMPH say news CONN.F good think so.that
war̰a-w
nə̂
gəndə̂-gə
i juwip da, də̂
relatives-3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL origin-3PL.POSS be Jew SUB 1PL.INC.SBJ
yar-na-ng
managə
introduktiyon
i managə
maktubu
see-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ the.place.of introduction (fr) be the.place.of paper

dwar̰a-də
de.
inside-3SG.F.OBJ like.that
Matthew, he speaks the good news for his Jewish relatives. We see this in the
introduction. It is in the book.
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S37

Də̂
yar-na-ng
da, Matiyə̂ way gwale di, ərəm dara
1PL.INC.SBJ see-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ SUB N.PROP say word DEF think so.that
nare
nə̂
juwip, me nə̂
ɗang da,
əəə
Matiyə̂ way
people CONN.PL Jew and CONN.PL other PART verbal.pause N.PROP say
ərəm dara
gun
gə
ba
gə
ha
think so.that person CONN.M indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ go

ꞌwag-a-w
Mesi
di
ba
i wi
mo?
call-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ Messiah DEF indirect.discourse be who Q
We see that Matthew speaks this word for the Jewish people. Moreover, Matthew talks
about the person who they are going to call the Messiah. Who is this?

S38

Mesi
di, gəndə-w
də
bii-yə̂
i-nə̂ gə
bii
Messiah DEF origin-3SG.M.POSS CONN.F language-LOC be-IR with language

gə
ənda
da, i Dole gə Mãr̰ĩ biyə̂-w.
CONN.M 1PL.INCL.POSS TOP be chief REL God chose-PST-3SG.M.OBJ
Messiah, its sense in our language, is the king who God chose.

S39

Dole gə Mãr̰ĩ biy-ə̂-w
di
i wi
ɗang mo?
chief REL God chose-PST-3SG.M.OBJ DEF be who other Q
The king who God chose, who else is he?

S40

I Jesu gə an̰ji
hara dara
ꞌya-a-ndə
bəl-ə̂
me
be Jesus REL 3SG.M.EMPH go so.that give-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL save-NOM and
ꞌya-a-ndə
həlala me di.
give-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL calm and DEF
It's Jesus who comes to give us salvation and to give us peace/calm.

S41

Matiyə̂ way ɗang dara əəə
Jesu di
an̰ji
ba
N.PROP say other COMP verbal.pause Jesus DEF 3SG.M.EMPH indirect.discourse
i aba gəl-ə̂
mani gə
bii
gə
nasara
gə
be REL show-NOM things CONN.M language CONN.M westerner 3PL.SBJ
ꞌwogə ba
i metər.
call indirect.discourse be teacher
Matthew also says that Jesus, he is the man who teaches things. In French, they call
him teacher.
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S42

Me i aba gəl-ə̂
mani di, əəə
woni
gəl-ə̂
mani
and be REL show-NOM things DEF verbal.pause those.who show-NOM things
kulə̂ gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ ya gə
ꞌwogə-gə
ya metər
də
hut CONN.POSS.M God-LOC as 3PL.SBJ call-3PL.OBJ as teacher of (fr)
la
lwa.
the (fr) law
He is the man who teaches things. As those who teach in the house of God are called
'Master of the law'.

S43

Əəə,
cendi
kaw i nare
woni
gəl-ə̂
mani, me Jesu
verbal.pause 3PL.SBJ also be people those.who show-NOM things and Jesus
hara targin̰ kaw i aba gəl-ə̂
mani me mwom da, gə
go behind also be REL show-NOM things and then
3PL.SBJ
ꞌwogə-w
i
aba gəl-ə̂
mani me ca.
call-3SG.M.POSS FOC REL show-NOM things and also
They are also people who teach things, but Jesus came after them and he is also a man
who teaches things. So they also call him a man who teaches things.

S44

Me gəl-ə̂
duwa
gə
mani da, wun
jiga.
and show-NOM 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M things TOP resemble different
But about what he teaches, it is different.

S45

Gəl-ə̂
duwa
gə
mani wun
jiga
dara mo?
show-NOM 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M things resemble different why Q
How is his teaching different?

S46

An̰ji
gəl-ə̂
duwa
gə
mani da, bo-r
nəm
3SG.M.EMPH show-NOM 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M things TOP pour-REFL with.3
gə
kwanda-w
nə̂
woni
al-a
giyə̂ kuləli
CONN.M friend.PL-3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL those.who make-NOM work hut.PL

nə̂nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ bə̂də̂.
CONN.PL.POSS God-LOC NEG
His teaching, it was not the same as that of that of his friends who were working in the
houses of God.
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S47

Gəl-ə̂
duwa
da, i gəl-ə̂
gə Mãr̰ĩ ꞌya-w
dwana,
show-NOM 3SG.M.POSS TOP be show-NOM REL God give-3SG.M.OBJ power
me gəl
nəm, gəl
i gə dwana, me i dwana idə yibə̂ nare
gə
and show with.3 show be w power and be power REL seize people with
dwana me əəə
hara chə-gə
gə
dwana də
sii
power and verbal.pause go come.down-3PL.OBJ with power CONN.F body
bə̂də̂.
NEG
His teaching, it is the power which God gives him. This teaching, it is with power, but
it is not the power of seizing people by force or of going and knocking them down
with force.

S48

Me i dwana də idə way-na-w
gwale da, gwale gə
ta
and be power REL REL say-IR-3SG.M.OBJ word SUB word CONN.M DEM.DIST
di
ha nare
sədə̂-gə-lə̂
n̰emm,
cendi
ꞌwocn̰
darana
DEF go people body-3PL.POSS-LOC really.go.in 3PL.SBJ understand COMP

gwale duwa
di
al
giyə̂ managə
nare
sədə̂-gə-lə̂.
word 3SG.M.POSS DEF make work the.place.of people body-3PL.POSS-LOC
But it is the power to speak words, words which really go into people. They know that
his words really work in people.

S49

I ta di me, Matiyə̂ way ba
da,
Jesu di
ba
i
like.this N.PROP say indirect.discourse COMP Jesus DEF indirect.discourse be
metər
gaba
gəl-ə̂
mani me, an̰ji
ba
way
teacher the.one.who show-NOM things and 3SG.M.SBJ indirect.discourse say
gwale i
gə
otorite,
nasara
ꞌwogə ba
otorite,
i ya
word FOC with authority westerner call indirect.discourse authority be as

dwana də Mãr̰ĩ ꞌya-w
me an̰ji
al gə
giyə̂.
power REL God give-3SG.M.OBJ and 3SG.M.SBJ make CONN.M work
In this way, Matthew says that Jesus is a master who teachers things. He speaks words
with authority. The Westerners call it authority; it is like the power which God gives
him, and he does work.

S50

Wundə-r
nəm
gə
dwana də
nare
woni
al-a
giyə̂
resemble-REFL with.3 with power CONN.F people those.who make-NOM work
kuləli nə̂nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ di
bə̂də̂.
hut.PL CONN.PL.POSS God-LOC DEF NEG
It is not the same as the power of the people who work in the houses of God.
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S51

Ɗang da,
Matiyə̂ way gwale gənə̂
Jesu ba
yet.again PART N.PROP say word CONN.POSS.M Jesus indirect.discourse
gər-a
da, an̰ji
dii
gəndə al
giyə̂ bəraa
da,
arrive-PST SUB 3SG.M.SBJ begin origin make work for.a.long.time SUB
gər-a
ha dam-a
managə
daa kur̰a
dədə̂.
arrive-PST go stay-NOM the.place.of up mountain on
Next, when Matthew spoke the sermon of Jesus when he arrived, when he began to
work, he went and sat on the mountain.

S52

Way gwale gə
gechəde, gechəde, gechəde nem ya gəndə̂-w
jii
say word CONN.M big.PL big.PL big.PL can as buttock-3SG.M.POSS five

de.
like.that
He speaks a long message like 5 big buttock. (Idiom: he speaks a very important
message.)
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S53

Gwale gə
gechəde nə̂
ta
di, də̂
word CONN.M big.PL CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF 1PL.INC.SBJ
kanjə̂-ng
dala-w
da, i managə
maktubu
look.for-1PL.INCL.SBJ inside-3SG.M.POSS SUB be the.place.of paper
dənə̂
Matiyə̂-lə̂
gang,
də̂
kanjə̂-ng
CONN.F.POSS N.PROP-LOC even.inside 1PL.INC.SBJ look.for-1PL.INCL.SBJ
dala-w
da, Jesu dam daa, kur̰a-lə̂
ta
di, way gwale
in-3SG.M.POSS SUB Jesus stay up mountain-LOC DEM.DIST DEF say word
ya bii gə ꞌwoo gə
ya ta
de,
ya bii gə ꞌwoo gə
ya
as law
CONN.M as DEM.DIST like.that as law
CONN.M as
ta
de,
gə
woni
gəl-ə̂
mani kuləli
DEM.DIST like.that CONN.M those.who show-NOM things hut.PL
nə̂nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂, cendi
bii
day
gə
ꞌwoo ilə̂,
CONN.PL.POSS God-LOC 3PL.SBJ speak 3PL.POSS CONN.M take there.is
bii
day
gə
ꞌwoo ilə̂,
bii
gə
ꞌwoo gə
mouth 3PL.POSS CONN.M take there.is mouth CONN.M take CONN.M
ta
di, i bii gə ꞌwoo gənə̂
Moyis duwa.
DEM.DIST DEF be law
CONN.POSS.M Moses 3SG.M.POSS
This long message, when we look for its insides (fig: where it is), it is in the book of
the same Matthew. We look inside, Jesus goes and stays on the mountain and speaks
word as if they are the law, as if they are the law, which those who teach in the
houses of God, they teach this law. There is this law. It is the law of Moses.

S54

Me Matiyə̂ di, way gwale gə
ta
di, da
dara Jesu
and N.PROP DEF say word CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF COMP COMP Jesus
an̰ji
har-a
duwa
dara
meyand-a
gə
bii gə ꞌwoo
3SG.M.SBJ go-NOM 3SG.M.POSS so.that break-NOM CONN.M law
day
gə
pii
di
bam
bə̂də̂ me, i dara
awr-a
3PL.POSS CONN.M before DEF totally NEG and be so.that untie-NOM
gə
bii gə ꞌwoo gəndə-w
daa me kal ba i-nam i gə
CONN.M law
origin-3SG.M.POSS up and let SUB be-IR be with

dərə̂-w
jiga.
eye.PL-3SG.M.POSS different
But Matthew says this: Jesus's coming is not to destroy their first law, but it is to
explain the law and its sense. He lets that it be seen with different eyes.
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S55

I ta di me, gə
way ba,
ba
Jesu way gwale
like.this 3PL.SBJ say indirect.discourse indirect.discourse Jesus say word
gə
gechəde, nem gəndə̂-w
ya jii de,
managə
daa
CONN.M big.PL can buttock-3SG.M.POSS as five like.that the.place.of up
kur̰a
dədə̂.
mountain head
So, they say that Jesus speaks a long message which is like five buttock (he speaks a
very important message) on the top of the mountain.

S56

Me yande da, gwale duwa
gə an̰ji
way daa kur̰a
dədə̂ di,
and like that word 3SG.M.POSS REL 3SG.M.SBJ say up mountain on DEF
də̂
tin̰ə-̂ ng
maktubu di
wuləyn̰,
wuləyn̰
da,
1PL.INC.SBJ open-1PL.INCL.SBJ paper
DEF step.by.step step.by.step SUB
də̂
hara-ng
hara ꞌywa-də,
gwale gə an̰ji
1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ go find-3SG.F.OBJ word REL 3SG.M.SBJ
wayə-w
pad managə
daa kur̰a
dədə̂ di.
say-3SG.M.OBJ all the.place.of up mountain on DEF
So the message which he speaks on the mountain, when we open our books, we look in
them in order to find the word which he speaks on the top of the mountain.

S57

Ɗang da,
introduktiyon
gə, də̂
hara-ng
yet.again PART introduction (fr) REL 1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ
ꞌyo-w
nəm-ə̂
da, wayə-ndə
ərəm dara, pii
paa
find-3SG.M.OBJ with.3-LOC TOP say-1PL.OBJ.INCL think COMP before first
gə əəə
Jesu di
gə
ha hara ya-w
sən̰ da,
REL verbal.pause Jesus DEF CONN.M go go give.birth-3SG.M.OBJ still TOP
gə
ꞌya-w
sumə-w-ə̂
pii
gə
ꞌwogə
3PL.SBJ give-3SG.M.OBJ name-3SG.M.POSS-LOC before 3PL.SBJ call

Emanuwel.
Emmanuel
Again, in the introduction in which we find this, they tell us that before Jesus came
and was born, they gave him his name. Before, they called him Emmanuel.

S58

Emanuwel gəndə-w
də
biy-ə̂
da, i man mo?
Emmanuel origin-3SG.M.POSS CONN.F language-LOC TOP be how Q
As for Emmanuel's sense, what is it?
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S59

I Mãr̰ĩ dam ganda-ndə,
Mãr̰ĩ ilə̂
ganda-ndə.
be God stay with-1PL.OBJ.INCL God there.is with-1PL.OBJ.INCL
God lives with us. God is here with us.

S60

Mãr̰ĩ dam ganda-ndə,
Mãr̰ĩ ilə̂
ganda-ndə.
God stay with-1PL.OBJ.INCL God there.is with-1PL.OBJ.INCL
God lives with us. God is here with us.

S61

Matiyə̂ way gwale gə
ta
di, ya ta
de.
N.PROP say word CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF as DEM.DIST like.that
Matthew speaks this word. He talks like this.

S62

Ladə, də̂
hara-ng
har-a
managə
maktubu dwar̰ə-lə̂.
good 1PL.INC.SBJ go-1PL.INCL.SBJ go-NOM the.place.of paper
inside-LOC
Well, we are going into the book.

S63

Nə̂
ur
ba
də̂
gəsə̂-ng
gə
1SG.SBJ want COMP 1PL.INC.SBJ advice-1PL.INCL.SBJ CONN.M
sədə̂-ndə-lə̂.
body-1PL.INCL.POSS-LOC
I want to give us advice.

S64

Maktubu dənə̂
Matiyə̂ duwa
da, ya ba nə̂
way-a-ng
paper
which.is N.PROP 3SG.M.POSS TOP as SUB 1SG.SBJ say-NOM-2PL.OBJ
nəm
de.
with.3 like.that
As for the book of Matthew, I am going to speak to you about it.

S65

I Matiyə̂ me jangə-gə
i nə̂
war̰a-w
i nare
be N.PROP and write-3PL.OBJ be CONN.PL relatives-3SG.M.POSS be people
nə̂
gəndə̂-gə
i Juwip məra bə̂də̂, me an̰ji
ur
dara
CONN.PL origin-3PL.POSS be Jew only NEG and 3SG.M.SBJ want COMP
nare
nə̂
gəndə̂-gə
ɗang kaw ba ꞌywa-na bəl-ə̂
gə Jesu
people CONN.PL origin-3PL.POSS other also SUB find-IR save-NOM REL Jesus

Kris
ba way gwale duwa
di
me ca.
Christ SUB say word 3SG.M.POSS DEF and also
It is Matthew who wrote it. It was for his relatives. It is not only for the people with
Jewish origins. He also wanted people from other ethnic groups to find salvation
which Jesus Christ talks about.
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S66

Me managə ta lə̂ da, gwale gə
chapitər
gə
worgəsubu, as-ə̂
and then
word CONN.M chapter (fr) CONN.M seven
read-NOM
duwa
gə
mən də-w
də
daa da,
3SG.M.POSS CONN.M one head-3SG.M.POSS CONN.F up TOP
wayə-ndə
ba,
Jesu way ba
mə̂
say-1PL.OBJ.INCL indirect.discourse Jesus say indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ
bwa-na-w
ja-m
gwale duwa
bə̂də̂ labaa Jesu
pour-IR-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS word 3SG.M.POSS NEG or
Jesus
way ba
mə̂
yar-na ja-m
acn̰a duwa
say indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ see-IR brother-2SG.M.POSS bad 3SG.M.POSS

bə̂də̂.
NEG
So about chapter 7, verse 1, it tells us that Jesus said that you should not pour
problems on your friend's head or, (to put it another way), Jesus says that you
should not see your friend's sins.

S67

Gwale ni
dala-w
ur
ba
way yande.
word 1SG.POSS in-3SG.M.POSS want COMP say like.that
My message says that.

S68

Yar-a-gə
ja-m
acn̰a duwa.
see-NOM-3PL.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS bad 3SG.M.POSS
It is about seeing your friend's bad things.

S69

Yar-a-gə
ja-m
acn̰a duwa
da, i man man mo?
see-NOM-3PL.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS bad 3SG.M.POSS TOP be how how Q
As for seeing/judging your friend's sins, what is that?

S70

Ya də̂
dama-ng
ka
me, də̂
ꞌyang
i
as 1PL.INC.SBJ stay-1PL.INCL.SBJ here and 1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL be

chebni
managə
bərmə̂ gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂.
brotherhood the.place.of road CONN.POSS.M God-LOC
For example, it's like we are sitting here together, we are brothers on God' road.

S71

Də̂
ꞌyang
i mana gə
al-a
gə
giyə̂, bərmə̂
1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL be place CONN.M make-NOM CONN.M work road

gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ gə
sədə̂-ndə
mən.
CONN.POSS.M God-LOC CONN.M body-1PL.INCL.POSS one
We are all working as one body on the road of God.
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S72

Də̂
ilə̂
har-a
məjə̂ni-yə̂.
1PL.INC.SBJ PROG go-NOM trip-LOC
We are all traveling together.

S73

Də̂
ilə̂
har-a
managə
giyə̂ ənda
gə
1PL.INC.SBJ PROG go-NOM the.place.of work 1PL.INCL.POSS CONN.M
al-a-lə̂
jiga
jiga.
make-NOM-LOC different different
We are all going to our different places of work..

S74

Gə chenə-m
gə mə̂
way ba
i
with brother-2SG.M.POSS REL 2SG.M.SBJ say indirect.discourse be
gandə-m
managə
bərmə̂ gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ di, me
with-2SG.M.OBJ the.place.of road CONN.POSS.M God-LOC DEF and
nendə
nə̂
mən da, də̂
ꞌyang
i əəə
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL one TOP 1PL.INC.SBJ be.1PL.INCL be verbal.pause
gə
tər̰ən̰ dara
way-a-gə
kwanda-ndə
gwale
CONN.M ??? so.that say-NOM-3PL.OBJ friend.PL-1PL.INCL.POSS word
day
gə
acn̰e.
3PL.POSS CONN.M bad.PL
The brother who you spoke with is on the road of God with you. About us together, we
are the first to speak about our friends' sins.

S75

Də̂
ꞌyang
i nare
woni
cadə-b-a
1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL be people those.who insult-PL-NOM
kwanda-ndə
məna-ndə.
friend.PL-1PL.INCL.POSS alone-1PL.INCL.POSS
We are people who insult our friends.

S76

Bə̂də̂ =le,
də̂
ꞌyang
i nare
nə̂
woni
way-a
NEG =INTS 1PL.INC.SBJ 1PL.INCL be people CONN.PL those.who say-NOM
kwanda-ndə
gwale day
məna-ndə,
n̰am-a
friend.PL-1PL.INCL.POSS word 3PL.POSS alone-1PL.INCL.POSS gossip-NOM
gə
ja-m.
CONN.M brother-2SG.M.POSS
If we're not doing that, we are people who talk about our friends, gossip about our
friends.
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S77

N̰ am-a
gə
ja-m
labaa, cad-b-a-gə
gossip-NOM CONN.M brother-2SG.M.POSS or
insult-PL-NOM-3PL.OBJ
ja-m
labaa, yar-a
gə
ja-m
acn̰a
brother-2SG.M.POSS or
see-NOM CONN.M brother-2SG.M.POSS bad
duwa
di, gəndə-w
i man man mo?
3SG.M.POSS DEF sense-3SG.M.POSS be how how Q
To gossip about your friend, or to repeatedly insult your friend, or to see/judge your
friend's sin, what does this mean?

S78

Mə̂
yar-na managə
berse
gə
mən-ə̂
ba,
kal
2SG.M.SBJ see-IR the.place.of verse (fr) CONN.M one-LOC indirect.discourse let
yar-a
gə
ja-m
gun
acn̰a duwa
ɗi.
see-NOM CONN.M brother-2SG.M.POSS person bad 3SG.M.POSS NEG
You see in verse one that it tells us not to see/judge your friend's sins.

S79

Mə̂
yar-na ja-m
acn̰a duwa
da, Mãr̰ĩ kaw ha
2SG.M.SBJ see-IR brother-2SG.M.POSS bad 3SG.M.POSS SUB God also go
yar-a
acn̰a dəma
me ca.
see-NOM bad 2SG.M.POSS and also
If you see/judge your friend's sins, God will also judge yours.

S80

Me mə̂
yar-na ja-m
acn̰a duwa
bə̂də̂ da, Mãr̰ĩ
and 2SG.M.SBJ see-IR brother-2SG.M.POSS bad 3SG.M.POSS NEG SUB God
kaw ha yar-a
acn̰a dəma
bə̂də̂ bər̰in̰
me ca.
also go see-NOM bad 2SG.M.POSS NEG completely and also
If you don't judge your friend's sins, God also will not judge your sins.

S81

An̰ji
ha neyam-a dara
yar-a
acn̰a dəma
bə̂də̂ dara
3SG.M.SBJ go can-NOM so.that see-NOM bad 2SG.M.POSS NEG because
əjəm,
mani nə̂ mə̂
alə-w
ja-m,
i
2SG.M.EMPH things REL 2SG.M.SBJ make-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS be
gun
gə
Mãr̰ĩ asə-w
ya əjəm
de
hwã.
person CONN.M God create-3SG.M.OBJ as 2SG.M.EMPH like.that exactly
God will not be able to see your sins because of how you yourself treated your friend,
who is a person who God created exactly as he created you.
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S82

Me mə̂
yə̂r mani wa
nə̂
al-a
di, an̰ji
and 2SG.M.SBJ see things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL make-NOM DEF 3SG.M.SBJ
al-na
mani nə̂
lade, al-na
mani nə̂
lade bə̂də̂ kaw,
make-IR things CONN.PL good make-IR things CONN.PL good NEG also
mə̂
ur-nə̂
da, mə̂
ꞌwogə-w
me, mə̂
2SG.M.SBJ want-IR SUB 2SG.M.SBJ call-3SG.M.OBJ and 2SG.M.SBJ
wayə-w
bə-w-ə̂,
me wayə-w
gə
bərmə̂
say-3SG.M.OBJ mouth-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and say-3SG.M.OBJ CONN.M road
gə
təba
gə dee
Aba ciri gə
Mãr̰ĩ ur
dara
ba
CONN.M straight REL normally Lord
CONN.M God want so.that SUB
mə̂
way-na-w,
kal way-na-w
gə
dusə lade me gə
2SG.M.SBJ say-IR-3SG.M.OBJ let say-IR-3SG.M.OBJ with heart good and with
marja nə̂
lade dara
kal an̰ju
ba kal-na mani duwa
voice CONN.PL good so.that let 3SG.M SUB let-IR things 3SG.M.POSS
nə̂
acn̰e.
CONN.PL bad.PL
But when you see what he does, if he does good thing or if he does bad things, if you
want, you call him and you tell him, you talk with him about the straight path,
which God wants. If you speak with him, you talk to him with a good heart and a
kind voice to persuade him to change the things which he does.

S83

Kal ba mə̂
yar-na ja-m
mani duwa
nə̂
let SUB 2SG.M.SBJ see-IR brother-2SG.M.POSS things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL
al-a
da, ba mə̂
swa-na
kalang way-na-w
gə
make-NOM SUB SUB 2SG.M.SBJ get.up-IR quickly say-IR-3SG.M.OBJ with
marja nə̂
acn̰e
dara
cad-a-ba-w
nəm
labaa dara
voice CONN.PL bad.PL so.that insult-NOM-PL-3SG.M.OBJ with.3 or
so.that
way-a
gə
gwale gaba
meyand-a-w
say-NOM CONN.M word the.one.who discourage-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ
dusə-w
tarə-w-ə̂
bə̂də̂.
heart-3SG.M.POSS back-3SG.M.POSS-LOC NEG
Don't do this: when you judge your friend's actions, you get up quickly and talk with
him with a mean voice to insult him or to speak to him with words with discourage
his hearts.
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S84

Berse
gə
sər-ə̂
wayə-ndə
ba
dara Mãr̰ĩ kaw
verse (fr) CONN.M two-LOC say-1PL.OBJ.INCL indirect.discourse COMP God also
ha yar-a
acn̰a dan
gə anə̂
al-a-w
di
ya ba
go see-NOM bad 2PL.POSS REL 2PL.SBJ make-PST-3SG.M.OBJ DEF as SUB
anə̂
yə̂r nəm
gə
kwana-ng
de
me ca.
2PL.SBJ see with.3 CONN.M friend.PL-2PL.POSS like.that and also
Verse 2 tells us that God will judge your sins which you did as you judge your friends.

S85

Mə̂
yar-na ja-m
gun
acn̰a duwa
da, Mãr̰ĩ kaw
2SG.M.SBJ see-IR brother-2SG.M.POSS person bad 3SG.M.POSS SUB God also
ha yar-a
acn̰a dəma
ya ba mə̂
yə̂r nəm
gə
go see-NOM bad 2SG.M.POSS as SUB 2SG.M.SBJ see with.3 CONN.M
ja-m
duwa
di
de
me ca.
brother-2SG.M.POSS 3SG.M.POSS DEF like.that and also
If you see your friend's bad actions, God will also see your bad actions, as you also
judge your friend's.

S86

Me yande da, an̰ji
ha ərm-ə̂-m
acn̰a gə mə̂
and like that 3SG.M.SBJ go measure-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ bad REL 2SG.M.SBJ
wayə-w
dara-w
di, an̰ji
ha ərmə̂-m
say-3SG.M.OBJ against-3SG.M.OBJ DEF 3SG.M.SBJ go measure-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ
dige dige ya ba mə̂
wayə-w
nəm
gə
exactly as SUB 2SG.M.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ with.3 CONN.M

ja-m
duwa
di
de.
brother-2SG.M.POSS 3SG.M.POSS DEF like.that
God will measure you, your sins, that you speak against him (your friend). He will
measure you exactly as you spoke against your friend's sins.

S87

Ərmə̂
gə ha ərmə̂-ng
di, i man man mo?
measure REL go measure-2PL.OBJ DEF be how how Q
What is the measure with which he will measure you ?

S88

Ya nə̂
way-na-w,
nə̂
way-na da,
Sayalla da, mani
as 1SG.SBJ say-IR-3SG.M.OBJ 1SG.SBJ say-IR COMP N.PROP TOP things

duwa
nə̂ al
da, nə̂
yə̂r da, ꞌyolə-n
nan̰
bə̂də̂.
3SG.M.POSS REL make TOP 1SG.SBJ see SUB please-1SG.OBJ many NEG
It's like I speak to someone. It's as if I say, "Sayalla, about your actions, what I see, it
doesn't please me."
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S89

Sayalla da, ya mani duwa
nə̂
al-a-gə
ta
N.PROP TOP as things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL make-NOM-3PL.OBJ DEM.DIST
dim
ha ꞌywa-a
nəm
di, labaa ciri
duwa
di
ya i
disapproval go find-NOM with.3 DEF or
village 3SG.M.POSS DEF as be
ta
da ladni
dəra
i na
lə̂
mo?
DEM.DIST TOP goodness 3F.SG.POSS be which LOC Q
It's as if I ask to Sayalla if the things which he does are going to succeed or if his house
is really built well.

S90

Me yande da, Sayalla di, mani duwa
nə̂
al-a
di,
and like that N.PROP DEF things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL make-NOM DEF
ꞌyolə-n
bə̂də̂ da, nə̂
ꞌwogə-w,
nə̂
wayə-w,
please-1SG.OBJ NEG SUB 1SG.SBJ call-3SG.M.OBJ 1SG.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ
"Sayalla, caga da, əjəm,
mə̂
i chendə-n
gə
N.PROP now
PART 2SG.M.EMPH 2SG.M.SBJ be brother-1SG.POSS CONN.M
bərmə̂ gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂ me mani nə̂ mə̂
al-gə
road CONN.POSS.M God-LOC and things REL 2SG.M.SBJ make-3PL.OBJ
ta
ta
ta
da, dee
mə̂
al-na
ya
DEM.DIST DEM.DIST DEM.DIST TOP contrary.to.fact? 2SG.M.SBJ make-IR as
ta
de
an̰ju
da, lade bə̂də̂ mo?
DEM.DIST like.that 3SG.M SUB good NEG Q
So, if the things which Sayalla does don't please me, I call him and I tell him, "Sayalla,
now, you are my brother on the path of God, and this and that thing which you do,
if you were to do it like this, would it not be better?

S91

Ta
di
me, i ɗar̰-a
sən̰.
DEM.DIST DEF and be mend-NOM still
So, it's done.

S92

Me nə̂
swa-na
way-na da, nə̂
ha-ne ꞌywa-na pastə̂r, "Pastə̂r, yə̂r
and 1SG.SBJ get.up-IR say-IR SUB 1SG.SBJ go-IR find-IR pastor pastor see
Sayalla da, mani duwa
nə̂ an̰ji
al
i ta
da
N.PROP SUB things 3SG.M.POSS REL 3SG.M.SBJ make be DEM.DIST TOP
acn̰e."
bad.PL
But (it's not good) if I were to get up, go and find the pastor and say, "Pastor, see
Sayalla, about the things which he does, they are bad."
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S93

Labaa nə̂
ha-na ꞌywa-na nuwa-n
də
Mari,
or
1SG.SBJ go-IR find-IR mother/father-in-law-1SG.POSS CONN.F N.PROP
"Sayalla da, ta
di
me i gun
gə anə̂
way
N.PROP TOP DEM.DIST DEF and be person REL 2PL.SBJ say
ba
nə̂
ur
gwale
duwa
di
mo?
indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ want problem 3SG.M.POSS DEF Q
Or, (it's not good) if I were togo and find my mother-in-law Marie and say, "Sayalla, is
he a person who you all say that I have a problem with?

S94

Cəə,
an̰ji
da, cəə,
mani duwa
nə̂
alal
disapproval 3SG.M.EMPH TOP disapproval things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL happen
da, ꞌyolə-n
bə̂də̂."
TOP please-1SG.OBJ NEG
But about him, about what he does, it really does not please me."

S95

Ta
di, nə̂
way i
Sayalla gwale duwa
labaa nə̂
DEM.DIST DEF 1SG.SBJ say FOC N.PROP word 3SG.M.POSS or
1SG.SBJ
way gwale duwa
gə
acn̰e
mo?
say word 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M bad.PL Q
There, am I talking about Sayalla or am I not talking about him?

S96

Nə̂
way gwale duwa
me i gə
lade labaa gə
acn̰e
1SG.SBJ say word 3SG.M.POSS and be CONN.M good or
CONN.M bad.PL
mo?
Q
If I talk about him, is that good or bad?

S97

Sayalla mani duwa
nə̂
ərmə-nə̂ dara
ba al-na
gə
N.PROP things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL think-IR so.that SUB make-IR CONN.M
Mãr̰ĩ way-a-w
an̰ju
ba al-na
me sanga
ba ꞌywa-a
God say-PST-3SG.M.OBJ 3SG.M SUB make-IR and next.day SUB find-NOM
gwayni duwa
sən̰.
reward 3SG.M.POSS still
If Sayalla thinks about things, if Sayalla does what God tells him to, if Sayalla does
them, tomorrow Sayalla will find his reward.
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S98

Me wor al-a
gand-a
di
sən̰, wor yaa ya duwa
and stay make-NOM come.out-NOM DEF still stay birth as 3SG.M.POSS
gə
lade sən̰ kaw.
CONN.M good still also
Maybe he will stay doing what he was going. Or maybe he will stay in his good birth.

S99

Nə̂
ilə̂
way-a-lə̂
pii,
cəə
ba
bidi
1SG.SBJ PROG say-NOM-LOC before disapproval indirect.discourse thingy
yigə
duwa
gə
lə̂
ta
da, cəə
bidi
daga
cultivate 3SG.M.POSS CONN.M LOC DEM.DIST SUB disapproval thingy field
wa
gə
lə̂
ta
da, laba da, cherni ha
3SG.M.POSS CONN.M LOC DEM.DIST SUB today
hunger go
alə-w=e
ɗəm
me i na
mo?
make-3SG.M.POSS=INTS already and be which Q
Again, if I were saying before, “What is he doing with his field? What is he doing with
his field? Today, is not hunger going to find him?"

S100

Ta
di
i way-a
gə
ja-m
gwale duwa
DEM.DIST DEF be say-NOM CONN.M brother-2SG.M.POSS word 3SG.M.POSS

gə
acn̰e
di.
CONN.M bad.PL DEF
Doing that is to speak about your friend's sins.

S101

Me yande da, Mãr̰ĩ way ba
də̂
way-na-ng
ya
and like that God say indirect.discourse 1PL.INC.SBJ say-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ as
taa
de
bə̂də̂.
DEM.DIST like.that NEG
So, God tells that we are not to speak like that.

S102

Way-a
gə mə̂
way ya taa
de,
ta
di
Mãr̰ĩ
say-NOM REL 2SG.M.SBJ say as DEM.DIST like.that DEM.DIST DEF God
sanga
kaw ha way-a-m
ya ta
de
dige dige, ya ba
next.day also go say-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ as DEM.DIST like.that exactly as SUB
mə̂
way nəm
ta
di
de
me ca.
2SG.M.SBJ say with.3 DEM.DIST DEF like.that and also
If you have spoken like that, then in the future God as well will speak against you
exactly like that, like you have spoken.
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S103

I mani managə
bərmə̂ gənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ-yə̂, nendə
nare
be things the.place.of road CONN.POSS.M God-LOC 1PL.INC.EMPH people
nə̂nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ duwa,
Mãr̰ĩ way ba
də̂
CONN.PL.POSS God 3SG.M.POSS God say indirect.discourse 1PL.INC.SBJ

al-n-ang
yande
bə̂də̂.
make-IR-1PL.INC.SBJ like.that NEG
These are the things on God's path. We who are the people of God, God tells us not to
do that.

S104

Gun
way-na-m
ba
mə̂
al-na
mani nə̂
person say-IR-2SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ make-IR things CONN.PL
ta
da, sanga
an̰ju
kaw ba hara alə-m
ya ta
DEM.DIST SUB next.day 3SG.M also SUB go make-2SG.M.OBJ as DEM.DIST
de
me.
like.that and
Maybe someone tells you that if you do something, tomorrow he will also do the same
thing to you.

S105

Də̂
ilə̂
as-a-ng,
ilə̂
maktubu-lə̂, də̂
ilə̂
1PL.INC.SBJ PROG read-NOM-2PL.OBJ there.is paper-LOC 1PL.INC.SBJ PROG
as-a-ng-ə̂,
me də̂
nem dara
al-a
Mãr̰ĩ
read-NOM-1PL.INCL.SBJ-LOC and 1PL.INC.SBJ can so.that make-NOM God
bə-w
gə
wayə-w
managə
maktubu-lə̂ di
bə̂də̂.
mouth-3SG.M.POSS CONN.M say-3SG.M.OBJ the.place.of paper-LOC DEF NEG
We are reading in the book, we are reading, but we are not able to do God's will as it is
written in the book.
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S106

Wayə-ndə
managə
berse
gə
subu-lə̂,
"Me mə̂
yə̂r
say-1PL.OBJ.INCL the.place.of verse (fr) CONN.M three-LOC and 2SG.M.SBJ see
chəmi
gə
hən̰e
gə i managə
ja-m
bit.of.straw CONN.M a.little REL be the.place.of brother-2SG.M.POSS
dudə-w-ə̂
ta
di
an̰ju
me ər̰ə
mə̂
yə̂r
eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST DEF 3SG.M and then, but 2SG.M.SBJ see
dəma
soglələ̂ gə
gəbag gə i managə
dudə-m-ə̂
2SG.M.POSS stick CONN.M big
REL be the.place.of eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC

ta
di
bə̂də̂.
DEM.DIST DEF NEG
It tells us in verse 3, "You see the little bit of straw which is in your brother's eye, but
you don't see the big stick which is in your own eye.

S107

Dara na mo?"
what
Q
Why is this?

S108

Mani nə̂
hən̰e
nə̂ əndər managə
ja-m
things CONN.PL a.little REL fall
the.place.of brother-2SG.M.POSS
dudə-w-ə̂
me ta
di, me mə̂
yə̂r bə̂də̂, me
eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and DEM.DIST DEF and 2SG.M.SBJ see NEG and
mə̂
yə̂r soglələ̂ gə
əəə,
me mə̂
yə̂r ilə̂
2SG.M.SBJ see stick CONN.M verbal.pause and 2SG.M.SBJ see there.is
managə
ja-m
dudə-w-ə̂,
me mə̂
the.place.of brother-2SG.M.POSS eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and 2SG.M.SBJ

yə̂rə-w
an̰ju.
see-3SG.M.OBJ 3SG.M
The small things which fall into your friend’s eye, you don’t/should not see, but
instead you see a log, and you see that it is in your friend’s eye. You see it there.
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S109

Me ər̰ə
mə̂
yə̂r dəma
soglələ̂ gə
gəbag gə
and then, but 2SG.M.SBJ see 2SG.M.POSS stick CONN.M big
CONN.M
dudə-m-ə̂
gə
ta
di
da bə̂də̂ da, i man man mo
eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF SUB NEG SUB be how how Q
ur
ba
way-a-ndə
i dara
mani ba əndər gun
want COMP say-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL be so.that things SUB fall
person
dudə-w-ə̂
ꞌyang mo?
eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC really Q
But then, when you don’t see the log which is in your eye, how is it that you want to
tell us that it really fell into the eye of someone else?

S110

Nə̂
ur-ang=e.
1SG.SBJ ask-2PL.OBJ=INTS
I'm asking you.

S111

Gwale gə
ta
di, i gwale na?
Gwale gə
ta
di, i gwale na?
word CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF be word which
What type of speech is this?

S112

I gwale gə
ma-a.
be word CONN.M tie.up-NOM
(Someone from the congregation responds and Koumakoy repeats:) It's a tied up
word/proverb.

S113

Əmhəm.
verbal.pause
Yes.

S114

Me gaa
anə̂
awrə-n
gəndə-w
daa hən̰e
bə̂də̂ mo?
and maybe 2PL.SBJ untie-1SG.OBJ sense-3SG.M.POSS up a.little NEG Q
But maybe you can untie/explain its sense a little bit for me?
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S115

Mə̂
yə̂r ma-a,
chəmi
gə
hən̰eru gə i
2SG.M.SBJ see tie.up-NOM bit.of.straw CONN.M a.little REL be
ja-m
dudə-w-ə̂
ta
di, me ər̰ə
brother-2SG.M.POSS eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST DEF and then, but
mə̂
yə̂r maa
soglələ̂
gə
gərangar dudə-m-ə̂
i
2SG.M.SBJ see tie.up- NOM stick CONN.M be.big
eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC be
gəbag gə əmə-m
yar-a
gə
mana bam
ta
di
big
REL refuse-2SG.M.OBJ see-NOM CONN.M place totally DEM.DIST DEF
ya, bi
bam
do me, mə̂
yə̂r nəm
gə
as take.off totally first and 2SG.M.SBJ see with.3 CONN.M
ja-m
mani duwa
nə̂
hən̰e
nə̂ i ta
brother-2SG.M.POSS things 3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL a.little REL be DEM.DIST
di
dara
way-a-w
nəm
sən̰.
DEF so.that say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ with.3 still
You see in this proverb that a little bit of straw is in your brother’s eye, but you see in
this proverb that a big stick is in your eye which you refuse to see. You take it out
first and you will see with it the little thing which is in your friend’s eye so that you
can speak to him about it.

S116

Əhəm.
Yes
(A woman explains what she understands. Koumakoy says yes, and she continues to
explain.)

S117

Doche
nan̰e.
thank.you very
(Koumakoy continues,) Thank you very much.

S118

Mãr̰ĩ ur
ba
way-ndə
yande.
God want COM say-1PL.OBJ.INCL like.that
God wants to tell us this.

S119

Gwale gə
ta
di
i gwale gə
diri.
word CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF be word CONN.M secret
This word, it is a secret (metaphorical) saying.

S120

Way ərəm dara
ja-m
mani nə̂
duwa
nə̂ ilə̂
say think so.that brother-2SG.M.POSS things CONN.PL 3SG.M.POSS REL there.is

dudə-w-ə̂
ꞌyang bə̂də̂.
eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC really NEG
Don't talk about the things that are really in the eyes of your friend.
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S121

Way ərəm dara
gwale gaba
way-a-w
ja-m
say think so.that word the.one.who say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS
di, maktubu ꞌwogə nare
woni
way-a
gwale, yə̂r mani wa
DEF paper
call people those.who say-NOM word see things 3SG.M.POSS
nə̂
al-a
gə
dərə̂-gə
bə̂də̂ me, aba
CONN.PL make-NOM with eye.PL-3PL.POSS NEG and REL
way-a-w
ja-w
bər̰in̰
ta
di, maktubu
say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ brother-3SG.M.POSS completely DEM.DIST DEF paper
ꞌwogə-gə
ba
i ipokrit.
call-3PL.OBJ indirect.discourse be hypocrite
To speak words about your brother.... the book calls these people who talk about
others, but who don't see what they do with their own eyes, the person who talks
only about his friend, the book calls them "hypocrites."

S122

Maktubu ꞌwogə nare
nə̂
ta
di
ya ta
de.
paper
call people CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF as DEM.DIST like.that
The book calls those people like that.

S123

Me yande
da,
gəndə-w
gə
bii-yə̂
da, gə
and like.that PART origin-3SG.M.POSS CONN.M language-LOC TOP CONN.M
bii
gə
ənda
da, i aba way-a
gwale gə
language CONN.M 1PL.INCL.POSS TOP be REL say-NOM word CONN.M
bə-w
me dusə-w
də
korgin̰
da i
mouth-3SG.M.POSS and heart-3SG.M.POSS CONN.F in.the.middle TOP be
jiga.
different
But about the sense of this in our language, it is someone who speaks with his mouth,
but about the inside of his heart, it is different.

S124

Way gwale gə
bə-w
məra me an̰ju
gaba
ciri
kaw
say word with mouth-3SG.M.POSS only and 3SG.M the.one.who village also
al
bə̂də̂ me kwanda-w
nə̂
ta
di
me
make NEG and friend.PL-3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF and
ba
al-na
cendi.
indirect.discourse make-IR 3PL.EMPH
He speaks with his mouth alone, but at his own house, he doesn't do it. However, (he
tells) his friends to do it.
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S125

Dee
maktubu də
nasara
me də
nanjere me
contrary.to.fact? paper
CONN.F westerner and CONN.F Nangere and

asə-ndə
da, ba
i woni
lam-a
mana.
read-1PL.OBJ.INCL SUB indirect.discourse be those.who deceive-NOM place
The book in French, no in Nanjere, tells us that they are people who deceive.

S126

...ya aba lam-a
gun,
way al-a-ndə
mani nə̂
ka,
as
REL deceive-NOM person say make-NOM-1PL.IMP things CONN.PL here
sanga
da,
al-a-ndə
mani nə̂
ka, al-a-ndə
next.day PART make-NOM-1PL.IMP things CONN.PL here make-NOM-1PL.IMP

mani nə̂
ka.
things CONN.PL here
(The phrase in Nanjere) is like someone who deceives someone. He says, "Let's do this.
Tomorrow, let's do this. Let's do this."

S127

Managə
anə̂
yal-a
dara
al-a,
mwom da, an̰ji,
the.place.of 2PL.SBJ arrive-PST so.that make-NOM then
3SG.M.SBJ

duwa
da, bi
sə-w
bam.
3SG.M.POSS TOP take.off body-3SG.M.POSS totally
When you arrive to do it, he himself takes off.

S128

Mana mən da,
way-a-m
ba
a
womə-r=e
place one PART say-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse 3SG.M hurt-REFL=INTS
mana mən da,
way ba
a
so
ha i
məjə̂ni
place one PART say indirect.discourse 3SG.M get.up go FOC trip
duwa,
də wor ərmə̂
də
pii
sən̰ me so
3SG.M.POSS REL stay thoughts, worries CONN.F before still and get.up

jibən̰
gə
məjə̂ni duwa,
ba
haye.
suddenly CONN.M trip
3SG.M.POSS indirect.discourse go
On the one hand, (he will) tell you that he is sick, or he says that he is going on a trip
which he hadn't that thought about before, that he is going suddenly on a trip.
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S129

Me ya ta
de
da,
i aba way-a
gwale gə
and as DEM.DIST like.that PART be REL say-NOM word CONN.M
bə-w
me dusə-w
də
korgin̰
da, i
mouth-3SG.M.POSS and heart-3SG.M.POSS CONN.F in.the.middle TOP be
jiga.
different
Like that is a man who speaks words with his mouth, but as for the insides of his heart,
they are different.

S130

I woni
lam-a
kwanda-gə.
be those.who deceive-NOM friend.PL-3PL.POSS
These are people who deceive their friends.

S131

Way ba
i gun
gə
dərəng-ə̂ pi
gaba
ɗəbə
say indirect.discourse be person CONN.M eye-LOC before the.one.who stand
way-a
me al-a-lə̂
mwom da, an̰ji
cwar-a
targin̰.
say-NOM and make-NOM-LOC then
3SG.M.SBJ come.back-NOM behind
They say that he is the first person to stand up and say that he will do something, but
then (when it comes to doing), he is the last.

S132

Me bwa-ng
ꞌyeni
anə̂
ba
anə̂
al-na
mani
and pour-2PL.OBJ 2PL.EMPH 2PL.SBJ indirect.discourse 2PL.SBJ make-IR things
nə̂
ta
di.
CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF
He puts you all in front, saying that you are going to do the work.

S133

Me ya ta
di
da,
maktubu dənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ, gə
bii
and as DEM.DIST DEF PART paper
which.is God CONN.M language
gə
nasara,
ꞌwogə-gə
ba
i ipokrit,
ipokrisi,
CONN.M westerner call-3PL.OBJ indirect.discourse be hypocrite hypocrisy
woni
way-a
gwale gə
bədə̂-gə
me dusərə̂-gə
those.who say-NOM word CONN.M mouth.PL-3PL.POSS and heart-3PL.POSS

də
korgin̰
i jiga.
CONN.F in.the.middle be different
So, the book of God, in French, calls this person a hypocrite or this thing hypocrisy :
those who speak with their mouths, but the interior of their heart is different.
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S134

Əjəm
gaba
way-a
gwale gə
bə-m
me
2SG.M.EMPH the.one.who say-NOM word CONN.M mouth-2SG.M.OBJ and
dusə-m
i jiga
ga,
gun
way-na-m
ba
heart-2SG.M.POSS be different vocative person say-IR-2SG.M.OBJ COMP
əjəm
ga,
gun
way-a-m
gwale gə
ta
2SG.M.EMPH vocative person say-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ word CONN.M DEM.DIST
di
mə̂
ərmə-nə̂ gəndə-w
da, i gwale gə
man
DEF 2SG.M.SBJ think-IR origin-3SG.M.POSS SUB be word CONN.M how
ilə̂
mo?
there.is Q
You who speak with your mouth buy your heart is different, if someone tells you that
you are a person who speaks words but his thoughts are different, what does this
mean?

S135

Dwar̰in̰-lə̂ ta
di
mo?
inside-LOC DEM.DIST DEF Q
What is inside this?

S136

Me mə̂
asə-na angal dəma,
mə̂
dway-na gwale di
and 2SG.M.SBJ put-IR spirit 2SG.M.POSS 2SG.M.SBJ hear-IR word DEF
gəndə-w
da, i gwale gə ha har-a
ꞌya-a-m
sense-3SG.M.POSS SUB be word REL go go-NOM give-NOM-2SG.M.OBJ
ərmə̂.
thoughts, worries
So, if you are calm and you understand the sense of this, it will really make you reflect
even more.

S137

Mə̂
yə̂r-i, mə̂
way-a-w
ja-m,
chəmi
2SG.M.SBJ see-?? 2SG.M.SBJ say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ friend-2SG.M.POSS bit.of.straw
gə
hən̰e
ba
ilə̂
dudu-w-ə̂
me ər̰ə
CONN.M a.little indirect.discourse there.is eye-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and then, but
mə̂
yə̂r dəma
soglələ̂ i managə
dərə-m
gə
2SG.M.SBJ see 2SG.M.POSS stick be the.place.of eye.PL-2SG.M.POSS CONN.M
gəbag bə̂də̂, ta
di
da, i man man yande
mo?
big
NEG DEM.DIST DEF TOP be how how like.that Q
You see, you (are going to) say to your friend that there is a little bit of straw in his
eye, but in your own eye, you don't see the great big sick. How come?
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S138

U
mani nə̂
dudə-m-ə̂
nə̂
gəbag ta
di
take things CONN.PL eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC CONN.PL big
DEM.DIST DEF
bam, me da, mə̂
ha yar-a
mana ladə pərang, pərang me da,
totally and SUB 2SG.M.SBJ go see-NOM place good clearly clearly and SUB
mə̂
ha way-a-w
chəndə-m
gə
gun
di,
2SG.M.SBJ go say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS CONN.M person DEF
əjəm
mani ilə̂
dudə-m-ə̂.
2SG.M.EMPH things there.is eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC
Take the big thing from your eye, and when you have done that, you will see very
clearly and you can say to your brother, "You, there is something in your eye."

S139

Wayə-ndə
ərəm dara
acn̰a gə də̂
al-ang
say-1PL.OBJ.INCL think so.that bad REL 1PL.INC.SBJ make-1PL.INC.SBJ
managə
sən̰a
dədə̂ ka, də̂
dama-ng
nəm,
the.place.of ground on here 1PL.INC.SBJ stay-1PL.INCL.SBJ with.3

nendə
nə̂nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ duwa.
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL.POSS God 3SG.M.POSS
Let's speak about the evil which we do on the earth. We live with it here, we who are
God's people.

S140

Mana mən, nə̂
ilə̂
al-a
mani nə̂
acn̰e, əndi
place one 1SG.SBJ PROG make-NOM things CONN.PL bad.PL 1SG.EMPH
gaba
way-a-gə
kwana-n
gwale de
di, nə̂
the.one.who say-NOM-3PL.OBJ friend.PL-1SG.POSS word like.that DEF 1SG.SBJ
i aba al-a
mani nə̂
acn̰e
labaa i aba cad-b-a
be REL make-NOM things CONN.PL bad.PL or
be REL insult-PL-NOM
gun
labaa me i aba har-a
way-a
gwale gə
acn̰e
acn̰e
person or
and be REL go-NOM say-NOM word CONN.M bad.PL bad.PL
kwana-n
dədə-gə-lə̂,
kwana-n
acn̰e
bad.PL friend.PL-1SG.POSS head-3PL.OBJ-LOC friend.PL-1SG.POSS
dədə-gə-lə̂.
head-3PL.OBJ-LOC
So, I am doing evil things, I who talks about my friends. I am a man who does bad
things, for example I am a man who insults someone or I am a man who goes and
talks bad things about my friends, about my friends.
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S141

Me cor
Sayalla gə
way-na kulagə bə̂də̂ da, way i ya, nasara
and come.back N.PROP CONN.M say-IR lie
NEG SUB say be as westerner
way ba
i "erreur
i humain"
bidi
da, əndi
say indirect.discourse be error(FR) be human(FR) thingy TOP 1SG.EMPH

nə̂
ur
gwale duwa
nan̰ə bə̂də̂ mem i na
mo?
1SG.SBJ want word 3SG.M.POSS many NEG how be which Q
If I return to the example of Sayalla, if I don't speak lies, I speak like the westerners say
that "to error is humain". About this, me do I have a problem with him?

S142

Ta
di
way di
mən tenene.
DEM.DIST DEF say DEF one only
Only speak once.

S143

Me əndi
gaba
way-a
wala gə
wala gə
wala
and 1SG.EMPH the.one.who say-NOM day CONN.M day CONN.M day
gə
wala di, ər̰ə,
nə̂
way-a-w
Sayalla da,
CONN.M day DEF then, but 1SG.SBJ say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ N.PROP TOP

əjəm
da, mə̂
i aba al-a
acn̰a.
2SG.M.EMPH TOP 2SG.M.SBJ be REL make-NOM bad
But I speak day after day after day, and I say to him, "Sayallah, you are a sinner,"

S144

Me ni
gə
gərangar dudə-n-ə̂
ꞌwo-n
daa pəda
and 1SG.POSS CONN.M be.big
eye-1SG.POSS-LOC take-1SG.OBJ up completely
pəda
diya, i wi
me hara ꞌwo-n
gandə-w
mo?
completely ??
be who and go take-1SG.OBJ with-3SG.M.OBJ Q
Then, it is me who has the big log in my eye which blocks up my sight completely,
who will take it out of my eye?

S145

Yande da, al-a
dəma
di
kogdə dəma
di, kal u
bam
like that make-NOM 2SG.M.POSS DEF rub
2SG.M.POSS DEF let take totally
ladə=le
me mə̂
ha yar-a
gə
mana mwom da,
do.good=INTS and 2SG.M.SBJ go see-NOM CONN.M place then
mə̂
hara way-a-w
ja-m
gə
ta
2SG.M.SBJ go say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS CONN.M DEM.DIST
di, əjəm
mani ilə̂
dudə-m-ə̂,
me i na
mo?
DEF 2SG.M.EMPH things there.is eye-2SG.M.POSS-LOC and be which Q
So, do your own (first), rub your own eye, take the stick out (of your eye) first. Then
you are going to see. Then you can say to that friend of yours, "You, what are those
things in your eye?"
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S146

I ya ta
de.
be as DEM.DIST like.that
It's like that.

S147

Acn̰a dəma
di, kal amsə Mãr̰ĩ, kal biy-nə̂-m
gandə-w
bad 2SG.M.POSS DEF let ask God let take.off-IR-2SG.M.OBJ with-3SG.M.OBJ
bam.
totally
So, your evil, pray to God that he take it from (your eye).

S148

Me da, mə̂
way-a-w
ja-m
da, "Əjəm
and SUB 2SG.M.SBJ say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ brother-2SG.M.POSS SUB 2SG.M.EMPH

da, mə̂
al
i
mani nə̂
acn̰e
sən̰."
TOP 2SG.M.SBJ make FOC things CONN.PL bad.PL still
After that, you can tell your friend, "You, you are still doing bad things."

S149

Nendə
nə̂
nare
da, nə̂
yə̂r da,
də̂
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL people TOP 1SG.SBJ see COMP 1PL.INC.SBJ
ꞌyang
i nare
nə̂
Mãr̰ĩ bo-ndə
an̰ju, me
be.1PL.INCL be people CONN.PL God create-1PL.OBJ.INCL 3SG.M and
nə̂
way da,
"Dusi də Mãr̰ĩ ꞌya-ndə
da,
i man man
1SG.SBJ say COMP heart REL God give-1PL.OBJ.INCL COMP be how how

yande
mo?
like.that Q
We who are people, I see that we are people who God himself created. I say, "The
heart which God gave us, what is it like?"

S150

Sidan hara ꞌwo-n
da, tandi
labaa i na
me ur
ba
Satan go take-1SG.OBJ SUB 3SG.F.SBJ or
be which and want COMP
a
alal
mo?
3SG.M happen Q
When Satan comes to take me, Satan herself, what does she want to do to me?
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S151

Wala mən, nə̂
ha swa-a
hara ꞌywa-a
gun,
əəə
day one 1SG.SBJ go get.up-NOM go find-NOM person verbal.pause
ja-n
gun,
nə̂
ha way-a-də
da,
"Əəə
friend-1SG.POSS person 1SG.SBJ go say-NOM-3SG.F.OBJ COMP verbal.pause
Mirak
da, tandi
da, gwale dəra
acn̰ nan̰e.
N.PROP TOP 3SG.F.SBJ TOP word 3F.SG.POSS bad very
One day, I go and find my friend, I go and say, "About Mira, about her, her problems
are really nasty."

S152

Me Mirak
di
nin
gandə-də,
nə̂
and N.PROP DEF 1PL.EXCL.POSS with-3SG.F.OBJ 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
al-na-nin
gwale, me gwale nin
gə nə̂
make-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ word and word 1PL.EXCL.POSS REL 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
al-nin
di, əjəm
gə nə̂
ꞌwo
make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ DEF 2SG.M.EMPH REL 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go+PST
way-a-ng
di, nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
gəndə̂-w
bə̂də̂.
say-PST-2PL.OBJ DEF 1SG.SBJ understand origin-3SG.M.POSS NEG
Mira, she and I, we have a problem. This problem which we have, you who I have
come and spoken to you, I don't really know how it started.

S153

Nə̂
al-nin
gwale
sər sər nin-ə̂,
gaa
1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ problem two two 1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC maybe
tandi
meyandə-na-n
i
dusə-n,
nə̂
meyand-na di
3SG.F.SBJ break-IR-1SG.OBJ FOC heart-1SG.POSS 1SG.SBJ break-IR DEF

dusu-də,
me nə̂
nasa-na-nin.
my.heart-3SG.F.OBJ and 1SG.SBJ quarrel-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
We have made more than two problems between us. Maybe she discourages me, and I
discourage her. Maybe we fight."

S154

Me ꞌyan̰ ꞌyan̰ mwom da, nə̂
so
ha way-a-w,
and end end then
1SG.SBJ get.up go say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ
way-a-də,
kwandə-də
nə̂
ɗang.
say-NOM-3SG.F.OBJ friend.PL-3SG.F.POSS CONN.PL other
When I have finished, I get up and go and speak to another, speak to another of her
friends.
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S155

"Mirak ta
di, mani dəra
nə̂
al-a
ya ta
N.PROP DEM.DIST DEF things 3F.SG.POSS CONN.PL make-NOM as DEM.DIST

de,
ta
de
me i na
mo?"
like.that DEM.DIST like.that and be which Q
I say, "Mira, the things which she does, what is this?"

S156

Me ya ta
di
da,
də
ja-n
gə
ta
di,
and as DEM.DIST DEF PART CONN.F friend-1SG.POSS CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF
kwanda-də
də
ta
di, dee
ha
friend.PL-3SG.F.POSS CONN.F DEM.DIST DEF contrary.to.fact? go
way-a-n
da,
"Bə̂də̂, Mirak
di, alə-m
i
na
mo?
say-NOM-1SG.OBJ COMP NEG N.PROP DEF make-2SG.M.OBJ FOC which Q
My friend, who is also her friend, generally should tell me, "No! What is it that Mira
did to you?

S157

Anə̂
ꞌyo i
gwale na
dan
gə
Mirak
mo?"
2PL.SBJ find FOC word which 2PL.POSS CONN.M N.PROP Q
What problem is there between you and Mira?"

S158

Dee
kwanda-də
ha ur-ə̂-w
ya ta
contrary.to.fact? friend.PL-3SG.F.POSS go ask-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ as DEM.DIST
de,
kwanda-də
urə-n
gə
yande
kaw nem dara
like.that friend.PL-3SG.F.POSS like-1SG.OBJ CONN.M like.that also can so.that

ur-ə̂-n.
ask-NOM-1SG.OBJ
Generally, the friend should ask questions like that. The friend will ask me like that,
can ask me questions.

S159

Bə̂də̂.
NEG
Is it like this normally? No.

S160

Kalə-n
dodə̂, təma.
let-1SG.OBJ below publicly
I will talk publicly.

S161

Kal an̰ji
gə
ta
di
kaw dodə̂ təma.
let 3SG.M.SBJ CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF also below publicly
The friend will talk publicly.
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M162

Me ba nə̂
so,
ha way-a-w
bidi
da,
Mirak
da,
and SUB 1SG.SBJ get.up go say-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ thingy COMP N.PROP TOP
gwale dəra
acn̰ nan̰e me i na
mo?
word 3F.SG.POSS bad very and be which Q
And I will get up and go and say, "Mira, does she not really have a problem?"

S163

Me an̰ji
gə
alə̂ ta
di, ur-ə̂-w
gə,
and 3SG.M.SBJ CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF ask-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ CONN.M
"Tandi
al
i na
mo" nem dara
ur-ə̂-w
bə̂də̂.
3SG.F.SBJ make be which Q
can so.that ask-NOM-3SG.M.OBJ NEG
And the one from there will ask him, "What did she do?" He cannot not ask.

S164

Ilə̂
hara gə
gwale di
lə̂
pi,
ilə̂
hara gə
gwale di
PROG go CONN.M word DEF LOC before PROG go CONN.M word DEF
lə̂
pi,
ilə̂
hara gə
gwale di
lə̂
pi.
LOC before PROG go CONN.M word DEF LOC before
Each one keeps continuing saying these things.
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APPENDIX B
This text was recorded in May 2018. Antoine Chemgue Dwani was the speaker, and
this was recorded in his compound on the Northern edge of Doumougou. The speaker was
considered one of the best Soumraye storytellers, and he frequently drew a crowd when
we were recording. As with many Chadians, he was not sure of his age, but we are sure
that his birth predates Chad’s independence in 1960. He had heard from his mother that
he was born during a big war, perhaps World War II. Placing his birth during World War II
makes sense when one considers the approximate ages of his children, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren. In any case, he was born in the Soumraye village of Baden and spent
his life in the Soumraye area. Fiercely independent and defensive of the old Soumraye
ways, he was proud to record many stories with me. He is the grandfather of Koumakoy
Paul (see appendix A). He died in June 2019.
This story was transcribed with the help of Acyle Felix in N’Djamena in October 2018.
Koumakoy Paul reread and proofed it in December 2018.
For additional information, see 1.6.

S1

Evil animals of the bush

Mĩĩ me kər̰əmbə me r̰igəm me larbə
me ta
i narje
lion and leopard and hyena and horse (type of) and DEM.DIST be people
bam.
nə̂
CONN.PL bush
The lion, the panther, the hyena and the wild horse, these are the people of the bush.

S2

I nare
nə̂
bam nə̂
man̰=e.
be people CONN.PL bush CONN.PL be.evil=INTS
These are the evil people of the bush.
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S3

Gə
ꞌywa-a-na
naa kaw yi-gə=le,
yi-gə=le,
3PL.SBJ find-NOM-IR what also seize-3PL.OBJ=INTS seize-3PL.OBJ=INTS
womə-w=e.
eat-3PL.OBJ=INTS
Whatever they found, they caught and ate.

S4

Gun
gə
gəsage kaw, cendi
yə-w
womə-w=e,
person CONN.M black also 3PL.SBJ seize-3SG.M.OBJ eat-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
womə-w=e.
eat-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
A human, they also even caught to eat!

S5

Mwom da, asə-w
gun
di
diri dara
ba gə
yə-w
then
put-3SG.M.OBJ person DEF trap so.that SUB 3PL.SBJ seize-3SG.M.OBJ
womə-w=e.
eat-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
They planned against the human in secret in order that they might seize him and eat
him.

S6

Ba
dam ganda-gə
me, an̰ji
ba
indirect.discourse stay with-3PL.OBJ and 3SG.M.SBJ indirect.discourse
bidiga
de,
ba
gə
i mən bə̂də̂ me, kal jang
what.it's.name like.that indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ be one NEG and let trap
ba
gə
asə-w
diri dan ba al-na
mana
indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ put-3SG.M.OBJ trap FUT SUB make-IR place
ta
di
bə̂də̂ da, ba
gə
ha
DEM.DIST DEF NEG SUB indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ go
yə̂-w=e.
seize-3SG.M.POSS=INTS
(They thought that) he would be with them, but they would not really be together.
(They thought) that they would leave him a trap and plot against him in secret. In
the future when he did not do (as they wanted), they would seize him.

S7

Hmm.
Hmm.
Hmm.
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S8

Mwom da, nəma dam-gə,
cendi
day-a-r
way-də
then
these stay-3PL.OBJ 3PL.SBJ bring.together-PST-REFL say-3SG.F.OBJ
larbə
da,
ba
ha-na bam kanji-na
kabni.
horse (type of) COMP indirect.discourse go-IR bush look.for-IR meat
So, they all lived together. They met together, and they told the wild horse to go into
the bush and look for meat.

S9

Mwom da, larbə
ꞌwo
bam di, yə
bidi,
yə
bidi,
yə
then
type.of.horse go+PST bush DEF seize thingy seize thingy seize

birga,
yə
kə̂rə̂
kə̂mə̂mə̂.
what.it's.name seize gazelle big
Then, the wild horse went into the bush. He caught that thingy, caught a thingy,
caught what's-it-called, he caught a big gazelle.

S10

Gər-a,
ꞌya-gə.
arrive-PST give-3PL.OBJ
He came and gave it to them.

S11

Nəma day-ar
əsə
wom bam.
these bring.together-REFL divide eat totally
Then, they gathered together, divided it up and ate it all up.

S12

Əhəh,
sanga
r̰igəm ba
an̰ju
ba ha-na.
verbal.pause next.day hyena indirect.discourse 3SG.M SUB go-IR
The next day, they told the hyena to go.

S13

R̰ igəm ꞌwo,
yə
ɓagi
i.
hyena go+PST seize waterbuck be
The hyena went and caught a waterbuck.

S14

Nəma gər-a
day-ar
wom bam.
these arrive-PST bring.together-REFL eat totally
They got together and ate it all up.

S15

Kər̰əmbə ꞌwo
yə
kemge.
leopard go+PST seize Hartebeest
The leopard went and caught a big antelope.

S16

Nəma surə-w,
day-ar,
wom bam.
these pull-3SG.M.OBJ bring.together-REFL eat totally
They pulled it, got together and ate it all up.

S17

Mĩĩ ꞌwo,
yə
gawsa.
lion go+PST seize antelope.PL
The lion went and got another type of antelope.
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S18

Nəma day-ar,
wom bam.
these bring.together-REFL eat totally
They got together and ate it all up.

S19

Kal gun
di, wor targin̰.
let person DEF stay last
They let the man go last.

S20

Cendi
day-ar
da, laba da,
an̰ju
ba
3PL.SBJ bring.together-REFL SUB today PART 3SG.M indirect.discourse
ha-na=le,
kanj-a
kabni gə
lade ba
gə
go-IR=INTS look.for-NOM meat CONN.M good indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ
gər-a
wom=e.
arrive-PST eat=INTS
When they got together, (they said that) today, he was going to go to look for good
meat, and then they would come and eat it.

S21

Bon,
gun
di
yə̂r yande
da, dam.
Good! (fr) person DEF see like.that SUB stay
Well, when the man saw the situation, he stayed/sat.

S22

Mwom da gun
di
al
ɗeche duwa,
ɗəngchə managə
mani
then
person DEF make arrow 3SG.M.POSS put.a.lot the.place.of things
duwa-lə̂
twadad, ɓarəw duwa-lə̂
twadad.
3SG.M.POSS-LOC fill.up quiver 3SG.M.POSS-LOC fill.up
Then, the man made his arrows and put a lot of them in his thing. He completely filled
up his quiver.

S23

Ha nəm
gər-a
pwal-a gubu managə
bəla
bə-w-ə̂,
pol
go with.3 arrive-PST dig-PST hole the.place.of marsh edge-3SG.M.POSS-LOC dig
gubu bəla
bə-w-ə̂,
bəla
bə-w-ə̂,
ɗangr̰ə lade,
hole marsh edge-3SG.M.POSS-LOC marsh edge-3SG.M.POSS-LOC repair good

nimi bədə̂-gə-lə̂.
managə
the.place.of water mouth.PL-3PL.POSS-LOC
He went with it and dug a hole at the edge of the marsh, dug a hole at the edge of the
marsh, at the edge of the marsh. He prepared things well at the edge of the water.

S24

Mwom da, gun
di
ha gər-a
ꞌya-lə̂
səmbad.
then
person DEF go arrive-PST lay.down-LOC in.hiding
Then, the person went and laid down in his hiding place.
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S25

R̰ igəm i duwa
ta,
larbə
i dəra
ta,
hyena be 3SG.M.POSS DEM.DIST horse (type of) be 3F.SG.POSS DEM.DIST
kər̰əmbə i duwa
ta.
leopard be 3SG.M.POSS DEM.DIST
The hyena was (sleeping) in his place. The wild horse was (sleeping) in her place. The
leopard was (sleeping) in his place.

S26

Mĩĩ i duwa
ta.
lion be 3SG.M.POSS DEM.DIST
The lion himself was also there.

S27

Bə-w-ə̂
ta.
edge-3SG.M.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST
(They were all) on the edge of the marsh.

S28

Dawa di
ba
dara
ꞌywa-a
mani bə̂də̂ da, ba
sun DEF indirect.discourse so.that find-NOM things NEG SUB indirect.discourse
gə
yə-w
bam, ta
di
da, ba
3PL.SBJ seize-3SG.M.OBJ totally DEM.DIST DEM SUB indirect.discourse
gə
womə-w
bam
gədej
managə
ta
lə̂
di.
3PL.SBJ eat-3SG.M.POSS totally completely the.place.of DEM.DIST LOC DEF
(They were thinking) that when the sun came, and he hadn't found anything, they
would seize him and then eat him up in that place.

S29

Mwom da, an̰ji
i baa.
then
3SG.M.SBJ be longtime
The man was there for a long time.

S30

Bon,
ɓagdə
ꞌwo
dara
cha-a
nimi di.
well (fr) waterbuck.PL go+PST in.order.to drink-NOM water DEF
Then, waterbucks came to drink the water.

S31

Gun
di
usər̰ə gə
ɗeche di, sii-yə̂
pən̰.
person DEF aim with arrow DEF body-LOC sound.of.arrow.shooting
The man aimed with his arrow. Ping, it went into a body.

S32

Gər-a
ɓagi
ɓagi
ɓagi
twagla gər-a
əndar-a mar-a.
arrive-PST waterbuck waterbuck waterbuck big
arrive-PST fall-NOM die-PST
Biiiig waterbucks came. They fell and died.

S33

Kalas.
(it is) finished
That was finished.
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S34

Kəri
ꞌwo.
antelope go+PST
A small antelope came.

S35

Mwom da, an̰ji
usər̰ə kəri
pən̰,
usər̰ə kəri
then
3SG.M.SBJ shoot antelope sound.of.arrow.shooting shoot antelope
pən̰
gə
ɗeche di.
sound.of.arrow.shooting with arrow DEF
He shot it. Ping. He shot the small antelope with his arrow. Ping.

S36

Kəri
wa pininini,
gər-a
əndar-a mar-a.
antelope run as.injured.animal arrive-PST fall-PST die-PST
The small antelope ran willy-nilly. It fell and died.

S37

Əndar-a, mar-a da.
fall-PST die-PST SUB
When it had fallen and died,

S38

Kemge
ꞌwo.
hartebeest go+PST
a big antelope came.

S39

Ba də
gər-a
chə
nimi di.
SUB 3SG.F.SBJ arrive-PST drink water DEF
It was drinking water.

S40

Mwom da, usər̰ə kemge
konga gə
geche usər̰ə pən̰
then
shoot Hartebeest big
CONN.M big shoot sound.of.arrow.shooting

sə-w-ə̂.
body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
Then, he shot the big antelope, he shot into its body. Ping!

S41

Kemge
wa gər-a,
əndar-a mar-a.
Hartebeest run arrive-PST fall-PST die-PST
The big antelope ran along, fell and died.

S42

Ɗang da,
gawse
ꞌwo.
other PART antelope.PL go+PST
Another (time), (smaller) antelopes1 came.
1

Gawsa is a different type of antelope from kemge. The gawsa is a smaller antelope.
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S43

Gawse
ba gə
ꞌwo
da, yə̂r gawsa
bojər̰ə, usər̰ə-w
gə
antelope.PL SUB 3PL.SBJ go+PST SUB see antelope big
aim-3SG.M.OBJ with
ɗeche di
pən̰.
arrow DEF sound.of.arrow.shooting
When (these smaller) antelopes had come, (he) saw a big antelope, and (he) shot him
with an arrow. Ping.

S44

Gər-a
əndar-a mar-a.
arrive-PST fall-PST die-PST
It fell and died.

S45

Guni
ꞌwo,
gər-a
yə̂r guni
gə
geche, usər̰ə-w
gə
buffalo go+PST arrive-PST see buffalo CONN.M big
aim-3SG.M.POSS with
ɗeche di
pən̰.
arrow DEF sound.of.arrow.shooting
Then, the buffalo came. He saw the big buffalo, and he shot it with his arrow. Ping!

S46

Guni
wa ha əndar-a mar-a.
buffalo run go fall-PST die-PST
The buffalo ran along and fell and died.

S47

Cendi
so
daa, jungrə so
daa jungrə nəm, so
daa jungrə nəm.
3PL.SBJ get.up up spy
get.up up spy
with.3 get.up up spy
with.3
They (the evil animals) were getting up and spying on him, were getting up and spying
on him, getting up and spying on him.

S48

Mwagne
gər-a
əndar-a mar-a mar-a mar-a mar-a pad dodə̂.
animal.PL arrive-PST fall-PST die-PST die-PST die-PST die-PST all below
Animals were arriving, falling and dieing. They were all dieing.

S49

Mwom da, mana wal
bam.
then
place appear totally
Then, day came.

S50

Mwom da, an̰ji,
cendi,
n̰il-bə
wa ha ulay.
then
3SG.M.SBJ 3PL.SBJ creep-PL run go home
Then, he and the evil animals were creeping along and running home.

S51

Mwom da, gər-a,
way-a-gə
cendi
ba
ha-ne, kabni
then
arrive-PST say-PST-3PL.OBJ 3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse go-IR meat
di
ba
ilə̂
bam.
DEF indirect.discourse there.is bush
When they had arrived, he called them and told them to go, that their meat was in the
bush.
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S52

Cendi
ba
ha-ne.
3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse go-IR
He told them to go.

S53

Cendi
kaw asə-w
də-də,
"Lade, i-nə̂ yande, kabni
3PL.SBJ also put-3SG.M.OBJ head-3SG.F.OBJ good be-IR like.that meat

i-nə̂-lə̂
bam, wa-na ya-na i
bam hən̰.
be-IR-LOC bush run-IR go-IR FOC bush far
They replied, "Good, if it's like that, if our meat is in the bush, we should run and go
far into the bush (to find it).

S54

Kaw nə̂
ꞌwocn̰-nin
bə̂də̂, kalə-w
jan.
also 1PL.EXCL.SBJ understand-1PL.EXCL.SBJ NEG let-3SG.M.OBJ friend
We don't know anything. Let's leave our friend behind.

S55

Nə̂
ha-nin."
1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
Let's go."

S56

Gər-a
yə̂r da, yə̂r kabni gə
mən ba
i ta.
arrive-PST see SUB see meat CONN.M one COMP be DEM.DIST
When they went, they saw that one body was there.

S57

Ɓage
bidi
ɓage
twagla ba
i ta.
waterbuck thingy waterbuck big
COMP be DEM.DIST
A big waterbuck was over there.

S58

Yə̂r kəri
ba
i ta.
see antelope COMP be DEM.DIST
They saw a small antelope over someplace else.

S59

Yə̂r bidi
bidiga
i ta,
kemge
ba
i ta.
see thingy what.it's.name be DEM.DIST Hartebeest COMP be DEM.DIST
They saw, the things, what's-it-called, a big antelope in another place.

S60

Yə̂r gawsa
ba
i ta.
see antelope.PL COMP be DEM.DIST
They saw yet another type of antelope someplace else.

S61

Yə̂r guni
ba
i ta.
see buffalo COMP be DEM.DIST
They saw a buffalo in another spot.

S62

Ta
i kabni gə ba ꞌyə̂-ə̂-w
di.
DEM.DIST be meat REL SUB kill-PST-3SG.M.OBJ DEF
That is all the meat which he killed.
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S63

Ha da, bi
ɗeche di
managə
kabni di
sə-w-ə̂,
go SUB take.off arrow DEF the.place.of meat DEF body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
sə-w-ə̂,
sə-w-ə̂,
sə-w-ə̂
pad
body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC all
day
da.
bring.together SUB
When they had gone, they took his arrows from the bodies of the carcasses. When they
had taken the arrows from the bodies of all the carcasses and piled them together,

S64

Kalas.
(it is) finished
it was done.

S65

Cendi
ba
kabni ba
yarbar da, gun
gə
3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse meat indirect.discourse enough SUB person CONN.M
ba
ur-nə̂-w,
ba
u-nə̂-w
indirect.discourse want-IR-3SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse take-IR-3SG.M.OBJ
ha-na nəm
ulay, ba
wom-na, mani nə̂
dusərə̂-gə
go-IR with.3 home indirect.discourse eat-IR
things CONN.PL heart-3PL.POSS
ba
ur
di
ba
i ta.
indirect.discourse want DEF indirect.discourse be DEM.DIST
(He said that) when the meat was enough, (he said that) each person if he wanted it,
he could take it and go with it to his house. (He said that) they could eat all their
hearts desired which was there.

S66

Mə̂
i wiy da, mə̂
u
dərə̂-m,
mə̂
yə̂r
2SG.M.SBJ be who TOP 2SG.M.SBJ take eye.PL-2SG.M.POSS 2SG.M.SBJ see
ja-m,
ja-m,
ja-m.
brother-2SG.M.POSS brother-2SG.M.POSS brother-2SG.M.POSS
(In this situation, one of the animals said,) "Each of you (animals), you lift up your
head and you look at your brother."

S67

De
ba gə
asə̂-w
diri, wi
da, kur
sədə̂-gə,
like.that SUB 3PL.SBJ put-3SG.M.OBJ secret who SUB scratch body-3PL.POSS

kur
sədə̂-gə,
kur
sədə̂-gə
pad.
scratch body-3PL.POSS scratch body-3PL.POSS all
Like that, they plotted in secret. Each and all, they rubbed their backs against one
another.
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S68

Me wi
da, mə̂
yə̂r kabni dəma
da, mə̂
and who TOP 2SG.M.SBJ see meat 2SG.M.POSS SUB 2SG.M.SBJ
sur-ə̂-w
ha nəm, sur-ə̂-w
ha nəm,
pull-PST-3SG.M.OBJ go with.3 pull-PST-3SG.M.OBJ go with.3
sur-ə̂-w
ha nəm, sur-ə̂-w
ha nəm.
pull-PST-3SG.M.OBJ go with.3 pull-PST-3SG.M.OBJ go with.3
(Each of the animals said,) "Each of you, as you see your meat, you pull it and go home
with it, you pull it and go home with it, you pull it and go home with it, you pull it
and go home with it.

S69

Duwa
di
u
duwa
me, gər-a
wam-a gə
bam.
3SG.M.POSS DEF take 3SG.M.POSS and arrive-PST eat-PST CONN.M totally
Each one took for himself. They arrived (home) and ate their fill.

S70

Nəma gər-a
ꞌyar
managə
ciri
bə-də.
these arrive-PST accumulate the.place.of compound door-3SG.F.POSS
The animals came and piled up (the carcasses) at the door of the compound.

S71

"Jara-nin
mache,
əjəm
naa, caga da,
də̂
friend-1PL.EXCL.POSS young.man 2SG.M.EMPH what now PART 1PL.INC.SBJ
ꞌywa-na-ng
i
gwale,
gə
i-nə̂ gə
nas-a
kaw,
receive-IR-1PL.INCL.SBJ FOC problem CONN.M be-IR with quarrel-NOM also
mel
gun
bə̂də̂, melə-w
gə
mani daa
point.with.finger person NEG point.with.finger-3SG.M.OBJ with things in.public
bə̂də̂.
NEG
(The animals talked among themselves.) "Our friend. You (error?). Now if we were to
have a problem, if we were to have a quarrel, don't put blame on the man. Don't
blame him publicly for anything.

S72

Mə̂
mel-na-w
da, gun
da, ha əndar-a
2SG.M.SBJ point.with.finger-IR-3SG.M.OBJ SUB person TOP go fall-NOM
mar-a=le.
die-NOM=INTS
If you were to take issue with him, because of him, you would die.

S73

Də̂
nas-ang
da, də̂
nas-ang
gə
1PL.INC.SBJ quarrel-1PL.INC.SBJ SUB 1PL.INC.SBJ quarrel-1PL.INC.SBJ with
sədə̂-ndə
pogin̰.
body-1PL.INCL.POSS free
If we quarrel, we will only quarrel among ourselves.
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S74

Kal-na,
meal-a,
sədə̂-ndə
ɗi.
let-2PL.IMP point.with.finger-NOM body-1PL.INCL.POSS NEG
Leave the finger pointing from among us.

S75

Kal-na,
meala-ndə
sədə̂-ndə
bə̂də̂."
let-2PL.IMP point.with.finger-1PL.IMP body-1PL.INCL.POSS NEG
Let it go! Let's not point fingers among ourselves."

S76

An̰ji
way-gə
da,
"Yande."
3SG.M.SBJ say-3PL.OBJ COMP like.that
Another one said, "Let's do it like that."

S77

Mwom da, nəma day
bədə̂-gə,
"Gun gə
ka
di
then
these bring.together mouth.PL-3PL.POSS person CONN.M here DEF
naa, də̂
al-n-ang
mə̂ng naa, an̰ji
ha
what 1PL.INC.SBJ make-IR-1PL.INC.SBJ crazy what 3SG.M.SBJ go
mel-ba-ndə,
ꞌya-a-ndə
bam.
point.with.finger-PL-1PL.OBJ.INCL kill-NOM-1PL.OBJ.INCL totally
Then, they spoke together, "Who is this person? We have been made fools. He is going
to pick us out and kill us."

S78

Də̂
biyər=e,
də̂
biyər, də̂
kalə̂-w
bam.
1PL.INC.SBJ move=INTS 1PL.INC.SBJ move 1PL.INC.SBJ let-3SG.M.OBJ totally
We'll move. We'll move. We'll leave him behind.

S79

Bə̂də̂ naa, an̰ji
ta
da, də̂
widənə
gandə-w
NEG what 3SG.M.SBJ DEM.DIST TOP 1PL.INC.SBJ have.fun with-3SG.M.OBJ
da, ꞌyə-ndə
bam
pad.
SUB kill-1PL.OBJ.INCL totally all
If not, as for him, if we play with him, he will kill us.

S80

Gə meal-a
duwa
di, mealə-m
bed
with point.with.finger-NOM 3SG.M.POSS DEF point.with.finger-2SG.M.OBJ once
mə̂
əndər da, mə̂
mar=e
bər̰in̰,
de,
like.that 2SG.M.SBJ fall
SUB 2SG.M.SBJ die=INTS completely
mealə-m
bed da, mə̂
əndər mə̂
mar=e
point.with.finger-2SG.M.OBJ once SUB 2SG.M.SBJ fall
2SG.M.SBJ die=INTS

bər̰in̰."
completely
About this pointing out (blaming) of his, if he points you out once like that (to accuse
you of doing something wrong), when you fall, you will die. If he points you out
once like, you will fall and you will die.
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S81

Nəma ɓəring,
wa kalə-w
bam.
these get-up.PL run let-3SG.M.OBJ totally
They all got up and left him behind.

S82

An̰ji
gər-a,
"Hay nəma ni
di
ya
wee
mo?
3SG.M.SBJ arrive-PST oh.my these 1SG.POSS DEF go+PST where Q
He came and said, "Where did my people go?

S83

Nəma kwanda-n
nə̂
moso
di
ya
i
wee
mo?
these friend.PL-1SG.POSS CONN.PL young.man.PL DEF go+PST FOC where Q
My friends, where is it that they went?

S84

Nəma, gəl-nə̂-n,
ganda-gə
ya wee
mo?"
these show-2PL.IMP-1SG.OBJ with-3PL.OBJ go where Q
Show them to me, where did they go?"

S85

Kanji-gə
managə
ciri-yə̂
ciri-yə̂,
ꞌyo-gə
bə̂də̂.
look.for-3PL.OBJ the.place.of village-LOC village-LOC find-3PL.OBJ NEG
He looked from house to house. He didn't find them.

S86

Ba ꞌyo-gə
bə̂də̂, mwom da, "Əmhəm,
nəma asə-n
diri
dee
SUB find-3PL.OBJ NEG then
verbal.pause these put-1SG.OBJ secret PST
ba gə
ꞌyen̰ womə-n=e.
SUB 3PL.SBJ finish eat-1SG.OBJ=INTS
When he didn't find them, then (he said), "They plotted in secret against me so that
they might eat me up.

S87

Me laba, nə̂
ꞌywa-a-na-gə
da, laba, dee
nə̂
and today 1SG.SBJ find-PST-IR-3PL.OBJ SUB today contrary.to.fact 1SG.SBJ
ꞌywa-a-na-gə
da, nə̂
ꞌyə-gə
bam
pad dayə̂
pad.
find-PST-IR-3PL.OBJ SUB 1SG.SBJ kill-3PL.OBJ totally all 3PL.POSSLOC all
But today, if I had found them out, if I had found them out (but I didn't), I would have
killed them all.

S88

Əh
cendi
nə̂
man̰=e
ta
di
kaw,
verbal.pause 3PL.SBJ CONN.PL be.evil=INTS DEM.DIST DEF also
dee
nə̂
ꞌyə-gə
bam
pad.
contrary.to.fact 1SG.SBJ kill-3PL.OBJ totally all
All the evil ones, I would have killed them.

S89

Me Mãr̰ĩ bəl-gə.
and God save-3PL.OBJ
But God saved them.
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S90

Gə
wa ya.
3PL.SBJ run go
They went and ran away.

S91

Mwom da, kalas
cendi
kaw ha-na me əndi
kaw nə̂
dam
then
(it is) finished 3PL.EMPH also go-IR and 1SG.EMPH also 1SG.SBJ stay
mani ɗəm."
things already
So, it's over. On the one hand, they went, and on the other hand, me, I have stayed."

S92

Gun
di
dam-a
nəm, labiya dwara-gə-lə̂.
person DEF stay-PST with.3 health among-3PL.POSS-LOC
The person dwelled happily in peace among them.

S93

Cendi
dudə-w
kaw yə̂r bə̂də̂ me an̰ji
kaw dudrə̂-gə
yə̂r
3PL.SBJ eye-3SG.M.POSS also see NEG and 3SG.M.SBJ also eye.PL-3PL.OBJ see
bə̂də̂ me.
NEG and
They didn't see him, and he didn't see them.

S94

Nəma agdə
bam, kalas.
these break.PL totally (it is) finished
It was completely broken between them.

S95

Ta
i bidi
bamulgə də nəma dam bam, cəgdə bam, nəma kal
DEM.DIST be thingy story
REL these stay bush scatter bush these let
sədə̂-gə
da, yi
məlan
kaw, ja-m
kaw yi
body-3PL.POSS SUB seize friendship also brother-2SG.M.POSS also seize

məlan,
gandə-m
bə̂də̂.
friendship with-2SG.M.OBJ NEG
This is the story of how they (the animals) came to stay in the bush and scatter out
there. When they put space between themselves, they also killed their friendship
(with man). Your brother doesn't make friendship with you either.

S96

Ja-m
kaw ha=le
duwa
me mĩĩ ha=le
duwa.
brother-2SG.M.POSS also go=INTS 3SG.M.POSS and lion go=INTS 3SG.M.POSS
Man stays in his place. Lion stays in his place.

S97

R̰ igəm ha=le
duwa.
hyena go=INTS 3SG.M.POSS
The hyena stays in his place.
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S98

Kər̰əmbə ha=le
duwa.
leopard go=INTS 3SG.M.POSS
The leopard stays in his place.

S99

Larbə
ha=le
dəra
chik
jiga
jiga
horse (type of) go=INTS 3F.SG.POSS completely.separated different different
jiga.
different
The wild horse stays in his place. They are all separated into different places.

S100

Nəma agdə
sədə̂-gə
bam.
these break.PL body-3PL.POSS totally
They completely separated themselves from each other.

S101

Gə
asə-w
diri
ta
di, dee
ba gə
3PL.SBJ put-3SG.M.OBJ secret DEM.DIST DEF contrary.to.fact SUB 3PL.SBJ
yə-w
ba gə
womə-w=e.
seize-3SG.M.OBJ SUB 3PL.SBJ eat-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
They had plotted in secret against him like in order that they might seize him and eat
him.

S102

Nendə
nə̂
nare
di
ɓəgdən
da, managə
ɓag
ɓag
1PL.INC.EMPH CONN.PL people DEF longtime TOP the.place.of before before
ɓag
lə̂
da,
gə
ichə gə
jay
da, cendi
ba
before LOC PART 3PL.SBJ forge CONN.M throwing.knife SUB 3PL.SBJ SUB
ichə gə
jay
da, gun
da, mĩĩ ba yar-na
gun
da,
forge CONN.M throwing.knife SUB person TOP lion SUB see-SUBJ person SUB
wa-w=e.
run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
About us the old people, a long, long, long time ago, from when they forged throwing
knives, from when they forged throwing knives, about a man if the lion saw a man,
it ran away from him.

S103

Kər̰əmbə ba yar-na gun
da, wa-w-e.
leopard SUB see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the leopard saw a man, he ran away from him.

S104

R̰ igəm yar-na gun
da, wa-w-e.
hyena see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the hyena saw a man, he ran away from him.
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S105

Larbə
yar-na gun
da, wa-w-e.
horse (type of) see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the wild horse saw a man, he ran away from him.

S106

Bamulgə də
ta
di, gəndə-də
i ta.
story
CONN.F DEM.DIST DEF sense-3SG.F.POSS be DEM.DIST
The story's sense is this:

S107

Mani bam, lan̰ji dara
mani nə̂
ta
di.
things bush fear so.that things CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF
The animals of the bush are afraid because of these things.

S108

Mwagne
nə̂
bam, gawsa,
yar-na gun
da, wa-w=e.
animal.PL CONN.PL totally antelope.PL see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
The animals of the bush act like this: if an antelope sees a man, he runs from him.

S109

Kemge
yar-na gun
da, wa-w=e.
Hartebeest see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the big antelope sees a man, he runs from him.

S110

Kəri
yar-na gun
da, wa-w=e.
antelope see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the small antelope sees a person, he runs from him.

S111

Ɓage
yar-na gun
da, wa-w=e.
waterbuck see-IR person SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
If the waterbuck sees a man, he runs from him.

S112

Guni
yar-na gun
lid
da, wa-w=e,
dara
ba
buffalo see-IR person appear SUB run-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS so.that indirect.discourse
gun
di
da, ba
i gun
di, nare
nə̂
kərə̂
person DEF TOP indirect.discourse be person DEF people CONN.PL home
ba
i nare
nə̂
mani ənda
ba wom nan̰e.
indirect.discourse be people CONN.PL things 1PL.INCL.POSS SUB hurt very
If the buffalo sees a man appear, he runs away because (he thinks) it is a man and the
people of the houses, these are people whose things hurt them a lot.

S113

Ta
di
i bamulgə ꞌyan̰-a
dəra.
DEM.DIST DEF be story
finish-NOM 3F.SG.POSS
That's the end of the story.
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APPENDIX C
This text was recorded in May 2018 in my compound in Doumougou. The speaker is
Catherine Məji, a resident of Gubgue. Her husband is a school teacher, and she had been
a participant in literacy classes in the past. She was proud to be able to spell her name for
me. Given the ages of her children, we think she is between 40 and 50.
This text was transcribed with the help of my language assistant Acyle in N’Djamena
in October 2018. Worgue Martin (see Appendix E) checked the transcription in December
2018.
See 1.6 for additional information.

S1

Lion and hare

Ur
ba
nə̂
bi
bamulgə dənə̂
mĩĩ day-gə
want COMP 1SG.SBJ speak story
CONN.F.POSS lion bring.together-3PL.OBJ
dawre.
hare
(I) want to tell you a story about a lion and a hare.

S2

Nə̂
mĩĩ day-gə
dawre dam ciri
bə-də
CONN.PL lion bring.together-3PL.OBJ hare dwell compound door-3SG.F.POSS

ca.
also
The lion and the hare were neighbors (lit. lived at the (same) compound door).

S3

duwa
abe me, dawre pagə dəra
deme me.
Mĩĩ pagə labe
lion raise bovine 3SG.M.POSS male and hare raise 3F.SG.POSS female and
The lion was raising an ox while the hare was raising a cow.

S4

Labe
di
ha bam wam-a-lə̂.
bovine DEF go bush eat-NOM-LOC
This cow went out to the bush to eat.

S5

Labe
di
gər-a
ya-a
bam, hara nəm
ulay.
bovine DEF arrive-PST give.birth-PST bush go with.3 home
The cow gave birth in the bush and returned home with her calf.
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S6

Mĩĩ gər-a
way da
ba
i labe
duwa
me
lion arrive-PST say COMP indirect.discourse be bovine 3SG.M.POSS and

ba
ya-a.
indirect.discourse give.birth-PST
The lion came and said that it was his ox that had given birth.

S7

Dawre way da
labe dəra
me ba
ya.
hare say COMP ox 3F.SG.POSS and indirect.discourse give.birth
The hare said that it was her cow that had given birth.

S8

Cendi
al
gwale jusga lə̂
di-yə̂.
3PL.SBJ make word until LOC head-LOC
They argued for a long time.

S9

Mwom da, gər-a
dawre day
nare
nə̂
mwagne
pad,
then
arrive-PST hare bring.together people CONN.PL animal.PL all

gər-a
ꞌwo
gə
sariya.
arrive-PST go+PST CONN.M judgment
Then, it happened that the hare called together all the animal people, and they came to
the trial.

S10

Cendi
ba ha-ne, ba gər-a
dway-na ganda-gə
gwale di.
3PL.SBJ SUB go-IR SUB arrive-PST hear-IR with-3PL.OBJ word DEF
They came so that they could hear the arguments.

S11

Cendi
gər-a
al
sariya
di
keee.
3PL.SBJ arrive-PST make judgment DEF longtime
They were at the trial for a longtime.

S12

Sariya
di
ꞌyen̰ bə̂də̂.
judgment DEF finish NEG
The judgment had not (yet) finished.

S13

Mwom da gər-a
kudin̰
war-a
duwa
targin̰.
then
arrive-PST monkey stay-PST 3SG.M.POSS back
The monkey came late.

S14

Kudin̰
chaw-a gər-a
ꞌyo-gə.
monkey run-PST arrive-PST find-3PL.OBJ
The monkey ran and found them.

S15

Cendi
ba
wor al-a
sariya
di
ꞌyan̰-a
sən̰ mo?
3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse stay make-PST judgment DEF finish-PST still Q
(He asked if) they were still there and if they had passed judgment and finished yet.
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S16

Cendi
way ba
gə
al
sariya
di
ꞌyen̰ bə̂də̂ sən̰.
3PL.SBJ say indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ make judgment DEF finish NEG still
They said that they had yet to pronounce the judgment, that they were not yet finished.

S17

Kudin̰
way-gə
da,
cendi
ba
al-na
sariya
monkey say-3PL.OBJ COMP 3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse make-IR judgment
di
=le
kalang ab-ə̂w
yaa ba
CONN.F =INTS quickly father-3SG.M.POSS birth indirect.discourse
alə-w=e.
make-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS
The monkey said that they should give the verdict quickly because his father was going
to give birth.

S18

Mwom da mĩĩ ba dwey ya ta
de
da, mĩĩ way da,
then
lion SUB hear as DEM.DIST like.that SUB lion say COMP
"Aba-m
di
i deme
bə̂də̂ me man me yaa ha
father-2SG.M.POSS DEF be woman NEG and how and birth go

ala-w
mo?"
make-3SG.M.OBJ Q
When the lion heard that, he said, "Your father is not a women, how is he going to give
birth?"

S19

Mwom da, kudin̰
way da,
"I-na ya ta
de
da, labe
then
monkey say COMP be-IR as DEM.DIST like.that SUB bovine
gə
ya-a
ta
di
kaw i dawre duwa
me ca."
CONN.M give.birth-PST DEM.DIST DEF also be hare 3SG.M.POSS and also
Then, the monkey said, "If that is so, the new-born ox belongs to the hare."

S20

Mwom da, sariya
gər-a
yə
mĩĩ.
then
judgment arrive-PST seize lion
The judgment fell against the lion.

S21

Gə
u
labe
di, ꞌya-də
dawre.
3PL.SBJ take bovine DEF give-3SG.F.OBJ hare
They took the new-born calf and gave it to the hare.
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APPENDIX D
This text was recorded in October 2018. The speaker is my language assistant Acyle
Felix. He was born near the village of Per in the mid-1980’s and moved to Doumougou
with his family around the age of ten. He spent some of his late adolescence and early 20's
in Lai, the regional capital, where he went to high school until he received his "bacclauréat"
or high school diploma.
He helped me transcribe his recording in October 2018, and it was checked in December 2018.
This story tells about his experiences working throughout Chad from March or April
2018 until October 2018 when he arrived in N'Djamena to help me transcribe the Soumraye texts I had recorded for this project.
For additional information, see 1.6.

S1

Maana by Acyle Felix

...maana ni
də
tanga
nə̂
swa-a
gər-a
nəm
true.story 1SG.POSS CONN.F in.the.past 1SG.SBJ get.up-PST arrive-PST with.3

Njamena
ka.
N'Djamena here
(I'm telling) my true story of something from the past, (when) I got up and came here
to N'djamena.

S2

Nə̂
al-a
giyə̂ ni
gənə̂
mãy bam
tu.
1SG.SBJ make-PST work 1SG.POSS CONN.POSS.M millet totally all
I had done all my work with millet.
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S3

Nə̂
bwa-a
mãy ni
ɓeche-yə̂
me nə̂
1SG.SBJ pour-PST millet 1SG.POSS granary-LOC and 1PL.SBJ
jang-a-y-nin
kõcor
me nə̂
swa-a
hara ɓedə nəm
write-PST-?-1PL.EXCL.SBJ concours and 1SG.SBJ get.up-PST go wait with.3
ba
nə̂
dwey gaa
ba
sumə-n
ba ya
lə̂
mo.
COMP 1SG.SBJ listen maybe COMP name-1SG.POSS SUB to.be LOC Q
I had put all my millet into the granary, and we had taken an exam. So I got up and
went and waited (to see if) I would hear that my name was there (among those who
passed the exam).

S4

Nə̂
swa-a
daa i
gə
duru
gə
mars.
1SG.SBJ get.up-PST up FOC during month CONN.M March
I got up (and went) during the month of March.

S5

Nə̂
ꞌwo
gə
bərmə̂ gə
daa gə
Boso.
1SG.SBJ go+PST with road CONN.M up CONN.M Bousso
I went with the upper road, which goes through Bousso.

S6

Nə̂
gər-a
Njamena
ka.
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST N'Djamena here
I arrived here, in N'Djamena.

S7

Managə ꞌya-a
sumdə̂-nin
da, sumə-n
ilə̂
bə̂də̂.
when
give-NOM name-1PL.EXCL.POSS SUB name-1SG.POSS there.is NEG
When they gave our names, my name was not there.

S8

Me wala gaba
giyə̂ wor=e
sən̰.
and day the.one.who work stay=INTS still
But there were still days to work.

S9

Me nə̂
way yande
da,
"Nə̂
wal, nə̂
ꞌywa-na giyə̂
and 1SG.SBJ say like.that COMP 1SG.SBJ stay 1SG.SBJ find-IR work
gaba
mã
ə̂brə̂ way-a
gə
pəl
labaa naa
da nə̂
the.one.who hand work say-NOM with shovel or
?something? SUB 1SG.SBJ
al=e
gə
kwanda-n.
make=INTS with friend.PL-1SG.POSS
I said like this: "I'll stay (here). If I find work with my hands, or what they call with a
shovel or something, I'll work with my friends.
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S10

Me nə̂
kanji
mani nə̂
sabən me nə̂
cwor
ha ulay
and 1SG.SBJ look.for things CONN.PL soap and 1SG.SBJ come.back go home

sən̰.
still
I will look for 'my soap things'; then, I will return home."

S11

Managə nə̂
wal
da, nə̂
gər-a-nin
ꞌyo giyə̂
when 1SG.SBJ spend.the.night SUB 1PL.SBJ arrive-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ find work

gaba
hara bam tulən̰ də
Bol-lə̂
yande.
the.one.who go bush side CONN.F Bol-LOC like.that
After I had spent some time there, it happened that we found work, which was to go
out into the bush, somewhere next to Bol.

S12

Managə ta
di, sə-n
ni
dii
mən yande
kaw
when
DEM.DIST DEF body-1SG.POSS 1SG.POSS head one like.that also

nə̂
ꞌwo-lə̂
bə̂də̂ sən̰.
1SG.SBJ go+PST-LOC NEG still
At that time, with my own body, I hadn't yet gone there even once.

S13

I-nin
gə
chə-n
gənə̂
aba-n
gə
be-1PL.EXCL.SBJ with brother-1SG.POSS CONN.POSS.M father-1SG.POSS CONN.M
Nibi-yə̂
ca.
Nibi-LOC also
I went together with my brother/cousin of my father/uncle from Nibi.

S14

Gə
lay-nin
ka da, nə̂
wa-nin
bəraa
3PL.SBJ collect-1PL.EXCL.OBJ here SUB 1PL.SBJ run-1PL.EXCL.SBJ for.a.long.time
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
nə̂
for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time 1PL.SBJ

wal-nin
bam.
spend.the.night-1PL.EXCL.SBJ bush
After they collected us, we went along for a long time. We spent the night in the bush.

S15

Nə̂
so-nin
gər-a,
gə
lay-nin
gə
1PL.SBJ get.up-1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive-PST 3PL.SBJ collect-1PL.EXCL.OBJ with

kabn̰o gə
dwe ɗang.
car
CONN.M child other
We got up, we arrived (someplace). They collected us with another small car.
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S16

Nə̂
gwi-nin
mana gə
naanin
al-a
1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive-1PL.EXCL.SBJ place CONN.M 1PL.EXCL.EMPH make-NOM

giyə̂-lə̂
daa.
work-LOC up
We arrived at the place where we were to do work up there.

S17

Giyə̂ di
i gəndə-w
subu.
work DEF be buttock-3SG.M.POSS three
There were three work sites.

S18

Mana gə
ta
lə̂
di, i ciri
də
nare
nə̂
place CONN.M DEM.DIST LOC DEF be village CONN.F people CONN.PL
woni
ꞌya-a
mana nə̂
gə
ꞌwogə Boko Haram ta
di
those.who kill-NOM place CONN.PL 3PL.SBJ call Boko Haram DEM.DIST DEF

ilə̂.
there.is
That place, it was a village of people who kill the place (wreck all sorts of havoc
somewhere) and of the ones they call Boko Haram.

S19

Nə̂
gwi-nin
ciri
də
mən-nə̂ da, gə
1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive-1PL.EXCL.SBJ village CONN.F one-LOC SUB 3PL.SBJ
way-nin
da
ba
nə̂
asə-na-nin
say-1PL.EXCL.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse 1PL.SBJ put-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
angal
nin,
managə ba
nə̂
attention 1PL.EXCL.POSS when indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ

ya-nin-nə̂
ka ta
da, mana gə ba
acn̰e.
arrive-1PL.EXCL.SBJ-LOC here DEM.DIST SUB place ?? indirect.discourse bad.PL
Whey we arrived in this certain village, they told us that we should pay attention.
(They told us) when we arrived there, that the place was bad.

S20

Aba ciri,
aba sən̰a
di,
cheb də
biyaj
di
gər-a
ha
REL village REL ground DEM chief of (fr) village DEM arrive-PST go
gəl-ə̂-nin
mana gə nə̂
ha-nin
al-a
show-NOM-1PL.EXCL.OBJ place REL 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-NOM

giyə̂-lə̂
di.
work-LOC DEF
The village man, the man of the territory, the village chief, arrived and went to show
us the place where we were going to work.
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S21

Kabn̰o gər-a
ha bwa-a-nin=ne
mwom da nə̂
car
arrive-PST go pour-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ=INTS then SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
wal-nin,
nə̂
al-nin
giyə̂ di
bəraa
stay-1PL.EXCL.SBJ 1PL.EXCL.SBJ make1PL.EXCL.SBJ work DEF for.a.long.time
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time
giyə̂ də
bəw
wor da, gə
lay
nenin
work CONN.F mouth-3SG.M.POSS stay SUB 3PL.SBJ collect 1PL.EXCL.EMPH
nə̂
yab ba
nə̂
ha-na-nin
giyə̂ gə
piyə̂
CONN.PL some so.that 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ work CONN.M first

gaba
dii
sər-ə̂.
the.one.who head two-LOC
When the car arrived and left us, we spent time (there) and we worked for a longtime.
Though the work wasn't finished, they collected some of us so that we could go from
the first (work site) to the second (work site).

S22

Nə̂
so-nin
gə
kabn̰o gə
dawa yande, kabn̰o gə
1PL.SBJ get.up-1PL.EXCL.SBJ with car
during sun like.that car
CONN.M
dwe.
child
We got up/went with the car while it was day - a small car.

S23

Lay-a-nin
da, mana gə
ala
di, mana di
i
pick.up-NOM-1PL.EXCL.OBJ TOP place CONN.M over there DEF place DEF be
habde
dwar̰a-gə-lə̂,
anə̂
wa i
daa gawsəni
wood.PL among-3PL.POSS-LOC 2PL.SBJ run FOC up sand
də-w-ə̂.
head-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
About his picking us up, in that place, it was in the middle of the trees. You were
going along on top of the sand.
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S24

Me bərmə̂ kaw, anə̂
kal i
bam i nare
woni
ꞌwacn̰-a
and road also 2PL.SBJ let FOC bush be people those.who understand-NOM
mana di
me ꞌwo-ng-ə
bə̂də̂ da, i-nə̂ gun
gə
ɗang,
place DEF and take-2PL.OBJ-EPEN NEG SUB be-IR person CONN.M other
gə
ꞌywa-na-w
da da nem wa managə
ta
lə̂
bə̂də̂.
3PL.SBJ find-IR-3SG.M.POSS ?? ?? can run the.place.of DEM.DIST LOC NEG
That road, if you let (yourself go) in the bush, it is with people who know that place. If
they don't take you, if it is another person, they won't find it (the road). (They) are
not able to go along there.

S25

Chopər
di
wa ganda-nin,
gər
mwom da, nə̂
chauffeur DEF run with-1PL.EXCL.POSS arrive then
1PL.EXCL.SBJ
ya-nin
bə̂də̂ bam
i kudmi dalawə̂, kabn̰o dəgəla-w
gər
go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ NEG totally be forest in
car
foot-3SG.M.POSS arrive
sərə bam, daa gidi-yə̂.
fall totally up speed-LOC
While the chauffeur was going along with us, it happened that we did not arrive. It was
completely in the forest. The tire fell completely off, while we were going quickly.

S26

Nə̂
bo-r-nin
dodə̂ me gun
mani alə-w
1PL.EXCL.SBJ pour-REFL-1PL.EXCL.SBJ below and person things make-3SG.M.OBJ
bə̂də̂.
NEG
We all fell down together, but no one was hurt.

S27

I bidiga mwalnani dənə̂
Mãr̰ĩ duwa
me gam-nin.
be thingy love
CONN.F.POSS God 3SG.M.POSS and keep-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
It was thingy, God's love, that kept us safe.

S28

Gun
kaw diya
ajə-w
bə̂də̂ me, biri kaw ajə-w
bə̂də̂
person also wound beat-3SG.M.OBJ NEG and iron also beat-3SG.M.OBJ NEG
me, mani na
kaw alə-w
bə̂də̂ me ca.
and things which also hurt-3SG.M.OBJ NEG and also
No one was wounded. Iron didn't hurt anyone. Nothing hurt anyone.
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S29

Chopər
di
ɗar̰ə kabn̰o duwa
di
dəgəla-w
da, u
chauffeur DEF mend car
3SG.M.POSS DEF foot-3SG.M.POSS SUB take
hurə̂-w
da, wa-nin
gər
managə
giyə̂
get.dressed-3SG.M.OBJ SUB run-1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive the.place.of work
gə
dii
sər-ə̂
di, mana duwa-lə̂
mwom da gə
CONN.M head two-LOC DEF place 3SG.M.POSS-LOC then
3PL.SBJ

bwa-a-nin
dodə̂.
pour-PST-1PL.EXCL.OBJ below
After the chauffeur repaired the tire of the car and put it on the car, then, we
continued and we arrived at the second work site. At this place, they dropped us off.

S30

Geche nin
gaba
giyə̂ di
ꞌwo
ꞌywa-a
dole gə
big
1PL.EXCL.POSS the.one.who work DEF go+PST find-NOM chief CONN.M
ciri
də
ta
lə̂
di.
village CONN.F DEM.DIST LOC DEF
Our boss (of our work) went to find the village chief of that place.

S31

Dole di
gər-a
wayə-w
da,
ba
nə̂
chief DEF arrive-PST say-3SG.M.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
yala-i-nin
dara giyə̂ mwom da, mana day
ka
ta
arrive-?-1PL.EXCL.SBJ for work then
place 3PL.POSS here DEM.DIST
di
nare
nə̂
acn̰e
woni
ꞌya-a
mana ta
di
DEF people CONN.PL bad.PL those.who kill-NOM place DEM.DIST DEF

ba
ilə̂.
indirect.discourse there.is
The chief arrived and told him (the boss) that (where) we had arrived to work, in their
place, there are people who kill a place (wreck havoc there).

S32

Me cendi
ba
hara daa
gə
dawa bə̂də̂, ba
and 3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse go in.public during sun NEG indirect.discourse
n̰ilangganni gə
changa managə gər-a
ꞌywaa-ng
ꞌyaa-lə̂
mwom da,
creep
during night when arrive-PST find-2PL.OBJ sleep-LOC then
ba
aji-ba-ng=e
gə
kup-kup.
indirect.discourse slaughter-PL-2PL.OBJ=INTS with knife
(The chief continued to say that) they (the bad people) don't go out during the day, but
they creep along during the night. When they arrive and find you in your sleep, then
they slaughter you with their knives.
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S33

Mwom da, ba
nə̂
ꞌyaa-na-nin
gə
changa
then
indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ sleep-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ during night
ta
di,
ba
nə̂
asə-na-nin,
DEM.DIST DEM indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ put-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ
bwaa-na-nin
biri dədə̂-nin-ə̂,
me ba nə̂
pour-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ iron on-1PL.EXCL.OBJ-LOC and SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
ꞌyaa-na-nin
nəm.
sleep-IR-1PL.EXCL.SBJ with.3
Then (he told us) that when we are sleeping during the night, we must take and put
iron bars next to our heads, we (should) sleep with them.

S34

Managə ta lə̂ da, i wii kaw lan̰ alə-w,
me nə̂
then
be who also fear make-3SG.M.POSS and 1PL.EXCL.SBJ

dam-nin
dusərə̂-nin
dodə̂ baj
bə̂də̂.
stay-1PL.EXCL.SBJ heart-1PL.EXCL.POSS below not.calmly NEG
After that, each one was afraid; we stayed, but our hearts were not calm.

S35

Wala mən gə
changa, geche nin
di
ya ciri
dwarələ̂.
day one during night
big 1PL.EXCL.POSS DEF go town inside
One day, during the night, our boss went into the town.

S36

Mwom da, nə̂
al-nin
wama naa, nə̂
then
1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ food what 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
day-ar-nin
do-də̂,
nə̂
bring.together-REFL-1PL.EXCL.SBJ head-3SG.F.OBJ 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
sab-ar-nin
i grup subu.
cut-REFL-1PL.EXCL.SBJ be group three
Then, we made food, (and it was ready). We got together, and we divided into three
groups.

S37

Nə̂
ilə̂-nin
wama wama di
lə̂
mwom da, mana
1SG.SBJ PROG-1PL.EXCL.SBJ eat
eat
DEF LOC then
place
ərin̰=ye
duru kaw ilə̂
bə̂də̂ me ca.
darkness=INTS moon also there.is NEG and also
We were eating there in the darkness. There also wasn't a moon.
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S38

Gun
mən i gə
də-w
alə-w=e
lade bə̂də̂
person one be CONN.M head-3SG.M.POSS make-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS good NEG

gər-a
ɗəbə bam hən̰e
me alə-nin
"Salam".
arrive-PST stand bush a.little and make-1PL.EXCL.OBJ Salam
A man, who was a little crazy (his head did not make good), arrived and stood a little
off and greeted us with "Salam."

S39

Ta
da
i gə
bii
gə
arab, me i-nə̂ ənda-lə̂
DEM.DIST PART be with language CONN.M Arab and be-IR 1PL.INCL.POSS-LOC
gə
chibne
da i "Waygi."
CONN.M Soumraye SUB be Good.day
This is in the Arabic language, but if it's in our Soumraye language, it means "Good
day".

S40

Mwom da, nə̂
dwoyə-w-nin
lə̂
di-yə̂,
then
1PL.EXCL.SBJ hear-3SG.M.OBJ-1PL.EXCL.SBJ LOC head-LOC
nə̂
way-əw-nin
ha-na
pi.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ-1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-2PL.SUBJ before
When we heard him there, we told him to come.

S41

Managə
abe di
gər-a,
wi
əs-ə̂w
bam, əndər wom
the.place.of male DEF arrive-PST wash hands-3SG.M.POSS totally fall
eat
ganda-nin
haye
di.
with-1PL.EXCL.OBJ basic.food DEF
When the man arrived, he washed his hands and fell to eating 'la boule' with us.

S42

Managə ba a
wom, mwom da, mana nin
gə
grup
when
SUB 3SG.M eat
then
place 1PL.EXCL.POSS CONN.M group
nin-ə̂
ta
di
da, ba me gwale gənə̂
1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST DEF TOP SUB and word CONN.POSS.M
Boko Haram di
yal-a
dədə̂-nin-ə̂.
Boko Haram DEF arrive-PST head-1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC
While he was eating, then, in our group, the words about Boko Haram came to our
minds.
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S43

Nenin
nə̂
yab nə̂
ɓəring-nin
daa,
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some 1PL.EXCL.SBJ get-up.PL-1PL.EXCL.SBJ up
gun
di
kaw yə̂r dara nare
di
ba ɓəring
daa kal-əw
person DEF also see COMP people DEF SUB get-up.PL up let-3SG.M.OBJ

wama di
bam, mwom da an̰ji
kaw so
daa me ca.
food DEF away then
3SG.M.SBJ also get.up up and also
Some of us got up. The person saw that people got up and left him with the food.
(After he finished eating), he also got up.

S44

Mwom da, jara-nin
gə
mən gər-a
way-a-nin
then
friend-1PL.EXCL.SBJ CONN.M one arrive-PST say-PST-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
da,
gun
gə
ta
di
da ba
COMP person CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF TOP indirect.discourse
ꞌwocn̰-w=e
managə
ciri
dwar̰-lə̂
ba
understand-3SG.M.OBJ=INTS the.place.of village inside-LOC indirect.discourse

i gun
gə də-w
ba lade bə̂də̂.
be person REL head-3SG.M.POSS SUB good NEG
Then, one of our friends arrived and said to us that about this man they know him in
the village and that he is a person with a sick head.

S45

An̰ji
ba so
daa kal-nin
wama di
dodə̂ me da ba
3SG.M.SBJ SUB get.up up let-1PL.EXCL.OBJ food DEF below and SUB SUB
me da, nə̂
cwar-a-nin
hara wom wama di
and SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ come.back-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ go eat food DEF

gə
kwana-nin
ɓag
sən̰.
with friend.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS before still
When he got up and left us food, we returned and went and ate the food with our
friends again.

S46

Managə gə
geche nin
di
gər-a,
nə̂
when
CONN.M big 1PL.EXCL.POSS DEF arrive-PST 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
u-nin
gwale di, nə̂
way-əw-nin
da,
take-1PL.EXCL.SBJ word DEF 1PL.EXCL.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB
an̰ji
pi
baya.
3SG.M.SBJ take.away laugh
When our boss returned, we talked (with him). When we told him, he laughed.
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S47

Nenin
kaw nə̂
bo-nin
baya me.
1PL.EXCL.EMPH also 1PL.EXCL.SBJ pour-1PL.EXCL.SBJ laugh and
We ourselves also started to laugh.

S48

Nə̂
way-nin,
"Laba da,
dee
i-nə̂-m made da,
1PL.EXCL.SBJ say-1PL.EXCL.SBJ today PART contrary.to.fact be-IR-? death SUB
dee
nə̂
mar-i-nin
bam
tarə-w-ə̂.
contrary.to.fact 1PL.EXCL.SBJ die-?-1PL.EXCL.SBJ totally back-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
We said, "Today, it was like we were with death. It was like we left death behind us."

S49

Ded
gə
aji-bə-nin
ꞌyə-nin=ne
me
contrary.to.fact 3PL.SBJ slaughter-PL-1PL.EXCL.OBJ kill-1PL.EXCL.OBJ=INTS and
i na
mo?"
be which Q
If he had beat us, would he not have killed us?

S50

Managə nə̂
al-nin
giyə̂ ꞌyen̰ ꞌyen̰ bam
pad da,
when
1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ work finish finish totally all SUB
gə
lay-nin
dara
cwar-a
hara ulay Njamena
3PL.SBJ collect-1PL.EXCL.OBJ so.that return-NOM go home N'Djamena
bi.
a.second.time
When the work had all finished, they collected us to return, to go home to N'djamena
again.

S51

Nə̂
wada-nin
da, nə̂
gər-a-nin
1PL.EXCL.SBJ run-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ

wal-nin
managə
jirang-ə̂.
spend.the.night-1PL.EXCL.SBJ the.place.of crossroad-LOC
When we went along, we arrived and spent the night at the crossroads.

S52

Managə
ta
di, mãr̰ĩ chi
ꞌwo.
the.place.of DEM.DIST DEF sky come.down rain
Then, it rained.

S53

Kulə gə
nenin
hara bwa-a
dədə̂-nin
ilə̂
bə̂də̂.
hut CONN.M 1PL.EXCL.EMPH go pour-PST head-1PL.EXCL.SBJ there.is NEG
There wasn't even a hut for us to go and lay our heads.

S54

Mãr̰ĩ gob-nin
mana wal
bam
dədə̂-nin-ə̂.
sky beat-1PL.EXCL.OBJ place appear totally head-1PL.EXCL.POSS-LOC
The rain beat down. Day appeared to us.
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S55

Dəsa al-nin.
cold make-1PL.EXCL.OBJ
We were very cold.

S56

Duwa də
nenin
ꞌywa-a
ja
gə
sədə̂-nin
fire
CONN.F 1PL.EXCL.EMPH find-NOM next.to CONN.M body-1PL.EXCL.POSS
ilə̂
bə̂də̂.
there.is NEG
There was not a fire next to which we ourselves could be. (We didn't have a fire to
warm ourselves.)

S57

Chopər
duwa
da ꞌwo
wa wal-a
managə
kərə̂
chauffeur 3SG.M.POSS TOP go+PST run spend.the.night-PST the.place.of home
Bol.
Bol
As for the chauffeur, he had gone and spent the night at home in Bol.

S58

An̰ji
gand-a
gə
jomni,
gər-a
ꞌyo-nin
daa.
3SG.M.SBJ come.out-PST during morning arrive-PST find-1PL.EXCL.OBJ there
He returned in the morning. Having arrived, (he) he found us there.

S59

Nenin
nə̂
yab da, dəsa gabdə-nin
bam.
1PL.EXCL.EMPH CONN.PL some TOP cold weaken.strength-1PL.EXCL.OBJ totally
Some of us, the cold had weakened us.

S60

Chopər
gər-a
way-a-nin
da,
ba
chauffeur arrive-PST say-PST-1PL.EXCL.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse
nə̂
ɗar̰-a-nin
sədə̂-nin
ba
1PL.SBJ.EXCL mend-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ body-1PL.EXCL.POSS indirect.discourse

nə̂
ha-nin=e.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ=INTS
The chauffeur arrived and told us that we should prepare ourselves and that we would
go.

S61

Nare
nə̂
yab gagə
gandə-w
ba
gə
wor
people CONN.PL some discuss with-3SG.M.OBJ indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ stay
ba
gə
woni
duwa me i na
mo?
indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ light.and.stay.next.to.fire fire and be which Q
Some people talked with him (and asked) if they could stay, light a fire and warm up
next to it.
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S62

Chopər
way da
dam-a
gaba
wunə̂
duwa da,
chauffeur say COMP stay-NOM the.one.who light.and.stay.next.to.fire fire TOP
bərmə̂ ba
ilə̂
bə̂də̂.
road indirect.discourse there.is NEG
The driver said about staying to light a fire, he did not give us permission.

S63

Ba
nə̂
ha-nin=e.
indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ=INTS
And that we should go.

S64

An̰ji
lay-nin,
nə̂
wada-nin
da,
3SG.M.SBJ collect-1PL.EXCL.OBJ 1PL.EXCL.SBJ run-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB
nə̂
wada-nin
nimi dədə̂-gə-lə̂
bər̰in̰,
jusga
1PL.EXCL.SBJ run-1PL.EXCL.SBJ water on-3PL.POSS-LOC completely until

nə̂
chə-nin
nəm
ulay Njamena.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ come.down-1PL.EXCL.SBJ with.3 home N'Djamena
He collected us, and as we went, we went totally on water until we arrived/came down
with him at home in N'Djamena.

S65

Managə nə̂
gər-a-nin
Njamena
da, geche
when
1PL.EXCL.SBJ arrive-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ N'Djamena SUB big
nin
gə
ɓag
gə
direktər di
nem
1PL.EXCL.POSS CONN.M before CONN.M director DEF can
ꞌya-a-nin
gursu nin
kalang bə̂də̂.
give-NOM-1PL.EXCL.OBJ money 1PL.EXCL.POSS quickly NEG
When we arrived in N'Djamena, the boss from before, the director, could not give us
our money quickly.

S66

Nə̂
wal-nin
al
duru
mən.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ stay-1PL.EXCL.SBJ make month one
We spent one month (in N'djamena).

S67

Nə̂
kanj-nin
duru
gə
ɗang dara
ꞌyan̰ ꞌyan̰.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ look.for-1PL.EXCL.SBJ month CONN.M other so.that finish finish
We waited for the next month to finish.

S68

Managə
ta
lə̂
mwom da, gə
gər-a
ꞌya-w
gursu
the.place.of DEM.DIST LOC then
3PL.SBJ arrive-PST give-3SG.M.OBJ money
di
bãk-lə̂.
DEF bank-LOC
Later, they managed to give him the money at the bank.
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S69

Nə̂
gər-a;
an̰ji
ꞌwag-a-nin
da, nə̂
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST 3SG.M.SBJ call-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
gər-a-nin
da, i wii kaw dəm ha managə
biyro-wə̂,
arrive-PST-1PL.EXCL.SBJ SUB be who also go.in go the.place.of office-LOC
gə
asə-w
gursu duwa
ꞌya-w
me ha mana
3PL.SBJ put-3SG.M.OBJ money 3SG.M.POSS give-3SG.M.OBJ and go place

duwa
gə
dərə̂-w
ur.
3SG.M.POSS CONN.M eye.PL-3SG.M.POSS want
I arrived. When he (the boss) called us, and when we arrived, one by one we went into
his office. They put the money, they gave it so that each one could go where he (lit.
his eyes) wanted.

S70

Managə
ta
lə̂
da, nə̂
swa-a
gə
swa-a
daa,
the.place.of DEM.DIST LOC TOP 1SG.SBJ get.up-PST CONN.M get.up-PST up
nə̂
way-əw
aba-n
di, nə̂
way da,
"Əndi
1SG.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ father-1SG.POSS DEF 1SG.SBJ say COMP 1SG.EMPH
da, laba da
nə̂
wal
bə̂də̂."
TOP today PART 1SG.SBJ spend.the.night NEG
After that, I got up, and I said to my uncle, I said, "Today, as for me, I am not going to
spend the night."

S71

An̰ji
wayə-n
da
ba
i man me ba
3SG.M.SBJ say-1SG.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse be how and indirect.discourse
nə̂
wal
bə̂də̂ mo?
1SG.SBJ spend.the.night NEG Q
He asked me how it was that I wouldn't spend the night.

S72

Nə̂
way, "Laba da,
nə̂
ha i
ulay."
1SG.SBJ say today PART 1SG.SBJ go FOC home
I said, "Today, I'm going home."

S73

Ba
nə̂
ꞌywa-a
gursu ni
dI
mo?
indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ find-PST money 1SG.POSS DEF Q
(He asked) if I had received my money.

S74

Nə̂
way-əw,
"Nə̂
ꞌywa-a
gursu ni
di
me
1SG.SBJ say-3SG.M.POSS 1SG.SBJ receive-PST money 1SG.POSS DEF and
nə̂
ha=le
darana giyə̂ ni
ilə̂
tarə-n-ə̂.
1SG.SBJ go=INTS because work 1SG.POSS there.is back-1SG.POSS-LOC
I said, "I received my money and I'm going because this job is behind me.
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S75

Dusə-n
yi
bə̂də̂.
heart-1SG.POSS seize NEG
I can't stand (N'djamena) any more.

S76

Nə̂
so,
gər-a
sugu-lə̂,
nə̂
kanj-bə
sabən ni
me
1SG.SBJ get.up arrive-PST market-LOC 1SG.SBJ look.for-PL soap 1SG.POSS and
barge ni
gə
sə-n
me nə̂
kanjə
clothes 1SG.POSS CONN.M body-1SG.POSS and 1SG.SBJ look.for
dənda-n
barge de
me gəbande nə̂
gədra-gə
me.
children-1SG.POSS clothes like.that and shoes
CONN.PL foot-3PL.POSS and
I got up and went to the market. I looked for my soap and my own clothes. I looked
for clothes and shoes for my children.

S77

Nə̂
so,
nə̂
gər
lay.
1SG.SBJ get.up 1SG.SBJ arrive collect
I got up and I arrived and collected (my things).

S78

Nə̂
gwi
Kelo.
1SG.SBJ arrive Kelo
I arrived in Kelo.

S79

Kelo da, nə̂
u
kəlando, pədə
ni
ɓəring
gaba
hara
Kelo TOP 1SG.SBJ take moto.taxi pass.by 1SG.POSS get-up.PL the.one.who go

wal
Lay.
spend.the.night Lai
From Kelo, I took a motorcycle taxi. My journey continued until I arrived to spend the
night in Lai.

S80

Nə̂
gər
Lay da, nə̂
wal
də-də
ɗang.
1SG.SBJ arrive Lai SUB 1SG.SBJ spend.the.night head-3SG.F.OBJ other
When I arrived in Lai, I spent another night (there).

S81

Də-n
mən mwom da, jan mache ilə̂.
head-1SG.POSS one then
my.friend there.is
One day later, my friend was there.
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S82

Nə̂
wayə-w
me an̰ji
wayə-n
da
ba
1SG.SBJ say-3SG.M.OBJ and 3SG.M.SBJ say-1SG.OBJ COMP indirect.discourse
nə̂
ꞌya-na-w
gursu ba
a
kəl-gə
swani
1SG.SBJ give-IR-3SG.M.OBJ money indirect.discourse 3SG.M buy-3PL.OBJ oil
me da, ba
a
bo
moto
wal-ə̂
me
and SUB indirect.discourse 3SG.M pour motorcycle spend.the.night-LOC and
da, ba
a
u-n
ba
nə̂
SUB indirect.discourse 3SG.M take-1SG.OBJ indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ
ha-nin
ulay di.
go-1PL.EXCL.SBJ home DEF
I told him and he told me that if I would give him money, he would buy gas and pour
it in his motorcycle. We would spent the night. Then he would take me and we
would go home.

S83

Managə
ta
di
lə̂
mwom da, nə̂
ꞌya-w
gursu di
the.place.of DEM.DIST DEF LOC then
1SG.SBJ give-3SG.M.OBJ money DEF
me, an̰ji
bo
gə
swani moto-lə̂
me u-n
and 3SG.M.SBJ pour CONN.M oil
motorcycle-LOC and take-1SG.OBJ
nə̂
gər
nəm
ulay.
1SG.SBJ arrive with.3 home
So, then, I gave him money, and he poured the gas in his motorcycle. He took me, and
I arrived with him at home.

S84

Managə nə̂
gər
ulay da, giyə̂ ni
gə
gere da, gə
when
1SG.SBJ arrive home SUB work 1SG.POSS CONN.M rice TOP 3PL.SBJ
yigə-n
bam, me daga da ilə̂
gə
sə-w
cultivate-1SG.OBJ totally and field TOP there.is CONN.M body-3SG.M.POSS
duwa.
3SG.M.POSS
When I arrived home, about my rice work, they had done it for me, and my field itself
was there (it was prepared and planted).

S85

Nə̂
gər
na
pədə
hara bam mani gə
yiga
gə
1SG.SBJ arrive which pass.by go bush things CONN.M cultivate CONN.M
gere-yə̂.
rice-LOC
I arrived and passed out into the bush, with my things for rice cultivation.
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S86

Nə̂
pi
gere ni
gəndə-də
bam
me nə̂
pompe daga
1SG.SBJ weed rice 1SG.POSS buttock-3SG.F.OBJ totally and 1SG.SBJ pomp field
ni
bam
me.
1SG.POSS totally and
I weeded my rice from the roots, and I pumped (insecticides) on my field.

S87

Managə ba nə̂
pompe daga ni
ꞌyen da, Əmili ɗeyrə-w
when
SUB 1SG.SBJ pomp field 1SG.POSS finish SUB Emily send-3SG.M.OBJ
Kən̰gə ba
nə̂
i-nə̂ labiya da ba
nə̂
Kən̰gə indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ be-IR peace SUB indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ
saw-na-də
managə
reso-wə̂
mana gaba
ꞌwaga-lə̂
cut-IR-3SG.F.OBJ the.place.of network-LOC place the.one.who call-LOC
ta
di.
DEM.DIST DEF
When I had finished pumping my field, Emily sent Kenygue (to say that) if I were well,
I should meet her at the network, at the place for calling.

S88

Nə̂
gwi
me nə̂
gər-a
ꞌwag-a-də,
nə̂
1SG.SBJ arrive and 1SG.SBJ arrive-PST call-PST-3SG.F.OBJ 1SG.SBJ
ꞌyo-də,
mwom da, tandi
wayə-n
da,
giyə̂ gaba
find-3SG.F.OBJ then
3SG.F.SBJ say-1SG.OBJ COMP work the.one.who

al-a
ba
ilə̂
managə
Njamena.
make-NOM indirect.discourse there.is the.place.of N'Djamena
I arrived and called her. I found her. Then, she told me that there was work to do in
N'Djamena.

S89

Ba
nə̂
swa-na-y
ha=ne
ba
nə̂
indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ get.up-IR-? go=INTS indirect.discourse 1PL.EXCL.SBJ
al-nin
giyə̂ gaba
duru
mən me ba
make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ work the.one.who month one and indirect.discourse

nə̂
cwar-na.
1SG.SBJ come.back-IR
(She told me) that if I came up, that we would work a month and then I would return.

S90

I ta
di
me nə̂
swa-a
cwar-a
yal-a
nəm
be DEM.DIST DEF and 1SG.SBJ get.up-PST come.back-PST arrive-PST with.3

Njamena
bi.
N'Djamena a.second.time
That's how I come up back and arrived in N'djamena a second time.
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S91

Bə̂də̂ da, dee
nə̂
neam-a hara Njamena
bə̂də̂.
NEG SUB contrary.to.fact 1SG.SBJ can-PST go N'Djamena NEG
If she hadn't asked, I would not have come to N'djamena.

S92

Ta
di
bas i məjə̂ni ni
dənə̂
swa-a
ulay
DEM.DIST DEF only be trip
1SG.POSS CONN.F.POSS get.up-PST home
nə̂
gər-a
Njamena
ka.
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST N'Djamena here
That is the story of my trip, of how I left from home and arrived here in N'Djamena.

S93

Nə̂
pədə
ꞌwo
tulə də
Bol-lə̂,
nə̂
cwar-a,
nə̂
1SG.SBJ pass.by go+PST side CONN.F Bol-LOC 1SG.SBJ return-PST 1SG.SBJ
ꞌwo
ulay, nə̂
al-a
duru
mən me nə̂
cwar-a
go+PST home 1SG.SBJ make-PST month one and 1SG.SBJ return-PST
yal-a
ka
dara
al-a
giyə̂ gə
ɗang nin
arrive-PST here so.that make-NOM work CONN.M other 1PL.EXCL.POSS
gə
Əmili ka.
CONN.M Emily here
I went close to Bol. I returned. I went home. I spent a month, and I returned and
arrived here to work again together with Emily.

S94

Ta
di
bas i maana
dənə̂
bii
gə
ꞌya-gə
DEM.DIST DEF only be true.story CONN.F.POSS language CONN.M give-3PL.OBJ
gə
dway-na ga-n
me nə̂
al-nin
gə
3PL.SBJ hear-IR with-1SG.OBJ and 1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ CONN.M

giyə̂-lə̂
dii-yə̂.
work-LOC head-LOC
This is the story in my language which I give to them (so that) they might hear me,
and we worked on it.
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APPENDIX E
This text was recorded in May 2018 in my compound. The speaker is Worgue Martin.
Born in Walwa, Worgue has primarily lived in Doumougou as an adult. He was about 50
years of age at the time of the recording. He completed primary school, but he is also
trained as a Catholic catechist and had some additional education in French at that time.
He is translator, but he also continues to cultivate his fields.
The text was transcribed with the help of Acyle Felix in October 2018 and checked
by Worgue Martin in December 2018.
For additional information, see 1.6.

S1

Maana by Worgue Martin

Tanga
cindi
labaa aliya sər, chə̂-n
gər-a
urə-n
in.the.past last.year or
year two brother-1SG.POSS arrive-PST ask-1SG.OBJ
da,
suri ni
ba
i pə̂gin̰ da, ba
COMP plow 1SG.POSS indirect.discourse be free SUB indirect.discourse
nə̂
ha-na-w
nəm
me, labje ba
ilə̂
da
1SG.SBJ go-IR-3SG.M.POSS with.3 and ox.PL indirect.discourse there.is SUB
ba
nə̂
yig-na
nəm
me, an̰ju
kaw
indirect.discourse 1SG.SBJ cultivate-IR with.3 and 3SG.M also

ba
yigə
nəm
me.
indirect.discourse cultivate with.3 and
Before, last year or two years ago, my brother came and asked me if my plow were free
and if I would come with it. (If I would come), his oxen were there; I could farm
with them, and then he would farm with it (my plow).
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S2

Nə̂
gər
ərəm yande
da
gə
dawa də
pagare, nə̂
u
1SG.SBJ arrive think like.that PART during sun CONN.F 1/2 pm 1SG.SBJ take
me nə̂
ma
managə
belo ni
tarə-w-ə̂.
and 1SG.SBJ tie up the.place.of bike 1SG.POSS back-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
I left, thinking like that, when the sun was a little after its high point. I took (the
plow), and I tied it up behind, to my bike.

S3

Nə̂
wa, ba nə̂
gwi
ib
managə
bulə̂w
gaba
1SG.SBJ run SUB 1SG.SBJ arrive close the.place.of in.the.middle the.one.who
gand-a
gay-ə̂
yande
da,
jusga
yande
dumbu
come.out-NOM sacred.space-LOC like.that there all.of.a.sudden like.that bee

gand-a.
come.out-PST
I was going along when I arrived close to the place in the middle (between the village
and the sacred place), which comes out on the sacred place. Then, just like that,
bees came out.

S4

Swa-a
dəra,
gə
swa-a
da, i gubu-lə̂
swa-a
i
get.up-NOM 3F.SG.POSS CONN.M get.up-PST TOP be hole-LOC get.up-PST be
wee
kaw, nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
bə̂də̂.
where also 1SG.SBJ understand NEG
How they swarmed, and from where they swarmed, also if it were from a hole, I don't
know.

S5

Mwomr̰ər də-n-ə̂
ɗang.
cover
head-1SG.POSS-LOC again
They completely covered my head.

S6

Nə̂
yə̂r ya ta
de
da, nə̂
ꞌyo bərmə̂ bə̂də̂, nə̂
1SG.SBJ see as DEM.DIST like.that SUB 1SG.SBJ find road NEG 1SG.SBJ
wanji
belo alə-w
bam
me, nə̂
gur
gə
gidi.
totter.and.fall bike make-3SG.M.OBJ totally and 1SG.SBJ courir with speed
When I saw what it was like (when I found myself in that situation), I couldn't find the
road; I tottered and fell; my bike fell away, and I started to run quickly.

S7

Nə̂
ərəm dara tandi
ba
hara managə
chanan-ə̂ da,
1SG.SBJ think COMP 3SG.F.SBJ COMP go the.place.of nose-LOC SUB

ba
ha-na chana-m-ə̂
da ba
ꞌyə-m
me.
indirect.discourse go-IR nose-2SG.M.POSS-LOC SUB COMP kill-2SG.M.OBJ and
I thought that the bees were going to go in my nose, (They say that) if (bees) go in
your nose, they kill you.
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S8

Mwom da, nə̂
n̰ir̰ə
chemis.
then
1SG.SBJ take.off shirt
Then, I took off my shirt.

S9

Nə̂
legər chanra-n
daa me bə-n
daa me, nə̂
kal
1SG.SBJ wrap nose-1SG.POSS up and mouth-1SG.POSS up and 1SG.SBJ let
cəngən
me də-n
me pad pə̂gin̰ da, tandi
way
shoulder.blade and head-1SG.POSS and all free SUB 3SG.F.SBJ say
ba
Mãr̰ĩ ba
ꞌya-də=le
ɗəm.
indirect.discourse God indirect.discourse give-3SG.F.OBJ=INTS already
I wrapped my nose and my mouth up. When (since) I had left my shoulders and my
head all free, the bees said (to themselves) that God had already given (me) to them.

S10

Al
giyə̂ dəra
gə
dusə-də
ur.
make work 3F.SG.POSS CONN.M heart-3SG.F.POSS like
She (they-the bees) did her (their) work as she (they) wanted. (His whole back was
free and she (they) could sting him as much as she (they) wanted.)

S11

Nə̂
wa bəraa,
nə̂
gər-a
sərin̰-n̰ara əndar-a managə
1SG.SBJ run for.a.long.time 1SG.SBJ arrive-PST ??
fall-PST the.place.of
bərmə̂-lə.̂
road-LOC
I ran for a longtime. Then, I tripped and fell in the road. (He was going back to
Doumougou where he lived.)

S12

Tandi
ɗwey
də-n
da, nə̂
habdə
dodə̂
3SG.F.SBJ surpass head-1SG.POSS SUB 1SG.SBJ roll.on.the.ground below
ta
di.
DEM.DIST DEF
When they went past my head, I rolled on the ground.

S13

Gursu ni
sag
mwaj dii
dunasər ilə̂
managə
poch-lə̂.
money 1SG.POSS thousand ten head eight
there.is the.place.of pocket-LOC
My money, 18,000cfa, was in my pocket.

S14

Nə̂
hurə̂-də
di
managə
enbelop-lə̂.
1SG.SBJ put.on-3SG.F.OBJ DEF the.place.of envelope-LOC
I had put it in an envelope.
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S15

Nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
dara gursu ba
əndər bam bə̂də̂ me nə̂
nəm
1SG.SBJ understand COMP money COMP fall
away NEG and 1SG.SBJ forget
dara gursu ba i lə̂
poch-lə̂
di
kaw bə̂də̂ me, nə̂
nəm
COMP money SUB be LOC pocket-LOC DEF also NEG and 1SG.SBJ forget
bam
me ca.
totally and also
I didn't know that the money would fall out and that I would forget the money in my
pocket. I completely forgot (it).

S16

Nə̂
wada bəraa
nə̂
dəmdar daa, nə̂
gand-a
1SG.SBJ run for.a.long.time 1SG.SBJ not.see up 1SG.SBJ enter-PST
managə
ciri-yə̂,
gə
lay
duwa me, gə
chebə,
the.place.of village-LOC 3PL.SBJ collect fire and 3PL.SBJ tear.apart
lim
bajaw me gə
wa saw-gə
dərə̂n
daa,
tree (type of) leaf
and 3PL.SBJ run cut-3PL.OBJ eye.PL-1SG.POSS up
gə
gər-a
gwasa-n.
3PL.SBJ arrive-NOM smoke-1SG.OBJ
I ran for a long time. I didn't see. I entered a village (Doumougou). They took fire and
pulled the leaves/branches off of the lim tree, and they ran after me. They arrived
and smoked me (made smoke to get the bees off of me).

S17

Dumbu di
yə̂r i ya ta
de
da, cəgdə bam.
bee
DEF see be as DEM.DIST like.that SUB scatter totally
When the bees saw that it was like that, they scattered.

S18

Managə
ta
di
lə̂
da,
deyana-də
lagda managə
the.place.of DEM.DIST DEF LOC PART stinger-3SG.F.OBJ stick the.place.of
də-n-ə̂
me tarə-n-ə̂
me.
head-1SG.POSS-LOC and back-1SG.POSS-LOC and
At that time, her (the bees', their) stingers stuck to my head and my back.

S19

Gə
neyem gaba
piy-ə̂
bə̂də̂, gə
codə=le
gə
3PL.SBJ can
the.one.who take.away-NOM NEG 3PL.SBJ scratch=INTS with
mani kãw
kãw
kãw
me gə
piyə-n
things IDEO.gratter IDEO.gratter IDEO.gratter and 3PL.SBJ take.away-1SG.OBJ
nəm.
with.3
They could not take away (the stingers). They scratched me with things. They were
scratching me with it (a bit of wood).
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S20

Nə̂
yə̂r ya ta
de
da, nə̂
hara gər-a
dam managə
1SG.SBJ see as DEM.DIST like.that SUB 1SG.SBJ go arrive-NOM stay when

ulay ɓam-ə̂,
angal ni
chi
dodə̂ da, nə̂
cwor.
home moment-LOC spirit 1SG.POSS come.down below SUB 1SG.SBJ come.back
When I saw what was going on, I went and arrived and stayed at my house for a bit.
When my spirit had settled down, I returned.

S21

Nə̂
way, "Ka da, tandi
ha yala=le
ɗəm
da, nə̂
ha
1SG.SBJ say here TOP 3SG.F.SBJ go arrive=INTS already SUB 1SG.SBJ go
ꞌwo belo ni
daa me nə̂
ha."
take bike 1SG.POSS up and 1SG.SBJ go
I said, "Now that the bees will have left, I'll go take my bike and go."

S22

Nə̂
ha=le
com
ba nə̂
gwi
da, dumbu mwomr̰arə-lə̂
1SG.SBJ go=INTS continue SUB 1SG.SBJ arrive SUB bee
cover-LOC
managə
belo-wə̂
di
bi,
ba də
ɓərin̰
the.place.of bike-LOC DEF a.second.time SUB 3SG.F.SBJ get-up.PL

ꞌyo-n
da, nə̂
gur-ə̂
gə
gidi
di
bi.
find-1SG.OBJ SUB 1SG.SBJ courir-EPEN with speed DEF a.second.time
When I went along and I arrived (at my bike), the bees had covered my bike again.
They got up and found me, so I ran fast a second time.

S23

Nə̂
wada, hara ulay.
1SG.SBJ run
go home
I ran and went home.

S24

Nə̂
gər-a
dam bəraa
dawa ba də
ꞌya
dodə̂ praam.
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST stay for.a.long.time sun SUB 3SG.F.SBJ sleep below just
I arrived and stayed a long time, until the sun was just set.

S25

Mwom da, nə̂
cwor
ba nə̂
gwi
ta
di
da, dumbu
then
1SG.SBJ come.back SUB 1SG.SBJ arrive DEM.DIST DEF SUB bee
wor-ə̂.
stay-EPEN
Then, I returned. When I arrived, the bees were still there.

S26

Nə̂
yə̂r ya ta
de
da.
1SG.SBJ see as DEM.DIST like.that SUB
When I saw what it was like (found myself in that situation),
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S27

Ə̂rə̂ nə̂
lay
gumaj gə
ɗang, nə̂
ɓam gə
then 1SG.SBJ collect shirt CONN.M other 1SG.SBJ join CONN.M
ja-w
gə
pii
di, nə̂
legər gə
friend-3SG.M.POSS CONN.M before DEF 1SG.SBJ wrap CONN.M
də-n
daa, me nə̂
hurə
chana-n
daa me.
head-1SG.POSS up and 1SG.SBJ get.dressed nose-1SG.POSS up and
(after I had returned home,) I took another shirt and joined it with the first shirt. I
wrapped it around my head, and I put it around my nose.

S28

Nə̂
cabə belo di
dodə̂ ta
di, nə̂
gur
gə
gidi
əjə
1SG.SBJ seize bike DEF below DEM.DIST DEF 1SG.SBJ courir with speed go
managə
bərmə̂ gaba
ciri
də nə̂
ur
ba
nə̂
the.place.of road the.one.who compound REL 1SG.SBJ want COMP 1SG.SBJ

ha-lə̂
managə
N̰ irəngə
di.
go-LOC the.place.of Nirengue (village) DEF
I took my bike from below, and I started running quickly, going on the road to the
village that I wanted to go to, Nirengue.

S29

Mwom da, gay
ta
di, mana dərə̂-n-ə̂
ta
then
sacred.space DEM.DIST DEF place eye.PL-1SG.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST
di
ya ba i dumbu pad de,
nə̂
yə̂r ta
di, hurə
DEF as SUB be bee
all like.that 1SG.SBJ see DEM.DIST DEF push
gə
nə̂
wa bəraa
ba nə̂
kal gay
bam
CONN.M 1SG.SBJ run for.a.long.time SUB 1SG.SBJ let sacred.space totally
tarə-n,
nə̂
nagə dara
hara
back-1SG.POSS 1SG.SBJ go.up so.that go
Hayagə
da, dumbu cagd-a
bam.
Hayague (a place behind the sacred place) SUB bee
scatter-PST totally
Then, at the sacred place, it was like there were only bees in front of me (The bees
weren't really all there, but he was afraid of them. It was like they were all around
him). I saw what it was like. I pushed my bike. I ran for a long time until I left the
sacred place completely behind me. When I had gone up to Hayague (a place behind
the sacred space), the bees had left completely.
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S30

Managə ba də
cagd-a
cwar-a
yal-a
mwom da, nə̂
when
SUB 3SG.F.SBJ scatter-PST come.back-PST arrive-PST then
1SG.SBJ
surə̂-r
com,
nə̂
gwi
ib
gə
Ɓorsə da, ɗwey
dwana
pull-REFL continue 1SG.SBJ arrive close CONN.M Borseu SUB surpass power
ni.
1SG.POSS
When they had scattered, returned and arrived (in their hive), I continued, and
arriving close to Borseu, (the bees) has exhausted my strength.

S31

Nə̂
gər-a
kanj-a
nimi managə
bərmə̂ dalaw-ə̂
yande,
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST look.for-INF water the.place.of road inside-LOC like.that
nə̂
wii
bam
me nə̂
sawa-r,
nə̂
i dodə̂ bəraa
1SG.SBJ wash totally and 1SG.SBJ rest-REFL 1SG.SBJ be below for.a.long.time
angal ni
chə̂
dodə̂ me nə̂
so.
spirit 1SG.POSS come.down below and 1SG.SBJ get.up
I arrived, and I looked for water on the road. Like that, I washed and rested. I laid
down until my spirit had calmed down. Then, I got up.

S32

Nə̂
gwi
managə
N̰ irəngə
da, dawa ɗwondə bam.
1SG.SBJ arrive the.place.of Nirengue (village) SUB sun sink.in totally
When I arrived at Nirengue, the sun had set completely.

S33

Gə
əmən ba nə̂
wal-na
i dodə̂, sə-n
di
3PL.SBJ stop SUB 1SG.SBJ spend.the.night-IR be below body-1SG.POSS DEF
ba alə-n
nan̰e kaw, nə̂
gən̰ə bam, nə̂
ꞌwo
belo
SUB hurt-1SG.OBJ very also 1SG.SBJ detest totally 1SG.SBJ go+PST bike
ni,
nə̂
wada, nə̂
hara ulay.
1SG.POSS 1SG.SBJ run
1SG.SBJ go home
(He turned over the plow.) They stopped me to make me spend the night and lay
down. My body really hurt, but I refused. I took my bike, and I rode to go home.

S34

Nə̂
gər-a
i dodə̂ bəraa
mana ib
dara jara wala
1SG.SBJ arrive-PST be below for.a.long.time place close for dawn appear

bam.
totally
I arrived. I laid down until it was almost the time when dawn appears.

S35

Mwom da, ta
da
yal-a
ɗwey
də-n
ɗəm.
then
DEM.DIST PART arrive-NOM surpass head-1SG.POSS already
(When he arrived), the journey had completely surpassed him (tired him out).
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S36

Nə̂
ilə̂
kulə gə
jomni
bəraa dawa ɗowndən kulə kaw, nare
1SG.SBJ there.is hut with morning until sun sink.in hut also people
ꞌwocn̰
dara əndi
ba
nə̂
ilə̂
kulə di
bə̂də̂.
understand COMP 1SG.EMPH COMP 1SG.SBJ there.is hut DEF NEG
I was in the my hut from the morning until the sun went down. That hut, people didn't
know that I was in the hut.

S37

I dwe ha=le
ba də
pədə
me kulə ni
be child go=INTS SUB 3SG.F.SBJ pass.by and hut 1SG.POSS
bə-w
ba i pə̂gin̰ da, "I na
me ba tin̰yən bam
mo?"
mouth-3SG.M.POSS SUB be open SUB be what and SUB open totally Q
It was a child walking along, when she was passing by my hut's door, which was open,
(who asked), "It is how (lit. 'what') that (the door) is wide open ?"

S38

Ba də
gwi
da, yə̂rə-n
nə̂
ilə̂
ꞌya-lə̂.
SUB 3SG.F.SBJ arrive SUB see-1SG.OBJ 1SG.SBJ PROG sleep-LOC
When she came, she saw that I was laying down.

S39

Dərə̂-n
ta
di
sodə-bə daa pad gə
sə-n
eye.PL-1SG.POSS DEM.DIST DEF swell-PL up all CONN.M body1SG.POSS

ta
di
so-\də-bə nan̰ə.
DEM.DIST DEF swell-PL many
My eyes were swelled completely. My body had swelled up all over.

S40

Tandi
yə̂rə-n
da, al-də
lan̰a ba
i gun
me ba
3SG.F.SBJ see-1SG.OBJ SUB make-3SG.F.OBJ fear COMP be person and COMP

ꞌywa-a-n
me ba
gwab-a-n=e.
find-PST-1SG.OBJ and COMP beat-PST-1SG.OBJ=INTS
She saw me and she was afraid that someone had found me and beaten me.

S41

Ba də
yə̂r ya ta
de
da, nə̂
way-də,
"I
SUB 3SG.F.SBJ see as DEM.DIST like.that SUB 1SG.SBJ say-3SG.F.OBJ be
gun
me gwab-a-n
bə̂də̂.
person and beat-PST-1SG.OBJ NEG
When she saw me like that, I told her, "It isn't that someone beat me.

S42

I dumbu bas ɗwagdə-n
tandi."
be bee
only sting-1SG.OBJ 3SG.F.EMPH
It was the bee alone who stung me."
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S43

Managə ta
di
lə̂
da,
nare
nan̰ə ꞌya-gə
ərmə̂,
Ɗeyna
when
DEM.DIST DEF LOC PART people many give-3PL.OBJ thoughts maybe
ba
i ja-n
gə
gun
me, ba
indirect.discourse be friend-1SG.POSS CONN.M person and indirect.discourse
gə
gədən
dumbu me, ba
ɗwagd-a-n
nəm
labaa
CONN.M become bee
and indirect.discourse sting-PST-1SG.OBJ with.3 or
mani dəra
gə
ba
swa-a-lə̂
di
ba
things 3F.SG.POSS CONN.M indirect.discourse get.up-PST-LOC DEF COMP
i
wee
mo?
indirect.discourse where Q
At that time, many people puzzled saying that maybe some person, that he became
bees and that he had stung me. If not, where had the hive/swarm come from?

S44

Me nə̂
way, "I ja-n
gə
gun
bə̂də̂ me i-na bə̂də̂ me
and 1SG.SBJ say be friend-1SG.POSS CONN.M person NEG and be-IR NEG and
mani nə̂
gandə
də-n-ə̂
ta
di, nə̂
things CONN.PL come.out head-1SG.POSS-LOC DEM.DIST DEF 1SG.SBJ
ꞌwocn̰
bə̂də̂.
understand NEG
But I said, "It wasn't anyone, and if it were not, I didn't know the place from which
they came out on me.
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S45

Ta
de
i nem dam=ne
managə
gormə-lə̂ labaa kugərə̂
DEM.DIST like.that be can stay=INTS the.place.of hole-LOC or
hole.in.tree
me nə̂
ha-na ba nə̂
piy-nə̂-də=le
gə
duwa
and 1SG.SBJ go-IR SUB 1SG.SBJ take.away-IR-3SG.F.OBJ=INTS with fire
əsə-nə̂
me jwor=ne
nəm
də-n-ə̂
da, ta
divide-IR and fall.together=INTS with.3 head-1SG.POSS-LOC SUB DEM.DIST
di
nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
me i bərmə̂ dalawə̂ yande
me gand-a
DEF 1SG.SBJ understand and be road in
like.that and come.out-PST
ꞌyo-n
jusgə
me mani nə̂
alal
ta
di
find-1SG.OBJ suddenly and things CONN.PL happen DEM.DIST DEF

gəndə̂-gə
kaw nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
bə̂də̂ me."
origin-3PL.OBJ also 1SG.SBJ understand NEG and
If I stay there like that next to a hole in the ground or next to a hole in a tree or if I go
to remove the bees with fire by dividing them and making them fall all together on
my head, that situation I know. But (if) I am in the middle of the road, and (the bees)
come out and find me suddenly, the origins of this thing that happens, I don't know.

S46

Nare
nə̂
mən way da,
"Dumbu ba ɗwagda-na-m
ya ta
people CONN.PL one say COMP bee
SUB sting-IR-2SG.M.OBJ as DEM.DIST
de
da, dundə-m
ba gandə
i bam."
like.that SUB image-2SG.M.OBJ SUB come.out be totally
Certain people said, "If the bees had stung you like that, your soul would have left
completely (you would have been dead)."

S47

Nə̂
mən way da,
tanga
abe gə
geche managə
Ɓorsə,
CONN.PL one say COMP in.the.past male CONN.M big the.place.of Borseu
ba
bo-r
gəndə-w-ə̂,
ba
indirect.discourse pour-REFL buttock-3SG.M.POSS-LOC indirect.discourse
ɗogdə-w
ya ta
de
da, abe ba
mar
sting-3SG.M.OBJ as DEM.DIST like.that SUB male indirect.discourse die
bam
kwad
ba
gə
mõ bam
bər̰in̰.
totally suddenly so.that 3PL.SBJ bury totally completely
One of them said that another time, an old man from Borseu was going with him and
when (bees) stung him like that, the man died right away, without even getting up,
so that they buried him quickly.

S48

Me ni
di
da, ba
ya i man man mo?
and 1SG.POSS DEF TOP indirect.discourse as be how how Q
(He asked) how am I as I am?
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S49

Me nə̂
way da,
"Made da, i mani nə̂ Mãr̰ĩ hara nəm
an̰ju
i
and 1SG.SBJ say COMP death TOP be things REL God go with.3 3SG.M be
dara
dumbu ɗwagd-a
dəra
me nə̂
ha mar nəm
bər̰in̰
so.that bee
sting-NOM 3F.SG.POSS and 1SG.SBJ go die with.3 completely
bə̂də̂.
NEG
And I said, "As for death, it is something that God comes with. It is not because the
bees have stung me that I will die.

S50

Ta
da
made gand-a
i
də-n-ə̂
da, ha ya-a
DEM.DIST PART death come.out-PST FOC head-1SG.OBJ-LOC SUB go go-NOM
i
də
ɗang.
FOC CONN.F other
So, when it is on me that death comes, it is going to be another.

S51

Nə̂
ꞌwocn̰ dara dumbu ꞌyə̂-n
tandi
bə̂də̂.
1SG.SBJ know COMP bee
kill-1SG.OBJ 3SG.F.EMPH NEG
I know that the bees themselves didn't kill me.

S52

Me yə̂r laba bəraa
nə̂
wor nəm.
and see today for.a.long.time 1SG.SBJ stay with.3
I see today that I'll stay (live) a long time.

S53

Me dumbu ɗogdə-n
ta
di
gay
kanj-a
gə
and bee
sting-1SG.OBJ DEM.DIST DEF provocation look.for-NOM CONN.M
gwale
me swa-a
də-də
me hara dogdə-n
nəm
problem and get.up-NOM head-3SG.F.POSS and go sting-1SG.OBJ with.3
kaw, nə̂
ꞌwocn̰
bə̂də̂.
also 1SG.SBJ understand NEG
The bees that stung me like that, the provocation that made them look for a problem
and rise up and come sting me as well, I don't know it.

S54

I-nə̂ də
idə ꞌya-a-n
da, ka
kaw də
nə̂
mar
be-IR CONN.F REL kill-NOM-1SG.OBJ SUB here also CONN.F 1SG.SBJ die
ɗəm
me laba laba kaw nə̂
worə nə̂
dam nəm.
already and today today also 1SG.SBJ stay 1SG.SBJ stay with.3
If these bees were (supposed) to kill me here, I would already be dead, but today,
today, I'm still here."
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S55

Ta
di
me i mani nə̂ ꞌyo-n
managə bərmə̂-lə̂, womə-n
DEM.DIST DEF and be things REL find-1SG.OBJ when road-LOC hurt-1SG.OBJ

sə-n
nan̰, me alə-n
lan̰ me.
body-1SG.POSS many and make-1SG.OBJ fear and
This is the (story) of what found me on the road. (What happened) hurt me a lot and
made me afraid.
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APPENDIX F
For more information about the speaker of this transcribed text, see Appendix C. This
text was recorded and transcribed using the same process as the others; however, unlike
the others, it was recorded in April 2018.

S1

The chief's wives

Nə̂
ur
ba
nə̂
bi
bamulgə dənə̂
dole
1SG.SBJ want COMP 1SG.SBJ speak story
CONN.F.POSS chief
namda-w
day.
wife.PL-3SG.M.POSS 3PL.POSS
I'm going to tell the story of the chief's wives.

S2

Dole lay
namde
pii
sər da, yə
bə̂də̂.
chief collect woman.PL before two SUB give.birth NEG
A chief had taken two wives, but they did not have children.

S3

Gər-a
ꞌwoo ɗang də-də
di
subu da, tandi
gər-a
arrive-PST take other head-3SG.F.POSS DEF three SUB 3SG.F.SBJ arrive-PST
u
gudi.
take pregnancy
It came to pass that he took another, a third wife, and she became pregnant.

S4

Mwom da, tərə̂-də
ya-a
managə
məjə̂ni-yə̂, ya-a
then
husband-3SG.F.POSS go-PST the.place.of trip-LOC give.birth-NOM
gər-a
so-də
managə
tarə-w-ə̂.
arrive-PST get.up-3SG.F.OBJ the.place.of back-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
Then, her husband went on a trip; after he left (lit: behind him) the birth came upon
her.
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S5

Mwom da, cendi
halga-də
di
way-də
da,
mana
then
3PL.EMPH cowife.PL-3SG.F.OBJ DEF say-3SG.F.OBJ COMP place
gə
day-ə̂
ka
da, yaa al-na-m
da,
CONN.M 3PL.POSS-LOC here TOP birth make-IR-2SG.M.OBJ SUB
ba
gə
cho-w-ə--m
i
barge ma-m
indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ tear-EPEN-2SG.M.OBJ FOC clothes tie up-2SG.M.OBJ
gə
dərə̂-m
daa.
CONN.M eye.PL-2SG.M.POSS up
Then, they, her cowives, told her that in their house, when you give birth, that they
tear clothes and tie them around your eyes.

S6

Mwom da, cendi
chaw-a barge, ma-də
dərə̂-də
daa
then
3PL.SBJ tear-PST clothes tie up-3SG.F.OBJ eye.PL-3SG.F.POSS up

gak.
tightly
Then, they tore up cloth and tied it tightly around her eyes

S7

Tandi,
managə ba də
yə
dwe di, asə dodə̂, mwom da,
3SG.F.SBJ when SUB 3SG.F.SBJ give.birth child DEF put below then
halga-də
di
mi
dwe də bam, wa ya al-a
managə
cowife.PL-3SG.F.OBJ DEF steal child DEF totally run go stay-NOM the.place.of
kuray-ə̂ me ꞌwo habda me ɗa
bare-yə̂,
asə-də
managə
lake-LOC and take tree and anoint blood-LOC put-3SG.F.OBJ the.place.of
dərə̂-də-lə̂.
eye.PL-3SG.F.POSS-LOC
When she had given birth to this child and put it on the ground, then, her co-wives
stole the child and ran and went and put it (to die) by the river. Then, they took
wood and rubbed blood into it and put it in front of her.

S8

Dole diyama-w
ba
yə̂
habda.
chief wife-3SG.M.POSS indirect.discourse give.birth wood
They said that she had given birth to wood.

S9

Mwom da, cendi
awrə-də
dərə̂-də
bam, ba də
yə̂r
then
3PL.SBJ untie-3SG.F.OBJ eye.PL-3SG.F.POSS away SUB 3SG.F.SBJ see

ya ta
de
da, dusə-də
na-də.
as DEM.DIST like.that SUB heart-3SG.F.POSS ripen-3SG.F.OBJ
Then, they untied the cloth from around her eyes, and when she saw it, her heart sank.
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S10

Mwom da, ha keee
tərə̂-də
gər-a,
mwom da ur-də,
then
go longtime husband-3SG.F.POSS arrive-PST then
ask-3SG.F.OBJ
"Dwe di
i wee
mo?"
child DEF be where Q
A long time later, her husband came back and asked her, "Where is the child?"

S11

Cendi
way da,
"Tandi
ba də
yə̂
i
habda me i
3PL.SBJ say COMP 3SG.F.SBJ SUB 3SG.F.SBJ give.birth FOC wood and be
na
mo?"
what Q
They said, "When she gave birth, it was to wood. What's with that?"

S12

Mwom da, dwe gə
cendi
u-w
ya al-a-w
then
child CONN.M 3PL.SBJ take-3SG.M.OBJ go stay-PST-3SG.M.POSS
kuray-ə̂ ta
di, kuray ilə̂
gam-a-w-ə̂
lake-LOC DEM.DIST DEF lake there.is guard-NOM-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
bəraa
mana gə
wala duwa
nem.
for.a.long.time place CONN.M day 3SG.M.POSS be.sufficient
Then, the child who they had taken and gone and put him at the river, at the river the
river was taking care of him until his day would arrive.

S13

An̰ji
gədə
gun gə gəsage, ha daa.
3SG.M.SBJ become human.being go up
He became an adult man.

S14

Mwom da, dole paja
duwa
gə gam labe, ha nəm
then
chief member.of.chief’s.court 3SG.M.POSS REL keep ox
go with.3
managə
kuray-ə̂, ꞌya-gə
labe nimi-yə̂.
the.place.of lake-LOC give-3PL.OBJ ox water-LOC
Then, the servant of the chief, who was keeping his ox, went with it to the river and
gave him water to drink.

S15

Mwom da, dwe gə
ta
di
ilə̂
kuray dalawə̂, ɗərbə
then
child CONN.M DEM.DIST DEF there.is lake in
trample
kaga-lə̂.
wild.taro-LOC
That child was in the river, trampling the wild taro.

S16

Mwom da, tu
diri, "Kaga
də
na
mo?
then
sing song wild.taro CONN.F which? Q
Then, (the child) sang, "What kind of wild taro is this?
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S17

Kaga
n̰ila.
wild.taro song.word
Wild taro lalalala ....

S18

Kaga
də
na
mo?
wild.taro CONN.F which? Q
What kind of wild taro is this?

S19

Kaga
n̰ila.
wild.taro song.word
Wild taro lalalala ....

S20

Ina
gə
ꞌwogə Dədəsər, aba-n
gə
ꞌwogə-w
Dolkən
mum 3PL.SBJ call N.PROP father-1SG.OBJ 3PL.SBJ call-3SG.M.OBJ N.PROP

kən gə
dije
Dolkən."
kən CONN.M those.who.live.far.away N.PROP
My mothers are called Two. My father they call Dolken, the Dolken who lives far
away."

S21

Mwom da, paja
gənə̂
dole di
dway-a.
then
member.of.chief’s.court CONN.POSS.M chief DEF hear-PST
Now, the chief's servant was listening.

S22

Mwom da, an̰ji
gər-a
way-a-w
dole da,
"Dwe
then
3SG.M.SBJ arrive-PST say-PST-3SG.M.POSS chief COMP child

dəma
ilə̂
managə
kuray-ə̂."
2SG.M.POSS there.is the.place.of lake-LOC
Then, he went and said to the chief, "Your child is at the river."

S23

(Mwom) Da, dole way ba
i kulagə,
then
chief say COMP be lie
Then, the chief said that it was a lie,

S24

alə-w
gwale.
make-3SG.M.OBJ word
and scolded him.

S25

"Mwom da, me i-na ya ta
de
da, əjəm
mə̂
then
and be-IR as DEM.DIST like.that SUB 2SG.M.EMPH 2SG.M.SBJ
gədə
labe gə
geche mən me mə̂
ha mə̂
ha yar-a."
become ox CONN.M big one and 2SG.M.SBJ go 2SG.M.SBJ go see-NOM
(The servant said,) "Then, if you are going to be like that, you yourself should become
a big ox. And you go, you go to see the situation."
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S26

Mwom da, dole di
gər-a
gədə
labe, an̰ji
ha yar-a
dwe
then
chief DEF arrive-PST become ox
3SG.M.SBJ go see-NOM child
duwa
di
managə
kuray-ə̂.
3SG.M.POSS DEF the.place.of lake-LOC
So, the chief became an ox, and he went to see his child at the river.

S27

Yə̂r ya ta
de
da, dusə-w
womə-w-ə̂
di-yə̂.
see as DEM.DIST like.that SUB heart-3SG.M.POSS eat-3SG.M.OBJ-LOC head-LOC
When he saw what the situation was, since he was very angry,

S28

Mwom da, gər-a
day
nare
pad nə̂
ulay duwa-lə̂.
then
arrive-PST bring.together people all CONN.PL home 3SG.M.POSS-LOC
he brought together all the people of his house/village.

S29

Cendi
dine
day
nə̂
abje
nə̂
pii
pii
da,
3PL.SBJ children 3PL.POSS CONN.PL male.PL CONN.PL before before TOP
ab-ə̂w
ba
pəl-nə̂-w
dəgaw
sər sər,
father-3SG.M.POSS indirect.discourse carve-IR-3SG.M.POSS small.stick two two
ba
al-na-w
managə
kun-ə̂w-ə̂,
indirect.discourse make-IR-3SG.M.POSS the.place.of neck-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
ba
ha-na managə
kuray bə-w-ə̂.
indirect.discourse go-IR the.place.of lake mouth-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
(He said) about them, the firstborn male children, (for each one) his father was to
carve him two small sticks and put them on his neck and go to the edge of the river.

S30

Cendi
ba
ha-ne jar-na
yar-na.
3PL.SBJ indirect.discourse go-IR throw-IR see-IR
(He said that) they were to go and throw and see.

S31

Dəgaw
də
mən da ba
neam-na i-əw
small.stick CONN.F one TOP indirect.discourse reach-IR mother-3SG.M.POSS
kunə̂-də-lə̂
me, də
mən da, ba
neam-na
neck-3SG.F.OBJ-LOC and CONN.F one TOP indirect.discourse reach-IR

ab-ə̂w
kun-ə̂w-ə̂
me.
father-3SG.M.POSS neck-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and
(He said that) one stick was to go to his mother's neck and that the other one was to go
to his father's neck.
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S32

Mwom da, an̰ji
gə
kuray-ə̂ ta
di, paja
then
3SG.M.SBJ CONN.M lake-LOC DEM.DIST DEF member.of.chief’s.court
gənə̂
dole di
me, ba
pəl-na-w
CONN.POSS.M chief DEF and indirect.discourse carve-IR-3SG.M.POSS

dəgaw
di.
small.stick DEF
(He said that) then, for the one of the river, the chief's servant should carve him a stick.

S33

An̰ji
paja
gənə̂
dole di, gər-a,
3SG.M.EMPH member.of.chief’s.court CONN.POSS.M chief DEF arrive-PST
pələ-w
dəgaw
di
ꞌya-w
sər.
carve-3SG.M.POSS small.stick DEF give-3SG.M.POSS two
Him, the servant of the chief, carved these sticks and give him two.

S34

Mwom da, dine
di
jər
da, dəgaw
də
mən da, ha ina
then
children DEF throw SUB small.stick CONN.F one TOP go mum
kunə̂-də-lə̂
me, də
mən da ha baba kunə̂-w-ə̂
neck-3SG.F.OBJ-LOC and CONN.F one TOP go daddy neck-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
me.
and
Then, when the children threw, one stick went to their mothers' neck, and one stick
went to their fathers' neck.

S35

Gər-a
dwe gə
kuray-ə̂ di, al-a
dəgaw
duwa
da,
arrive-PST child CONN.M lake-LOC DEF throw-PST small.stick 3SG.M.POSS SUB
mən gər-a
nem
managə
dole kunə̂-w-ə̂
me,
one arrive-PST be.sufficient the.place.of chief neck-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and
də
mən da, nem managə
i-əw
kunə̂-də-lə̂
CONN.F one TOP reach the.place.of mother-3SG.M.POSS neck-3SG.F.OBJ-LOC
me.
and
It happened that when the child of the river arrived and threw his sticks, one reached
the chief's neck and one reached his mother's neck.
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S36

Gə
yə̂r ya ta
de,
mwom da gə
wur sədə
lə̂
3PL.SBJ see as DEM.DIST like.that then
3PL.SBJ believe.something LOC
di-yə̂
dara dole di, dwe duwa
di, namda-w
di
head-LOC COMP chief DEF child 3SG.M.POSS DEF wife.PL-3SG.M.POSS DEF
ba i dusii də
halgəni me, ba u
dwe di, ya al-a
bam
SUB be heart CONN.F jealousy and SUB take child DEF go make-PST totally
managə
kuray-ə̂ cendi.
the.place.of lake-LOC 3PL.EMPH
People saw this happen. They believed that it was true about the chief and his child
and his wives. It was thing of jealousy that they took the child and went with him to
make him stay by the river.

S37

An̰ji
dole di, yə̂r ya ta
de.
3SG.M.EMPH chief DEF see as DEM.DIST like.that
The chief himself saw that it was like that.

S38

Dusə-w
na-w,
mwom da, ꞌywor
namde
nə̂
heart-3SG.M.POSS ripen-3SG.M.POSS then
chase.off woman.PL CONN.PL
sər di
bam
me, kal-də
mən də
wor ta
di,
two DEF totally and let-3SG.F.OBJ one CONN.F stay DEM.DIST DEF
gam-də
managə
gəndə-w-ə̂
me, dam-gə
nəm
keep-3SG.F.OBJ the.place.of buttock-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and stay-3PL.OBJ with.3
labiya.
health
He was very angry, and he chased off his first two wives and let the one who was left
stay. He kept her with him, and they lived together in peace.
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APPENDIX G
For additional information about the speaker of the text transcribed here, see Appendix B. This text was also recorded in May 2018, transcribed in October 2018 and
checked in December 2018.

S1

The woman with nine daughters and one son

Deme
yə̂
dənda-də
nə̂
namde
dunamən, gə
woman give.birth children-3SG.F.POSS CONN.PL woman.PL nine
CONN.M
abe da i gar̰e
mən.
male TOP be last born one
A woman gave birth to children, nine girls and one boy, the youngest.

S2

Mwom da, an̰ji
gədə
gun
gə
geche, u
deme
me.
then
3SG.M.SBJ become person CONN.M big
take woman and
Then, he became an adult and took a wife.

S3

Cendi
dənda-də
nə̂
namde
kaw lay
abje
bam
3PL.EMPH children-3SG.F.POSS CONN.PL woman.PL also collect male.PL totally
jiga
jiga
ciri
də
hən̰ hən̰ pad me.
different different village CONN.F far far all and
The female children also all found husbands in different villages far away.

S4

Mwom da, an̰ji
gər-a
yi
gwale di
ya kəb-a
de,
mwom da
then
3SG.M.SBJ arrive-PST seize word DEF as chat-PST like.that then
way da,
"Caga da
i-m
da, mə̂
cha-na gani
say COMP now PART mother-2SG.M.POSS TOP 2SG.M.SBJ drink-IR drink

widəbə-nə̂
kaw, mə̂
ꞌwon
gə
i-m
mo?
get.drunk-IR also 2SG.M.SBJ make.love with mother-2SG.M.POSS Q
(One day), the son arrived. He chatted. He said, "Now, about your mother, if you drink
a lot of alcoholic beverages, if you get drunk, are you going to make love to her (i.e.
you wouldn't ever make love to her, would you)?
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S5

Ba
mə̂
cha-na gani widəbə-nə̂,
ladə-na
kaw
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ drink-IR drink get.drunk-IR do.good-IR also

ba
mə̂
ꞌwon
gə
i-m
mo?"
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ make.love with mother-2SG.M.POSS Q
(They say that), 'If you drink a lot of alcoholic beverages and you are drunk, is it good
if you make love to your mother?'"

S6

Gə
way i ya same
de.
3PL.SBJ say be as proverb like.that
They have said this proverb.

S7

Mwom da, an̰ji
way yande
di
me, i-əw
di
dwey.
then
3SG.M.SBJ say like.that DEF and mother-3SG.M.POSS DEF hear
When the son spoke like that, his mother heard.

S8

Mwom da, kalə-w
jang
diyama-w
ba də
ya mwom da,
then
let-3SG.M.OBJ slowly wife-3SG.M.POSS SUB 3SG.F.SBJ go then
mana hən̰e
mwom da, ha gər-a
ya managə
gəsa duwa-lə̂.
place a.little then
go arrive-PST go the.place.of mat 3SG.M.POSS-LOC
Then, she let him go slowly, (she waited until) his wife went a little bit away. She
went to sleep on his mat.

S9

Tandi
ilə̂.
3SG.F.SBJ there.is
She (the mother) was there.

S10

I-əw
di
gər-a
ilə̂.
mother-3SG.M.POSS DEF arrive-PST there.is
His mother arrived, and she was there.

S11

Mwom da, an̰ji
hara, cha-a
gani widəbə,
nan̰
kwad kwad.
then
3SG.M.SBJ go
drink-PST drink get.drunk many done done
Then, he went and drank alcohol and got very drunk. He didn't have any strength.

S12

Mwom da hara gər-a
ba ꞌya
gəsa duwa-lə̂
me gər-a
then
go arrive-PST SUB sleep mat 3SG.M.POSS-LOC and arrive-PST
ꞌya-lə̂.
sleep-LOC
Then he came and went to sleep to his mat. He slept there.

S13

Ba ꞌya-lə̂,
mwom da, kalas.
SUB sleep-LOC then
(it is) finished
When he was sleeping there, it was finished.
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S14

Dərə̂-w
a
daa da.
eye.PL-3SG.M.POSS wake.up up SUB
When he woke up,

S15

Way ba
i diyama-w
di.
say COMP be wife-3SG.M.POSS DEF
he said (thought) that it was his wife.

S16

U
gwagladə, ꞌwon-də.
take body.part make.love-3SG.F.OBJ
He took one of her body parts, and he made love to her.

S17

Ba ꞌwon-bə-də
mwom da, tandi
so
daa, "Əjəm,
SUB make.love-PL-3SG.F.OBJ then
3SG.F.SBJ get.up up 2SG.M.EMPH
tanga
mə̂
way ba
ꞌywa-na i-m
da
in.the.past 2SG.M.SBJ say indirect.discourse find-IR mother2SG.M.POSS SUB
ba
mə̂
ꞌwon-də
mo?
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ make.love-3SG.F.OBJ Q
After they had made love, (the next day), she got up and said, "You said before that if
you find your mother, you are going to make love with her.

S18

Me, yə̂r caga mə̂
ꞌwon-bə-n
ta
bə̂də̂ mo?"
and see now 2SG.M.SBJ make.love-PL-1SG.OBJ DEM.DIST NEG Q
See have you not made love to me?"

S19

An̰ji
ərəm bəraa,
"Əndi
ɗe naa, nə̂
ꞌwon
3SG.M.SBJ think for.a.long.time 1SG.EMPH ?? what 1SG.SBJ make.love
i-n
mo?"
mother-1SG.POSS Q
He thought for a long time, "Me, did I make love to my mother?"

S20

"Əndi
di, i-m
di, yə̂r ta.
1SG.EMPH DEF mother-2SG.M.POSS DEF see DEM.DIST
[The mother said], "Look at me your mother here.

S.21

Mə̂
ꞌwonə-n
i
əndi
di."
2SG.M.SBJ make.love-1SG.OBJ FOC 1SG.EMPH DEF
You made love to me, myself."
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S22

"Ladə, də̂
alə-n,
nə̂
ꞌwon-i
mwom da,
good 2SG.F.SBJ hurt-1SG.OBJ 1SG.SBJ make.love-2SG.F.OBJ then
əndi
da nə̂
ha dam-a
bə̂də̂."
1SG.EMPH TOP 1SG.SBJ go stay-NOM NEG
(The son said,) "Great. You have hurt me. I made love to you. So, as for me, I am not
going to stay (live any longer)."

S23

Alə-w
ya te sərgə̂ de.
make-3SG.M.OBJ as as curse like.that
The situation had made him as cursed.

S24

Ya te ba sərgə̂ sə-w
gə
mani de.
as as SUB curse body-3SG.M.POSS with things like.that
It is as if he cursed himself (by this situation).

S25

Mwom da, sanga,
gə
al
i
ya te biyə̂ gə
bəla de.
then
next.day 3PL.SBJ make FOC as as dig CONN.M well like.that
The next day, they made as if to dig a well.

S26

Mwom da, nare
daya-r,
an̰ji
gə
lama duwa
me,
then
people bring.together-REFL 3SG.M.SBJ with horse 3SG.M.POSS and
nare
daya-r
mwom da, gə
way da,
gun
gə
people bring.together-REFL then
3PL.SBJ say COMP person CONN.M

yaa abje
dunamən labaa mwaj, ba
chi-nə̂.
birth male.PL nine
or
ten
indirect.discourse come.down-IR
Next, the people got together. The son with his horse as well. When they came
together, they said that a person from a family with 9 or 10 sons should go down
into the well.

S27

An̰ji
way da,
ba
i mwaj pad me, ba
3SG.M.SBJ say COMP indirect.discourse be ten all and indirect.discourse
bər̰əl
chi
man mo.
choose come.down how Q
One son said that he is one of ten, but how is he going to go down?

S28

Gən̰
bam.
refuse totally
(He) refused.

S29

Yande da, gun
gə
dunamən di
ba
chi-nə̂.
like.that person CONN.M nine
DEF indirect.discourse come.down-IR
So, (they said that), someone from a family with nine men should go down.
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S30

“Ay ba
gə
i dunamən pad, ba
chi
?? indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ be nine
all indirect.discourse come.down
bə̂də̂.”
NEG
(Another person said) that they are nine in all (in his family), but he wouldn't go down.

S31

I-nə̂ yande
da
gə
dunasər ba
chi-nə̂.
be-IR like.that PART CONN.M eight
indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) if it's like that, someone from a family with eight men should go
down.

S32

An̰ji
ba
i dunasər pad, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
3SG.M.SBJ indirect.discourse be eight
all indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that he comes from a family with eight men but that he wouldn't go
down.

S33

Yande da, gə
worgəsubu ba
chi-nə̂.
like.that CONN.M seven
indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with seven men should go down.

S34

An̰ji
ba
gə
i worgəsubu pad, ba
3SG.M.SBJ indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ be seven
all indirect.discourse

chi
bə̂də̂.
come.down NEG
Another son said that they are seven in all (in his family) but he wouldn't go down.

S35

Yande da, gə
kubi ba
chi-nə̂.
like.that CONN.M six indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with six men should go down.

S36

Ba
i kubi pad, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse be six all indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that he comes from a family with six men but he wouldn't go down.

S37

Yande da, gə
jii ba
chi-nə̂.
like.that CONN.M five indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with five men should go down.

S38

Ba
gə
jii pad, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse CONN.M five all indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that he comes from a family with five men but he wouldn't go down.

S39

Gə
wodə ba
chi-nə̂.
CONN.M four indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with four men should go down.
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S40

Ba
i wodə, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse be four indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that he comes from a family with four men but he wouldn't go down.

S41

Gə
subu ba
chi-nə̂.
CONN.M three indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with three men should go down.

S42

Ba
gə
i subu pad, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ be three all indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that they are three son in all (in his family) but he wouldn't go down.

S43

Yande da, gə
sər ba
chi-nə̂.
like that CONN.M two indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with two men should go down.

S44

Ba
gə
i sər pad, ba
chi
bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse 3PL.SBJ be two all indirect.discourse come.down NEG
Another son said that they are two sons in all (in his family) but he wouldn't go down.

S45

Yande da, gə
mən ba
chi-nə̂.
like that CONN.M one indirect.discourse come.down-IR
(The crowd said that) someone from a family with one man should go down.

S46

Gə
mən gaba
ꞌwan-a
iə-w
chi-nə̂.
CONN.M one the.one.who make.love-NOM mother-3SG.M.POSS come.down-IR
That the one who made love to his mother should go down.

S47

An̰ji
ərmə̂ dusə-w-ə̂,
na-w.
3SG.M.SBJ think heart-3SG.M.POSS-LOC ripen-3SG.M.OBJ
He thought and was angry.
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S48

Yi
lama duwa
me, bo-də
mãjile managə
seize horse 3SG.M.POSS and pour-3SG.F.OBJ bridle the.place.of
bə-də
me, lama duwa
də-də
me, ajil lama
mouth-3SG.F.POSS and horse 3SG.M.POSS head-3SG.F.OBJ and ride horse
duwa
də-də
me, hurə̂-w
kwan̰e
3SG.M.POSS head-3SG.F.OBJ and get.dressed-3SG.M.POSS feather.headdress
managə
də-w-ə̂,
də-w-ə̂
me, gər-a
u
the.place.of head-3SG.M.POSS-LOC head-3SG.M.POSS-LOC and arrive-PST take
dele duwa
ba me, ɗəbə nəm
gubə di
bə-w-ə̂.
flute 3SG.M.POSS SUB and stand with.3 hole DEF door-3SG.M.POSS-LOC
He took his horse, and he put the bridle in her mouth and on his horse's head. He
mounted on top of his horse and put his feather headdress on his head, on his head.
He arrived and took his flute. He stood with it at the entrance of the hole.

S49

Gubə di
ha nəm
gandə-w,
ha nəm
gandə-w
hole DEF go with.3 with-3SG.M.OBJ go with.3 with-3SG.M.OBJ
hurə̂-w
dele: Trey
ya
trey
ya
get.dressed-3SG.M.OBJ flute song.word song.word song.word song.word

trey
Madam Galiya.
song.word Madame Galiya
This hole went down under him, went down under him and taking his flute, the flute
went, "Trey ya, trey ya, trey, Madame Galiya.

S50

Gun
Lele də
kugmi
ba wadə
kwa.
person Lele CONN.F muslims SUB come.towards.running here
May the person, the Muslim woman, Lele run here.

S51

Nə̂
yə̂r-i
de.
1SG.SBJ see-2SG.F.OBJ like.that
I see you.

S52

Banga diyana-w
sər ya wad-e
ɗe.
Banga private.parts-3SG.M.POSS two go come.towards.running=INTS ??
May the two private parts of Banga come running.

S53

Nə̂
yə̂r-i
de.
1SG.SBJ see-2SG.F.OBJ like.that
I see you."

S54

Mwom da, cendi
dway-a.
then
3PL.SBJ hear-PST
They heard.
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S55

Mwom da, nə̂
ka
da wada=le wada=le wada=le...
then
CONN.PL here TOP run=INTS run=INTS run=INTS
Then, those came running, running, running.

S56

Mən ba
hurə̂
dele wada=le wada=le wada=le wada=le!
one indirect.discourse whistle flute run=INTS run=INTS run=INTS run=INTS
(They said that) Men (their brother, the son) had taken his flute. They ran and ran and
ran.

S57

Mən ba
hurə̂
dele ta
di
na,
gwale
one indirect.discourse whistle flute DEM.DIST DEF which problem
ba
ꞌyo-w=we
chandra-gə
di.
indirect.discourse find-3SG.M.POSS=INTS brother.PL-3PL.POSS DEF
(The sisters said that) Men has taken his flute and that a problem has come upon their
brother / that something is wrong with their brother.

S58

Wada bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
run
for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
bəraa
da, bii
di
for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time for.a.long.time SUB door DEF
di
lə̂
har nəm
gandə-w-ə̂,
har nəm
sən̰a
di
DEF LOC go with.3 with-3SG.M.POSS-LOC go with.3 ground DEF
gandə-w-ə̂,
gandə-w-ə̂,
har nəm, har nəm, har nəm,
with-3SG.M.OBJ-LOC with-3SG.M.OBJ-LOC go with.3 go with.3 go with.3
har nəm, har nəm, har nəm.
go with.3 go with.3 go with.3
They run for a long time. The opening was going under him. He was going under the
ground, under. It went with him, went with him, went with him, went with him,
went with him, went with him.

S59

Kalas.
(it is) finished
It is finished.

S60

Ba gə
yal-a
ib
ib
da, bidiga
di, lama di, sən̰a
SUB 3PL.SBJ arrive-PST close close SUB what.it's.name DEF horse DEF ground
di, yi-də
ya managə
sə-də
sembad.
DEF seize-3SG.F.OBJ go the.place.of body-3SG.F.POSS IDEO
When they arrived close by to the well, the horse, the earth was seizing her. The earth
went completely over her body.
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S61

Ba gə
yal-a
ib
dən̰,
ib
dən̰
da.
SUB 3PL.SBJ arrive-PST close more, very close more, very SUB
When they arrived very close, very close,

S62

Kalas.
(it is) finished
it was finished.

S63

Ka duwa
wor ɗəm.
here 3SG.M.POSS stay already
Only his torso stayed.

S64

Də
mən də
dwe də
targin̰ ta
di, ba də
wada
CONN.F one CONN.F child CONN.F last DEM.DIST DEF SUB 3SG.F.SBJ run
ib
dən̰ sə-w-ə̂
mwom da, də-w
ya
close very body-3SG.M.POSS-LOC then
head-3SG.M.POSS go
vbwad.
completely.closed
Then, one child, the youngest (sister), she ran very close to him. His head disappeared.
(The well closed on his head.)

S65

Kwan̰e
duwa
wor.
feather.headdress 3SG.M.POSS stay
Only his feather headdress remained.

S66

Tandi
ba də
hurə̂
əsə-də,
biyə̂
kwan̰e
3SG.F.SBJ SUB 3SG.F.SBJ put.on hands-3SG.F.POSS take.off feather.headdress
duwa.
3SG.M.POSS
She took it with her hand. She took off his feather headdress.

S67

Daa əsə-də-lə̂.
up hands-3SG.F.POSS-LOC
She lifted it up high in her hands.

S68

"Kalas.
(it is) finished
(She said,) "It is finished.
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S69

Aꞌa, idənin
de
i na,
al
chandra-nin
?? mother-1PL.EXCL.POSS like.that be which make brother.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS
di, chandra-nin
mən tenene bas mar bam, bo
chi,
DEF brother.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS one only only die totally pour come.down
nə̂
ꞌyo-nin
bə̂də̂.
1PL.EXCL.SBJ find-1PL.EXCL.SBJ NEG
Who is our mother? She did our brother in. Our only brother is dead. We are not
going to find him.

S70

Ta
da,
nə̂
al-nin
man mo?"
DEM.DIST PART 1PL.EXCL.SBJ make-1PL.EXCL.SBJ how Q
Now, what are we going to do?"

S71

"Ladə, kal-də
jang bas," day
bədə̂-gə,
way-də
good let-3SG.F.OBJ trap only bring.together mouth.PL-3PL.POSS say-3SG.F.OBJ
way yande
mənda-gə.
say like.that alone-3PL.POSS
(The sisters said), "Well, let's leave her a trap." They got together. They talked with
her. They talked alone (in their group without their mother).

S72

Mwom da, gər-a
ya ba gə
dam ba gə
nul i
made də
then
arrive-PST go SUB 3PL.SBJ stay SUB 3PL.SBJ cry FOC death DEF
de
dənə̂
chandra-gə,
dənə̂
chandra-gə
di,
like.that which.is brother.PL-3PL.POSS which.is brother.PL-3PL.POSS DEF
de.
like.that
Then, they went and stayed and mourned the death of their brother, of their brother.

S73

Mwom da, ich=e
dawre də
wid-də
lədway
lədway,
then
forge=INTS razor CONN.F tail-3SG.F.OBJ very.short very.short
bə-də
daa, bat
bat,
al
sanda hiləm hiləm hiləm,
mouth-3SG.F.POSS large not.calmly not.calmly make tooth sharp sharp sharp
ichə ɓani kəjar
mwala-lə̂, gər-a
bo-də
managə
mana
forge small small.balls smith-LOC arrive-PST pour-3SG.F.OBJ the.place.of place
wama-lə̂.
food-LOC
Then they forged little bits of metal, like very short tails, a little large. They were very
sharp. They forged little balls at the forgeron's. They poured these into the food.
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S74

Mwom da, bo-də-lə̂
mana wama-lə̂.
then
pour-3SG.F.OBJ-LOC place food-LOC
Then they put them for her in the food.

S75

Ba də
way ba
də
wom gana, sab-a
SUB 3SG.F.SBJ say indirect.discourse 3SG.F.SBJ eat there cut-PST

marja-də
bam
korgin̰.
vocal.cords-3SG.F.POSS totally in.the.middle
When the mother said that she would eat, the balls cut her throat in the middle.

S76

ꞌYə-də.
kill-3SG.F.OBJ
They killed her.

S77

"Ta
me dusərə̂-nin
həlal.
DEM.DIST and heart-1PL.EXCL.POSS cool
(The sisters said), "Now our hearts are calm.

S78

Chandra-nin
də̂
al-əw
mar bam
me
brother.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS 2SG.F.SBJ make-3SG.M.OBJ die completely and

məndi
kaw nə̂
ꞌyə̂-nin
bam
me, ca me da.
2SG.F.EMPH also 1PL.EXCL.SBJ kill-1PL.EXCL.SBJ totally and also and there
She did in our brother. He died, and you (our mother), we killed as well.

S79

Kalas
də̂
war-ang
da, məndi
kaw də̂
(it is) finished 1PL.INC.SBJ stay-1PL.INC.SBJ SUB 2SG.F.EMPH also 2SG.F.SBJ
wor me nenin
chandra-nin
kaw ilə̂
bə̂də̂.
stay and 1PL.EXCL.EMPH brother.PL-1PL.EXCL.POSS also there.is NEG
It is finished. While we remained, on the one hand, you yourself also remained. (But)
on the other hand, us, our brother was no more.

S80

Nə̂
dam-nin
me."
1PL.EXCL.SBJ stay-1PL.EXCL.SBJ and
We stay."

S81

Gani i mani nə̂
acn̰e.
drink be thing CONN.PL bad.PL
Drinking is a bad thing.

S82

Ta
di
bas gə
way nəm
ta
di, gani ba
DEM.DIST DEF only 3PL.SBJ say with.3 DEM.DIST DEF drink indirect.discourse

i mani nə̂
acn̰e.
be things CONN.PL bad.PL
Now, they say this: drinking is a bad thing.
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S83

Ba
mə̂
chə̂
gani
da, dərə̂-m
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ drink beverage SUB eye.PL-2SG.M.POSS

ba
bu=le.
indirect.discourse be.blind=INTS
(They say that) When you drink, your eyes are really blinded.

S84

Ba
mə̂
ꞌwocn̰
mani nə̂
lade bə̂də̂.
indirect.discourse 2SG.M.SBJ understand things CONN.PL good NEG
They say that you don't know good things.

S85

Ba
mə̂
ꞌwocn̰
gwale bə̂də̂.
indirect.discouse 2SG.M.SBJ understand word NEG
They say that you don't know anything.

S86

Mə̂
chə̂
gani widə,
mə̂
ꞌwocn̰
gwale bə̂də̂.
2SG.M.SBJ drink drink get.drunk 2SG.M.SBJ understand word NEG
You drink alcohol and get drunk. You don't know anything.

S87

Mə̂
way-na gwale gə
lade de,
gə
acn̰e.
2SG.M.SBJ say-IR word CONN.M good like.that CONN.M bad.PL
If you say a good thing, it is bad. (Implication: people don't believe you.)

S88

Mə̂
way-na gə
acn̰e
de,
mə̂
way ba
i
2SG.M.SBJ say-IR CONN.M bad.PL like.that 2SG.M.SBJ say indirect.discourse be
gə
lade.
with good
If you talk about bad things, you say that it is good.

S89

Ta
bas, gə
way ba
gani ba acn̰ i mani
DEM.DIST only 3PL.SBJ say indirect.discourse drink SUB bad be things

duwa
nə̂
ta
di.
3SG.M.POSS CONN.PL DEM.DIST DEF
So, they say that drinking is bad.

S90

Ta
i bamulgə ni.
DEM.DIST be story
1SG.POSS
That is my story.
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